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A frail thing is this Intelligence, spread through our bodies,

andmanyarethe shocks calamitous that dim our thoughts. Alittle

span of life that is not life men look upon, and then, so swift are

they to perish, like a smoke they are carried off, and lo ! they have

flown away: and nothing have they learnt to know save that

which each has happened on, as all are driven all ways. Yet

every man makes his vain boast that he has discovered the All

though that cannot be seen of men nor heard nor compre-
hended.

You, then, since you also have travelled hither, shall learn

no more than mortal wits can see.

EMPEDOCLES.

Wise was the Lacedaemonian Cheilon who wrote these

words: In nothing seek excess: only to the Just Measure

belongeth every good.

AUCTOR INCERTUS.

Quietness is a charming lady. And she dwells near Modesty
of Mind.

EPICHARMUS.



PREFACE

SOME
years ago, in writing a short introduction to Greek

tragedy, I ventured to say that ' the Oedipus Tyrannus de-

pends for its effect upon qualities which are apparent, even in

translation, to all readers who care for poetry and drama.' Soon

after I had written thus boldly, I was fortunate enough to see

Professor Murray's translation produced by Reinhardt. That

performance taught me that the strength of the plot makes the

play great and exciting even in the worst conditions that a bad

producer can invent. But it also showed how little the real great-

ness of the play is appreciated even by scholars and artists : for

many of them praised that unhappy production. The Sophoclean

Oedipus depends for its finest effects upon the restraint of the

performance: Reinhardt's production was lavish, barbaric, turbu-

lent. The Greek actor was masked and stately : the words are so

composed that their full effect can be appreciated only through
the clear and rhythmical enunciation of an actor who relies mainly
on his voice. Reinhardt's actors, not altogether, I suspect, of

their own free will, raged and fumed and ranted, rushing hither

and thither with a violence of gesticulation which, in spite of all

their effort, was eclipsed and rendered insignificant by the yet
more violent rushes, screams, and contortions of a quite gratuitous

crowd. The tragedy was intended to be enacted in broad day-

light, and the background should have been a pleasant palace.

Nature should be cheerful and splendid at the beginning and

until the end, indifferent to the sufferings of mortals, even as the

lord of light, Apollo, himself. Reinhardt gave us for a palace
a black cavern of mystery, for the sunshine the great arc lamps
which spluttered as they followed the actors in their mad career,

and, to add to our discomfort, he posted his assistants behind,

above, and around the stage and audience, to utter meaningless

yells and to clash strange cymbals and other instruments of

brazen music. The appeal was to our senses. Imagination and

the tragic emotion were left, so far as the greatness of the drama
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allowed, unmoved. Finally, I am compelled to add, the dialogue

of the Oedipus is clear-cut, unmetaphorical, and, though fraught

with double meaning, never vague. The verse of Professor Murray,

though beautiful and vigorous, is highly charged with metaphor,

and very often vague. Sophocles had good reason for avoiding

ornament. The mind of the speaker is always felt at work behind

the words
;
and the words move us precisely because our imagina-

tion is stirred to realise the accumulating emotion which lies

behind the clear and logical simplicity. Then, in strong contrast

with the dialogue, the chorus supervenes, full of metaphor, rich in

the direct and musical expression of emotion. The chorus, in its

place, and at the right time, fills the atmosphere with the

mysterious voices of oracles and of vague foreboding. Try to

make the dialogue romantic, and you miss the effect of the chorus

as well as of the dialogue itself.

So much I learnt from Reinhardt's performance. I learnt

more from a later performance, in Greek, at Cambridge. The
rehearsals gave me the opportunity of hearing every verse intelli-

gently recited many times. That taught me that there is no

pointless phrase in the play. Often a sentence, to which at first

the actor despaired of giving a dramatic meaning, proved, in the

end, to be highly charged with emotion. The purpose of my
translation is to give the reader a faithful version, which, at least,

adds nothing, though, of course, at every moment I am aware
that I omit half the effect. I shall be content if I can give, by my
failure, the clue which may enable English readers to see by what
sort of method Sophocles succeeded. Professor Murray's trans-

lation has qualities of poetry to which mine can make no

pretension, but I hope that through my version, if it be read in

the light of my commentary, the reader will be helped to see
more clearly the qualities of Sophocles.

Finally I witnessed the performance of M. Mounet-Sully
1 in

Paris, the proof that the French nation possesses Sophocles, as
at present the English nation, unfortunately, does not. The verse,
the production, the acting, are beautiful: and it was the destruc-
tion of formal beauty that made Reinhardt's performance so
lamentable. Because of its formal beauty the French production
is an inspiration to all who care for drama, and a proof that Greek

1 These sentences were written before the death of the great actor.
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drama, not bolstered up by sensationalism, and not watered with

sentimentality, has power to hold and to move a modern audience.

If you doubt whether in these days Greek tragedy still matters,

you may learn the answer in Paris.

The accuracy of my interpretation depends, of course, upon
many minute points of textual criticism and grammar. On these

matters I have not, I hope, formed my opinion without due con-

sideration of the available evidence. Where I accept Jebb's text,

I print it without critical comment. Where I disagree, my
reasons are briefly stated in the notes. The questions with

which I am mainly concerned cannot, indeed, be answered without

a sound linguistic method, but are often ignored by scholars, and

certainly cannot be answered by any critic who is content to

say, with the famous schoolmaster: '

Boys, you are to have the

privilege of reading the Oedipus Tyrannus, a storehouse of

grammatical peculiarities.' In my introduction and commentary
I have tried to apply the results of the linguistic study to the

dramatic interpretation of the play. My method is the study of

the normal Greek ideas, and in this respect my debt to Walter

Headlam's work on Aeschylus will be apparent. I hope to prove
that Sophocles, by playing on a set of simple and familiar

notions, has created in the Oedipus a poem whose meaning is

not disputable and a drama in which every part contributes to

the tragic beauty of the whole.

For, although scholars agree in praising the Oedipus, they
differ strangely about its merits and its purpose. In every genera-
tion there are found some champions of what I may call a 'moral'

interpretation, who think that Sophocles composed his play, as

Aeschylus certainly composed his trilogies, 'to justify the ways
of God to man.' These critics imagine that our play presents
an extreme example of 'Tragic Justice.' Oedipus sinned and was

duly punished, and the audience are indirectly warned: 'Sin not,

since the sin of Oedipus was so terribly requited.' With that

school of criticism I have little sympathy, but I think the

refutation offered by most scholars is inadequate. An appeal to

plain good sense can always be eluded by the suggestion that,

perhaps, after all, the moral point of view of Sophocles was

different from ours : perhaps to him and to his audience, steeped
in superstition, Oedipus seemed guilty and the play seemed a
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triumphant vindication of the divine vengeance upon sin. We can

only silence such absurdities by showing, in regard to each detail

of the play, what effect it must have had on an Athenian

audience, not merely what effect it has on a modern reader.

This can only be accomplished if we consent to study the

normal Greek ideas involved ;
and the study of these ideas has

been neglected by the best of the linguistic scholars.

The champions of common sense have also, for the most part,

underestimated the importance of the chorus. In particular, they

tend to treat as irrelevant the famous ode which describes the

growth of a 'tyrant' (863 ff), a poem which those who find 'tragic

justice' in the play regard as the very centre of its teaching, and

as the final proof that Sophocles looked at this question of moral

responsibility from an ancient, and a barbaric, standpoint
1
. The

more enlightened critics reply that the chorus is irrelevant to the

drama. 'No criticism in the world,' they say, 'can make line 889

apply to Oedipus
3
.' And so, they say, the ode 'though impressive,

and suited to the general atmosphere, is an irrelevant poem,'
' a

beautiful embolimon 8
.' Such an assertion plays into the enemy's

hands. Aristotle, who is constantly thinking of the Oedipus as he

writes his Poetic, must have been strangely forgetful when he

declared that the chorus ' should take the part of an actor in the

drama, in the manner of Sophocles, not in that of Euripides,' and

added that
'

Agathon was the first to introduce irrelevant inter-

ludes.' Still, in spite of Aristotle, the critics make the poem
irrelevant. It is 'an indictment of contemporary Athenian ten-

dencies.' Indeed, some have sought, for the particular political
events to which Sophocles is irrelevantly referring, an obscure
scandal connected with the treasures of Delphi, the famous
mutilation of the Hermae, and so forth 4

!

So long as critics do not expound the normal Greek ideas
and so long as they treat the choral odes as irrelevant, they must
not be surprised at the constant revival of the heresy which
makes our play a drama of sin and punishment. The truth is

1 See (e.g.) S. Sudhaus fCdnig Odipuf Schuld, Kiel 1912.
8 So Bruhn p. 36 of his Introduction to the nth edition of Schneidewin-Nauck

(1910).
8 This phrase is used by Dr H. F. Miiller in an excellent article (Berliner Phil.

Wochenschrift i

p
1 3 pp. 5 1 3 ff. ) in which he conclusively disposes ofthe theory ofSudhaus.4

See, for this kind of criticism, Bruhn's Introduction p. 37.
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that the ode in question plays upon a perfectly familiar set of

ancient ideas
;
so far is it from being irrelevant, that every word

has reference to Oedipus. It expresses, not indeed the opinion
of Sophocles, but the fear of the chorus, as felt at the precise

moment which the drama has reached, that Oedipus may after

all be a bad man, deserving evil. The chorus is mistaken.

Oedipus is a good man, and here lies the greatness of his

tragedy. He suffers as a bad man should suffer, and his quali-

ties and defects are such as to suggest to some minds, at some
moments though not in the latter scenes of the play that

he may really be a villain. In fact he is noble, and suffers in spite

of his nobility, partly as a result of it. Exactly how all that is

plain to a Greek audience, exactly how the chorus is relevant and

how the details of the drama lead up to the chorus and yet refute

it, I shall try to show.

Incidentally I hope to be able to show the dramatic value of

those parts of the play for which most critics find it necessary
to apologise. The Creon scene,

' the only part of the play,' as

Professor Murray writes,
' which could possibly be said to flag,'

even Creon's frigid argument which has disappointed and puzzled
most of us, is for a Greek a vital and essential part of the tragic

development. The choral odes, as generally misinterpreted,
'move their wings less boldly' than those of Euripides. I shall try

to show their place in the economy of the drama. They are im-

portant, though they do not, as in Aeschylus, contain the central

thought of the play. We shall find, I hope, a satisfactory answer

to the much debated question of the '

sin
'

of Oedipus. Finally,

I hope that we shall be able to dispose of the common criticism

of the end of the play, criticism which really implies that Sophocles
has failed. Wilamowitz, for instance, finds the last scenes so

painful as to be for a modern audience intolerable: he thinks that

Sophocles regarded them with complacence because, unlike us,

he was a pious pagan
1
. Professor Murray thinks that if the final

scenes were acted '

for all they are worth,' they would send the

audience away 'cursing the author and producer, and wishing they
had never come 2

.' If we ask what were the preconceived notions

1
Odipus pp. 12 ff.

2 In an interesting notice of the Cambridge performance published in the Cambridge

Review, December 1912.
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with which a Greek audience listened to each sentence, we shall

find a new relevance in the Creon scene, and in the choral odes
;

we shall better understand the noble but imperfect character of

the hero
;
and we shall see a new, though tragic, beauty, trans-

forming the very painfulness into an artistic satisfaction, in the

conclusion. We shall find, also, and this is most important

because, were it otherwise, we should have proved that Greek

tragedy was indeed of little importance to modern readers that

the notions with which Sophocles and his audience approach the

play are, in spite ofsome admixture of superstition, fundamentally

true.

EDITORIAL NOTE

In publishing this book, which was begun before the war

and finished in the early months of 1915, the author desires to

acknowledge his indebtedness to Mr C. F. Taylor, who gene-

rously undertook the task of verifying references and preparing
the manuscript for the press, at a time when the author was

unavoidably prevented from attending to such work. In general,

to Mr Taylor's encouragement and criticism he owes more than

any phrase of acknowledgment can indicate.

He desires also to thank Mr A. S. F. Gow for very kindly

reading the whole book in proof and for suggesting many valuable

criticisms and corrections, Mr Leonard Whibley, who has been

good enough to criticise the Introduction, Miss W. M. L. Hutchin-

son, who has made the Index, and the learned staff of the

University Press, to whose accurate proof-reading the book is

greatly indebted.

The long delay in publication has been due to circumstances
connected with the war.

J.T.S.

KING'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE.

February 1920.



INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER I

THE PREPARATION OF THE AUDIENCE

IT is a mistake to begin the study of a drama by piecing to-

gether from the hints of the dialogue a laborious reconstruction of

the incidents assumed by the author as antecedents of the action.

Yet that is the usual introduction to editions of the Oedipus. We
are expected by the critics to carry in our heads a very compli-
cated story. The audience of Sophocles knew the main outlines

of the hero's tragedy, and some of them knew and knew well

the details of earlier presentations, in narrative and in drama, of

that tragedy: but none of them knew how Sophocles would

develop and modify the familiar theme. Knowing that an Oedipus
was to be produced, they knew, through epic, lyric, and drama, as

well as through the tales of strange old days which they had

learnt from parents and nurses in their childhood, a story something
like this. In ancient times, Laius was king of Thebes. For some

reason, he was destined to be slain by his own son. Apollo's oracle

of Delphi warned him, forbidding him, some say, to beget a son,

merely revealing to him, say others, the fate which he could not

escape. Anyhow, a child was born, and Laius, thinking to avoid

the possibility of death at his hands, exposed the baby to die.

Of course, the child was saved, grew to manhood without know-

ledge of his parentage, and in due time, without knowledge, met

his father and, in a quarrel, slew him. But worse than this, accord-

ing to the poets, was reserved for Oedipus. He came, unknown

and ignorant, to Thebes, the city of his birth, and rid his country-
men of the ravages of a pestilent monster called the Sphinx. For

this exploit he was rewarded with the hand of the king's widow,

and with the throne of Thebes. Sooner or later the truth came

to light. He learnt that he had murdered his own father and

married his own mother.
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With this main outline of the story the whole audience, we
must assume, is familiar. Many, perhaps most, of the spectators

are familiar also with the details of different versions, which for

us are in part made known by allusions in Homer, Pindar or later

writers, in part irrevocably lost. We are reminded, for instance,

by an allusion in the Odyssey* that the legend took its familiar

shape before the deepening religious sense of Greece connected

partly with the development of the worship of Apollo at Delphi
had made it seem intolerable that Oedipus should continue,

after such a tragedy, to reign at Thebes. When Odysseus visited

the land of the dead, he saw, we are told, the mother of Oedipus,
' the beautiful Epicaste, who did a great wrong in the ignorance
of her heart, for she married her own son: and he, when he

married her, had slain his own father. Then suddenly
2 the gods

brought these things to light among men. So Oedipus reigned
on over the Kadmeians in lovely Thebes, suffering anguish because

of the dreadful counsels of the gods. But she fastened on high
a noose from the lofty roof-beam of the hall, and so passed to the

house of Hades, that strong gaoler: thus did her agony prevail

upon her: and for him she left behind sufferings full many, yea,
all that a mother's avenging Furies bring to pass.' This ancient

version has, in some respects, a remarkable likeness to the account
of Sophocles. The epic poet has seized, like Sophocles, the tragic

significance of the moment of discovery. In Sophocles, moreover,
when Jocasta passes swiftly and silently into the palace where
she is presently to be found hanging in her bridal-chamber, the
emotion is made more poignant by a touch of reminiscence which
is surely not accidental 3

. But in Sophocles, although the gods are
felt in the background as mysteriously potent, the anguish comes,
not simply 'because of the dreadful counsels of the gods,' but as
the result of a perfectly normal human process of enquiry. The
hero himself unravels his own tragic secret. And in Sophocles,
though Jocasta leaves indeed much suffering behind, she calls

upon no Furies to avenge her. The ban which is upon Oedipus
1 Od. xi 271 ff.

2 It is uncertain, as Jebb remarks, whether &<f>ap means 'presently' or 'suddenly.'3 See line 1072 rl rare &&,**. ..fr' dypla, fan Mwqt i, ywj. And then Ufoura
^...wapp^ei KaK<i. The words in the Odyssey XI 277 ff. are these: i, d' (fr $ Xei

exotfni rv 5' 5X-yea rfHur' trfou. ...This reminiscence adds also to the effect of lines
1180-1281.
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is the more terrible because in his ignorance he has invoked it on

himself1
. In the light of such reminiscences and such contrasts

we are entitled to assert that for an audience ofAthenians, familiar,

as we cannot be familiar, with the epic tradition, there must have

been an element of pleasure which for us is irrevocably lost. The
bare fact that in the lost epic known to the ancients as the Cyprian

Lays the story of Oedipus was related in a digression
2 does not

help us to appreciate the art of Sophocles. Nor are we much the

wiser for the statement that in the lost Oedipodeia the wife of

Oedipus and the mother ofhis children was called Euryganeia
3
. It

is more interesting to learn that our scanty evidence vouches, at

any rate, for the importance in the Oedipodeia both of Creon, the

queen's brother, and of the devastating Sphinx. Whether the

famous riddle which was triumphantly solved by Oedipus has

actually reached us in the form in which it was asked in the

epic
4

, the evidence does not, I think, permit us to say. It was, at

any rate, known in its present form long before Sophocles wrote

his play
5
,
and has, I think, a peculiar appropriateness which has

not been fully appreciated. I will attempt a version:

A thing there is whose voice is one ;

Whose feet are two and four and three.

So mutable a thing is none

That moves in earth or sky or sea.

When on most feet this thing doth go
Its strength is weakest and its pace most slow!

The creature, of course, is man. When we are strong we use

our legs : when we are old, we add a stick to our natural supports:
when we are infants, and at our weakest, we crawl on all fours.

The riddle is a humorous modification of the Delphic yvwdt
treavrov. By answering it, Oedipus showed that he recognised
himself in the riddle. In our play he is to unravel a fresh secret,

and again, but in tragic fashion, he will come to 'know himself.'

Finally the lesson which, through his tragedy, we are to learn, is

1 See lines 8i9ff., 1381 ff. Cf. Robert Oidipus p. 112. 2 See Jebb p. xiv.

3 I agree with Robert Oidipus pp. 108 ff. that the suggestion which makes'

Euryganeia a second wife, married by Oedipus after the death of the wife-mother, is

due to a late and stupid misunderstanding.
4 This is the conjecture of Robert Oidipus p. 56 f.

6 The letters /cat rpi on a vase painting of the early fifth century (Hartwig
Meisterschalen Taf. Ixxvii, Robert p. 51, Miss Harrison Prolegomena p. 208) make
this at least highly probable.

S. b
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this same lesson in its highest form : Learn that thou art but man,

and, being man, be modest in thine own conceit and in desire.

Of the Thebais, so far as concerns the subject of our drama,

we know even less than of the Oedipodeia. Its influence upon

Aeschylus is undoubted, and, if good fortune restored it to our

hands, we should probably find that fresh light would be thrown

on Sophocles. That Teiresias played an important part in the epic

versions we may, on a priori grounds, be allowed to assume. The

modifications which were introduced into the story by the influence

of Delphi we cannot trace, but Pindar's reference to Oedipus as

an illustration of his favourite doctrine of the mutability of human

fortune serves to remind us that to some poets, at any rate, before

Sophocles Oedipus was primarily not so much a sinner as a man

uplifted to great happiness only to be plunged into yet greater

calamity; and Pindar's mention of the oracle delivered by the

Pythian god reminds us that the importance of Apollo in the

story was not due to the invention either of Aeschylus or of

Sophocles. For the most part we are obliged to confess our

ignorance. All we can do is to remember, and to regret, that we

have lost the key to many pleasant allusions which were certainly

meant to be felt
1
.

Our most serious loss, however, is probably that of the trilogy

in which Aeschylus, the great dramatist of the generation before

Sophocles, had presented to an Athenian audience the tragic

legend of Thebes. How serious is that loss we can guess when

we have studied the Electra of Sophocles in the light of the

Choephoroe of Aeschylus. In phrase after phrase of that play we

recognise the motifs of the Oresteia, subtly modified and turned

to new dramatic purpose with an effect which is doubly delightful

to the hearer who knows the earlier play. How well the Athenian

audience knew the dramatists, and how keenly they appreciated

the subtlest reminiscences we can judge from the number and the

delicacy of the allusions in Aristophanes, notably in the Frogs.
If we possessed the Oedipus of Aeschylus, we should find it very
different in construction, style, and purpose, from the Oedipus of

1 The origin and early history of the myth I do not discuss. Modern theories are

based on inadequate evidence and very bold hypotheses. Even if they could be proved,

they would be irrelevant here unless it could be established that they were known to

Athenians of the time of Sophocles. For this reason I have nothing to say about
'

medicine-kings,' vegetation-spirits, marriage with the earth-mother.
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Sophocles: but we should also find that the emotional value of

many passages in our tragedy is heightened by the reminiscence

of some Aeschylean motif or by an implied contrast with some

Aeschylean suggestion. Of this we are made certain by the fact

that in composing his Oedipus Sophocles has remembered, and

has assumed that the audience will remember, motifs and sug-

gestions from the Septem contra Thebas. From this, the third, and

only surviving play of the Aeschylean trilogy, we must, in our

turn, try to derive some help in our attempt to understand the

method of Sophocles.

Aeschylus treats the whole story as a tale of guilt and retribu-

tion. La'ius sinned against Apollo, who forbade him to beget a son.

In Sophocles we notice that it is left doubtful whether even Lai'us

sinned against the god. Nothing that Sophocles says makes it

impossible that Apollo simply foretold the future destiny of a child

already begotten. I agree with those critics who think that this

vagueness is intentional, and that it ought to save us from a notion

that somehow the fate of Oedipus is due to inherited guilt. In

Aeschylus the child was born in sin, begotten in defiance of Apollo.
The first play of the Aeschylean trilogy was concerned, then, with

this sin of Laius, and with its punishment which was death. In

the second play, Oedipus, the son who has killed his father

probably in a moment of sinful anger and has married his mother

'in madness,' at length discovers the truth. The second play,

therefore, involves the sin and ruin of Oedipus and through him

of Jocasta : but the catastrophe is to engulf the whole family, and

Oedipus invokes a curse upon his sons 1
. The third play, which

alone we possess, is concerned with the fulfilment of this curse.

At the third stage, the ancient sin involves not only the sons of

Oedipus, doomed to 'divide their inheritance with the sword,'

slaying each other in a contest for the throne, but also the whole

city of Thebes, besieged by the Argives, and only saved from

conquest and destruction by Apollo himself. Thus there is a

progressive development. First La'ius sins and is ruined. Then

Oedipus ruins himself and his family. Finally the agony of the

family of Oedipus imperils the whole city of Thebes.

1 Robert's theory (Oidipus Chapter VI a) that the dvayvupuris was not dramatised,

but took place after the end of the first and before the beginning of the second play,

seems to me highly improbable.

b-z
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At the outset of the Seven against Thebes, Eteocles is pre-

sented as the generous and pious prince, encouraging his citizens

to resist the impious invaders brought against their country by

his brother, the ambitious Polyneices. At first Eteocles is the

good king, not without defects, but generally noble. After the

quiet dignity of his opening address to the citizens, an irruption

of panic-stricken
women brings to our imagination all that the

siege and danger of the city mean. This panic is also used by the

poet as the first important test of the character of the young king.

He begins by attempting to dismiss the women with tyrannical

threats, treating their prayers to heaven with an impious contempt.

Presently he recovers his balance, and for the moment seems

again to be safe because he is pious.

All this is not, indeed, consciously recalled by the spectator of

the Oedipus. But there is a fundamental similarity of conception

in the opening scenes, not altogether accidental 1
. Oedipus, like

Eteocles, is presented to us as a king whose city is in peril from

plague, however, not from human enemies. Like Eteocles he

appeals for courage, and, in his appeal, betrays his royal character.

Here also we first receive our impression of the essential nobility

of the hero and also of his danger his unchecked power, his

tendency to self-confidence. Then, and not till then, in the Oedipus

as in the Septem, our imagination is fired by the excitement of a

choral ode 2
. This time the chorus represent the city of Thebes

praying for deliverance from the plague. Reinhardt's realistic

method of presenting the first scene, the supplication to Oedipus
and the king's response, stirred us with sympathy for the suffering

city. But it dwarfed the figure of Oedipus, and spoilt entirely the

superb imaginative appeal of the second appearance of the king.

After the first quiet movement, we ought to get a second and

1 In the Antigone, also, this Aeschylean scene is recalled. Creon, installed in the

same fatal seat of authority at Thebes, himself in his turn addresses to his people words

which are superficially pious but fundamentally tyrannical and arrogant, revealing the

character which is to lead him also to wickedness and ruin. The threat of death by
stoning Ant. 36, which is quietly dropped in the course of the play, recalls the threat

of Eteocles Sept. 199.
2 Later in the play, though I do not here suggest a deliberate reminiscence, the

scene in which, after Creon's oath of innocence, the queen and the chorus, in short

bursts of lyric with iambic interludes, prevail upon Oedipus to let Creon go, is similar

in effect to the scene in which the chorus of the Septem restore Eteocles to a pious and
balanced frame of mind.
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more intense impression of the greatness and the peril of the hero,

when, upon the passionate dances and the lyrical prayers for

deliverance of the city, Oedipus supervenes with his too confident

appeal :

You pray? Well...do as I bid you, and you may be saved.

Elsewhere I have discussed the plot of the Septem contra

Thebas 1

,
and have tried to show how important it is, from

the dramatic point of view, to realise that the moderation of the

king's words is itself the pledge of the salvation of his city. It

also heightens the tragedy for the audience, who know that, in

spite of his effort to be sane and moderate, at the final test the

challenge of his brother the passionate nature of Eteocles will

break loose and ruin him. The notion that it is actually dangerous
to speak other than ' moderate and timely' words is essential to the

understanding of most Greek tragedy. 'The helmsman of the

state, the watcher who orders the act, must speak' as well as do

'things right and seasonable (ra tcalpia).' That theme governs
the whole economy of the Septem. In the Oedipus the same

principle is of vital importance. When Oedipus speaks, the

audience listen with an instinctive readiness to appreciate the

well-omened words and the ill-omened, the words of pride and

self-confidence, the safe and pious words of cautious modesty.
That fact adds for a Greek audience to the tremendous effect of

the 'tragic irony' which even we appreciate, who have no such

sense as had the Greeks of the mysterious connection of words

and things. Remember how Teiresias insists 6paJ yap ouSe trot TO

<rov
(jica^TjfjL

lov Trpo? tcaipov, and how Creon, at the solemn close

recalls the theme: a
firj <frpovu> >yap ov <>i\a) \eyeiv pdrijv.

Finally, just before his catastrophe, Eteocles, casting all caution

to the winds, becomes an impious fatalist, and rushes to his crime

and death with a cry of self-abandonment which is surely re-

membered in the Oedipus when the king insists on tearing the last

veil from the truth 2
. Oedipus is right to insist. If he tried to avoid

the truth Apollo would duly bring it to light
3
. But the spirit of

confidence and rashness which has seized the king is evil. And

1 In the Class. Quarterly vol. vii pp. 73 ff. Wilamowitz Interpretationen p. 67

says that the only tragic scene of the play is that of the departure of Eteocles.

2 See line 1076.
3 See line 341.
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the character of Oedipus in Sophocles recalls the character of

Eteocles in Aeschylus.

I hope that this attempt to show how Sophocles has modified

the Aeschylean themes will not be misunderstood. I do not

suggest that for Sophocles the hero is ruined by his excessive

confidence, punished for his boldness of speech. On the contrary,

Sophocles has been at pains to make the hero innocent: and,

since the tragic truth was true before the play began, had Oedipus

been as reasonable as Creon and as modest as the chorus, the

tragic result would, in Apollo's own time, have come to light. My
point is simply this : the familiarity of the audience with plays in

which a sinner's merited doom is foreshadowed or even produced

by his wicked pride and confidence makes more poignant the

tragedy of this innocent good man who behaves sometimes in the

manner of the sinner who is justly ruined. The themes and motifs

of Aeschylus are thus recalled with dramatic effect, but the moral

inference is not drawn either by the poet or by the audience. It

is for this reason that sometimes Sophocles has been hastily con-

demned as 'a great artist' but 'somewhat lacking in moral per-

ception
'

! I hope to show the futility of such a criticism, but I

have no wish to deny the contrast in moral tone upon which it is

based. In spite of all reminiscences, the Oedipus of Sophocles

differs from the Aeschylean trilogy as the Electra of Sophocles
differs from the Oresteia. In the Aeschylean Oresteia it is the

moral problem that holds us the righteousness, and yet the

terrible unrighteousness, of the matricide. In the Electra we are

very little concerned with the justification of Orestes. Does that

mean that Sophocles is 'morally obtuse'? I think not. In the

Electra we are given something different, but not less tragic, the

imaginative truth about Electra. It is tragic, terrible, that the

heroine's love for her father has killed in her all other love, so

that to her the murder of her mother is only the first glorious step
in vengeance upon her father's enemies. The coldness of Electra

to her sister, the bitterness of her hate for Clytaemnestra, and
the vindictiveness of her triumph over the usurping adulterer,

Aegisthus, are the tragic results of her love for Agamemnon.
That love is revealed to us as the source, also, of a wonderful

tenderness, when, in the happy moment of the return from death

to life of Orestes, her father's representative, Electra suddenly
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ceases to be cold and rational and cunning, and becomes an

impulsive, reckless, almost hysterical girl. If, as I think, Sophocles
has made us feel throughout the play this passionate love, with

its results in beauty and in terrible ugliness, we have no right to

criticise him for ignoring the moral problem which was the theme
of Aeschylus

1
.

Similarly in the matter of Oedipus, I hope that a recognition

of the difference between the moralising of Aeschylus and the

tragic irony of Sophocles will not be thought to justify a dis-

paragement of the moral insight of the later poet. In the trilogy,

of which the Septem formed a part, there can be little doubt that

the sin of the heroes was the central fact. When Eteocles is

ruined, the chorus sing:

Of old it was engendered
The Sin whose wage we see,

The bloody ransom rendered

By generations three !

Laius, though thrice the god had spoken,

Apollo, from the central shrine of earth :

' Wouldst keep thy city's weal unbroken?

See that no child from thee have birth !

'

Fool, in the god's despite,

Fool, and slave of a fell delight,

He got him a son a son ? It was Death that he got,

Oedipus, parricide !

Oedipus, mated by madness to sow a forbidden plot

His mother his bride.

Nothing of that kind will be found in the Oedipus of Sophocles.

Here Oedipus does not suffer for his sin. He is innocent. Yet

Sophocles has in view the character, the passion and the over-

confidence, which in Aeschylus ruin Eteocles and, we may con-

jecture, Oedipus as well. These characteristics move us because

they make the hero, who is nobler than we are, like us, also,

in the frailty of his nature. As we are prone to pride and passion,

so, and more than we, is Oedipus. That fact moves us, and for

that reason Sophocles has given his hero the qualities which

Aeschylus employed to show that ruin comes 'not from wealth

alone, nor from birth alone,' but from sin.

1 I have discussed this question in my essays on the Electras of Sophocles and

Euripides in the Classical Quarterly 1918 and the Classical Review 1918.



CHAPTER II

THE INNOCENCE OF OEDIPUS

MY assertion that Oedipus is innocent demands, as I am aware,

defence and explanation. It must be admitted that the hero, when

he stands revealed as the murderer of his father and the husband

of his mother, feels himself utterly vile, polluted, and the polluter

of all who have dealings with him. He has done, however un-

wittingly, things which have made him worse than the meanest

of criminals. Are we not forced to admit that Sophocles here

treats his Oedipus as a sinner duly punished? Has he not failed

to realise that it is the motive and the knowledge of consequences

that determine moral guilt?

Without doubt, there was a time when a Greek audience would

have been unable to distinguish between the guilt of the deliberate

parricide and the misfortune of a man like Oedipus. Some vague

minds even to-day find it impossible to realise that, for example,

Tess of the D'Urbervilles was a chaste woman. And in the

audience of Sophocles, though Greek literature and Greek law

entitle us to claim that the work of enlightenment had gone far,

there must have been many simple people who, if they had been

examined by a lawyer, could not have made the distinction clear.

Our question, however, concerns Sophocles, and an audience which

is swayed by the emotions suggested by this play. How would

ordinarily intelligent Athenians of the time of Sophocles feel, not

simply think, about Oedipus?
In the first place, very few of them Euripides and some of

his friends would realise clearly that the supposed 'pollution'

and the infectious nature of that pollution were the figments of

old superstition. The Hercules Furens allows us to say so much.

They would be able easily enough to imagine the state of mind
of a person who believed in the definite, material, and infectious,

pollution. But, for their own part, they would feel, as would an

enlightened man of our own day, that the ignorance of Oedipus
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absolves him from all blame. Anyone, however clear-headed,

must, of course, feel that it is natural and right for Oedipus to

experience a terrible emotion, with something of remorse and

disgust, an instinctive sense of shame and intolerable pain. But

we have no right to suppose that this is all. Most of the audience,

perhaps Sophocles himself (though the Oedipus at Colonus makes
this doubtful), felt and recognised as right the peculiar horror

expressed by Creon when he bids the citizens put out of sight
'a thing polluted so that neither Earth nor Light nor Heaven's

Rain may welcome it.'

That difference between the ancient and the modern view

must in fairness be admitted. To the average spectator of our

play the man who had shed human blood was, until absolved by
ritual purification and also, in some cases, by a judicial verdict of

justification, physically unclean, infectious, and likely to be a cause

of disaster to all with whom he came in contact. How strongly
this superstition worked, even in the days of the 'enlightenment,'
we may gather from the commonplaces which occur in a series

of speeches composed by the orator and statesman Antiphon as

a model for pleaders in Athenian courts 1
. This is the kind of

argument to which a jury will respond :

It is against your own advantage that this person, so blood-stained and
so foul, should have access to the sacred precincts of your gods and should

pollute their purity ; should sit at the same table with yourselves, and should

infect the guiltless by his presence. It is this that causes barrenness in the

land. It is this that brings misfortune upon men's undertakings. You must

consider that it is for yourselves you are acting when you take vengeance for

this murder....

The notion of the potent and disastrous blood-pollution is alive

in Athenian society, no mere archaistic and imaginative revival

of the poet. Though the clear vision of human love enables the

Theseus of Euripides
2 to see the essential innocence and harmless-

ness of his friend, even he does not deny the need for purification.

His contempt for the danger of infection is for the audience a

1 Tetral. I 2.

a
Euripides H.F. 1215 ff. The whole scene is significant. Line 1230 may help us

to realise that in the Oedipus at lines 1424 ff. Creon behaves, not brutally, but as

a normal and pious Athenian would behave : but at lines 14668". and 1510 with him

also human kindness prevails over superstitious fear. Less directly than Euripides,

without the denial of the popular belief, Sophocles also points the way to the truth.
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revelation of generosity, a triumph of reason and of friendship

over the current superstition.

But we must make yet another admission. Though there are

few traces here of the crude old superstition whose vitality is

attested, for example, by the words of Plato's Laws 1
: 'He that

has been slain by violence is angry against the doer, and pursues

his murderer with shocks and terrors/ there is certainly an appeal

to the tragic notion that the dead man cries for vengeance.

Though Sophocles has deliberately suppressed the Aeschylean
and pre-Aeschylean notion of the ancestral curse and the inherited

taint, we must not forget, in estimating the probable effect of his

work, the ancient feeling, to which sanction was still given even

by the enlightened practice of Athenian justice, that a killing was
a wrong inflicted primarily on the family, and that it imposed,

upon the kinsman, in the first place, the duty of requital. It is the

family of a murdered man that demands the trial of his murderer.

It is on a kinsman, who must claim first cousinship at least to the

deceased, that the duty of prosecution falls 2
. This fact, and the

frame of mind which it induces, must be remembered when we
try to realise the emotional effect of the parricide of Oedipus. It

may help us if we recall another passage of the Laws, in which

Plato, prescribing for the good government of a typical Greek

city, will have the parricide slain and his body thrown out naked
and unburied at a crossroad beyond the precincts of the city. All
the officials shall bring stones and shall stone the corpse, thus

throwing upon its head the pollution of the state. 'The Justice
that stands on watch, the avenger of kindred bloodshed, follows
a law...ordaining that if any man hath done any such deed he
suffer what he has inflicted. Hath a man slain his father? He
must some day die at the hands of his children....When the
common blood is polluted, there is no other purification. The
polluted blood will not be washed out until the life that did the
deed has paid a like death as penalty for the death, and so

propitiated and laid to rest the wrath of the whole kinship
3
.' In

our play, I know, there is nothing quite so savage as this. Yet

1 ix 865 D.
1 If the slayer is unknown a proclamation (wp6ppr,^s) must be made. The fact
d be remembered when, in our play, Oedipus unconsciously proclaims himself an

outlaw. 3
,x 8 E
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the savage superstition is alive in Athens and we shall not

appreciate the full tragedy of Oedipus unless we take that fact

into account.

Of the incest I need say little. But here also we must re-

member that for a Greek audience there comes into play, not

merely the natural feeling which we share, but also the super-
stitious sense of a taboo, which makes the tie of family not less

but more binding, the pollution not less but more horrible, than

it is for us 1
. I will mention only the fact that an Athenian was

held justified in killing an adulterer at sight if he were caught
with the slayer's wife or mother or sister or daughter, or even with

his concubine, if she were the mother of children whom he had

acknowledged as his own. So much depended on the purity of

citizen blood that a man was forbidden to take back an unfaithful

wife under penalty of the loss of citizen rights
2
.

These differences between the normal ancient view and the

modern view must, in frankness, be admitted. But do they really

imply the sweeping corollary, for example, of Professor Murray?
Is it true, that Sophocles expects and allows his audience to adopt
that further superstition of 'the terrible and romantic past' which

makes incest and parricide 'not moral offences capable of being

rationally judged or even excused as unintentional'? Is it true

that he has allowed 'no breath of later enlightenment to disturb

the primaeval gloom of his atmosphere'? That is the question we
have to face.

For some of my readers, I hope, to put the question thus

plainly is to answer it. Sophocles has, indeed, used all his con-

structive art in the invention of a plot whose minor incidents as

well as its broad effects reveal the hero's piety, his respect for the

natural bond of the family, and his instinctive detestation of

impurity. But there are some critics who are somehow able to

ignore the general impression, or to attribute it to a modern

enlightenment which, they think, Sophocles did not share. Because

Aristotle has remarked that the hero of a drama, if it is to produce
in us the emotion proper to tragedy, must not be perfect, must

have faults and make mistakes, such critics refuse to accept the

broad presentation of the tragic figure of Oedipus, a hero not

1 See e.g. Plato Laws vni 838 A.

2 Demosthenes Aristocrates 637 53, 1374 115.
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without faults, yet noble, involved, not because of his faults, but

in spite of his virtue, in pollution. They must needs find some

'dpapria; besides the tragic mistake, to justify the hero's fall.

For such critics it is necessary to dwell for a moment on the detail

which was devised by Sophocles, not to justify the catastrophe,

but to make us admire the hero and realise his essential nobility.

In Aeschylus, as we have remarked, a sufferer is generally

himself responsible for his calamity. The tragedy comes from the

fact that a tendency to evil is too strong for the sinner to resist.

It is true, therefore, that the story of Oedipus might have been

so presented as to suggest the guilt of the sufferer or some

mysteriously inherited tendency to evil. Of that fact the Athenian

audience was aware. But the Athenian spectators would not there-

fore, like some modern critics, weigh and ponder every little

incident of his story as it unfolded itself to see whether, in fact,

Sophocles had made his hero guilty. Happily we can be certain

that even had they applied that method the result would have

been an acquittal. An Athenian jury would have been amused

by the plea of a prosecuting critic who argued, like some modern

scholars, that the hero is revealed at lines 779 ff. as a person prone
to criminality because he had been brought up as a spoilt young
prince; that he must have been provocative in his behaviour since

one of his companions was driven to insult him by the taunt of

bastardy; that he was hasty and over-inquisitive in his appeal to

Apollo, and was ungrateful in his neglect to inform his supposed
parents of his departure ;

or finally for this plea has been urged
by a critic who saw the futility of all the rest 1 that his apapria
consisted in the criminal negligence with which, in spite of the

oracle's evasive answer, he killed an old man and married a com-

paratively elderly woman. He ought, we are solemnly told, to

have been put upon his guard. No jury, I venture to assert, and
a fortiori no intelligent audience, would find him guilty on such

grounds and assess such punishment for such offences.

And however well the prosecuting counsel argued, the ad-
vocate for the defence would have an easy task. As Wilamowitz
showed 2

, the poet has been careful to leave no loophole for mis-

understanding. It would have been so easy to make Oedipus the

aggressor, as does Euripides, for instance, in the Phoenissae. In
1 Klein die Mythopoiedes Sophokles etc. (Eberswalde, 1890).

2 Hermes vol. 34.
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Sophocles he is attacked in a lonely mountain pass and defends

himselfagainst an unprovoked assault. For killing thus committed

as an act of self-defence Athenian justice
1 would have pronounced

him innocent. After a ceremonial purification he would have

been no further troubled by the affair. Unfortunately,
'

against

his will' for the whole tragedy assumes that he could not

naturally have suspected the truth the man whom he so justly

slew was his own father, the woman whom he quite properly
married was his mother. Thus, as an 'involuntary sinner,' he was

plunged into calamities most terrible.

But indeed an Athenian of the time of Sophocles would hardly
have considered the detail with such care. To him the name of

Oedipus suggests, not guilt, but chiefly misfortune. The moral

fervour of Aeschylus had given a new interpretation to old stories.

But for most Athenians the stories must have continued to

illustrate, not the profound reflections of Aeschylus, but the

perfectly reasonable, though unreflective, view which most people

normally do take of stories. 'Oedipus was at first a happy man,
the king of Thebes, the saviour of the state, blest with children,

loved by his subjects...but afterwards he became, when he made
the great discovery, of all men the most wretched 2

.'

As for those critics who look for the a/j,apria in the course of

the drama, not in its antecedents, it should be sufficient to answer

that the plague which sets in motion the tragic events is itself the

result of the pollution already incurred, and that at the outset,

before ever he has insulted Teiresias or suspected Creon of dis-

loyalty, the hero is already an incestuous parricide. But I am
aware that this answer will not satisfy the critics, and I shall have

more to say on this part of the subject in my next chapter. Here

I must insist on the clearness of the distinction made at the crisis

of the tragedy between the 'involuntary' acts which have brought

1 He killed an adversary x tP&" ap^avra aSlicwv (see Roberts and Gardner Intro-

duction to Greek Epigraphy vol. II p. 66 and Hicks Manual of Greek Historical

Inscriptions p. 157) and also kv 63< KaffeXwv (Demosthenes Aristocrates p. 637).
2 See Euripides ap. Aristoph. Frogs 1182. The contempt of Wilamowitz for those

who read evdainuv is not, I think, deserved. In view of O. T. 1197 it is rash to assume

that Euripides could not have applied the word to Oedipus : and the jest is improved

if Aristophanes has really succeeded in making a valid, though pedantic, point against

the accuracy of the Rationalist. Oedipus was etfrux^*, and most people would have

called him, inaccurately, evda.ifj.uv.
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on the catastrophe, and the 'voluntary evils' of excessive agony

and self-mutilation which are its result. The messenger who

brings from the palace the news of Jocasta's death insists upon

the involuntary nature ofthe 'sin.' He sharply distinguishes 'those

many secret evils that lurk hidden in the house so foul, not all

the waters of Phasis and of Ister could wash it clean' from those

'other evils' which in a moment shall be displayed to the light,

'ills voluntary, not unpurposed' kicovra KOVK aKovra.

The laws of nature have been violated, and the violator has

incurred pollution. Yes, but the pollution was incurred without

the willing consent of the sinner, in spite of a life whose governing

purpose had been to avoid the sin (793 ff., 997 ff.). Oedipus him-

self makes a like distinction: it was Apollo who brought these

things to pass (13296.), the ills which are the worst: but the

blinding stroke upon the eyes was inflicted, not only by the hand,

but with the full will and intent, of Oedipus.

This distinction between the voluntary and the involuntary is,

of course, a commonplace of Greek tragedy. Its recognition marks

an important stage in the history, not only of criminal law, but

also of morality and religion. For this drama it has an importance
which seems to have escaped the notice of many learned interpre-

ters. To its significance for an Athenian audience the earlier

literature will perhaps provide a key. Poets who died before the

great 'enlightenment,' whose morality was the model for old-

fashioned propriety, and who would certainly have felt that

Oedipus was physically polluted and infectious, had yet a perfectly

good conception of the difference between the intentional criminal

and the unfortunate who had committed an unintentional crime.

It was quite possible for a Greek to believe that certain conduct
had made a man physically unfit for human society, and yet to

acquit him of all blame. The thought is expressed in different

language from our own. But essentially, we shall find, the normal
Greek view of such a case was likely to be no less sympathetic
and intelligent than our own.

For a statement of the fundamental notions we may go to

Simonides, whose spirit, though he was a poet of Ceos, has
been recognised as Attic. He was a favourite at Athens, and
an acknowledged exponent of the higher elements of popular
morality.
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Scopas, a prince of Thessaly, asking, doubtless, for flattery,

had suggested to Simonides as a theme for song the famous saying
of a great statesman, Pittacus of Mytilene. Pittacus became sole

ruler of his city at a time of civil discord, but laid down his office,

not attempting to make himself a despot, because, as he said, 'It

is difficult to be a man of virtue.' When Scopas, prince ofThessaly,
asks his courtier poet for an opinion on that dictum, we have the

right to think, in words like those of Herodotus concerning
Croesus: 'This he asked, expecting to be told that it was indeed

difficult, but that Scopas by peculiar excellence had conquered
the difficulties. Had Pittacus been Scopas, he had not needed to

lay aside his power.' But the poet took his harp and answered in

far different fashion, courtly yet wise:

Difficult, say you? Difficult to be a man of virtue, truly good, shaped and
fashioned without flaw in the perfect figure of four-squared excellence, in body
and mind, in act and thought?

That is the text. There is a gap in our tradition. Later comes
this answer:

Nor to my ears does the current phrase of Pittacus ring true though
wise was he who uttered it. He said 'twas difficult to be a man of virtue. I

answer, only a god can have that boon. For a man if he be overtaken by a

calamity against which no device availeth, needs must he be evil ; there is no

escape. As any man is good if fortune grant it, so if his fortune bring him

evil, evil is the man : and those of us are best whom the gods love. Therefore

will I not waste the lot and portion of life that is granted me in an empty
aspiration, a bootless quest, the search for a perfect man among all of us that

reap the harvest of the earth's wide fields in Hellas though, if I find one, I

will bring you news. No ! I have praise and love for every man who does no

deed of shame of his own will. Necessity not even the gods resist....Enough
for me a man who gives not way to utter evil, utter lawlessness, a man who
hath in him the sense of that fairness which profits his city, a man whose
heart is sound. No reproach shall such a man have of me because you can-

not count the generation of the children of utter folly. All deeds are good if

they be free from baseness.

There is scope here for misunderstanding, and indeed Simonides
has been accused of flattering the prince by extolling 'the morality
of the second-best.' The truth is that he is warning his patron

against self-righteousness. Pittacus was wise, for he realised the

temptations and dangers of power. He is to be criticised only
because his maxim did not sufficiently insist on the dangers that

beset a man, as man, even if he is not a king. Let Scopas re-
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member, however well he rules his people, that, even so, he is but

a man, and therefore imperfect. The best of men can, it is true,

obey their sense of right, refusing to violate Aidos ; and, therefore,

of the best it may be said that they are in a sense 'good' since

there is nothing 'shameful' in their intentional and purposed deed

and thought. But, even so, they are not secure. Perfection, if

calamity comes, is not possible. In some circumstances the best

that can be attained is the avoidance of the wilful violation of

justice and moderation. If calamity 'unmanageable,' not to be

put off by any wit of man, engulf us, we cannot be perfect men...

yet we may, if we are as noble as Oedipus, be worthy of praise

and love, even in our shame and actually in our moral catastrophe.

Is that not true? The Stoics denied it. Virtue, and therefore

happiness, they said, were possible for all men, however sick in

mind and body and estate. But, in order to make good that claim,

they had to narrow their definition of virtue. The good will is

always possible save in insanity. And the good will is always,

in itself, virtuous. True, and no man is to be blamed if he has

well striven, 'doing of his own will nothing shameful.' But is it

possible for the best life to be attained without good fortune, or,

as Simonides and Sophocles would say, without the gift of the

gods? Simonides answers by a distinction important for the

understanding of the Oedipus, as it is for much else in Greek

literature and in our own experience. A man may beguilty through
no fault of his own 1

,
and no man, however excellent in intention

and in act, no man, even, however blest by fortune or the gods,
achieves and keeps perfection.

i That is one of the most important principles in Greek morality. An amusing

application will be found in Herodotus in 43, the story of a ruler who tried in vain

to be the 'most just of men.' An application whose importance and truth we must all

at this time recognise is made by Thucydides (in 82) when he says that 'War, because

it puts men into a situation in which they are not free agents (ducowriovs dca-y/caj),

makes them like their circumstances
'

worse than they are in time of peace. When
Socrates enunciated his paradox that no one willingly does wrong, he was using
old language for his new thought. The old proverbial moralities divided evils into

'voluntary and involuntary.' 'Ills sent by the gods, inevitable, destined, necessary,'

must be borne without excessive grief and complaint. Such an evil was the pollution

of Oedipus. But the self-blinding was an additional evil, self-imposed, voluntary,,

and therefore morally different. The comment of Socrates would have been that this

act also was involuntary, since it was done with the intent of finding forgetfulness :

had he known, as later he knows, that peace of mind comes only through Sophrosyne,.

Oedipus would not have mutilated himself.
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That this idea, essentially true, is expressed in language which

misleads many of us, and shocks some, is due to the inheritance

of a tradition which used epithets, now exclusively moral, in a

political sense. A 'good' man has sometimes meant a brave and

cunning fighter, a wise counsellor, a just judge. Elsewhere and

in a different society it means a successful, respectable, and
therefore probably industrious labourer, or trader, or house-

holder. Sometimes, again, it has meant a man born of 'good

family' and maintaining the standards, whatever they happen to

be, of his class. In all these cases the possibility of 'goodness'

must obviously depend on good fortune and it is true enough
that there is something which deserves to be called 'goodness' in

the happy warrior, the substantial householder, or the aristocratic

'noble.' Simonides, though he admits the obvious, adds he is

probably not the first to add it that there is a sort of goodness,

limited, yet valuable, which is not dependent on the turn of luck.

Thus he gives us a new interpretation, entirely free from cynicism,
of the Homeric observation that men's minds are good or bad

according to the kind of weather Zeus allows them 1
. The dis-

tinction between the will to goodness and the possession of it is

implied, though not quite clearly stated. There remains a danger
of relapse into a vague theory of irresponsibility. But we, if we

emphasize too much the Will, run another danger. We may be

tempted to flatter ourselves and our prince by saying that there

is no need to trouble about the poverty and misery of our people,

because, forsooth, all men can have, without money and without

price, the Will to Virtue which is independentofthegiftsof thegods.
It may help us to judge more fairly of Simonides and also

of Sophocles if we notice other passages, not inconsistent with

our text, but complementary to it. For example, see what the

poetry of Simonides 2 has made of Hesiod's practical advice to

the farmer who would be prosperous and respectable:
'Tis said [that is, we know, by Hesiod and many others] that Virtue

dwells upon the inaccessible hills, attended by the chaste dancing company
of Nymphs divine, not visible to the eyes of all mankind, but only to him
whose heart has felt the pang of struggle and the sweat... to him who has won
his way by manhood to the height.

1 Od. xvin 136
TOIOS yap voos ttrriv dirixOoviui' dvOpdirw
olov or' yfJ-ap aygcn varrjp dvSpuiv re Oe&v re.

2 Fr. 58 Bk.

S. c
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There is no 'morality of the second-best' in that! But it is

true, unfortunately, that a farmer, however well he works, may be

foiled by weather and by soil. So, in the moral sphere, there are

real limitations to man's freedom. Though he strive hard for

excellence, a man needs the gift of the gods, success, if his virtue

is to be the successful virtue, the ^perfect prize of excellence at

which he aims.

None winneth virtue without the gods, no city and no mortal man. Tis

the god that deviseth all, and among men there is no life altogether free from

calamity
1

.

Moreover, it is from this very fact that a man, however good his

intention, however brave his effort of thought and will, may

always fail falling, as the Greeks say, into involuntary evils,

because the gods or his daimon or luck or circumstances will have

it so that a pious Greek refuses to call men happy till they are

dead. This same Simonides may remind us :

Since you are but a man, never presume to say what to-morrow brings

nor, when you see a man happy, how long a time he will be so 2
.

Perhaps the noblest expression of the frame of mind suggested

to a Greek by such reflections is the Spartan prayer :

King Zeus, grant us the good for which we pray aye, and the good we

pray not for : and, though we pray for it, avert from us the evil.

Upon that lofty strain it would be pleasant to end my chapter.

But I dare not stop here. Our attempt to prove the innocence of

Oedipus has led us back to the problem which lies at the heart,

not only ofthe tragedy of the Greek theatre, but also of the tragedy

of human life. If the innocent suffer and who, in these days,

will deny it? if the faults of men are visited upon their own heads

and the heads of others in retribution more terrible than the faults

deserve, what are we to think of the justice of the gods? That

question, which remains with us, was faced and variously answered

by the Greeks. The terms in which they answer it are not our

own: but if we rightly understand their meaning, the answers

are the answers with which the world must reckon to-day.
In the house of Zeus, said Homer, stand two jars from which

he dispenses to mortals good and evil alike. That simple doctrine

is not compatible with the perfect goodness of the gods. Still

more incompatible is another ancient doctrine that the gods are

jealous of a man's prosperity and deliberately tempt him to his
1 Fr. 61 Bk. 2 Frf 32 Bk-
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own destruction. We need new explanations when philosophy or

religion insists upon the goodness of the gods. We shall certainly

deny the doctrine of the divine jealousy and the divine temptation.
We may deny that evil comes from the gods. But we cannot

escape the fact that some of our evils, at any rate, are certainly
not due to man. We may say that evil is the punishment of sin,

that a man must pay for his faults or for the faults of his ancestors,

or we may tell ourselves that suffering is the only road to wisdom.

Even so, we have not solved the problem. If we are mystics and
assert that apparent evil is, in the sight of the gods or of the

Absolute, good, we abandon in logic, though not, of course, in

practice, our right to judge of good and evil.

Of the mystical confusion of good and evil we shall find no
trace in our play. Of the truth that suffering is a school of wisdom

greater use has been made, as we shall presently see, than is

admitted by most interpreters. But there is no suggestion that

the wisdom justifies the suffering. The theme of an inherited

guilt is, as we have already remarked, ignored. That the omission

is deliberate becomes obvious when we remember that Sophocles
was familiar with the work of Aeschylus, and when we recall how
this motif"is used in the Antigone (584 ff.). The tragedy ensues by
normal human processes from the act of Oedipus himself. Yet
the character and the life of the hero are such as to exclude, for

a Greek as for a modern audience, the notion that he has deserved

his fate, though his tragedy is heightened by the fact that his

defects are precisely those which for a Greek are normally
associated with the righteously afflicted sinner. Finally, the

plague, the oracles, the prophecies of Teiresias, and the sense, in

the background, of the mysterious potency of Zeus and Apollo,

imply that, in some sense, the evil comes from the gods. It comes,

however, not by miraculous intervention, but through the normal

processes of human will and human act, of human ignorance and

human failure. Sophocles justifies nothing. He accepts, for his

tragic purpose, the story and the gods, simply treating them as if

they were true. Whether he thought that in ancient times a real

king Oedipus had actually suffered this agony is of no importance.

Whether he believed in prophecies or not really matters little.

His Oedipus stands for human suffering, and he neither attempts,

like Aeschylus, to justify the evil, nor presumes, like Euripides, to

c-2,
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deny its divine origin. That is because his gods whether he

believed in them, or exactly in what sense, does not matter stand

for the universe of circumstance as it is. Aeschylus and Euripides

both demand for their worship a God who is good and just. Both

therefore must attempt to solve the 'problem of evil.' The pagan

gods of Homer and Sophocles require no such reconciliation.

They are great and good, and great and bad like things, and

men, and nature. They square with the tragic facts of life, and

therefore, we, who do not think that the lightning is the flash

of the bolt of Zeus, who do not believe that Apollo was born

of Leto in the island of Delos, can yet believe in the essential

truth of the Sophoclean Apollo. There are in human life great

tragedies, moving and wonderful because they flow from human

action and are in some measure due to human blunders, yet

tragedies for which in no full moral sense can responsibility be

ascribed to man. Man is often the victim of circumstance yes,

often his own nobility demands that he shall sacrifice his own

most noble qualities. Well, the 'circumstance,' which alone we
can call responsible, is poetically represented by Apollo. And the

tragedy, which admits this non-moral power, can appeal to all

the listeners, whether like Aeschylus, they say at the end of the

play: 'Ah yes, it is terrible. Yet my religion tells me that at the

heart of it there is the working of a righteous God,' or whether,

with the pessimist, we cry out in condemnation of such a universe,

or whether we simply admit the tragic facts and, as to their

explanation, are fain to confess our ignorance.
That the language, and sometimes the thought, has an ad-

mixture of superstition I have no wish to deny. We recognise a
belief which probably none of us shares, when, for example, after

Oedipus has told Jocasta of the terrible pronouncement of Apollo,
he cries :

If any judge my life and find therein

A savage Daimon's work, he hath the truth 1
.

In my version I have ventured to translate the words OD^OV Saipovo?
by 'malignant stars,' a phrase which recalls to us a kindred,
but more familiar, notion. We hear again, from the chorus, of
the Daimon of Oedipus, immediately after the revelation of the

1 Line 828 f.
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truth 1
. Finally, at the sight of the blinded and humiliated king,

the chorus cry :

What Fury (8aipuv) came on thee?

What evil spirit from afar

Leapt on thee to destroy?

And Oedipus himself asserts that his calamity is the work of an

evil Saifxcov :

Alas ! Curse of my life (8aip.ov), how far

Thy leap hath carried thee !
2

Of the various meanings and applications of the word
we need not speak, but something must be said of the popular
sense of which Sophocles has here made so tragic a use. Probably
none of us believes that with every man there is born and lives

and dies a supernatural being, 'an individualised Fortune,' a being

upon whom his prosperity and his misfortune somehow depend,
his 'guardian angel' if his character and luck be good, a veritable
' demon '

if he be born to wickedness or calamity. How far

Sophocles himself believed in such a supernatural Daimon we do

not know. He may, for all we know, have travelled far upon the

road towards that 'rationalistic' interpretation of life which issued

in the doctrine that a man's character is his fate (ijdos avdpnira)

Saifjuov). The important point for us is this: although the memory
of the old superstition, and the fact that some of the audience are

probably themselves superstitious, add emotional value to these

allusions, yet, so far as the moral inference is concerned, no harm
is done. The poet's presentation of the character of the hero, and

the judgments which are implied both as to his moral responsi-

bility and as to his innocence, are as clear and as just as if the

poet had been a modern rationalist and had substituted for the

vivid Daimon the vagueness of 'disastrous accident' or 'circum-

stances unforeseen and beyond control.' For moral judgment,

though not for the dramatic value of the poem, it makes little

difference whether you attribute the 'involuntary evils' to the

gods or to the Daimon or to complications of circumstance.

\ do not, of course, deny that there is a danger in these, as in

all superstitions. My purpose is simply to suggest that the attri-

bution of that part of human misfortune which is not due to man

1 Line 1195.
2 Lines 1301 ff., and 1311 ff.
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either to fate (Herodotus I 19, Soph. Phil 1466), or to Zeus (o

irdvr avaawv O. T. 894, ovtev TOVTCOV on M Zevs Soph. Track.

1278), or to a man's Daimon, does not necessarily and always

imply a false estimate of human moral responsibility. For

morality, all depends on the particular application which is made.

Some men, for example, profess to believe that war is due to the

anger of God, some that it is due to the malignant activity of the

devil. The result may be, and sometimes is, a criminal negligence

or a fanatical barbarity. But what matters for morality is simply

that such persons, whether or not they are superstitious, should

be sufficiently clear-sighted to help one another in the task of

abolishing all natural, human, and avoidable causes of such

crime. No Athenian could possibly have inferred from the fact

that the calamity of Oedipus is ascribed to his Daimon or to

Apollo the notion that it is useless for a man to attempt to live

decently and to honour his parents. Most doctrines are capable

both of a higher and of a lower moral application. There were

many in the audience who would have accepted without question

the immoral theory, had it been suggested by the poet's treatment,

that the gods tempt men to their ruin. They would have felt, like

the grumbling old moralist of Megara
1

:

In nothing be over-zealous ! The due measure in all the works of man is

best. Often a man who zealously pushes towards some excellence, though he

be pursuing a gain, is really being led astray by the will of some divine power
which makes those things that are evil lightly seem to him good, and makes

those things seem to him evil which are for his advantage.

Sophocles, as we shall see, has made his story a reminder of the

fallibility of human endeavour and of the importance of modera-

tion. But he has not treated Apollo or the Daimon of the hero

as a devilish tempter luring him into sin. His moral is more

nearly, though not quite exactly, expressed in another pronounce-
ment of Theognis

2
:

No man, O Kyrnus, is the cause of his own ruin or his own advantage.
The gods are the givers of both : nor hath any man, as he works, the know-

ledge in his heart whether the end of his labour be good or evil. Often he
thinks to make the issue evil, and lo ! he hath made it good, or thinking to

make it good, he hath made it evil. To no man also cometh all that he
desires. The limits of a cruel helplessness restrict us. We are but men, and

1
Theognis 4o i ff. 2 Lines
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so our thoughts are vain ; no certain knowledge have we; and it is the gods
that bring all ends to pass according to their mind.

No one, I suppose, has insisted more strongly than the poet
Pindar on the need for personal effort if success or virtue is to

be won: but no one, also, has insisted more strongly on the doc-

trine that both good and evil come from 'the gods' or from

a man's Daimon. Pindar's athletes and princes stand at the

height of human fortune. They need to be reminded, first, that

success has come, not only by their own effort, but also as the

gift of the gods, and, secondly, that no mortal is exempt from

those reverses of fortune which come also from the gods. Just as

a man must strive if he is to succeed, yet may fail in spite of

noblest endeavour, so, if he fail, he may or may not be guiltless,

yet his failure will be due to causes greater than himself. '

It is

according to the Daimon of their lives that men are born wise

and good' (Ol. IX 29), and 'the flower of wisdom grows in a man
as the gift of a god' (Ol. XI 10): 'it is the fate which is born with

a man that decides the issue of all his doing
'

(Nem. V 40), and
' we are not all born for a like fortune, but are set on different

roads by the different apportionment of fate which is given to

each' (Nem. VII 5). 'It is the goddess Theia who gives the

athlete his glory
1

,' though 'men's valour differs according to their

Daimones...a.nd Zeus himself, who is master of all things, gives

us our good and our evil' (Isth. V 7, 11, 52). Pindar, it is true,

lays more stress on the aristocrat's inheritance of virtue and good
fortune than would a democratic Athenian. But the essential

notions persist. On the one hand, no virtue comes without the

virtuous endeavour. On the other hand, in spite of all endeavour,
'

in a little while the pleasantness of the life of mortals grows,
and in a little while it falls to earth, shaken down by the turn of

the purpose of the gods. Creatures of a day, what is it to be?

What is it to be nothing ? A man is a dream of a shadow. Yet
when there comes to a man the gleam of happiness that is given

by Zeus, bright is the light that is upon him, though it be but

the light of mortality, and all his life is blest
'

(Pyth. VIII 92 ff.).

Such is the spirit which the tragedy of Oedipus is intended

to inspire. The name of the spirit is Sophrosyne. The motifs

1 Editors have not observed that the goddess rules the whole construction from

line i to line 10. The point of the whole paragraph is contained in the last clause.
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which the poet has used might have been so treated as to pro-

duce a very different impression. Had Sophocles chosen he might
have treated Oedipus as a willing sinner justly punished. But

that method would have made the tragedy less tragic. The poet
and his audience would not have faced the deepest and the

greatest tragedy of human life. Or, had he chosen, he could have

used the theme of Apollo's oracular guidance in a spirit which

insisted on the devilish relentlessness of the god. The audience

would have responded, though the more enlightened of them
would have been shocked. The mind of the spectators is attuned

to the influences both of a higher and of a lower appeal. The
reader will judge whether I am justified in suggesting that it is

to the higher morality that the poet has addressed himself. He
neither justifies the gods by making Oedipus a criminal nor con-

demns the gods because the agony of Oedipus is undeserved.

He bids his audience face the facts.

To the question whether beyond the grave there is re-

conciliation and peace, poets, philosophers, and divines, have
their various answers. Tragedy, which concerns this life and the

undoubted sufferings of this life, is noble still, even if the poets,

philosophers, and divines can find a happy answer. Sometimes

Sophocles writes as if he has the intuition of a happy solution.

But his work as a tragedian is to face the facts of life. Whatever
be our own interpretation of those facts, we shall be moved by
their presentment in his drama.



CHAPTER III

THE TYRANT

WE have still to consider the chorus which is the main anchor

of those critics who suppose that Sophocles, being a pagan and

extraordinarily liable to moral obtuseness, really meant us to

condemn Oedipus in a way which as rational moral beings we
cannot approve. These critics find in lines 863 ff. the central

doctrine of the poet
1
. Critics who take the more reasonable view

of the character and fate of Oedipus have unfortunately never

dealt with this suggestion as it deserves. They are generally
content to treat the ode as irrelevant. In this chapter my attempt
will be to show, first that the ode is relevant, secondly that it

expresses not the judgment of Sophocles, but the fears of the

chorus, distressed and agitated by the scenes with Teiresias, Creon

and Jocasta. The chorus say in effect: 'We hope that Oedipus
is not really, as some of his words and actions suggest, a bad man!

Of course, if he is, he will suffer. But we hope he is not. On the

other hand, it is a serious matter for religion if the oracles are

false.' They assume, as many Greek and other moralists assume,
that only the guilty are ruined. The spectator already knows
better. He knows that the king is indeed to suffer all the cala-

mities which the chorus associate with wickedness. He also

knows that, although Oedipus is imperfect, and imperfect in just
those ways which naturally occasion the suspicion that he is a

'wicked tyrant/ he is essentially good, and is to suffer not because

of his guilt, but in spite of his goodness.
That is the thesis which I have to prove. I must ask your

patience if I begin with a literal prose version of the poem. You
will remember that Teiresias has denounced Oedipus and that

Oedipus has thrown out his accusations against the honour of the

1
J. Oeri in his article die Mfyij 1-17$ Tpayydlas (in Festschrift zur 49 Versamml.

Deutschs. Philol. Basel, 1907) says 'the soul of the piece lives' in lines 863 ff. That is

the view recently taken by Sudhaus.
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prophet and of Creon. The chorus have asserted that until clear

proof is given they will continue to believe the hero innocent, the

prophet, though generally wise, mistaken. Creon and Oedipus

have violently quarrelled, and Jocasta, in order to comfort her

husband, has told a story of her past, which has only led to worse

revelations from Oedipus. We have heard the doubts that she has

thrown on oracles. We have heard the talk of terrible pollutions.

Then the chorus sing:

As I go through life be this the destiny that walks with me : ever may I

win the prize of reverent purity in word and deed whereof1 there are Laws

set forth, Laws that walk on high, that were brought to birth in the region of

Heaven's pure aether. Their Father is Olympus, none other. The race of

mortals engendered them not, nor shall forgetfuless ever put them to sleep.

In them is a god, and he is great and grows not old.

So far, no one doubts the application. Distressed by the talk

of pollution and of oracles that are false, the chorus pray that they

may always be pure and reverent. Now comes the disputed

passage:

It is Insolence that breeds a Tyrant, Insolence surfeited to no good pur-

pose with wealth, surpassing the due measure, and not profitable. Then the

sinner climbs the highest pinnacle, and leaps into a helpless doom, most

fatal, where he can move no foot to aid himself. But to that wrestling which

is good, and for the city's good, I pray the god never to put an end ! To the

god will I still cling as my defence !

Still, if a man walk proudly in word or deed, fearing not Justice, nor

reverencing the gods enshrined, then may an evil destiny seize him for his

ill-fated wantonness, if he refuse to gain his gains by justice and to keep
himself from all irreverence, or if to evil purpose he touch things that are un-

touchable. Where such things are done, what mortal man shall boast that he
can save his life from the arrows of the gods? If such doings are held in

honour, why should I worship the gods in dance and hymn?
I will no longer go in reverence to the inviolate centre-stone of earth the

omphalos of Delphi nor to the shrine at Abac, nor to Olympia, if these
oracles fit not the event, so that men may point and say they fit ! O Master,
if thou art rightly named the Master, Zeus, King of All, I pray that these

things escape not Thee and thy everlasting governance. Lo ! Already they
are setting at nought the oracles that were spoken of old concerning Lams,
and they fade. Nowhere is Apollo manifest in worship and in power. Reli-

gion dies !

If you examine carefully the description of the sinner, you
must admit that it would be strange indeed if Sophocles really

1 The relative is vague : the effect is almost equivalent to reverence and purity
whereof,' though there is also felt 'words and deeds whereof....'
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meant it as a true account of Oedipus. But the question which

we have to answer is this : is there anything in what the chorus

have so far witnessed which is likely to make them fear that

Oedipus may really be such a sinner as they describe?

Critics who take a sensible view of the character of Oedipus

generally answer that the description simply does not apply.

They assert that the ode becomes quite irrelevant to the drama,
and they look about for something in the life of contemporary
Athens which Sophocles may be supposed to be rebuking. We
do not know the exact date of the Oedipus, and a wide field is

opened for such conjectures. Some find in the dishonouring of

'the gods enshrined' a reference to the famous mutilation of the

Hermae. Others speak vaguely of the sophistic movement, or of

the intellectual tendencies of Pericles and Anaxagoras. Others,

more boldly, find that every phrase is suitable to the circumstances

of an obscure scandal in Athenian politics connected with the

treasures of Delphi. These ingenious persons even use the

reference thus discovered as conclusive evidence for the date of

the play. But the maxims stated by the chorus are traditional

and so familiar that no ancient audience, without a more specific

reference, could think the poet was alluding to contemporary

politics. Bacchylides provides us, for example, with a short re-

futation of such perverse ingenuities by putting into the mouth
of Menelaus, who is demanding from the Trojans the restitution

of his stolen wife, a speech which, phrase for phrase, corresponds
to the moralising of our chorus.

'Trojans,' he says, 'and lovers of war, the grievous troubles of mortal men
come not from Zeus, who rules on high and beholdeth all things. Nay, every
man hath set before him a plain road that leads to unswerving Justice who
walks with chaste Lawfulness and prudent Righteousness. Happy are they
whose sons choose her to dwell with them. Insolence that knows not reverent

fear, with all her wealth of crafty gainful wiles and wicked lightness of mind,

aye, Insolence it is that giveth a man at one stroke another's power and

riches, then hurls him down to depths of ruin.'

Here we have all the elements: Justice, Law, Purity, and Zeus

the Ruler in the Height ;
the contrasted Insolence that fears not

Justice, that is irreverent, and that seeks an evil gain; and finally

the fall from the height of power and prosperity into the gulf
of ruin.

Another interpretation is suggested by Professor Murray, more
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tolerable than the theory of complete irrelevance, yet leaving the

poem as a blot upon the play, 'moving its wings heavily' indeed.

He supposes that the chorus are wondering whether Creon is a

traitor and Teiresias a fraud. I submit that this view also implies

a great reproach to Sophocles. At this stage in the drama we

are anxious about Oedipus and Jocasta, and about no one else.

If this chorus had followed directly upon the quarrel with Creon,

Professor Murray would have saved the face of the poet. Where

it stands, if the poem refers to Creon and Teiresias, we must

admit that Sophocles has pro tanto destroyed the tragic effect.

But, of course, if Professor Murray's interpretation is really the

natural interpretation of the Greek, there is no more to be said.

Sophocles, like many other great poets, has made a mistake, and

we must admit it.

But is it the natural interpretation? The first stanza clearly

refers to the hero and heroine, springing directly from the talk of

oracles and of pollution. The last stanza speaks of the oracles

again. In the second stanza the 'good wrestling for the city's'

good
'

surely refers to all that we have heard, and so often heard,

of the salvation brought to Thebes by Oedipus. Is it not natural

also, even for a modern reader, having witnessed the growing

anger and suspicion of the king, to think of Oedipus when he

hears the words 'Insolence it is that breeds a tyrant'? I hope to

show that for an ancient audience the connection with Oedipus
was not only possible, but obvious. Finally, the third stanza, in

the perfectly normal lyrical fashion, returns from the hope that

the 'good wrestling' will be rewarded, to the theme of the wicked
man's punishment. That is the natural and straightforward con-

struction. 'May I be pure and reverent: I know that Insolence

breeds a tyrant, and that that ends in ruin : but I hope for the

best, I hope that true patriotic effort may be rewarded : still, if a
man is wicked....' The phrases exactly correspond, the 'evil fate'

of 887 to the 'ill-fated' helpless doom of 877, the 'ill-starred

wantonness' of 888 to the vain surfeiting of 874, and the irre-

verence and the touching of the untouchable in 890 f. to the
reverent purity of 864. Both the normal lyrical method and the

particular expressions here employed make untenable the theory
that we have a series of disjointed reflections about Creon and
Teiresias as well as about Oedipus and Jocasta.
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We ought, then, at least to attempt an interpretation which

makes the ode an expression of anxiety about the character and
fate of Oedipus. That brings us to our chief difficulty and to our

chief task. Does the description fit the hero? So far as the final

judgment of Sophocles and his audience is concerned, we have

already seen reason to answer 'no!' For the chorus, ignorant of

the sequel, and having witnessed the scenes with Teiresias, Creon

and Jocasta, I believe that all is natural. The forebodings are

expressed, not as an English spectator would express them, but

as Greeks, imbued with the traditional Greek maxims, almost

inevitably must. When they say that a 'tyrant' here, as Jebb
admits, 'a bad king' is engendered by the 'insolence which

comes from a surfeit of riches, both excessive and unprofitable,'

we do not altogether fail to understand. They have seen Oedipus

behaving in an overbearing manner, and they are afraid that he

is puffed up with success. That is easy enough. It is the second

description of the sinner that surprises an English or a German
critic. It is true that the suggestion of the 'touching of the

untouchable,' the violation of things inviolate, is natural enough
to those who have been profoundly shocked by the talk of a

monstrous marriage of Oedipus with his own mother. They
wonder, hoping against hope, whether Oedipus is really the sort of

man who is capable of such a crime. Of course they have no

suspicion that the marriage is already an accomplished fact, and

that it happened in circumstances which leave Oedipus morally

guiltless. It is true also that talk of irreverence is entirely justified

by the king's unwarrantable denunciation of Teiresias and by
the queen's scepticism about oracles. In each of these matters

we can readily understand the motive of Sophocles. Oedipus is

essentially pure: yet the chorus may well tremble at his words.

He is essentially pious: yet his behaviour might well suggest that

he is impious about prophecy. But there remains a phrase which,

one editor insists,
' no interpretation in the world

'

can make
relevant to Oedipus :

'

I fhe refuse to gain his gains by just means.'

To any modern audience that phrase seems curiously unsuitable.

Our question is whether it would seem natural to a Greek. The
clue we shall find, as usual, in the normal, conventional, morality.

Once admit that what has happened is sufficient to disturb an

anxious person who sympathises but does not, of course, know
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the future, and sufficient to make him wonder whether, after

all, Oedipus is really a bad man with a tyrant's insolence, and

you have made the whole poem plain. For the characteristics of

the sinner in the second strophe are the characteristics of the

normal traditional 'bad king.'

The quotation from Bacchylides to which I referred earlier

in this chapter reminds us that these characteristics are in fact

simply the characteristics of a prosperous bad man. And Athens

developed her notion of the typical tyrant from the assumption,

not altogether warranted by her history, and contradicted by her

own view of Theseus and other heroic kings, that monarchy on

the whole means government by a bad man who is prosperous.

A king is rich and powerful, and therefore tempted, like all

rich and powerful men, to be proud and despotic. If he is a

good king, he rules for the good of his people, with their willing

obedience, trusting and trusted, sharing his power with others. If

he is, or becomes, a 'tyrant' he wields his power for his own

advantage, his policy is dictated by the love of gain, he does not

trust his friends, he claims to be sole ruler, sharing his authority

with no one, and acknowledging no restraint of law. This con-

ventional picture of the tyrant or bad king is a constant theme

in the later Greek literature. We can trace it clearly the char-

acteristics are always in essentials the same in Plato, Xenophon,
Aristotle, Plutarch, Dio Chrysostom. Scholars who delight in

the search for 'the Source' of a doctrine or a literary formula

have worked hard at the tyrant. They have shown, by analysing
the common characteristics and the slight differences of detail,

that neither Plato nor Xenophon invented the 'type.' They have

answered that the type must have been invented by someone who
was directly or indirectly copied by all the rest. The lost treatise

of Antisthenes, Archelaus or an Essay on Kingship, is sometimes
called the 'Source.' But Euripides has combined in a famous

passage of the Ion many of the characteristic traits. Very well,

the Source used by Antisthenes was Euripides or perhaps they
both used another Source unknown to us 1

. We have thus a sort

of pedigree for the type, Antisthenes copies Euripides, Plato

1 See H. Gomperz in Wiener Studien 27 (1905) pp. 174 ff., and note in Wiener
Studien 24 (190?) pp. 1-69. Full references to the literature of the subject are given
by Swoboda in Hermann's Lehrbuch der griech. Antiquitalen 1913 vol. I part 3.
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and Isocrates and Xenophon, all, in their different ways, copy
Antisthenes. Aristotle copies again, and so on. The whole

enquiry is fascinating, but dangerous. The results are vitiated by
one omission. These scholars do not sufficiently allow for the

common inheritance of popular, proverbial, talk. In Athens the

Tyrannis is historically connected with the rule ofthe Peisistratids.

That rule left memories of hate, partly, no doubt, because, although
Peisistratus conferred great benefits on Athens, his son became
in the face of opposition more oppressive ; partly also because all

Greeks, even the Spartans who had their own hereditary kings,

disliked the notion of despotic power, particularly when it was

exercised without the excuse of royal birth
; partly again because

the Persians themselves the slaves, as the Athenians thought, of a

monstrous despotism, attempted to restore the Peisistratid. In

tragedy we can trace the development in the popular mind of

the equation Tyrant= Despot= Bad King. And Bad King means

really a man in a position of great power and great wealth using
his power and wealth badly. This popular development gives to

the tragedians the opportunity for a fine piece of linguistic drama.

They can use the word Tyrannos simply to mean a prince of great

power, practically as a synonym of the Homeric Basileus, without

any sinister effect. They can also use it for a despot, good or bad,

a man of powers unrestrained by law, therefore a man greatly

tempted to arrogance. Finally they can use it, as Sophocles does

in this chorus, to mean a man who has yielded to temptation, who
has seized power unjustly or who exercises his power, even if it

was righteously acquired, in a manner which makes him, in the

modern sense of the word, a tyrant. All that reflects and adapts
to dramatic uses the popular vagueness

1
. When an author begins

to formulate popular notions, classifying, analysing, modifying,
and making clear, he is, of course, likely to produce (as Xenophon,
Plato, Aristotle, and very probably Antisthenes, did) a picture

varying in detail from that of other authors, but in very striking

traits exactly parallel. Similar notions similarly expressed do not

1 When Hippias of Elis (O. T. Arg. II, Jebb p. 4) distinguished between the

Tyrannus and the Basileus, he probably did so in order to insist that a vague popular
distinction ought to be rigidly observed by correct speakers. Alcaeus^-. 37 clearly uses

the word rvpawos ad invidiam, and in Aesch. P. V. 736 the context shows that there

is malice. Is not Zei)s et'y TO. iravO' 6/uDs /States? Cf. Plut. Vit. Horn. (Homer did not

call TOV /Siaiws Kal irapai'6/iwj iipxovTa a Tyrannos, because the word is post-Homeric).
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necessarily in Greek literature indicate the use of the same literary

sources or of any literary source. Simply the traditional, popular
ideas are worked up again and again in poetry, history and

philosophy.
Is the phrase of the chorus 'unless he gain his gains by

justice
'

still remote and difficult? If so, I must elaborate my ar-

gument, and try to show, at length for which I make a preliminary

apology, how obvious to any Greek is the connection between the

thought of tyranny and the thought of unjust gain.

First, then, all men love gain.

'Ai/e/oe? d\<f>r)<rTai, whatever it may have meant when the

phrase was first coined, meant to Athenian ears 'gainful men,' as

Aeschylus shows us in his account of the ruin of the house of

Oedipus: ruin caused by 'the wealth of gainful men grown to too

great fatness' (Sept. 770). The Greeks frankly admit the truth

that most men are most interested in profit-making. Solon him-

self, the champion of moderation, acknowledges that the desire

for wealth is set in men by the gods, and cannot be uprooted.

Only, he insists, ill-gotten gains are fleeting and dangerous.

Antiphon says, and he is simply repeating a commonplace, that

all men desire riches (fr. D), and Aristotle places in the forefront

of his analysis of the causes of the overthrow of kings 'the great-
ness of their wealth and honour' simply an old Pindaric, Hesiodic,

pair of advantages 'things which all men desire.' A bad man
naturally seeks his gain unjustly and, when he has it, is corrupted

by it
1
.

Secondly, kingship and wealth are proverbially associated. If

you are saying that you are free from excessive ambition, a modest
man with modest desires, how do you express it? This is what
Archilochus says:

I care not for the wealth of Gyges with his gold : I have not ever yet been
seized by emulation : I envy not the life of the gods : I long not for a mighty
throne (Tyrannis).

The much later Anacreontic has the same combination :

I care not for the wealth of Gyges (King of Sardis) : I have never yet been
seized by emulation : I envy not the tyrant.

1
Theognis 86, very few men are triaroi, olfftv ivl y\^ffffr, Te Kai .

tirfffTtv
| alSw, ovd' afoxpov XPW &rt K<?pSos &ye. Even Sappho has this commonplace :

6 T\oOro$ cu/eO <rev y, dptra, W oik dffivi)s irdpoiKos (fr. 80).
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Theocritus is modifying this old proverb when he composes
his charming lines for the gentle lover:

' Not for me the land of Pelops, nor the fortune of a Croesus, nor the

swiftness of the runner who can outstrip the wind' [this is simply the glory
that belongs to athletes, and completes the double happiness, wealth and

fame] 'but to hold my love in my arms and sing....'

I hope I may take for granted the general connection between

riches and a throne. If any doubt remains, Oedipus himself has

answered it in his indignant cry

O Wealth and Kingship....

Thirdly, since all men care for wealth, and since the hearts of

kings are set on riches, a bad king, more than any other man,
will

' seek his gain unjustly.'

Though the attitude of Homer towards greed and rapine
leaves something to be desired, he has, of course, his notion of

the difference between a good prince and a bad. The devourer

of the people and the shepherd of the people are contrasted. The

personal element counts for much in judgment on these matters.

What more exalted persons treat as the lawful privilege of Zeus-

born Kings is regarded by Thersites as robbery. Still, it is signifi-

cant that Thersites pitches on greed as the topic of his grumbling
1
.

The noble prince's view is that he earns his spoil
2

. This fact re-

minds us that the proverbial moralities are rooted in realities.

Just as the sleepless Agamemnon provides a constant trait in

the character of the stock good king, so the denunciation of

Agamemnon's greed by Achilles is the first example of a series

of attacks on what becomes the proverbial greed of kings
3
.

The Homeric illustration is particularly illuminating. Oedipus,,
like Agamemnon, is kept awake by his anxious thought for the

good of his people. But Creon, in the so-called 'defence from the

probabilities,' which is dramatically as much a warning to the

hero as a defence of the speaker himself, reminds Oedipus that

humbler men sleep more peacefully. Whereas Oedipus is tortured

by the suspicion that his wealth and his power provoke envy and

hostile intrigue, Creon reminds him that 'the good things in which

true gain lies' are to be had by others than princes. When Oedipus,,

at the end of the play, is bidden 'not to seek the mastery in

everything,' the moral derives its value from the scene in which

1 //. ii 225.
2

//. xii 318.
3

//. i 122, 149, 170, 231.
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he flouted the just claim of Creon to a citizen's right. Well, in

Homer, we may remember, the proverbial formula for this trait

also is to be found. Achilles wants to be master of everyone in

everything
1
. Yet this same Achilles provided the moralists with

their typical good king who shares his power with others. 'Take

an equal share with me of kingship and its rights,' he said to

Phoenix 2
. And in the very scene in which he seems to become

a tyrant, Oedipus, as Sophocles is careful to remind us, is still a

generous ruler, sharing his office and its rewards with Creon and

Jocasta
8

. When you recall how the Iliad opens with a pestilence

sent by Apollo, when you recall the supplication of the aged

priest to Agamemnon, and the contrast, in the sequel, between

the prophet Calchas, who 'knew things present, future and past
4
,'

and the king, so blind with anger that he could not 'look behind

and before 6
,' you begin to realise how Sophocles has used tradi-

tional material. Calchas was afraid to speak because he knew

the dangerous passions of kings. When he brought himself to

speak the truth, he was rewarded by an insulting assurance that

his answers were never satisfactory. Is he not the prototype of the

typical unwilling prophet of evil? Should not the memory of his

treatment help us to interpret the encounter between Oedipus
and Teiresias, and warn us not to assume that Teiresias is meant
to seem either fraudulent or malignant simply because he contra-

dicts himself by at first refusing to speak and afterwards so

eloquently changing his mind ? Well, just as the contrast between

Agamemnon and Calchas provides an element in the contrast

between the wise Teiresias and the misguided king, so, in the

subsequent contrast between the cautious Creon and the over-

masterful Oedipus, a traditional element is drawn from the attack

of Achilles on the greed of Agamemnon. The chorus when it

speaks of 'gains that are gained unjustly' is remembering the

egoism with which its monarch swept aside the honest sobriety
of his injured friend.

But of course much history lies between Homer and Sophocles.
The assumption that an unjust greed of gain is characteristic of

bad kings is not derived by Sophocles as a direct and original
observation from the works of Homer. It has passed into the
stock of Greek moral commonplace, and it is for this reason that

1
//. ii 387.

2
//. ix 615.

* a 7; 579ff_
4 //. , 70 .

5 7/. , 34<x
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Sophocles can play on the idea with allusions so subtle that

a modern critic, as we have seen, is apt to call them frigid or ir-

relevant. Turn to Pindar and you find him continually warning
his patrons, in the most flattering terms of course, against the

deceit of the love of gain. Why? Because that is the besetting

temptation of men in high places, above all of wealthy princes.

When Pindar's Jason
1 meets the usurping Pelias it is in the

most natural course that he should remind the tyrant that
' human hearts are ever, it is true, too quick to value gain above

justice, gain won by guile, yet is it meet that I and thou should

order our desires by righteousness in our planning for prosperity.'

The reference to 'gain before justice' is a hit at the tyrant. The

righteous planning for happiness is the characteristic mark of the

rightful prince. Or think again, to come nearer home to Athens,
of the lawgiver Solon. His wisdom made him refuse to aim at

despotism. His critics, who thought him a fool for his pains,

would willingly, as they assured him, have submitted to be flayed

alive and have their whole posterity ruined for the chance of

'seizing the power, getting great wealth, and being despot of

Athens for a single day
2
.' But Solon, let us not forget, rebuked

the nobles of Attica in terms exactly corresponding to the stock

indictment of the tyrant. Even the commons themselves, because

they are swayed by money, ruin the city, and the leaders of the

people, preparing ruin for themselves by their injustice, revel in

their ill-gotten gains,
'

sparing not sacred property nor the pro-

perty of the State, stealing, in order to prey upon everything on

which they can lay hands, caring nothing for the solemn founda-

tion of the altar of Justice
3
.' But, if you are a democrat in fifth

century Athens, you say that a tyrant or an oligarch tends to be

greedy. Or you may go further and say, with Antiphon
4
,
that

'

anyone who thinks a tyrant or a king is produced by anything
else than lawlessness and thie greed of gain is a fool!' In view of

the eminence of the critics who have asserted that our chorus is

irrelevant, I must conclude that Antiphon's remark was over-

vigorous.

So sober an historian as Thucydides will provide us with an

illustration, not, I venture to think, because he is under any

mythistorical delusion, but because he sees no objection to using
1

Pytk. iv, 139.
2 Fr. 33, 5.

3 Fr. 4.
4 Fr. F 56.

d-2.
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popular formulae when they fit the facts.' The Introduction of his

great work is a study of the importance of the quest for gain in

early Greek history. It is really amazing that he should have

been charged by his modern critics with ignoring the economic

factor in his work. The artistic unity of. the first book depends

on the skill with which, under the pretence of glorifying his sub-

ject in the epic manner, by proving that his theme is the greatest

ever treated, he contrives to show us the importance of sea-power

and of the trade that goes with it
1
. The stress which is laid on

this element seems to me to give an intelligent reader exactly the

right estimate of the probable importance of the economic factor

among the causes of the war. For the Peloponnesian war, like

other wars, was, as Thucydides makes clear, not merely the result

of an economic policy, but rather the fruit of fear and jealousy and

territorial ambitions, and, more immediately, of the criminal mis-

management of a petty local dispute. When Thucydides says,

therefore, that the despots had an eye in their policy
'

mainly to

their own profit and to that of their households,' I do not think

that he is necessarily contradicting the perfectly just account which

he gives elsewhere of the benefits conferred by the Peisistratids

on Athens. But he is certainly using words which are commonly
employed to contrast the tyrant with the good and lawful king.
Then again, on a larger scale, his whole history relates how the

Athenian Empire was transformed into a Tyrannis. Unless you
are familiar with the proverbial formulae, and unless you recog-
nise how familiar they already were to Athens, you will not

appreciate the artistic merit which in no way, I repeat, detracts

from the truthfulness of the history. Athenian Hegemony in

Hellas was acquired as a return for benefit conferred on willing
allies 2

. Aristotle asserts that the heroic kings in many instances

owed their authority to the fact that they were the first great
benefactors of the people in arts or in war. Even so Oedipus
won his throne, a free gift, a reward for service rendered. And
the Theban elders acknowledge the fact, even when they set

against it their fear that he is behaving as a tyrant who rules 'for

his own gain.' But the Athenians also fell in love with gain.

They fixed a tribute 3
. They were leaders at first of free self-

governing allies 4
,
but they proceeded to reduce the cities and

1 See e.g. 8, 2 : 13, i : 17, i. 2
i 75.

3
i 96.

4
i 97.
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islands to slavery, first Naxos 1

,
then the rest. Their exactions

were the chief cause of disaffection 2
. It is no accident that the

process is completed and the effect summed up by Thucydides
3

just before the Corinthians, clamouring for war, denounce the op-

pressors: 'We are idly looking on while a tyrant city is estab-

lished in our midst 4
.' When we reach the Melian dialogue the

Athenians themselves no longer claim to have won their empire

justly
3
.

My final illustration shall be drawn from tragedy. Enough
has already been said to show that for an Athenian audience

there existed an immediate and obvious connection between the

behaviour of Oedipus towards Creon and the fear of the chorus

that the king might after all be a tyrant, whose gains were gains
of injustice. Elsewhere I have tried to show how the artistic

value of the Heracles of Euripides depends on the assumption
that the tyrant's motive is the love of gain

6
. Let me now briefly

refer to the Oresteia of Aeschylus, as an illustration of the way
in which the use of these stock ideas in tragedy helped to mould
the popular conception of the wicked king, and so led up to the

formal definition of the later stock tyrannical type. The Oresteia

is the story of the good king Agamemnon, ruined in the moment
of his triumph through his pride: of the usurper Aegisthus, who

reaps the fruits of his fall and is himself struck down by the

avenger : and finally of the avenger Orestes, who is commanded

by the gods to commit an unnatural crime in the just cause of

retribution. Here we have nothing like the formal and fully

developed tyrant type, but we have abundant material for esti-

mating the kind of way in which the formal type developed.

Agamemnon has captured Troy, and is soon to return in

triumph. The anxious talk of the chorus foreshadows his fall.

Pride is to be the sin which heralds his catastrophe, but the

temptation is to be intimately connected with his wealth. That

is why it is so natural for the chorus, when they sing of his moral

peril, to speak of the modest mean 7
. Agamemnon is a conqueror

and a king. Therefore he possesses in excess the two proverbial

elements of '

happiness,' Wealth and Praise. Notice in passing
that these two elements are already made especially appropriate

1
i 98.

2
i 99.

3
i 118.

4
i 122. B vi 89-90.

6 Classical Quarterly 1916.
7
Ag. 385.
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to kings by Homer 1
. Agamemnon's anxious subjects combine

the two sources of peril :

The man of mere success,

Luck's thriver in defect of righteousness
2

,

that is to say, one who gains his gain unjustly is brought low in

the end. Then immediately follows: 'To be too well spoken of

that also is an evil.'

The herald who arrives before his master fits the thought to

Agamemnon when he speaks of him as 'happy...and of all men

now alive most worthy to be honoured 3
.' For himself he illus-

trates by his piety the modest mean. His speech, tragic in effect,

in spite of all his efforts at cheerfulness, may be summed up in

the formulae:
' On the whole the gain exceeds the loss,' and

' No
mortal man is altogether free from sorrow throughout all his life.'

The chorus once more elaborate the theme of riches and their

danger, and once more we hear the motif of praise and riches,

when they speak of 'the power of wealth, like coin made current

by the false stamp of the world's applause
4
.'

When Agamemnon at length appears, the chorus warn him

against false praise, showing their own loyalty by reminding him

of their past candour in criticism 5
. The flattering temptress

Clytaemnestra fastens upon him the title 'Happy,' makes him ac-

cept the r61e of '

Master,' loads him with praise, induces him to

make an arrogant display of wealth and to assume honours which

put him on the level of the gods. We watch him as he walks to

meet his death in the very moment of his sin. Immediately the

1 Od. I 392 ov fttv yap TI KCLKOV /ScwtXetfe^uej' at\f/a 8 ol 5
| a.<f>vetbv TrAerat KU

2
Ag. 385 (Headlam).

3
Ag. 535.

4 In illustration of this last phrase Headlam refers to a passage in Plato's Laws

(870) which is so relevant to the Oedipus that I will venture to quote it here. Whence,
it is asked, come murders? The answer is: 'Desire is the cause, ruling as mistress of

a soul which is made savage by its lust. And this occurs especially in that sphere in

which is found the strongest and most commonly prevalent of most men's desires I

mean the mighty power of riches, which breeds in men innumerable passionate desires

for unbounded, never satisfied, possession, because of men's natural dispositions and

because of their evil lack of education. The cause of their lack of education is the way
in which Greeks and barbarians alike are wont to talk of wealth, the evil way in

which they praise it. They esteem it as the first of human goods. ...A man who is to

be happy must not seek to be rich, but to be rich with justice and with moderation.'
6 The tyrant, we remember, fails to distinguish between candid friends and

flatterers.
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chorus sing again. And the song is not merely concerned with

pride but also with the danger of great possessions, the safety of

the mean (990).

The motive of the usurping Aegisthus, a tyrant in fact as in

name (if we are unprejudiced we shall admit that the word has

an evil sound in 1354, 1364, 1633), is vengeance, certainly, but

also gain. Clytaemnestra, sick with her killing, tragically declares

that for the future she desires no more than a modest portion in

life (1575) but the bully and coward for whom she has worked
holds very different language : with his ill-gotten riches he will

crush the opponents of his usurpation (I638)
1
.

Agamemnon is no tyrant. He is a great king, ruling by right

divine. In his success ruin comes to him, first as the fruit of the

crime of Aulis, then as the answer to the pride which made him

behave as if he were a god. The association of these themes,

however, with the temptations of excessive wealth helps us to

realise how the popular notions crystallised into the regular

type of the ' bad king.' Aeschylus is consciously comparing

Agamemnon the sacker of Troy with those of his own con-

temporaries who had helped to overthrow the insolence and

riches of the Persian only to fall themselves under the sway of

gold and pride. But the ideas are older than the application, and

the tragic value of the gold of the Persae, for example, is based

on popular reminiscences of the fatal wealth of ancient Troy.
When the scattered notions have been gathered up by theorists

and fashioned into the image of the typical tyrant, the gold which

ruined Priam and Agamemnon and Pausanias is not forgotten.

Similarly, when the tyrant becomes a type, he is always unable

to tell friend from foe. Agamemnon, who is not a typical tyrant,

is vainly warned by the chorus of the need for such discrimination,

and the fact is significant for those who are trying to trace the

development from the popular notions to the type. Need I point

out that in the Oedipus the scene with Creon derives significance

from the thought that tyrants do not recognise their sincerest

friends ?

In the Choephoroe the recovery of the stolen property is for

Orestes one powerful motive, stressed in a manner perhaps dis-

1 At Clytaemnestra's speech we remember the triumphant and ostentatious sacrifices

of the usurper in Horn. Od. Ill 273 ff.
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quieting to a modern reader, but true enough to human nature.

The usurping adulterer has many of the traits which later go to

make up the tyrant type. Instead of the old reverent awe of the

city for its excellent princes, 'fear' and 'constraint,' the chorus

tell us, now prevail. The themes of greed for possession, bloody

violence, sexual lust, and suppression of free speech, are all here

waiting to be incorporated as part of the formal type. In 780 ff.

we have a prayer for the success of Orestes. It takes the form of

praise for the due mean in mind and in estate, combined with

the appeal to the gods of wealth at Delphi to see that the usurped

'gain' (/eepSo?) be given back into the rightful owner's hands.

Then in the Eumenides Orestes is tried for the righteous crime

of mother-murder. What place has talk of 'unjust gain' when sins

so much more appalling are our theme? Well, when the Furies

protest that to acquit the matricide will imply a moral revolution

(494), sweeping away that due fear of the consequence of sin, and

that due sense of man's insignificance wherein lies 'true advantage,'

they elaborate thus their praise of the modest mean :

(529) Neither the life that is ungoverned shalt thou approve, nor the life

that is ridden by a master. God hath granted to the Mean that it prevail in

all In very truth as Insolence is surely the child of Impiousness, so it is

from Healthfulness of mind [i.e. Sophrosyne, 'knowing oneself] that the true

Prosperity (oX^os), which all men love and pray for, springs. Here is the

whole conclusion : Reverence the Altar of Justice. Do not raise your god-
less foot to do it injury, because you see some gain to be won.

Then, later in the same ode, we have:

(552) He that is just, so far as his free will can go, apart
1 from some over-

mastering constraint, shall not be without prosperity, and altogether ruined
he shall never be. But the perverse and obdurate, who, transgressing, gathers
in from every side the spoils, confused, unjustly, to his ship of fortune,.. .is

sailing to a storm of calamity and to final ruin.

They are moved to this lofty strain, let me remind you, by
the matricide of Orestes, not by theft or greed. Why, then, this

stress upon unlawful gains? This theme found its place in the

Agamemnon, though Agamemnon sins and falls through pride
and his daughter's sacrifice, rather than through greed of gold.
In the Choephoroe it recurs, and is made directly relevant by the

usurper's greed. Finally it reappears in the Eumenides, when we
1 For drtp in this sense cf. Ag. 1146 Headlam. Also, I suspect, Antigone 4. The

sense is parallel to the IK&V of Simonides, pages xxix ff.
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are absorbed by the problem of the matricide. Why? We may
answer, it is true, that Agamemnon is too much set on riches, and
that the Furies have some excuse for hinting that Orestes profits

by the murder. But the recurrent stressing of the theme is too

marked to be accounted for in this way. The reason for the

insistence is, I hope, by this time obvious. Every man longs for

wealth, and if you are lucky and get it, you long for more. There-

fore a sinful king is normally and habitually treated as one who
'

gains his gain at the expense of justice.'

The general idea which dictates the detail of the tyrant-
formula is simply, as I have said, the notion that a tyrant is a bad

man who is prosperous and powerful. The Tyrannis is regarded
as 'the last and worst Injustice,' the ecr^a-ny dSi/cia. But for

a Greek the word dSi/cia suggests more than the word Injustice

normally suggests to us. All '

wrongs,' against whomsoever they
be committed, may be included under this one head. As an

ancient formulator of popular ethics who lived long after Sopho-
cles informs us ([Aristotle] de Vint, et Vit. 7), dSi/cia may fall

into any one of three main classes, Impiety, the wronging of the

gods (a<re/:?em), Violence, the injuring of another's person (vftpL?),

and Greed, the grasping of another's property (ir\eove%ia). Of
course the tyrant-formula, not by any process of deliberate

analysis, but through the unconscious and natural working of the

popular ideas, includes all three forms of Injustice. The tyrant is

normally sacrilegious. Oedipus, of course, is not. Yet his treat-

ment of the prophet makes the chorus fear for him that he is a

man who may, in spite of his good past, turn out in the end to

be a tyrant, one ' who honours not the gods enshrined.' The

tyrant commits every sort of wrong against the persons of his

subjects. Normally he seizes the sons and daughters of the

citizens, and makes them the instrument of his sexual lawless-

ness. Oedipus is no such scoundrel. Yet the talk of incest has

disturbed the chorus. Is it possible that Oedipus may, after all,

some day prove to be a man who, like the tyrant, 'touches things
untouchable

'

? Finally the tyrant, of course, governs for his own

profit, seeks his gain by all means, fair and foul. Oedipus, we

know, and the chorus have long believed it, is essentially a good

king, governing for the good of others, prizing only the gains that

are justly won. Yet the chorus have seen how, like a tyrant, he
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has turned against his loyal friend. They have heard Creon's

appeal for justice with its contrast between kingship and the

gains that are really gains. At the climax of the quarrel between

Oedipus and his loyal counsellor, they have heard from the lips

of the king words which imply that, like a tyrant, he is deter-

mined to maintain his rule, by justice or injustice
1
,

' wise for his

own interest 2
,' treating the city as his own possession

3
. Is it sur-

prising that they wonder whether, after all, the king is becoming
a tyrant one who '

refuses to gain his gains by justice' ?

Do you still think the phrase unsuitable? Perhaps you have

not noticed how the thought is related to the composition of the

drama as a whole? When Teiresias, the representative of the

divine foreknowledge, first appears before the human reader of

riddles, whose wisdom is so great and yet so small, he speaks,

not only of himself, but also, for the audience, most significantly,

of Oedipus:
Ah me ! It is but sorrow to be wise

Where wisdom profits not.

The king, you will remember, thinks that the prophet has 'an eye
for nothing but his gain,' and is corrupted by his jealousy of

a rival's greater wisdom. The audience knows well that the wis-

dom ' which profits a man '

is the wisdom of Sophrosyne. That

wisdom, as we shall see, the king will learn, and will teach us

also, through his tragedy. Accordingly, when Creon is confronted

by the overweening claims and threats of the suspicious king, it

is for a warning to Oedipus, not only as a frigid
'

argument from

the probabilities,' that he contrasts the gains which are really

gains with the fears and glories of a royal throne. Those fears

and glories none, he says, will passionately desire
' who knows

Sophrosyne.'

1 628. 2
630.

3 626.



CHAPTER IV

SOPHROSYNE

THE last scenes of the Oedipus are sometimes described as
'

ruthless,'
'

harsh/ and even '

for a modern audience, intolerable.'

It is thought that in this, his greatest tragedy, the poet has not

allowed that relaxation of the strained emotions which in most

Greek tragedies gives quietness, instead of horror, at the end. In

Paris, let me admit, the poet has not been so grossly misunder-

stood. The finished art of M. Mounet-Sully triumphed here as

throughout the play. The effect was terrible and passionate, but

also, as it should be, beautiful. Yet a Greek performance must
have been even more restrained. The scene was composed for

music. The cries of Oedipus are rhythmical, and were meant to

be sung, not screamed or shouted. As the first transport of his

passion leaves him, the rhythm becomes less violent, though from

time to time the memory of the wrong that he has suffered and

inflicted stirs him to a fiercer outburst of bitterness. At length

the thought runs clearer, and the verse falls into the regular beat

of the iambic. The self-respect, so generous and so dignified, with

which the hero greets the coming of Creon, shows us that in him

nobility can triumph over pain and even over degradation : and

the man who at such a time can lavish all his anxiety and love

upon the children, who are the symbols of his tragedy, is greatest

in his greatest affliction.

Yet I think that many readers must have thought the words

with which Oedipus takes leave of his children very strange and

cold. I will quote Professor Murray's version, not because it is

worse, but because it is better, than most. Nearly all editors

agree with his interpretation
1

, though few of them could present

the words in a form which so little jarred upon the ear.

1
Jebb, Wilamowitz, Bruhn, accept the same reading, which they translate with a

more literal accuracy, but with less poetical tact.
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If your age could understand,

Children, full many counsels I could give.

But now I leave this one word : Pray to live

As life may suffer you, and find a road

To travel easier than your father trod.

CREON

Enough thy heart hath poured its tears ;
now back into thy house repair.

This is Jebb's version :

To you, my children, I would have given much counsel were your minds

mature; but now I would have this to be your prayer that ye live where oc-

casion suffers, and that the life which is your portion may be happier than

your sire's.

Is it possible that Oedipus bids his children pray 'to live

where occasion suffers'? Has he no better prayer for them than

this...that they may take life as it comes?

Even if we are blind to the dramatic ineptitude, we ought to

know that to a Greek ear such a prayer would sound very nearly

impious. The fortune for which a pious Greek should pray is not

to live
' where occasion suffers,'

' where opportunity allows,' but

to possess 'a modest measure of good,' enough yet not too much,
and a good enjoyment thereof, with the modest good sense which

alone makes such enjoyment possible. And that, in fact, is what

Oedipus means. An unlucky emendation, and a foggy notion

that /catpo? generally means 'opportunity,' have made the editors

spoil the perfect gentleness of the concluding scene. The simple

phrase
' to live where the Due Measure is

'

has associations for

Greek ears which we must learn ifwe are to understand. Oedipus
was great, and wise, and fortunate. In his calamity he has now
learnt that the best is found not in greatness but in quiet happi-

ness, not in riches but in sufficiency, not in genius but in sweet

reasonableness. Happiness comes not by riches and power, not

by good luck and opportunity. And for a Greek this thought is

expressed by the words which are inscribed on the temple of the

Delphic Apollo, the presiding divinity of our play,
'

Nothing too

much'

The prayer which Oedipus would teach his children has had
a history as august as its meaning is profound. It was not in-

vented by Sophocles, and it is still used to-day. It is the prayer
for Sophrosyne for a modest measure of prosperity and for the

right mind without which true happiness is not to be won. When
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Juvenal, in words which are so familiar that we have forgotten
their meaning, bids his reader pray

ut sit mens sana in corpore sano,

he repeats a lesson which has come to Rome from the Stoics.

But the Stoics learnt it from the ancient religion of Delphi. The
Christian prayer which speaks of 'health in mind, body, and
estate

'

is a repetition of the pagan prayer for modesty of mind,
wherein lie safety and content, for strength of body sufficient yet
not excessive 1

,
and for a modest competence of material wealth.

It is because such thoughts as these are at once suggested by
the word tcaipos to the Athenian mind that the last scene is

invested with a beauty which, without hiding any tragic issue,

seems to heal the wounds that the tragedy has made. The short

trochaic dialogue which leads to the final moral recalls theme
after theme of the earlier drama, and for each theme suggests the

final word of wisdom. Then, at length, the chorus 2 state the

lesson of his tragedy
3

:

Dwellers in our native Thebes, behold, this is Oedipus, who knew the

famed riddles, and was a man most mighty ; on whose fortunes what citizen

did not gaze with envy ? Behold into what a storm of dread trouble he hath

come !

Therefore, while our eyes wait to see the destined final day, we must call

no one happy, who is of mortal race, until he hath crossed life's border, free

from pain.

Nothing is here of guilt. The moral is simple and based on
truth. Oedipus was happy, and is now unhappy... therefore let

us remember of what sort is the life of man.

The full beauty of this conclusion can only be appreciated by
a modern reader if he will consent to study the associations

1 This motif is suggested by the vigour and pride of the victorious athlete. Its

application in tragedy is connected with Heracles, whom his great strength of body
could not save from calamity. See my remarks on Euripides Hercules Furens,
Classical Quarterly 1916.

2 It is distressing to find that this speech has been suspected on the ground that

the sentiment is 'weak' after the stronger declaration of the chorus in 1187. The
truth is not ' weaker '

than the half-truth. At line 864 ff. the chorus state a moral

theory which does not really fit the case of Oedipus. After the disastrous revelation

they come nearer to the truth, but exaggerate. Now at the end we hear the exact

truth.

3 I quote Jebb's version, from which I differ in unimportant details.
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normally connected with the two maxims ' Measure is best
'

and
'

Call no man happy before the end.' Notice, first, that the two

are not felt as separate and disconnected. Oedipus has at the

end, in a higher sense than in his tragic discovery, learnt to 'know

himself.' The Delphic temple had two inscriptions for the

edification of the worshipper. One was the negative
'

Nothing

Too Much,' the other was positive, but closely akin to the first:

' Know thyself.' That meant for Oedipus the tragic discovery of

his pollution. It means also this: 'Know that thou art but a man,

the creature of a day: and, knowing this, be modest and be

prudent Remember that the greatest gift of the gods is not

cleverness nor power nor wealth nor fame, but the spirit of

Sophrosyne.' Now Sophrosyne is the spirit of the man who
knows that he is mortal, and in all things shuns excess. This

doctrine, though its proverbial form is popularly associated with

Solon, is really one of those pieces of ancient wisdom 'whose be-

getting no man knows,' attributed to Solon as a typical wise man.

His verse, as every Athenian knew, is full of the spirit of the

doctrine. Though the story of his meeting with Croesus is

imaginary, it will be worth our while to recall the account given

by Herodotus of the famous interview. Herodotus was a friend

of Sophocles, and in spirit his tale of Croesus has affinities with

the Sophoclean point of view. Of course the tone of his anecdote,

as becomes a story which gathers a happy company in the

market-place,
'

is far from tragedy
1
.

Croesus, the king of Lydia, conquered many nations, and was

very rich: when his prosperity was at its height all the sages of

Greece came, one after another, to visit his court, among them

Solon, the wise Athenian lawgiver. When Solon had seen the

palace and the treasures, their greatness and magnificence, then

Croesus asked : 'Stranger of Athens, we have heard much of your
wisdom and of your travel through many lands from love of

knowledge and a wish to see the world. I am curious, therefore,

to enquire of you, whom, of all the men that you have seen, you
deem the most happy?' This he said because he thought himself

the happiest of mortals: but Solon answered him without flattery,

according to the truth.
' The happiest was an humble Athenian,

who saw his city prosper, and his sons' sons grow up beautiful
1 Hdt. i 30 ff.
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and good. His good fortune lasted till his death, for he died

fighting in battle for his city. And next were two young athletes

of Argos, who had bodily strength and a sufficient livelihood :

they died, when their mother moved by their filial piety had

prayed the gods to give them the best of their gifts
1
.'

Then Croesus broke in angrily: 'What, Stranger of Athens, is

my happiness nothing to you? Do you not set me even on

a level with these commoners?' 'Croesus,' replied the other, 'you

put a question on man's life to one who knows that the power
above is full of jealousy

2 and wont to trouble our lot. A long life

gives one to witness much and experience much that one would

not choose. Seventy years I set as the limit of man's life....Twenty-
six thousand two hundred and fifty days, of which not one but

will produce events unlike the rest...You, Croesus, you I see are

wonderfully rich, and are the master of many nations : but for

your question I have no answer to give, until I hear that you
have closed your life in happiness.... For he who is greatly rich is

not at all more happy than he who has enough for the day's need,

unless the fortune that goes with him to the end be this to make
a good end, still possessing all his good. Many that are very rich

are unhappy, and many that have a modest competence are

lucky.... He who unites the greatest number of advantages and

retaining them to the day of his death, then dies peaceably, that

man alone, O King, is in my judgment worthy to bear the name
of happy. In every matter it behoves us to mark well the end.

Often God gives men but a gleam of happiness, then plunges
them into ruin.'

Soon after, Croesus suffered a great calamity, 'sent to punish

him, it is likely, because he thought himself the happiest of men.'

The tale is no idle anecdote. Croesus, the first oriental monarch

who ' subdued some Greeks and made alliance with others
'

(l 6),

is the prototype of Cyrus, of Cambyses, of Dareius, and, above

all, of Xerxes himself. This fact gives unity to the historian's

compilation. Throughout the work we are reminded that the real

1 In Herodotus, as in Sophocles, the maxim that none should be called happy till

his death is combined with praise of the Modest Measure. The Athenian Tellos,

whose happiness lasted till his death, was also ' well off according to Athenian standards
'

(TOV plov eu TJKOVTI ws ra trap T^UV) and the happy Argive lads possessed
' a competency

for their livelihood' (jSfos apictuv).
2 This element hardly appears in Sophocles.
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advantage lies with men of modest life and modest means. The
rich and grasping conqueror is brought low because he lacks

Sophrosyne. When at last, against his better judgment, the wise

counsellor of Xerxes makes an end of warnings, and assents to

the fatal expedition against Greece, we think again of Solon 1
:

O King, I, being but a man, and one that has already seen many and

great things brought low by lesser things, was not willing to allow you to

yield to every impulse of your youth ; knowing that to desire overmuch is evil ;

remembering the expedition of Cyrus against the Massagetae, how it fared ;

remembering also the enterprise of Cambyses against the Aethiops, yes, and

myself a soldier with Dareius against the Scythians. Knowing these things,

I made it my design that you, in unambitious quietness, should earn the name
of happy from all mankind. But, as it is....

It would be a pleasant task to show in detail how the pages
of Herodotus are crowded with allusions to this doctrine and

how detail after detail illustrates the Oedipus. It is not only
characteristic of the art of Herodotus, but also relevant to our

study of Sophocles, that Croesus, when he has learnt his lesson,

speaks of Solon as a man so wise '

I would relinquish a great
fortune to have him brought to converse with all the kings of the

world.' As Solon was to Croesus, so was Croesus to Cyrus and

Cambyses, and so was Artabanus to Dareius and Xerxes. May
we not add, so also is Creon to Oedipus?

But Herodotus did not invent these notions. Aeschylus him-
self had used them in the very form in which they are attributed

to Solon. Clytaemnestra, the incarnate Temptation (Ilet^to), is

urging her victorious husband to make an ostentatious use of

riches and to take to himself honours properly belonging to the

gods. At first he refuses, but his refusal, as Walter Headlam

pointed out, is the refusal of a weak man, pouring out a string
of moralities which come from the tongue, not from the heart.

Among them is our proverb, duly coupled with the praise of the

modest mind 2
:

Let your homage
Yield to me not the measure of a God,
But of a man....

A modest mind's the greatest gift of Heaven,
The name felicity's to keep till men
Have made an end in blessing.

1 vii 18. 2
915-920 Headlam.
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In the final struggle the temptress presses her advantage. Just
before her victim yields, she gives him, and he virtually accepts,
the fatal title of '

happy.'

According to Jebb, the maxim '

call no man happy till the

end '

appears as a set 7i>eo/z77 for the first time in this passage of

the Agamemnon. It is more important to observe that here already
it appears as a perfectly trite and familiar adage. Unless we
realise that a Greek audience is already well aware of the con-

nection between this doctrine of the uncertain future and the need
for moderation, we shall not understand the earliest of all ex-

tant Greek tragedies, the Suppliants of Aeschylus. When the

daughters of Danaus are violently asserting their determination

never to submit to the embraces of their cousins, they are reminded
of this doctrine by their more gentle handmaidens. They protest

against the suggestion that they may some day yield.
' You are

trying,' they cry,
'

to persuade one that is not to be persuaded.'
The answer is:

' And you...you know not the future.' Forced to

admit that they are indeed unable to foresee the issues of the

'unfathomed mind' of Zeus, they are bidden 'Therefore let your

prayer be one of moderation.' This means that they ought not

to make arrogant assertions, but rather to pray that, if it be the

will of Zeus the sequel shows it is not they may escape.
' What is this Measure,' they reply,

' that you are fain to teach

me?' The answer is: 'Observe the rule of No Excess concerning
all that depends upon the will of heaven.' Here also, though the

application is different, we have all the elements which are com-

bined in the close of the Oedipus the contrast between human

ignorance and the knowledge of the gods, the insistence upon the

uncertainty of the future, the Measure (xaipos) and the modest

prayer
1
.

Go back some generations from these Amazons of Aeschylus,
and listen to the songs which Spartan maidens sang before the

drill-sergeant had changed their country's soul. You will hear

notes of the same old strain, though the allusions are made with

so delicate a grace that I fear the commentators have not always

appreciated their point. The girls for whom Alcman made his

Partheneion have been singing of the wicked ambition and the

ruin of certain heroes, who aspired to marriage with the im-

1
Aeschylus Supplues ad fin.

S. e
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mortals for excess in matters of Aphrodite, and the desire to

make great marriages, are among the many forms assumed by

the tendency of mortal men to
' think thoughts that are above

mortality
1
.' This is how they moralise their story before they

turn to lighter themes :

The gods avenge : and happy he

Who weaves in cheerful piety

His day, without a tear 2
.

The desire of the maidens is for the cheerful heart that comes

only from Sophrosyne. They contrast it with the wanton violence

of the ruined heroes. The delightful sequel, in which they fall

into two companies, praise their respective leaders, and profess

to be scornful of the charms of their companions, is an illustration

of the
'

pious cheerfulness
'

of which they have sung.

It is indeed the choral lyric, and especially the epinician odes

of Bacchylides and Pindar, that can best teach us both the

familiarity of these motifs and their special relevance to Oedipus.

But, unfortunately, of all Greek poems the epinician odes are to

most modern readers the most obscure. To his contemporaries
Pindar was a delight: to modern schoolboys he is it must be

confessed a burden. The reason is not simply that we find his

rhythms or his syntax difficult, nor simply that we miss the dance

and the music which were meant to accompany his odes. The
chief cause is that we have to read him to discover the ideas

which his audience already knew by heart. He has a message

only for those who know, before he speaks, the doctrine that he

is to preach. When he talks of his words 'having a message only
for the intelligent,' he is flattering his audience : of course they
understand quite easily. But we, who have to deduce from his

words, not only the name and parentage of his patron, but also,

often, the nature of the athletic victory that he is celebrating, the

circumstances of his performance, the legends to which he alludes,
the very morality which he takes for granted, and which forms

1 Cf. Pindar Pyth. II 27 Atos &KOITLV iireipa.ro, xfW ^ KaT
'

O.VT&V cu'ei TTUVTOS opav

Utrpov. The \-cupos in Love_/r. 123, 127, Nem. vm 4 f.

2 Alcman Parthen, 36 ff. 6 5' o\/3ios forts etf<f>puv a/j.tpa.i> 5ta7r\6cei cucXawros. The
word ev<j>pwv implies both a cheerful and a '

right
'

mind. The word aKXawrroy cor-

responds to the final iMitev dXycivbv TraBdiv of the Oedipus, and is different from ev<ppwv,
since it implies freedom from calamity. I have discussed the rest of this delightful

poem in Essays and Studies presented to William Ridgeway pp.
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his raw material, may be forgiven if we think that he is boasting
of his own obscurity. When he talks of the swiftness and the

ease with which he flies, like a bee or an eagle, from theme to

theme, and when he poses as the natural poet who flings out at

random all the wealth of poetry which throngs into his mind,
some of us are foolish enough to believe him. In fact, he is of all

poets most deliberate and most ingenious in his arrangement of

material. But it is only if, like his audience, we know the normal
and familiar connections of proverb with proverb and of fact with

illustration, that we shall perceive the art which with a mock

ingenuousness he disclaims. His poems have been compared to

elaborate embroideries, whose design is not at first sight obvious.

To his audience the design was obvious, because the stuff of the

embroidery was familiar, and because the simpler patterns, out

of which the intricate device was made, were commonplaces.
The same remarks apply to Bacchylides, though his pattern is

somewhat simpler. As illustration I will take his third poem,
which depends for its effect upon the familiarity of the audience

with the story of Croesus and of Solon's good advice. I suspect
that an unprejudiced reader, if he were to struggle unassisted

with, for instance, Jebb's translation, would decide that this poem
is a jerky, ill-constructed, rather nonsensical effusion. Be that as

it may, I venture to make a fresh attempt at translation, because

I believe that, in the light of our discussion, even the imperfections
of my version will not conceal the balanced beauty of the com-

position. Even apart from the poetical value of the work, it is

worth while to consider it at this point of our enquiry, because it

treats the doctrine of Due Measure and the maxim of Solon in

their special application to the fortunes of a despotic king. It

will, I hope, help us to realise how suitable it is that the moral

should be applied by Sophocles to Oedipus.
The poet's object is to conceal the flattery of his patron in a

cloak of moral advice.

Hiero, despot of Syracuse, has won a victory at Olympia
with the four-horsed chariot. The race is one of great importance,
which kings and nobles are particularly proud to win, because it

implies not only their interest in athletic prowess but also their

lavish expenditure, and, consequently, their great wealth. An
Olympian victor is in any case a favourite of fortune, and if he is
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also a king well, his fortune is such that a poet who celebrates

it is expected to wrap his praise in the safe moralities of ' modera-

tion.' It is unlucky to be too lucky. The poet's task is to suggest

that His Majesty is really the best and happiest of men by means

of a poem which ostensibly warns him against excess, and con-

gratulates him on being,
' so far as a mortal can be, and should

desire to be/ fortunate.

Bacchylides, developing perhaps a hint from Pindar, ac-

complishes his delicate task by a very happy comparison of

Hiero to Croesus. The unity of the poem depends on our know-

ledge Bacchylides is too good a courtier to make his point

directly that Croesus was actually, unlike Hiero, doomed to

lose his throne. In the version of the myth which is chosen by
Bacchylides for his purpose the Lydian monarch is carried off

by Apollo, as a reward for piety, to the happy country of the

Hyperboreans. Yet everyone in the audience, including the de-

lighted Hiero, knows perfectly well that the fall of Croesus is a

gentle warning against excessive confidence in good luck. In

Herodotus we have a different version of his later career. He is

kept alive in order to accompany Cambyses, as the incarnate

warning against the excesses which bring that unhappy monarch
to his doom.

The poem opens thus :

Sing, Muse of Fame, the praise of Demeter, Queen of rich-fruited Sicily,

and of her daughter, the Maiden violet-crowned, and of Hiero's swift steeds

that ran at Olympia. Victory and Splendour went with them, as they rushed
to the goal by the broad torrent of Alpheus, where they made the son of

Deinomenes Happy made him winner of the crown !

And a cry went up from the multitude of the people :

'

All Hail, Thrice

Happy !'...Zeus hath bestowed on him the greatest sway and princedom in all

Greece, yet hath he wisdom and keeps not the high-built fabric of his wealth
veiled from the world in curtains of darkness. The temples are populous with
his feast and sacrifice. The ways of the city are thronged by his hospitable
entertainment. Brightly gleams and flashes the gold of the high and won-
drous tripods he hath set before the shrine, where the Delphians by Castalia's
fountain serve the great sanctuary of Apollo ! 'Tis on the god that men should
spend their splendour. In such spending lie the riches that are best.

Praise can rise no higher. To call a man Thrice Happy is even

dangerous. We know, of course, that an exhortation to modesty
must follow. So the king is told that it is not enough to have
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riches: he must know how to use his riches well. While the poet

preaches, he still flatters. Hiero needs no reminder: who can

doubt that Hiero has already learnt the pious use of wealth,
when he sees the golden tripods that the king has dedicated at

Delphi ?

The sequel has been sadly misunderstood. The mention of

the Delphic tripods marks a transition surely, not, as Jebb says,

'inartistic' to the theme of Croesus, who also honoured Apollo.
The story of his prosperity and fall has warning as well as com-
fort for the aged Hiero. Croesus, because he was rich, had

thought himself the happiest of men. But presently calamity
came. That is what Bacchylides hints, though he tells us of the

happier aspect of the end. Since Croesus was pious and generous,

therefore, although he fell, he was not utterly overwhelmed.

Hiero, of course, is generous as Croesus, and more modest. He
may reasonably hope for heaven's continued favour, though not

even he may hope for perfect happiness.

Hiero, theme of men's praise, none shall be found, of all that dwell in

Hellas, to boast that he hath given more gold to Loxias than thou. All men,
save he whose pride is fed by envy, may praise thee, the warrior hero, that

delightest in horses, wielder of a sceptre given by Zeus the god of justice,

sharer in the delights of the dark-tressed Muses. ..and may call thee one that

is at peace with the gods.

Notice in passing that the stress falls on #eo$tX^, which is

ambiguous, and implies both piety and its reward. Troubles, the

poet adds, must come, like sudden tempests. But Hiero, unlike

Croesus, will be safe:

Your eyes are fixed on the Modest Mean (naipia o-Koirt'is) ! Our life is

short, uncertain ; and a cheat is hope, who steals into the hearts of men, the

creatures of a day. Aye, as the King Apollo, when he was an humble shep-

herd, said to Admetus :

' Two thoughts there are, which, being mortal, you
should cherish. Think ever of the morrow as the last day you will see.

Imagine also that fifty years of opulent life are yours. In taking your delight,

therefore, remember piety. In piety lie the gains that are the highest.'

My words are understood of one that is wise. Only the depths of the

divine Aether remain ever unpolluted. Only the waters of Ocean are always

pure. Gold is indeed a delight
1
,
but remember that a man may not pass be-

1 A misunderstanding of the final clauses, where the stress is on piety, not

on delight, has led Jebb into serious error in his interpretation of this and the following

passage. He asserts that Bacchylides by a 'lapse' in his rhetoric has called gold a 'de-

light
' when he should have called it a '

delight for ever.' If he had so called it, he

would have been as foolish and as impious as an oriental tyrant !
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yond old age and hoary hairs and bring again his youth. Yet one thing fades

not as the body fails the light of good deeds lives.

That is the moral. Gold is corruptible. In nature only the

bright aether 1 and the purifying waters of eternal seas, and in

man only virtue and the praise of virtue, are beyond the power
of change. Therefore, though we take our delight, let it be ever

with piety and remembrance of our littleness.

In his first Pythian, composed two years before this poem,

Pindar himselfhad compared Hiero for his munificence to Croesus.

Here also you will find that an artistic unity is given to an in-

tricate pattern by the subtle association of the warning and the

flattery with themes that are important in the Oedipus. Two

motifs, wealth and reputation, predominate. This is the conclusion

which sums up the artistic whole:

That a man's fortune be good is the first of prizes : the second portion of

happiness is to be well spoken of. If any man meet both these goods and

have them for his possession, he hath the highest crown of life.

The implication is that by winning his race again with the

four-horsed chariot Hiero has shown his wealth and won good

fortune; and that through the poetry of Pindar he wins the second

portion, fame. As usual, the final reflection has a reference to the

opening notes of the poem. The 'praise' won by Hiero at the

end corresponds to the music of Apollo's lyre, which is a delight

to the gods and all their friends, and a source of terror to the

enemies of the gods and of Hiero! The good fortune which on

this occasion is celebrated by the lyre of Pindar, Apollo's repre-

sentative, includes not only the winning of a race at Pytho, but

also the throne of Syracuse, the victory of Himera, the foundation

of Aetna. Just as Bacchylides flatters Hiero by representing him
as one of the rightful (Homeric) kings who derive their power
from Zeus, so Pindar is praising Hiero as king, not tyrant, when
he talks of the good old Dorian institutions of Aetna, and of the

respect paid by the despot to ' the people.' The highest compli-
ment of all is implied by the statement that the enemies of Zeus,

particularly Typhon, the giant who is crushed beneath the weight
of Aetna's mountain, are put to confusion by the music of Apollo.
The subtle flatterer suggests that Hiero, who is now the theme

1 The element in which are born those laws of purity of which our chorus sings at

line 867.
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of Apollo's music, is among men as Zeus among the gods : the

enemies of Hiero hate the sound of his praise, and will be duly
crushed as are the enemies of Zeus.

When the praise has reached its height, we duly hear of

human limitations. Excess in praise must be avoided. The poet's

boast of skill introduces the theme of ' Modest Measure.' God's

favour is the condition of success, for poet as for king. The poet
will not exaggerate his praise though he will surpass all rivals.

So subtly are we led to the theme of Hiero's Limitations.
' Possessions... yes, a crown of wealth...but also troubles! Let us

hope that, like Philoctetes of old, our hero will rise superior to all

detraction, and, in spite of the limitations of human happiness,

live on the whole in joy.'
'

May the god raise up his fortunes,

and give him a due measure of his desires 1
.' It is in harmony

with this thought that the poet speaks of the due measure of

praise, and of the envy which is brought by excess of praise.

The moral is : 'Be generous as you are : be not deceived by the

cunning temptation of sordid gain.' The reference which follows

to Croesus and to Phalaris, though it certainly flatters Hiero,

who is no tyrant, but the father of his people, no niggard, but a

lavish spender, hints again at the theme of moderation in ambition

and enjoyment.

We, also, must avoid excess, and must not become entangled
in an analysis, however fascinating, of the whole of Pindar's work.

We must return from our excursion into the realm of lyric, and

consider again, in the light of all that we have seen, the final

movement of our play.

Listen once more to the prayer which Oedipus would have

his children learn:

Children, out of much
I might have taught you, could you understand,

Take this one counsel: be your prayer to live

Where fortune's modest measure is, a life

That shall be better than your father's was.

Then hear how Creon, taking up the theme of moderation, breaks

the silence:

It is enough! Go in ! Shed no more tears but go!

1 Hiv epara.1 Kaipbv: not 'opportunity' but 'the due measure.'
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OEDIPUS
I would not, yet must yield.

CREON
Measure in all is best.

The pathos of the immediate connection is, I hope, obvious.

But for a Greek audience, and for us, if we have rightly under-

stood the tragedy, there is a special appropriateness in this plea

for measure in the expression of the hero's grief. Sophrosyne

requires, not only that a man be modest in good fortune, but also

that he bear, with a courage which does not too much complain,

the ills that are inevitable. At the outset Oedipus appealed for

the courage of his people
1
. When he was filled with false sus-

picions and false fears he lacked Sophrosyne
2
. In his first wild

agony, which was 'an anguish more than man could bear 3
,'
he fell

into excess, inflicting on himself

Fresh, not unpurposed evil....'Tis the woe
That we ourselves have compassed hurts the most 4

.

As reason came again he sought, at first, to justify the act. But

for the chorus, as for the audience, it was a transgression of

Sophrosyne. Now the first agony has given place to pity for his

children and to modest self-reproach. The effect upon a Greek

audience first of the prayer for modest means and then of the

appeal for fortitude we also shall understand if we will turn to

the Oedipus at Co/onus, and listen to the words of the king who
once gave courage to suppliants. He is now himself a suppliant

5
:

My child, Antigone I am old and blind

What country's this? Who are its citizens?

Tell me ! For this day's need with some poor gift

Who shall receive the vagrant Oedipus,
One that asks little, and must ever have

1 See line n note. 2 See lines 914 ff. : notice Ayav.
3 Line 1293.

4 Lines 1130 f.

5 O.C.i ff. Here T&KVOV recalls the first words of the O. T. and Hcas heightens the

effect of the reminiscence and contrast. The u rticvov of line 9 has an effect like the

repeated T&KVO. of O. T. 6. rbv Tr\av^ri]v OlSiirovv recalls 6 ira<ri /cXeiPos Oi'5/7roi>s, and

ffTtpyeiv recalls orfylavres. Similarly O.C. 12-13 recall O.T. 216 ff., and depend for

their pathos on the memory of the king who wished to be master in all things. The

grammatically irregular irvOol/j.e6a. of O.C. n (Brunck 7ru0c&/xe0a) is possibly to be de-

fended as a reminiscence of O.T. 71. In the later play, though Oedipus has no hesi-

tation in asserting that the involuntary evils were ireirovBbra. /j.a\\ot> rj SfSpaK6ra (267),
he recognises that his passion ran to excess in the sequel (438). This fact has a bearing
on our discussion in chapter II.
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Less than that little yet is satisfied :

Because long time's companionship and griefi

And his own honour, teach him fortitude ?

At the words trdvra yap icaipq> ica\d there is a moment's
silence. Then Oedipus speaks again:

Know you the pledge I crave?

CREON
Speak it, and I shall know.

OEDIPUS
This : that you banish me !

CREON
That is the god's to give.

OEDIPUS
The gods reject me !

CREON
Then, perchance, you shall have banishment.

OEDIPUS
You promise?

CREON
Knowing not, 'tis not my wont to speak.

The refusal of Creon to promise that the king shall have his

wish and be sent into banishment has been strangely regarded
as a sign of harshness. The best answer to that misunderstanding
will be found in the words of Oedipus at line 1444, when the boon

of exile is for the first time asked and, on the same ground as

here, refused.

What? Will you ask for one so lost as I?

CREON
Surely...and you will now believe the god

1
.

In these lines in which for the second time the request is

made, and for the second time the decision is left for the god,
two motifs, of great importance in the earlier scenes, are lightly

recalled and linked with the final doctrine of Sophrosyne. Oedipus
had been wise and confident in the wisdom which has proved to

1 The implied rebuke is gentle : the tone of Oedipus expresses only his sense of the

magnanimity of Creon. Instead of trying to interpret Creon's prudence as a fore-

shadowing of the cold cynicism which belongs to the Creon of the Oedipus Colontus,

we shall do well to notice how in the later play the motif'of line 1444 is recalled. See

0. C. 299 f. Notice in that context that O.C. 308 recalls the entry of Creon at O. T. 80,

and the words of Oedipus at 1478. Theseus, not Creon, in the later play is the repre-

sentative of the modest mean, a ruler who 'knows that he is but man' 567: that fact,

and the other reminiscences, make O.C. 575 significant.
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be but folly. Now, in a matter where it seems as if no doubt can

remain, the cautious Creon, remembering how ignorant is man,

insists that the god alone can pronounce the verdict. Although

that verdict seems to be implied by the terms of the earlier oracle,

until the obvious interpretation of that oracle is confirmed by the

god himself, Creon will not utter any word even of a conditional

promise. We are thus reminded, first ofthe great contrast between

human ignorance and the divine foreknowledge, then of the human

need for modest measure in speech. Those are the main themes

of the scene with Teiresias 1

,
which began with the words:

Ah me ! It is but sorrow to be wise

Where wisdom profits not,

and in which Teiresias gave the warning:

'Tis that I see thy own word quit the path
Of safety, and I would not follow thee.

We remember also how the chorus sang:

The only Wise, Zeus and Apollo, know
Truth and the way of man,

and how Oedipus cried, when first the truth began to appear:

I fear myself, dear wife : I fear that I

Have said too much.

It is, then, the Sophrosyne which recognises the limitation of

human knowledge, and the modesty in speech which comes from

that Sophrosyne, that give value to lines 1517-1520. Oedipus,
who set himself above the wisdom of the prophet, must learn the

highest wisdom the recognition of his own ignorance. Oedipus
whose words have so often missed 'the Kaipos' must learn 'to be

silent where he does not know.' The theme is a commonplace :

the tragic beauty of the application is new. If you think my
interpretation over-subtle, look first at the opening words of the

Septem contra Thebas:

He who controls the act

Must speak well-measured words 2
:

1 Lines 316 <]>poveb, 324 oi)3 <rol r6 abv $>&vr\ii Ibv irpbs Katpbv, 499, 767.
2 Aesch. Sept. i ; see above, p. xix. This phrase is recalled with a characteristic

application by Euripides Phoen. 871, where Mr Pearson's note recognises the fact that

Kcupos is not temporal.
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then turn, if you will, to the Oedipus Coloneus, and notice how
this motif, like the rest, is recalled in the first scene:

The man is present : speak whate'er the time

And the due measure bid you
1

,

and judge with what effect this maxim was hurled back upon the

changed and hypocritical Creon of that play
2

.

In the Oedipus Tyrannus Creon stands for pious moderation.

His insistence that the hero should observe due measure even

in the expression of his grief is a fitting close to the scene which

opened with a storm of violence and shame and self-mutilation :

and it may help us to appreciate the purpose of the poet's dis-

tinction between the inevitable tragedy and the self-inflicted

wrong.
Due measure, Creon implies, is best in all things. Therefore,

being man, admit your ignorance ; and, where you are most

certain, doubt. The gods alone are wise.

That is the fitting close to the debate of riddles, oracles and

prophecies: and it may help us to appreciate the purpose of the

conflict of Teiresias and Oedipus.
Due measure is best in all things. Therefore set a watch

upon your speech. Speak not upon conjecture, but with proof.

Reason and yield to reason not to anger. Boast not. Remember,

being mortal, that you know not what the issue of your words

may be.

That is the fitting close to a drama which, above all Greek

dramas, is charged with tragic irony. It may help us to appreciate
the contrast between the sober colouring of the dialogue and the

elaboration of the odes in which the oracles of Phoebus are so

swift and terrible.

Oedipus is ready to go. But his tragedy is not yet fully ac-

complished. He must relinquish his children. Gently, though
with a certain sternness, Creon bids him let them go. With

a flash of his old imperiousness, Oedipus protests. Again there

comes the reminder of due measure:

OEDIPUS
Then take me...take me hence!

CREON
So... .Quit your children....Come!

1 O.C. 31 f.
2 O.C. 808 f.
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OEDIPUS
I will not let them go !

CREON
Seek not the Mastery

In all. Too brief, alas ! have proved your masteries.

That also is a fitting close to a theme which has been promi-

nent in the play. After the scene with Teiresias, in which the

wise man showed his folly, there came another scene in which

the king forgot the limitation of his rightful power. That scene

has been said to flag. It did not flag for a Greek who knew the

value of his freedom and could recognise in tyranny a mortal sin

against the state. When Oedipus passed from false suspicion to

contempt of argument, spurning the true friend who would remind

him of the '

gain that is really gain,' when he forgot that royalty

is government for the good of all the state, and claimed at length
to be sole Master of his Thebes well, he forgot

' due measure.'

The '

gain that is really gain
'

is called Sophrosyne.
Once more the close may help us to appreciate the play. The

mastery of Zeus alone is everlasting. The scene with Creon and

the '

tyrant chorus,' on which we have already spent so many
words, are relevant and even necessary. As is the wisdom of the

gods to man's highest flight of wit, so is the eternal sway of Zeus
to man's most stubborn mastery. Not only must the wisdom of

Teiresias be set against the folly of the famous answerer of

riddles, but also the modest loyalty of Creon must be contrasted

with the arrogance of him who was himself, let us not forget, the

loyal servant and the saviour of the state.

One last word remains. As we listen to the final exhortation :

Look, ye who dwell in Thebes. This man was Oedipus,
That mighty king, who knew the riddle's mystery,

we are, I hope, too deeply moved to notice that the poet has now
joined together the theme of wisdom and the theme of power.
But without the artistry that has made this connection the poet
could not have so strangely moved us. The third line adds a

theme, perhaps the most universal of the motifs that Sophrosyne
suggests, the theme of Luck. A prudent and a pious man is

modest and remembers his mortality when Fortune seems most
kind. Above all men Oedipus seemed Lucky. As Teiresias

hinted, the chance which seemed to bring him every human good
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was fatal in the end. Now, when we hear how he was one
Whom all the city envied, Fortune's favourite 1

and how his present ruin should teach us to remember our

mortality, we shall understand at length the full significance of
the pious words with which the priest of Zeus addressed the
wielder of an earthly sceptre:

We count you not a god, I and these children,
That thus we seek your hearth. Of human kind
We count you first in the common accident

Of fate ;
in the traffic of the gods with man

Greatest of men.

The temptation of the lucky man is to forget in his prosperity
that fortune ever changes. The temptation of the man whom all

men honour is to think himself more than human, to count him-

self the equal of the gods.

Jocasta trusted to her luck. She prayed, and when, as it

appeared, a happy answer came to her request, forgot to thank

the gods. Instead she thought the lucky chance disproved their

oracles. And so she said to Oedipus:

Why, what should a man fear? Luck governs all !

There's no foreknowledge and no providence !

Take life at random.

She forgot that if Luck governs, caution bids us never trust her

favours. Immediately not because she had so spoken, but with

a tragedy more wonderful because ofher great confidence Jocasta
learnt the truth.

Presently Oedipus proclaims himself the son of Luck. He
calls the months his kinsmen, because they also are the children

of changing Luck. He who was once a foundling is now a mighty

king. As the months wax to greatness, so has he grown to

eminence. His Mother Luck has given him good gifts. So he is

confident. He has forgotten that moons must wane; that the gifts

of Luck, lavished in one brief moment, in a brief moment also

are taken away. Therefore with confidence he cried:

Break what break will! My will shall be to see

My origin, however mean !

The chorus also have forgotten. They hail the omen of the

moon. To-morrow, as they say, will see the moon at the full. To-
1 I venture to give a version which is not quite literal, in order to call attention to

the effect, which is clear in Greek.
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morrow Oedipus shall be hailed as greater than the first of men.

He shall be known as son of Pan or Dionysus or Apollo.

Then comes the revelation :

So from these twain hath evil broken : so

Are wife and husband mingled in one woe.

Justly their ancient happiness was known

For happiness indeed
;
and lo ! to-day

Tears and Disasters, Death and Shame, and all

The Ills the world hath names for all are here.

That tragic series, also, finds its just and beautiful conclusion

in our final harmony. Pindar, who has already taught us so much,

will illustrate once more the close relation of the doctrine of the

mean to the reminder that a man must not be counted equal with

the gods.
' Oh Saviour Zeus,' he cries,

'

I come to thee as a sup-

pliant, and pray thee to adorn this city with the glory of manly

prowess: aye, and I pray also that my patron, to-day's Olympian
victor, may continue on his way, delighting still in the horses

that Poseidon loves, and may so win an old age of cheerfulness

even to the end, with sons to stand at his side and support his

age. For if a man's prosperity flourish in wholesome manner, if

in his possession he have a sufficiency and add thereto good
fame let him not seek to be a god

1
.' You will find the same

themes developed in the earliest of Pindar's extant odes 2
,
where

the text is one that we shall not now, I hope, fail to understand :

'If Lacedaemon is happy, Thessaly is blest. What bids me thus

transgress the measure in my praise?' When you turn to the

sixth Nemean, with its magnificent comparison of the changes of

human fortune to the rise and fall of cities and to the changing
seasons of our mother Earth, you will better understand how
a Greek audience felt when Oedipus proclaimed his kinship with

the waxing months: and when you turn to the fresh treatment of

the same theme in the eleventh Nemean, you will realise that all

this is only another way of expressing the final moral of our play.
The last words bid us apply to our own hearts the lesson of

1 Pindar 01. v 20 ff. This is exactly o5
/cai/>6s, dei rjv : the prayer is the same : and

the spirit of Sophrosyne which prompts it is expressed by the proverbial :
' Seek not to

be a god.' Remember how the Athenian of Solon's apologue was happy to the end,
because his city prospered and his sons' sons grew up beautiful and good and he was
well off 'according to Athenian standards.'

-
Pythian x.
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Sophrosyne. We are not asked to think: 'How satisfactory, how

salutary, that sin is always justly punished!' Nor are we left to

useless railing at a world in which such wanton havoc may over-

take men's lives. Sophrosyne will not save us from calamity.

Yet, if calamity comes, we may remember to bear it well and

bravely, not adding to inevitable ill 'fresh, not unpurposed evils.'

Sophrosyne will not enable us to answer all the riddles of our

life, though it will certainly not absolve us from the need and

obligation of the search. But it may help us to remember that

wisdom was not born, and will not die with us : it may save us

from that strange conceit of knowledge which is the greatest error

of the men the world calls wise. Finally, Sophrosyne will not

ensure success in business, politics or art : nor will it exempt us

from the service of the state. It will remind us that, whether we
are in authority or under authority, we are only part of a life that

was, before we were born, and will be, when we are forgotten. It

will keep us mindful of the uncertainty of riches, and of the truth

that a modest competence is often better than great wealth. It

will not deny the value of good fame and knowledge, wealth and

influence : that also would be a transgression of the mean. But

it may remind us to prize most the '

gains that are really gains/

the cheerfulness and loyal friendship which are more pleasant

and more easily won than luxury or power.

For, in spite of all, there remains in Oedipus the nobility of

the human spirit. It is not without a quickened sense of human
values that we hear the words:

Behold, in the event, the storm of his calamities.

And, being mortal, think on that last day of death,

Which all must see : and speak of no man's happiness
Till without sorrow he hath passed the goal of life.
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OEDIPUS.

My children, sons of Cadmus and his care,

Why thus, in suppliant session, with the boughs

Enwreathed for prayer, throng you about my feet,

While Thebes is filled with incense, filled with hymns
To the Healer, Phoebus, and with lamentation ?

Whereof I would not hear the tale, my children,

From other lips than yours. Look ! I am here,

I, whom men call 'the All-Famous Oedipus!'

Tell me, old priest, you who by age are fit

To speak for these, in what mood stand ye here

Of panic or good courage ? Speak ! For I,

You know, would give all aid. Hard were my heart,

Pitying not such a petitioning.

A PRIEST.

King, Master of my country, Oedipus,

You see us, in our several ages, ranged

About your altars. Some are not yet fledged

For long flight, others old and bowed with years,

Priests I of Zeus and, yonder, of our youth

A chosen band. Thebes, garlanded for prayer,

Sits in the markets, at the shrines of Pallas,

And by Ismenus' oracle of fire.

With your own eyes you see, the storm is grown

Too strong, and Thebes can no more lift her head

Out of the waves, clear from the surge of death.

A blight is on her budding fruit, a blight

On pastured cattle, and the barren pangs
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Of women : and the fiery fever-god

Hath struck his blow Pestilence sweeps the city,

Empties the house of Cadmus and makes rich

With tears and wailings the black house of Death.

We count you not a god, I and these children,

That thus we seek your hearth. Of human kind

We judge you first in the common accident

Of fate
;
in the traffic of the gods with man

Greatest of men
;

who came to Cadmus' town

And loosed the knot and quit us of the toll

To that grim singer paid. No hint from us,

No schooling, your own wit, touched by some god,

Men say and think, raised us and gave us life.

So now, great Oedipus, mighty in the world,

We stand and pray. If you have any knowledge

From god or man, find help ! The tried man's thought,

And his alone, springs to the live event !

Oh, noblest among men, raise up our state !

Oh, have a care ! To-day for that past zeal

Our country calls you Saviour. Shall your sway

Be thus remembered that you raised us high

Only to fall? Not so! Lift up our state

Securely, not to fall. With promise good

You brought us Fortune. Be the same to-day !

Would you be Prince, as you are Master, here ?

Better to master men than empty walls.

The desolate ship is nothing, ramparts nothing,

Deserted, with no men to people them.

OE. Alas, my sons ! I know with what desire

You seek me. Well I know the hurt whereby
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You all are stricken and not one of you

So far from health as I. Your several griefs

Are single and particular, but my soul

Mourns for myself, for you, and for all Thebes.

You rouse not one that sleeps. Through many tears

And many searchings on the paths of thought,

By anxious care, at last, one way of cure

I found : and put in action I have sent

Menoeceus' son, Creon, my own wife's brother,

To ask of Phoebus, in his Pythian shrine,

'By deed or word how shall I rescue Thebes?'

And when I mark the distance and the time,

It troubles me what doth he ? Very long

Beyond his time, he lingers....When he comes,

Then call me base if I put not in act

What thing soever Phoebus showeth me.

PR. Good words and seasonable. In good time

Look ! my companions tell me, Creon comes !

OE. O King Apollo, as his looks are glad

So may he bring us glad and saving fortune.

PR. I think he bears us good. Else were his head

Not thus enwreathed, thick with the clustered laurel.

OE. He is in earshot. We'll not think, but know !

\He raises his voice as Creon approaches.

Prince, and my kinsman, son of Menoeceus, speak !

What message bring you for us from the god ?

CREON.

Good news ! I count all news as fortunate,

However hard, that issues forth in good.

OE. 'Tis a response that finds me undismayed,

And yet not overbold. What says the god?
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CR. If you would hear now, with this company
Here present, I will speak or go within ?

OE. Speak it to all, since it is their distress

I care for aye, more than for my own life.

CR. So be it. As I heard from the god, I speak.

Phoebus the King enjoins with clear command :

A fellpollution, fed on Theban soil,

Ye shall drive out, norfeed it past all cure,

OE. How drive it out? In what way came misfortune?

CR. There must be banishment, or blood for blood

Be paid. Tis murder brings the tempest on us.

OE. Blood for what blood ? Whose fate revealeth he ?

CR. My Lord, in former days, our land was ruled

Before you governed us by La'fus.

OE. I know men tell me so I never saw him.

CR. He fell. His murderers, whoe'er they be,

Apollo chargeth us to strike with vengeance.

OE. The task is hard. How can we hope to track

A crime so ancient? Where can they be found ?

CR. Here, said the god, in Thebes. To seek is oft

To find neglected, all escapes the light.

OE. Was it in Thebes, or on the countryside

Of Thebes, the King was murdered, or abroad ?

CR. Abroad, on sacred mission, as he said,

He started then, as he went, returned no more.

OE. Came none with news? Came none who journeyed with him

Back, to report, that you might learn and act ?

CR. All slain One panic-stricken fugitive

Told nought that he saw knew nought save one thing only.

OE. What thing ? One clue, disclosing many more,

The first small promise grasped, may teach us all.

CR. Robbers, he told us, met the King and slew him

Not just one man, but a great company.
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OE. What brought the robber...what, unless 'twas pay,...

Something contrived from Thebes!...to such a deed?

CR. Some thoughts of that there were. Yet, in our troubles,

For Laius dead no man arose with aid.

OE. Some thoughts ! For a King dead ! A pressing trouble,

To put you off with less than certainty !

CR. It was the Sphinx whose riddling song constrained us

To leave the unknown unknown, and face the present.

OE. Then I'll go back and fetch all to the light !

'Tis very just in Phoebus and in you
'Tis a just zeal for the cause of that slain man.

And right it is in me that ye shall see me

Fighting that cause for Phoebus and for Thebes.

Not for some distant unknown friend, myself,

For my own sake, I'll drive this evil out,

Since he that slew this King were fain perchance

Again, by the like hand, to strike... at me !

So, fighting for your king, I serve myself.

Come then, my children, lift your prayerful boughs,

And leave the altar-steps. Up ! No delay !

Go, someone, gather Cadmus' people here !

I will do all. Then as the god gives aid,

We'll find Good Luck...or else calamity !

PR. Up, children, let us go ! The King's own word,

You hear it, grants the boon for which we came.

Now Phoebus come, who sent the oracle,

Himself to stay the plague and save us all.

CHORUS.

Glad Message of the voice of Zeus,

From golden Pytho travelling to splendid Thebes, what burden

bringest thou ?

Eager, am I, afraid, heart-shaken with fear of thee

(Healer, Apollo of Delos, God of the Cry, give ear !)
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Shaken with reverent fear. Is it some new task to be set?

Or is it some ancient debt thou wilt sweep in the fulness of time

to the payment ?

Tell me thy secret, Oracle deathless, Daughter of golden Hope !

First call we on the child of Zeus,

Deathless Athene
;
then on her that guards our land, her Sister,

Artemis,

Lady of Good Report, whose throne is our market place ;

Aye, and Apollo ! I cry thee, Shooter of Arrows, hear !

Three that are strong to deliver, appear ! Great Fighters of

Death,

Now, if in ancient times, when calamity threatened, as champions
came ye

Sweeping afar the flame of affliction, strike, as of old, to-day!

II

Alas ! Alas ! Beyond all reckoning

My myriad sorrows !

All my people sick to death, yet in my mind

No shaft of wit, no weapon to fight the death.

The fruits of the mighty mother Earth increase not.

Women from their tempest of cries and travail-pangs

Struggle in vain...no birth-joy followeth.

As a bird on the wing, to the west, to the coast of the sun-

set god
Look ! 'tis the soul of the dead that flies to the dark, nay,

soul upon soul,

Rushing, rushing, swifter and stronger in flight than the race of

implacable fire,

Myriads, alas, beyond all reckoning,

A city dying !

None has pity. On the ground they lie, unwept,

Spreading contagious death
;
and among them wives

That wail, but not for them, aye, and gray mothers

Flocking the altar with cries, now here, now there,

Shrilling their scream of prayer... for their own lives.
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And a shout goeth up to the Healer
; and, cleaving the air

like fire,

Flashes the Paean, above those voices that wail in their

piping tune.

Rescue ! Rescue ! Golden One ! Send us the light of thy
rescuing, Daughter of Zeus !

Ill

Turn to flight that savage War-God, warring not with shield and

spear,

But with fire he burneth when his battlecry is loud,

Turn him back and drive him with a rushing into flight,

Far away, to exile, far, far away from Thebes,

To the great sea-palace of Amphitrite,

Perchance to the waves of the Thracian sea and his own

barbaric shores.

He spareth us not. Is there ought that the night has left ?

Lo ! Day cometh up to destroy.

King and Lord, O Zeus, of the lightning fires,

Father of all! Thine is the Might. Take up the bolt and

slay!

Phoebus, King Lycean, I would see thee string thy golden bow,

Raining on the monster for our succour and defence

Shafts unconquered. I would see the flashing of the fires

From the torch of Artemis, that blazeth on the hills

When she scours her mountains of Lycia.

And another I call, the Golden-Crowned, and his name is a

name of Thebes
;

He is ruddy with wine, and his cry is the triumph cry,

And his train are the Maenades
;

Come, great Bacchus, come ! With a splendour of light,

Blazing for us, strike at the god cursed among gods, and save !
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OI. curei?- a 8' atrets, raifi lav 0e\r)S

K\V(I)V Se^ecr^at rf) vocrw ff virrjperelv,

d\Kr)v Xa/?ots dv KdvaKOV<j>i<rw KOLKWV

dya> eVos /t> TOV Xdyov TovS* e^e/aa),

Se TOU TT/aa^^eVros ov ya^o ai> paKpav 220

vvv 8', v&Tepos yap acrros et? acrrous reXai,

TrpotJHDVo) Tracri KaS//.etot9 raSe-

O0' vfj,a)v Aatov TOI/ Aay8Sa/cou

/carotSev dv&pbs e/c rtvo? StwXero, 225

TOVTOl' KcXeVW TrdvTO. O"TJfJiaiVLV e/AOt'

/cet /xev ^o^elrat rouiri/cX^/x* VT

avro? /ca^' avrov Tretcrcrai ya^> aXXo

aorrepyes ouSeV, yTys 8' dirticriv dy

t 8' au Tt? aXXoz/ oISei> ^ e^ dXXi7? ^Oovo's 230

TOI> avro^etpa, /AT) crta>7rdrw ro yap

KepBos reXoi) 'ya> ^17 \dpi<; Trpocr/cetcrerat.

ei 8' av <rta>7n^(re(r^e, /cat rt? ^ <tXov

Setcras ctTTwcrei TOVTTOS ^ ^avroiJ roSe,

a/c Tai^Se Spdtroo, raOra ^17 K\V.IV e/xov. 235

dv$p' ctTrauSctj TOVTOV, ocrri? ecrrt,

', 7^5 eya> Kpdrrj re /cat Opovovs

Oeaivcv

KOLVOV TTOietcr^at, jU-Tyre ^epvtySo? vep,ew 240

d)Belv o' dif oiKon> TrdvTas, cJ?

TO

e'yw /xev ovi^ Totdo-Se T&J TC 8at/i,ov(,

TO> T' dvopl TGJ Oavovn
o-u/A/Lta^o9 TreXw 245

Se TOI/ SeSpa/coT*, etTe Tts

ioVwt' /xeVa,

KO.KOV Ka/cws t'tt' dpopov

ets toi' ercv etTe
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OE. You pray! And for your prayer. ..release, perchance,

And succour you shall find
;

if you will aid

My nursing of this malady, and attend,

Obedient, to the words which I shall speak

Touching a story strange to me. I stand

A stranger to the fact, could not have proved it,

A foreigner, with no hint to guide me to it,

Yet now, a Theban among Thebans, speak

To you, to Thebes, my solemn proclamation.

Is there among you one who knows what hand

Did murder Laius, son of Labdacus ?

That man I charge unfold the truth to me.

Say that he fear by utterance to bring

Himself in accusation...why, his payment
Shall not be harsh

;
he shall depart unharmed.

Doth any know another, citizen

Or stranger, guilty ? Hide it not. Reward

I'll pay, and Thebes shall add her gratitude.

What! You are silent still? If any fear

For a friend or for himself, and will not speak,

Then I must play my part. Attend what follows.

This man, whoe'er he be, from all the land

Whose government and sway is mine, I make

An outlaw. None shall speak to him, no roof

Shall shelter. In your sacrifice and prayer

Give him no place, nor in drink-offerings,

But drive him out of doors... for it is he

Pollutes us, as the oracle Pythian

Of Phoebus hath to-day revealed to me.

Thus I take up my fight for the dead man's cause

And for the god, adding this malediction

Upon the secret criminal came the blow

By one man's hand, or aid of many hands

As was the deed, so be his life, accurst !

s. 2
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8', ot/cotcrti' et

eV rots e/aots yeVotr' e/xov crwetSdros, 250

TraOeiv dVe/3 rotcrS' d/artws r)pa(rd[j,r)v.

vp,lv Se raura TrdW eTrtcr/cr^Trraj reXeif

r' e/zavrov roi) 0eov re T7ycrSe re

et yap 17^ ro Tr/ay/xa /AT eyaTov, 255

v/xd? et/cog 17^ ouroug edj/,

y' d/Hcrrov ySacrtXew? r' oXwXoTos,

dXX* l^epevvav vvv S', eVel
/cu/Dai

T' eya

e^a)^ /u,e^ dyo^d? as e/cetvo? et)( 7r/)tv,

e^wv Se Xe/cr/aa /cat yu^at^' op.6(nropov, 260

KOW(ov re TratScui/ /coti/' dV, et /ceivw yeVos

/u,^ 'Svcrrv^rycrei/, ^v ai/ e/CTre^v/cora^O>> \ / /v / e

*>w o es ro KZIVOV Kpar evrjXav r)

dv^* cSv eya> rdS', axrirepel rov/>tov

/caTrl Trdt'r' d^)t^o/Aat 265

TOV avTo^eipa rov <f>6vov Xa^Setv

rw AaySSa/cetw TratSt IIoXvSwpou re Kal

TOV irpocrBe KdS/aov rou TrdXat r' 'AyT^^o/aos.

/cat ravra rots /u.^ 8/owo*w/ eu^o/iat 0eov<s

l^Tfr aporov ai/rots y^s dvteVat rtvd 270

/t^r' ouV yuvaiKvv TratSas, dXXd ra) 7ror/-ia>

ra> z/Ov (f>6pel<r0at, /cart roS' e-^Oiovi-

vfjiiv Se rots dXXotcrt KaS/xetots, oo-ots

rao ecrr apecrKovG*, rj re crv/x/xa^os At/oy

Xot Trdtres eu vveiev etcraet #eot. 275
^T-/-V ^ > *^ -y\ /-> T^> V / j ^sXO. (txnrep /A apaiov eXapes, wo , ava^, e/3ty.

ovr eKTavov yap ovre rov /cravd^r' e^w
Set^dt. ro Se ^rry/xa rou 7re/i,i//avros '/Jv

<l>ot^ou rdo' eureu/, oarts etpyacrrat Trore.

OI. St/cat' eXe^as' dXX' dvay/cdcrat Oeovs 280

av
/u,r)

OeXaxriv ouS' ai> els Suvatr' avr^p.
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Further, if, with my knowledge, in my house

He harbour at my hearth, on mine own head

Fall every imprecation here pronounced.

On you I lay my charge. Observe this ban

For my sake and the god's, and for your country

Now sunk in ruin, desolate, god-forsaken.

Why such a business, even had the gods

Not moved therein, 'twas ill to leave uncleansed.

A noble gentleman, a King had perished...

Matter enough for probing. Well, you failed.

To-day, since I am King where he was King,

The husband of his bride, from whose one womb,

Had he been blest with progeny, had sprung

Near pledges of our bond, his fruit and mine...

Not so... fell Fortune leapt upon her prey,

And slew him. Therefore I will fight for him

As for my father
;
face all issues

; try

All means, to find the slayer, and avenge

That child of Labdacus and Polydorus,

Agenor's offspring and great Cadmus' son.

If any shirk this task, I pray the gods

Give to their land no increase, make their wives

Barren, and with the like calamities,

Nay, worse than ours to-day, so let them perish.

On you, the rest of Thebes, who make my will

Your own may Righteousness, who fights for us,

And all the gods wait on you still with good.

CH. O King, as bound beneath thy curse I speak.

I neither slew, nor can I point to him

That slew. The quest... Apollo, He that sent

The oracle, should tell who is the man.

OE. Twere just. Yet lives there any man so strong,

Can force unwilling gods to do his will ?
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XO. rd Sevre/)' K TWINS' o.v Xeyot/x' d/xot So/cet.

OI. ei /cat T/3tr* eo~rt, /AT) Trapys TO
/ti} 01) <f>pdcrai.

XO. dVa/CT* dvaKTi ravO* 6/>oW eVto~ra/x,at

4>ot/8a) Tei/jecrta^, Trap' ou rts ai^ 285

OI. dXX* ov/c ev dpyot? ouSe rovr'

7re/xi/a yci/>, Kpeovros CITTOI/TO?,

TTO/ATTOVS* irciXat Se
/u,^ napajv

XO. /ecu /i^v ret y' ctXXa K0)(f)a /cat TraXat*
7717. 290

OI. TO, Trota ravra ; TTO.VTO. yct/o (TKOirot \6yov.

XO. Oavelv eXe^^Ty TT/SO? TLVUV oBoiiropuv.
j~*f * >/ \^>>O/>>^\e
OI. Tj/covcra /cayw roi' o tooi>T ovoets o/oa.

XO. dXX' et rt />te^ 8^ Set/Aaro? y' e^et pepos,

rd? <ris a,Kova)v ov yu-e^et rotctcrS' apd<s. 295

OI. w
/try Vrt SpaWt T(/3ySos, ovS' ITTO^ <f>oftel.

XO. aXX' ov^eXey^wv avrov e<mv ot'Se yap
0elov 17817 [Lo^niv eiS' dyov&iv, w

jJLTT<j)VKV O.V0pa>Tr(t)V JJLOVO).

OI. <3 irdvra vtopvv Tetpecrta, StSa/crd re 300

dppyrd r, ovpdvid re /cat X^O^OOTI/STJ,

-TToXw/ /teV, et /cat
/U.T) /SXeVets, <f>povels 8' O/AW?

ota ^oo"<w o'weo'rti'* T^S o~e Trpoa'rdr'qv

d T, a>vaJ;, povvov e^evpicrKo^v.

yd/), et /cat
/LIT) /cXveis TWV dyye'Xeuv, 305

av IXOtlv rovSe TOV

et TOVS /crai/o^ra? Adtoi/ xa&Wes eu

<f>0ovr)cra<s ^r' aTr' oiuvwv <f>dTU> 310
TIV' dXX-^v /xa^rt/c^9 e^ets 6SoV,

/5uo-at creavrov /cat uoXti/, /5vo-at S'
efte",

pvcrai, Se Trdi/ /niao-fta rov TtOvrjKoros.
eV o-ot yap ecr/xeV- di/S/aa 8' axfreXtlv d<f>' v
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CH. I think, the second best... if I may speak...

OE. Aye, if you have a third best, speak it ! speak it !

CH. The great Teiresias, more than other men,

Sees as great Phoebus sees. From him, great King,

The searcher of this case were best instructed.

OE. There I have not been slothful. I have sent

Creon advising I have sent for him

Twice... It is very strange... Is he not yet come?

CH. Well, well. The rest's old vague unmeaning talk.

OE. What talk ? What talk ? I must neglect no hint.

CH. He died, they said, at the hand of travellers.

OE. I heard it too. And he that saw...none sees him !

CH. Nay, if he have the touch of fear, he'll not

Abide thy dreadful curse. He needs must speak.

OE. Phrases to frighten him that dared the doing ?

CH. Yet hath he his accuser. See ! They bring

The sacred prophet hither, in whose soul,

As in no other mortal's, liveth truth.

OE. Teiresias, thou that judgest all the signs

That move in heaven and earth the secret things,

And all that men may learn thine eyes are blind,

Yet canst thou feel our city's plight, whereof

Thou art the champion, in whom alone,

Prophet and Prince, we find our saving help !

Phoebus hath sent perchance my messengers

Spoke not of it this answer to our sending.

One only way brings riddance of the plague :

To find, and kill or banish, them that killed

King Laius. Come ! Be lavish of thy skill.

By hint of birds, by all thy mantic arts,

Up ! Save thyself and me, save Thebes, and heal

All the pollution of that murdered King !

See, we are in thy hands. 'Tis good to serve
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T /cat SiWtTo /caXXtoTos 7r6Vft>z>. 3*5

TEIPE2IA2.

<j>V <f)V,

Xv$ <f>povovvTL. ravra. yap /caXais ey^

eiSws SuuXecr'' ov yap av Sevp' i

OI. rt S* ecrnv ; as a^v/xo?

TE. a^es ft* e? ot/covg- pacrra yap TO cro^ TC crir 320

Kayat Sioto*oi) rovpov, TJV e/Aol iriGrf.

OI. OVT* tvi/op etTras ovre 7r/oo<r<^tX^ iroXet

TE. 6/3W ya/> ove (rot TO aov (f)a>VT)fj
ov

7r/3os Kaipov a? ov^ /x^S' ey<w TauTov irad<t). 325

OI. /AT) irpos ^eaii' (j>pova)v y diro<TTpa<f)'fj$, errel

irdvTes o~e npoa-KwovfJiev otS' IKT^PLOL.

TE. TravTes yap ou fypoveiT. eyat 8' ou
/LIT;

TTOTC

Taft', (us ai' etTTtu fir) TO, cr', K<f>tjva) /ca/ca.

OI. Tt ^175; ^wct8as ou (f>pd(rei<;,
cxXX' eWoet? 330

17/ms TT/DoSou^at /cat /caTa^^etpat ir^XiV;

TE. eya> OVT' e/iavTov OVTC cr' a'Xywoi. Tt TavT*

dXXct>9 eXey^et?; ou yap ai' TTW^OIO /iou.

OI. ov/c, (S KaKatv /ca/ctcrTe, /cat yap ai' Trerpov

<f>v<riv (TV y opyavetas, e^epets TTOTC, 335

aXX' cJS' aTey/cTos /caVeXeuTTjTos travel;

TE. opyrjv e/xe/u,i|/a> T^V e/Aryv, TT)^ CTT)V S* O/AOU

i/atovo-a^ ou KaTetSes, aXX' e/te t/eyei5.

OI. Tts yap TotaiV av ou/c av opyt^otT* em?

/cXvwv, a i/vi' crv TiffS' ctTt/xa^et? TrdXtv ; 340

TE. ijet yap avTa, /ca^ eya> crty^ crTeycu.
/-VT ' ** " ' ^l" V > * \ ' '

OI. ou/coui' ay T^et /cat ere ^pi) Xeyetv e/aot.

TE. ou/c a^ Trepa <^pacrat/xt. Trpo? TaS', t ^eXets,

0vp,ov 8t' opyfjs ^TL<S aypttUTaY/;.

OI. /cat /A-^V Trapija-o) y ovSeV, &>? opyrjs e^a), 345
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Thy fellows by all means, with all thou hast.

TEIRESIAS.

Ah me ! It is but sorrow to be wise

When wisdom profits not. All this I knew,

Yet missed the meaning. Else I had not come.

OE. Why, what is this ? How heavily thou comest !

TE. Dismiss me home. Be ruled by me. The load

Will lighter press on thee, as mine on me.

OE. Dost thou refuse us ? In thy words I find

Small love for Thebes, thy nurse, and for her law.

TE. 'Tis that I see thy own word quit the path

Of safety, and I would not follow thee.

OE. Oh, if thy wisdom knows, turn not away !

We kneel to thee. All are thy suppliants.

TE. For none of you is wise, and none shall know

From me this evil. ..call it mine, not thine!

OE. Thou knowest ? And thou wilt not tell ? Thy mind

Is set, to play us false, and ruin Thebes ?

TE. I spare myself and thee. Why question me ?

'Tis useless, for I will not answer thee.

OE. Not answer me ! So, scoundrel !...Thou wouldst heat

A stone....Thou wilt not? Can we wring from thee

Nothing but stubborn hopeless heartlessness ?

TE. My stubborn heart thou chidest, and the wrath

To which thy own is mated, canst not see.

OE. Have I no cause for anger? Who unmoved

Could brook the slight such answers put on Thebes ?

TE. Though I hide all in silence, all must come.

OE. Why, if all must, more cause to tell me all.

TE. I speak no more. So, if it pleasure thee,

Rage on in the full fury of thy wrath !

OE. Aye, so I will speak out my wrath, and spare
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direp ^vvCrjfJi. IcrOt, yap SOKWV e'//,ot

Kal vju,<vTevcrat rovpyov, eipyda-Oai 6\ O<TOV

p,7j -^epcrl
Kaivwv et 8' eruy^ave? )8\eVa>i>,

Kal rovpyov av crov TOUT' (f>r)v
etvat povov.

TE. dX.i?0es; eWeVeo ere TG> Kripvypari, 35

wire/) TT/ooetTra? lfJifJiVLV, Ka.fi r)p.epa<s

rrjs vvv 7T/oo<rau8ai/ /MT^TC TovtrSe ^T' e/te,

<us OI/TI yrj? TrJ<r8' a^ocrtw fjudo'Topi.

OI. OUTO>S a^atSw? e^e/ct^cra? ToSe

TO prjfJioi;
Kal TTOV TOVTO fiev^ecrOai So/cet?; 355

TE. irefavya' rd\r)Be<s yap la^vov Tpeffxt).

OI. 7T/30S TOU StSax^et?; ov ya/3 e/c ye T^S Te^vTys.

TE. TT/OOS o"oG' crv yap /a'
aKovra Trpovrpfya) \eyeiv.

OI. TTOIOV \6yov; Xey' au^i?, a? /taXXo^ jjiddai.

TE. ov^(i vvf)Kas irpocrOev; f) '/CTret/aa Xeytuv; 360

OI. ov^ <uo~Te y' etTreii/ yt'cuo'TOv dXX' av6i<s (f>pd(rov.

TE. cj>ova ere ^/xt rdv$po<s ov Eyrels

OI. dXX' ov Tt ^aipwv St? ye TrrjfJLOvas

TE. eiTTw Tt S^Ta KaXX', tv' opyt^y
OI. oo~o^ ye XPV&L<S

'

&s jJidTfjv eipTJ(reTai. 365

TE. \\T)6evai o~e
<f>rjp,l

crvv Tot? <^>tXTctTots
* /)Cv<^> ) OJ c ^ V 5 T ^

ato^to~c/ ofiL\ovvT , ovo opav iv et KO.KOV.

OI. 77
/cat yeyrjQais TavT* ctet Xe'eti> So/cet?;

TE.
et7re/o Tt y' e'o-Tt T^S dX^^etas cr^eVo?.

OI. dXX' eo~Tt, irX^ <rot' crot Se TOVT* ov/c eo"/, eVet 370

rv<f>\o<s rd T* wTa TOI/ TC i/ouv Ta T' o/x/iaT* et.

TE. (rv 8* d#Xio9 ye Tai;T* 6fet8t^a>v, a o~ot

ovSet? 65 ov^t TaivS' o^etStet rd^a.
OI. /u,tas rpe<j>i Trpos VVKTOS, axTTe I^TJT' e/xe

/utiyT aXXov, oo~Tt? ^>ws opa, y8Xcti//at TTOT' ay. 375

TE. ov yap o~e fnolpa 77/305 y' C'/AOV 7reo~eti', eTret

t/cai>os 'ATrdXXwv, ^ TaS' e'/c7r/)aat /xe'Xet.

OI. Kpe'oi/Tos ^ o-ov TavTa
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No jot of all I see. Listen ! I see

In thee the plotter of the deed, in thee,

Save for the blow, the doer. Hadst thou eyes, >

Then had I said the killing too was thine.

TE. So ! Is it so ? I bid thee, by the words

Of thy decree abiding, from this day

That lights thee now, speak not to these or me :

Since thou art foul, and thou pollutest Thebes.

OE. So bold, so shameless ? Can you dare to launch

Such impudent malice, and still look for safety ?

TE. Safe am I now. The truth in me is strong.

OE. The truth ? Who taught it you ? 'Twas not your art.

TE. Thyself. I would not speak. Thou madest me.

OE. Once more. What was it ? I must have it plain ?

TE. Spoke I not plainly ? Art thou tempting me ?

OE. I am not sure I took it. Speak again.

TE. Thou seekest, and thou art, the murderer !

OE. A second time that slander ! You shall rue it

TE. Shall I add more to make thee rage the more ?

OE. Add all you will. Say on. 'Tis wasted breath.

TE. I tell thee, with thy dearest, knowing nought,

Thou liv'st in shame, seeing not thine own ill.

OE. You talk and talk and fear no punishment ?

TE. Aye, none, if there be any strength in truth.

OE. 'Tis strong enough for all, but not for thee.

Blind eyes, blind ears, blind heart, thou hast it not.

TE. And thou hast... misery, this to mock in me

Which soon shall make all present mock at thee.

OE. Night, endless night is on thee. How canst thou

Hurt me or any man that sees the light ?

TE. Thou art not doomed to fall by me. Apollo,

Who worketh out this end, sufficeth thee

OE. Creon ! Was this invention his, or thine ?
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TE. K/oecop Se crot TTTJ/X,' ouSeV, dXX' avros crv trot.

OI. <3 TrXovre /cat rvpavvl Kal re\vr) TC^I^S 38

^ viTp(f>epovcra r<w 770X^77X0) /8t&>,

00*05 TrayD* v/u.w' 6 (fruovos (i>Xao~o~rat,

et T^crSe y' ./>X^? ^V

OVK aiTYjTov,

Kpeotv 6 Trttrrds, ov^ apxys <<^os, 385

\d0pa ft
v

v<f)ei<s fji

d-yvpTrjv, ocrrts e^ rotg

BeSopxe, rrjv T)(vr)v S' e^>u ru^Xds.

e/>', t7re, TTOV cry fj.dvTi.'S el <Ta<f>TJs ; 390

ov^, o^*
17 /5ai//a>86s eV^aS'

>Ji> KVWV,

s TI rota's' acrrotcrti/ eK\vrripiov ;

/catrot TO y* att'iy/x' ov^l rovTrtdi'To? 17
^

avS^os StetTretP, aXXa jota^reta? eSet'

17^ OVT' air* olwvuv o~v Tr/aov^xx^? e^cyp 395

ovr* eK 0e<ui> TOU ypwTO^* a eyw
etScos OtStTrovs, e7ravo~a

vp^o-a? ovS' ctTr* oiwaiv

ov Brj crv Tret/oas e/cySaXeti', SO/CWP 6p6voi<s

TrapacrTaTTJcrew rot? Kpeo^retots vreXas. 400

icXauui/ SoKets ^ot Kal O'T; ^a> crv^^ets raSe

dyrjXaTTjcreW el Se
/AT) 'Sd/cet? yepcov

T /:}
v v -NT/

ct^at, irautov eyixos av ota
7re/>

XO. 17/11^ jaei/ et/ca^ovo-t /cat rd rov

6/>y^ XeXe'x^ai Kat Ta o-^ OtStTrou, So/cet. 405

Set o ov ToiovT(ov, aXX' OTTW? ra rou

/xavre? aptcrra Xvo-o/tep, ro'Se

TE. 6t /cat Tvpa.vveis, e^tcrwreo^ ro

to~ avrtXe^at* roiJSe ya^o /cdy&>
ov ydp rt o-ot ^ai SovXo?, dXXd AotV 410
* ' ' rr ' ^ /'war ov K/Deoi/ros TrpocrTaTov yey/oa^o/xat.
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TE. Nor is thy ruin Creon. Tis thyself!

OE. O Wealth, O Kingship and thou, gift of Wit

That conquers in life's rivalry of skill,

What hate, what envy come with you ! For this,

The government, put in my hand by Thebes,

A gift I asked not, can it be for this
;

Creon, the true, Creon, so long my friend,

Can plot my overthrow, can creep and scheme

And set on me this tricking fraud, this quack,

This crafty magic-monger quick to spy

Ill-gotten gain, but blind in prophecy.

Aye...Where have you shown skill? Come, tell me. Where?

When that fell bitch was here with riddling hymn

Why were you silent ? Not one word or hint

To save this people ? Why ? That puzzle cried

For mantic skill, not common human wit
;

And skill, as all men saw, you had it not
;

No birds, no god informed you. I, the fool,

Ignorant Oedipus, no birds to teach me
Must come, and hit the truth, and stop the song ;

The man whom you would banish in the thought

To make yourself a place by Creon's throne !

You and your plotter will not find, I think,

Blood-hunting pays ! You have the look of age :

Else, your own pain should teach you what you are !

CH. We think the prophet's word came but from wrath,

And, as we think, O King, from wrath thine own.

We need not this. Our need is thought, how best

Resolve the god's decree, how best fulfil it.

TE. Though thou be master, thou must brook one right's

Equality reply ! Speech yet is mine,

Since I am not thy slave, nor Creon's man

And client, but the slave of Loxias.
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I speak then. Thou hast taunted me for blind,

Thou, who hast eyes and dost not see the ill

Thou standest in, the ill that shares thy house,

Dost know whose child thou art ? nor see that hate

Is thine from thy own kin, here and below.

Twin-scourged, a mother's Fury and thy father's,

Swift, fatal, dogging thee, shall drive thee forth,

Till thou, that seest so true, see only night,

And cry with cries that every place shall harbour,

And all Cithaeron ring them back to thee,

When thou shalt know thy Marriage...and the end

Of that blithe bridal-voyage, whose port is death !

Full many other evils that thou know'st not

Shall pull thee down from pride and level thee

With thy own brood, aye, with the thing thou art !

So then, rail on at Creon : if thou wilt,

Rail on at me who speak : yet know that thou

Must perish, and no man so terribly.

OE. Can this be borne ? This, and from such as he ?

Go, and destruction take thee ! Hence ! Away !

Quick !... Leave my house...begone the way thou earnest.

TE. That way I had not come hadst thou not called me.

OE. I little thought to hear such folly ;
else

I had made little haste to summon thee.

TE. Such as thou say'st I am
;
for thee a fool,

But for thy parents that begat thee, wise.

OE. My parents ! Stay ! Who is my father ?...Speak !

TE. This day shall give thee birth and shall destroy thee.

OE. Riddles again ! All subtle and all vague !

TE. Thou can'st read riddles as none other can.

OE. Aye, taunt me there ! There thou shalt find me great

TE. 'Tis just that Luck of thine hath ruined thee.

OE. What matter ? I saved Thebes, and I care nothing.

TE. Then I will go. Come, lad, conduct me hence.
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OE. Aye. Bid him take thee hence. Here thou dost clog

And hinder once well sped, wilt harm no more !

TE. I go, yet speak my message, fearing not

Thee and thy frown. No way canst thou destroy me.

Wherefore I tell thee... He whom thou this while

Hast sought with threatenings and with publishings

Of Laius' murder that same man is here,

Now called a stranger in our midst, but soon

He shall be known, a Theban born, yet find

Small pleasure in it. Blind, that once had sight,

A beggar, once so rich, in a foreign land

A wanderer, with a staff groping his way,

He shall be known the brother of the sons

He fathered
;
to the woman out of whom

He sprang, both son and husband
;

and the sire

Whose bed he fouled, he murdered ! Get thee in,

And think, and think. Then, if thou find'st I lie,

Then say I have no wit for prophecy !

CH. Who is the man of wrong, seen by the Delphian Crag
oracular ?

Seen and guilty blood on his hand from a sin unspeak-

able !

Now shall he fly !

Swifter, stronger than horses of storm,

Fly ! It is time !

Armed with the fire and the lightning, the Child of Zeus leapeth

upon him :

After the god swarm the dreadful Fates unerring.

Swift as a flame of light, leapeth a Voice, from the snows

Parnassian,

Voice of Phoebus, hunting the sinner that lurks invisible.

Lost in the wild,

Rock and forest and cavernous haunt

Rangeth the bull,
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Lost and alone to escape from the words that fly, swift from

Apollo's

Oracle shrine : stinging words that swarm and die not.

The prophet wise, reader of bird and sign,

Terribly moveth me.

I cannot deny. I cannot approve. I knew not what to say.

I brood and waver. I know not the truth of the day or the

morrow.

I know not any quarrel that the Labdacids have, or have ever

had, with the son of Polybus,
Nor proof to make me stand against the praise men give to

Oedipus,

Though I fight for the Labdacids, to avenge the King's

strange death.

The only Wise, Zeus and Apollo, know

Truth and the way of man.

They know ! Can a prophet know ? Can a man know

more than common men ?

No proof is found. Yet a man may be wiser, I know, than

his fellow.

Until the charge be proven good, let the world cry
'

Guilty,'

never will I consent with it.

We saw the maid of fatal wing : we know the helper. Wise

and true

To the city of Thebes, he came. I will never call him false.

CR. Good, citizens, news of a monstrous charge

Spoken by Oedipus the King against me

Brings me indignant here. Can he believe

That I am guilty in this perilous time

Of act or word conducing to his hurt ?

I care no more for life, with such a tale

Abroad no vexing trifle, but a charge

Of great concern and import to be called

By you, my country, and my friends, a traitor !

s. 3
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CH. It was not reasoned judgment, but the stress,

Perhaps, of anger, forced the bitter words.

CR. So, then, the words were uttered, that I plotted

And won the seer to make his tale a lie ?

CH. 'Twas spoken so. I know not with what thought.

CR. Was the mind steady, was the eye unchanged,

When the King spoke against my loyalty ?

CH. I know not. What my masters do, I see not.

Look ! In good time, the King himself is come !

OE. Fellow, what brings you here ? Are you so bold,

Unblushingly to venture to the house

Of him you would destroy, proved murderer,

Brigand, and traitor, that would steal my throne ?

Tell me, come, tell me. When you plotted this,

Seemed I a fool or coward ? Did you think

I should not see the crime so cunningly

Preparing, or could see and not prevent ?

What ! Without friends or money did you hunt

A Kingdom ? 'Twas a foolish enterprise.

Kingdoms are caught by numbers and by gold !

CR. This right I bid thee do. As thou hast spoken,

So hear me. Then, when thou hast knowledge, judge.

OE. Glib art thou...and I slow to learn from thee,

In whom I find so harsh an enemy.

CR. This one thing first, this one thing let me say

OE. This one thing never that thou art not false.

CR. Nay, if you think unreasoned stubbornness

A thing to value, 'tis an evil thought.

OE. Nay, if you think to do your kinsman wrong
And scape the penalty... 'tis a mad thought.

CR. Aye, true, and justly spoken. But the hurt

You think that I have done you, tell it me.

OE. Did you, or did you not, urge me 'twas best

32
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To call in his grand reverence, the prophet ?

CR. Even as I first advised, so think I still.

OE. How long ago, tell me, did Lai'us...

CR. What, that he did ? I have not understood.

OE. Pass, by that stroke that slew him, from men's sight ?

CR. Tis a long count of many long-sped days.

OE. This prophet well ! Was he in practice then ?

CR. Honoured as now, wise as he is to-day.

OE. So ? In those days spoke he at all of me ?

CR. Never, when I was present, aught of thee.

OE. And did you make no question for the dead ?

CR. Question, be sure, we made but had no answer.

OE. That day this wise man did not breathe it I Why ?

CR. I know not. Where I am not wise, I speak not.

OE. One thing you know. Be wise, then, and confess it.

CR. What is it ? If I know I'll not deny.

OE. Had not you been with him, he had not hinted

My name, my compassing of Lai'us' fall.

CR. Doth he so ? You best know. Nay, let me ask,

And do you answer, as I answered you.

OE. Ask ! You will never prove me murderer !

CR. First, then : is not your wedded wife my sister ?

OE. A truth allowed and not deniable !

CR. Joint partner of your honours and your lands ?

OE. Her every wish freely she has of me.

CR. Am not I third, in equal partnership ?

OE. Aye, and 'tis that proves thee a traitor friend.

CR. No ! Reason with thyself, as reason I,

And, first, consider Who would be a King

That lives with terrors, when he might sleep sound,

Knowing no fear, and wield the self-same sway ?

Not such an one as I. My nature craves

To live a King's life, not to be a King :
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And so think all who know what Wisdom is.

Through you, all unafraid, I win my will
;

To crown me were to lay constraints on me.

What can the despot's throne confer more sweet

Than peaceful sway and princely influence ?

When all clean gains of honourable life

Are mine, must I "run mad, and thirst for more?
'

Good-day
'

cries all the world, and open-armed

Greets me ! The King's own suitors call for me,

Since that way lies success ! What ? Leave all this,

To win that Nothing ? No, Disloyalty

Were neither reason nor good policy.

My nature holds no lust for that high thought,

And loathes the man who puts that thought in act.

Thus may you prove it go to Pytho : ask

If well and truly I have brought my message :

Or thus discover plot or plan wherein

The seer and I joined council I'll pronounce

The sentence, add my voice to thine, for death !

Only, on vague suspicion charge me not.

It is not fair, it is not just, for nothing

To call a true man false, a false man true !

To cast a good friend off it is as if

You cast the very life you love away.

Well, Time shall teach you surely. For 'tis Time,

And only Time, can prove a true man's worth,

Where one short day discovers villainy !

CH. Good words, O King, for one that hath a care

To scape a fall. Hot thoughts are dangerous !

OE. Ah ! Where a secret plotter to his end

Moves hot, as hotly must I counter him.

Shall I sit still and bide his time ? My all

Were lost, in error mazed, and his work done.
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CR. Come then. What is your will? To cast me forth...

OE. Not so ! My will is death, not banishment.

CR. Still so unmoved ? Can you not trust my word ?

OE. No, you must prove the folly of ambition !

CR. Have you such wisdom?

OE. I can play my hand !

CR. But should play fair with me !...

OE. who are so false !

CR. If you are blinded...

OE. Still I must be King !

CR. Better unkinged, than Tyrant..,

OE. Thebes my Thebes !

CR. My Thebes, as thine ! Both are her citizens !

CH. Stop, princes ! Lo ! From out the palace comes

Jocasta, in your time of need. With her

The evil of this quarrel turn to good.

JOCASTA.

O foolish ! foolish ! Why this rioting

Of ill-conditioned words ? For shame, with Thebes

So suffering, to open private sores !

Come in !...Go, Creon, home!...You must not turn

What matters nothing into a great wrong.
CR. Sister, your husband Oedipus claims right

To do me grievous wrong his fatal choice,

To thrust me from my country, or to slay me !

OE. Aye, wife, 'tis true. I find him practising

Against my person craft and treachery.

CR. An oath ! If aught in all this charge be true,

Desert me good ! May my own oath destroy me !

Jo. Believe, believe him, Oedipus ! Respect

My prayer, and these, thy friends, that pray to thee,

And, if not these, that oath's solemnity !

I

CH. King, we are thy suppliants. Yield, be kind, be wise.

OE. What would you have me yield ?
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CH. Spurn him not that never yet was false, and now is strong
in his great oath.

OE. Know you the thing you ask ?

CH. We know.
OE. Speak on !

CH. Thy friend, so terribly bound by his oath to truth,

For mere suspicion's sake,

Cast not away, blamed and disgraced.
OE. Be not deceived. As thus you ask, for me

You ask destruction, or my flight from Thebes.

CH. Never ! By him that is prince of the gods, the Sun,
If that thought be in us,

Hopeless, godless, friendless, may we perish !

Not so ! Our hearts are heavy. The land we love is perishing.

And now shall a hurt yourselves have made be added to the

tale?

OE. So! Let him go...though I be slain for it,

Or shamed, and violently thrust from Thebes.

It is your pleading voice, 'tis not his oath,

Hath moved me. Him I shall hate where'er he be.

CR. You yield, but still you hate
;
and as you pass

From passion, you are hard. 'Tis very plain.

Such men 'tis just reap for themselves most pain !

OE. Go ! Get you gone, and leave me !

CR. I will go !

You know not, pity not. These trust me still, and know !

II

CH. Lady, stay no longer ! Take your lord within. 'Tis time !

Jo. First tell me what has chanced.

CH. Words that bred conjecture lacking knowledge, charges

whose injustice galls.

Jo. Came they from both ?

CH. From both.

Jo. Tell me, what words ?

CH. Enough ! Already the land is afflicted sore !

For me, enough that strife

Fell, as it fell. There let it lie !
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OE. See where it leads you, though the thought was kind,

To stay my hand and blunt my purposes.

CH. King, we have told it thee often, again we tell.

Could we put thee from us,

Call us fools and bankrupt of all wisdom.

Not so ! When this dear land on a sea of woes was perishing,

You brought her a wind of Fortune. Steer the ship once more

safe home !

Jo. I pray you, husband, give me also leave

To know the cause of this so steadfast wrath.

OE. I'll tell it. You are more to me than these.

'Twas Creon, and his plotting for my hurt.

Jo. Speak on, my lord. Make charge and quarrel plain.

OE. He says I am the murderer of Laius.

Jo. Claiming to know it ? Or on evidence ?

OE. No, he has brought a rascal prophet in

To speak, and save his own lips from the lie !

Jo. Then leave these thoughts.... Listen to me and learn,

Listen... I'll give my proof. On soothsaying

Nothing depends. An oracle once came

To Laius I'll not say it came from Phoebus,

But from his ministers that he should die

Some day, slain by a son of him and me.

Now, the King... strangers, robbers murdered him,

So runs report, at a place where three roads meet :

And the child, not yet three days from the birth,

He took, and pierced his ancles, fettered him,

And cast him out to die on the barren hills.

Phoebus fulfilled not that
;
made not the son

His father's murderer; wrought not the thing

That haunted Lai'us, death by that son's hand.
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So dread, so false was prophecy ! And you

Regard it not. The god right easily

Will bring to light whate'er he seeks and wills.

OE. Wife, as I heard you speak, within my soul

What trouble stirred ! What fearful doubt was born !

Jo. What moves you to speak thus ? What is your fear ?

OE. I seemed to hear you say that Lai'us

Was murdered at a place where three roads meet ?

Jo. So it was said, and so it still is said.

OE. Tell me the country where this thing was done ?

Jo. Phocis the land is called, where meet the roads

That run from Delphi and from Daulia.

OE. Tell me how long ago ?

Jo. 'Twas published

Just before you were known as King in Thebes.

OE. O Zeus, what is it thou wilt do with me !

Jo. What is it, Oedipus, in this, that moves you ?

OE. Ask nothing yet. Tell me of La'fus

What was his stature ? Tell me, how old was he ?

Jo. Tall, and his hair turning to grey, his shape

Not unlike yours

OE. My curse ! Oh, ignorant !

Alas ! I see it was myself I cursed.

Jo. Speak ! When I look at you I am afraid

OE. My thoughts are heavy. Had the prophet eyes ?

Help me to make it clear : one answer more

Jo. I am afraid, but ask ! If I know, I'll tell.

OE. How travelled Lalus ? Went he single out,

Or, like a King, with retinue and guard ?

Jo. They were five, five in all, and one of them

A herald and one chariot for the King.

OE. All out, alas ! All clear ! Come, tell me, wife,

Who brought the news ? Who gave you that report ?
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Jo. One servant who alone escaped alive.

OE. Where is that servant now ? Here, in my house ?

Jo. No, no ! He is not here. When he came home,

And saw you on the throne, and La'fus dead,

He touched me by the hand, beseeching me

To send him out into some pasture lands

Far off, to live far from the sight of Thebes.

And I I sent him he deserved, my lord,

Though but a slave, as much, nay more, than this.

OE. Come, we must have him back, and instantly !

Jo. 'Tis easy....Yet What would you with the man ?

OE. I fear myself, dear wife
;

I fear that I

Have said too much, and therefore I must see him.

Jo. Then he shall come. Yet, have not I some claim

To know the thought that so afflicts my lord ?

OE. I'll not refuse that claim, so deep am I

Gone in forebodings. None so close as you,

To learn what ways of destiny are mine.

My father was of Corinth, Polybus ;

My mother Merope, Dorian. As a prince

I lived at first in Corinth, till there fell

A stroke of Fortune, very strange, and yet

Not worth such passion as it moved in me.

Some fellow, at a banquet, flown with wine,

Called me my father's bastard, drunkenly ;

And I was angry, yet for that one day

Held myself back, though hardly. Then I sought

Mother and father, questioning. The taunt

Their anger made him rue that let it fly,

And I was glad to see them angry. Still

It rankled, and I felt the rumour grow.

I told my parents nothing, but set forth

To Pytho. Phoebus, for my journey's pains,

s. 4
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Gave me no clue dismissed me yet flashed out,

In words most strange and sad and horrible :

' Thou shalt defile thy mother, show mankind

A brood by thee begot intolerable,

And shalt be thy own father's murderer.'

When this I heard, I fled. Where Corinth lay

Henceforth I guessed but by the stars. My road

Was exile, where I might escape the sight

Of that foul oracle's shame fulfilled on me.

And as I went, I came to that same land

In which you tell me that your King was slain.

Wife, I will tell you all the truth. I passed

Close by that meeting of three ways, and there

A herald met me, and a man that drove

Steeds and a car, even as you have said.

The leader, aye, the old man too, were fain

To thrust me rudely from the road. But I,

When one that led the horses jostled me,

Struck him in anger. This the old man saw,

And, from the car watching for me to pass

Full on my head dashed down his forking goad

But paid me double for it. Instantly,

Out from the car, my staff and this right hand

Smote him and hurled him backward to the ground,

And all of them I slew.

If there be aught

That makes that stranger one with Lalus,

There lives to-day no wretch so sad as I,

Nor ever can be one more scorned of heaven

Than I, whom none may welcome, citizen

Or stranger, to his home
;
nor speak to me

;

But only drive me out. And this 'twas I,

No other, on myself invoked this curse.

These hands, by which he died, pollute his bed

42
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Xpauxw, 8t' tovnep o*Xer'. ap* e<f>vv /ca/cos;
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>^>wo>">/y / i *
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T/"V >\ \ I / V TO>
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ovTot TTOT , (uva., TOV ye Aatov <j>6vov

<f>avel 8t/catws opBov, ov ye Aortas
StetTre ^prjvau TratSos e' e/xoO Oavelv.
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And her that shared it. Am I vile enough ?

Am I not all uncleanness. I must fly ;

And, though I fly from Thebes, must never set

My foot in my own country, never see

My people there, or else I must be joined

In marriage with my mother, and must kill

My father, Polybus, that got and reared me.

If any judge my life and find therein

Malignant stars at work, he hath the truth.

No, No ! Ye pure and awful gods, forbid

That I should see that day ! Oh, let me pass

Out from the world of men, before my doom
Of living set so foul a blot on me !

CH. O King, we fear thy words, yet bid thee hope,

Till he that saw the deed bring certainty.

OE. Why hope, one little hope, remains. 'Tis this :

To wait that herdsman's coming ; nothing more.

Jo. What if he comes what would you have of him ?

OE. Listen, and I will tell you. If it prove

He speaks as you have spoken, I am saved.

Jo. Tell me, what was it in my words ?

OE. You said

This was his tale, that robbers slew the King,

Robbers. If he confirm it, if he speak

Of numbers still, it was not I, not I,

That slew. One man is not a company.
But if he names one lonely wayfarer,

Then sways the deed to me, and all is true.

Jo. No. It is certain. When he brought his news

He told it thus. Not I alone, but all

Our city heard. He cannot take it back.

And should he swerve a little from his tale,

He cannot show, my King, that La'fus died

As prophets would have had him. Loxias

Declared a son of mine must murder him
;
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6 et
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And then that poor lost creature never lived

To kill him. Long ere that, my child was dead.

Since that, for all the soothsayers can tell,

I go straight on, I look not right nor left.

OE. "Pis well. 'Tis very well. And yet that slave

Send for him. Have him fetched. Neglect it not.

Jo. I'll send without delay. Let us go in.

I will do nothing, nothing, but to please you.

CH. Be the prize of all my days
In every word, in every deed,

Purity, with Reverence.

Laws thereof are set before us.

In the heights they move.

They were born where Heaven is,

And Olympus fathered them.

Mortal parent have they none,

Nor shall man's forgetfulness ever make them sleep.

A god in them is great. He grows not old.

Insolence it is that breeds

A tyrant, Insolence enriched

Overmuch with vanities,

Gains unmeet, that give no profit.

So he climbs the height,

So down to a destiny

Evil utterly he leaps,

Where there is no help at all.

True Ambition, for the State, quench it not, O God !

Apollo, still in thee is my defence.

True Ambition, yes ! But if a man

Tread the ways of Arrogance ;

Fear not Justice, honour not the gods enshrined ;

Evil take him ! Ruin be the prize

Of his fatal pride !

If his gain be gain of wrong,
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If he know not reverence,

If in vanity he dare profane

Sanctities inviolate,

Then from the arrows of the gods what mortal man shall

save his soul alive ?

If doings such as these be countenanced,

What mean religion's holy dance and hymn ?

No more shall I seek in reverence

Earth's inviolate Central Shrine
;

No more go to Abai, nor Olympia ;

If before all eyes the oracle

Fit not the event !

Zeus, if thou art rightly named,

King and Master over all,

Save thine honour ! Let not this escape

Thine eternal governance !

Look to thy oracles of old concerning Laius
; put to nought

by man,

They fade, nor is Apollo glorified

In worship any more. Religion dies !

Jo. Princes of Thebes, the thought has come to me
To seek the temples of the gods with boughs

Of supplication and these offerings

Of incense. Oedipus, much overwrought,

And every way distracted, cannot judge

The present sanely by the past, but lends

All ears to every voice that bids him fear.

So, since my words are spent in vain, I come

To thee, Apollo thou art near to us,

Lycean ! and I pray thee, take the gift,

And grant some clean way of deliverance !

We are afraid
;
for Oedipus, the guide

And captain of us all, runs mad with fear.
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AFFEAO2.

ap av Trap vfjia)v, at eVot, /xd^ot/x' onov
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MESSENGER FROM CORINTH.

Can you direct me, strangers, to the house

Of Oedipus, your Master. Better still,

Perchance you know where I may find the King ?

CH. This is the house, and he within. The Queen,

His wife and mother of his home, is here.

ME. His wife, and blest with offspring ! Happiness

Wait on her always, and on all her home !

Jo. I wish you happy too. Your gracious speech

Deserves no less. Tell me, with what request

You are come hither, or what news you bring.

ME. Lady, good news for him and all his house.

Jo. Why, what good news is this ? Who sent you here ?

ME. I come from Corinth, and have that to tell

I think will please, though it be partly sad.

Jo. What ? Can a sad tale please ? How ? Tell it me !

ME. The people of that country, so men said,

Will choose him monarch of Corinthia.

JO. What ? Is old Polybus no longer King ?

ME. No longer King. Death has him in the grave.

Jo. Death ! Say you so ? Oedipus' father dead ?

ME. If he be not so, may I die myself!

Jo. Quick ! To your master, girl ;
tell him this news !

O oracles of the gods, where are you now !

This was the man that Oedipus so feared

To slay, he needs must leave his country. Dead !

And 'tis not Oedipus, but Fortune slew him !

OE. Tell me, Jocasta, wife of my dear love,

Why you have called me hither, out of doors.

Jo. Let this man speak ;
and as you listen, judge

The issue of the god's grand oracles !

OE. This man, who is he ? What has he to tell ?

JO. He comes from Corinth, and will tell you this :
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Polybus is no more. Your father's dead.

OE. What ! Is this true, sir? Answer for yourself!

ME. If this must needs come first in my report,

Tis true enough. King Polybus is dead.

OE. By treachery ? Or did sickness visit him ?

ME. A little shift of the scale, and old men sleep.

OE. Ah ! My poor father died, you say, by sickness ?

ME. Yes, and by reason of his length of days.

OE. Ah me ! Wife, why should any man regard

The Delphic Hearth oracular, and the birds

That scream above us guides, whose evidence

Doomed me to kill my father, who is dead,

Yes, buried under ground, and I stand here,

And have not touched my weapon. Stay ! Perchance

'Twas grief for me. I may have slain him so.

Anyhow, he is dead, and to his grave

Has carried all these oracles worth nought !

Jo. Worth nought. Did I not tell you so long since ?

OE. You told me, but my fears misguided me.

Jo. Banish these thoughts for ever from your soul.

OE. No, no ! Shall I not fear my mother's bed ?

Jo. Why, what should a man fear ? Luck governs all !

There's no foreknowledge, and no providence !

Take life at random. Live as you best can.

That's the best way. What ! Fear that you may wed

Your mother ? Many a man has dreamt as much,

And so may you ! The man who values least

Such scruples, lives his life most easily.

OE. All this were well enough, that you have said,

Were not my mother living. Though your words

Be true, my mother lives, and I must fear.

Jo. At least your father's death is a great hope.

OE. I know. Yet she that lives makes me afraid.
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ME. What woman is the cause of all these fears ?

OE. Merope, sir, that dwelt with Polybus.

ME. What find you both to fear in Merope?
OE. An oracle from the gods, most terrible.

ME. May it be told, or did the gods forbid ?

OE. No, you may hear. Phoebus hath said that I

Must come to know my mother's body, come

To shed with my own hand my father's blood.

Therefore have I put Corinth this long time

Far from me. Fortune has been kind, and yet

To see a parent's face is best of all.

ME. Was this the fear that drove you from your home?

OE. This, and my will never to slay my father.

ME. Then since I came only to serve you well,

Why should I hesitate to end that fear?

OE. Ah ! If you could, you should not miss your thanks !

ME. Ah ! That was my chief thought in coming here,

To do myself some good on your return.

OE. No, where my parents are, I'll not return !

ME. Son, I can see, you know not what you do.

OE. 'Fore God, what mean you, sir? Say what you know.

ME. If this be all that frightens you from home !

OE. All ? 'Tis the fear Apollo may prove true

ME. And you polluted, and your parents wronged?

OE. Aye, it is that, good man ! Always that fear !

ME. Can you not see the folly of such thoughts ?

OE. Folly ? Why folly, since I am their son ?

ME. Because King Polybus was nought to you !

OE. How now ? The father that begot me, nought ?

ME. No more, no less, than I who speak to you !

OE. How should my father rank with nought with you ?

ME. He never was your father, nor am I.

OE. His reason, then, for calling me his son ?
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ME. You were a gift. He had you from these arms.

OE. He gave that great love to a stranger's child ?

ME. Because he had none of his own to love.

OE. So. Did you buy this child, or was it yours ?

ME. I found you where Cithaeron's valleys wind.

OE. Our Theban hills ! What made you travel here ?

ME. Once on these very hills I kept my flocks.

OE. A shepherd ? Travelling to earn your wages ?

ME. Yes, but your saviour too, my son, that day !

OE. What ailed me, that you found me in distress ?

ME. Ask your own feet. They best can answer that.

OE. No, no ! Why name that old familiar hurt ?

ME. I set you free. Your feet were pinned together !

OE. A brand of shame, alas ! from infancy !

ME. And from that fortune comes the name you bear.

OE. Who named me ? Who ? Father or mother ? Speak !

ME. I know not. He that gave you to me may !

OE. You found me not ? You had me from another ?

ME. Another shepherd bade me take you. True.

OE. What shepherd ? Can you tell me ? Do you know ?

ME. I think they called him one of Laius' people.

OE. Laius ? The same that once was King in Thebes ?

ME. Aye. 'Twas the same. For him he shepherded.

OE. Ah ! Could I find him ? Is he still alive ?

ME. You best can tell, you, natives of the place !

OE. Has any man here present knowledge of

The shepherd he describes ? Has any seen,

Or here or in the pastures, such an one ?

Speak ! 'Tis the time for full discovery !

CH. I think, my lord, he means that countryman

Whose presence you desired. But there is none,

Perchance, can tell you better than the Queen.

OE. You heard him, wife. Think you he means the man

s. 5
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Whom we await already ? Was it he ?

Jo. What matter what he means ? Oh, take no heed,

And waste no thoughts, I beg you, on such tales.

OE. For me it is not possible to hold

Such clues as these, and leave my secret so.

Jo. No ! By the gods, no
;
leave it, if you care

For your own life. I suffer. Tis enough.

OE. Take heart. Your noble blood is safe, although

I prove thrice bastard, and three times a slave !

Jo. Yet, I beseech you, yield, and ask no more.

OE. I cannot yield my right to know the truth.

Jo. And yet I speak I think but for your good.

OE. And this same good, I find, grows tedious.

Jo. Alas ! I pray you may not know yourself.

OE. Go, someone, fetch the herdsman ! Let the Queen

Enjoy her pride in her fine family !

Jo. O Wretched, Wretched utterly ! That name

I give you, and henceforth no other name !

CH. Why went the Queen so swiftly, Oedipus,

As by some anguish moved ? Alas ! I fear

Lest from that silence something ill break forth.

OE. Break what break will ! My will shall be to see

My origin however mean ! For her,

She is a woman, proud, and woman's pride

Likes not perhaps a husband humbly got !

I am Luck's child. Deeming myself her son,

I shall not be disowned. She lavishes

Good gifts upon me, she's my nature's mother !

Her moons, my cousins, watched my littleness

Wax and grow great. I'll not deny my nature

But be myself and prove my origin.

CH. To-morrow brings full moon !

All hail, Cithaeron ! Hail !

52
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If there be wit in me, or any prophet-power,
To-morrow bringeth thee

Fresh glory. Oedipus the King
Shall sing thy praise and call thee his !

His mother and his nurse !

All Thebes shall dance to thee, and hymn thy hill,

Because it is well-pleasing to the King.

Apollo, hear us ! Be this thing thy pleasure too !

Who is thy mother, child ?

Is it a maid, perchance,
Of that fair family that grows not old with years,

Embraced upon the hills

By roving Pan ? Or else a bride

Of Loxias, who loveth well

All upland pasturage?
Did Hermes, or that dweller on the hills,

Bacchus, from one of Helicon's bright Nymphs,
His chosen playmates, take the child for his delight ?

OE. If I may guess I never met the man
I think, good friends, yonder I see the herd

Whom we so long have sought. His many years

Confirm it, for they tally with the years

Of this our other witness
;
and the guides

I know for men of mine. Can you, perchance,

Be certain ? You have seen, and know the man.

CH. Indeed I know him. LaTus trusted him,

Though but a shepherd, more than other men.

OE. This question first to you, Corinthian :

Is this the man you mean ?

ME. Aye, this is he.

OE. Look hither, sir, and answer everything

That I shall ask. Were you once Laius' man ?

HERDSMAN.
I was, a house-bred servant, no bought slave !

OE. What was your work ? What was your way of life ?

HE. The chief part of my life I kept the flocks.
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OE. Which were the regions where you camped the most ?

HE. Cithaeron or sometimes the country round.

OE. Ah, then you know this man ? You saw him there ?

HE. I saw him ? Saw him when ? What man, my lord ?

OE. Yonder ! Did nothing ever pass between you ?

HE. No speaking out of hand, from memory.
ME. Small wonder he forgets ! Come, I'll remind

His ignorance, my lord. I make no doubt

He knows that once around Cithaeron's hills

He tended his two flocks I had but one

Yet served for company three summer-times,

The six long months from spring to autumn nights.

And when at last the winter came, I drove

Down to my farm, and he to Laius' folds.

Was it so done as I have said, or no ?

HE. 'Tis very long ago. Yes, it is true.

ME. Now tell me this : You know you gave me once

A boy, to rear him as a child of mine ?

HE. What do you mean ? Why do you ask me ?

ME. Why ?

Because, my friend, that child is now your King !

HE. A curse upon you ! Silence ! Hold your peace.

OE. No, no ! You must not chide him, sir ! 'Tis you
That should be chid, not he, for speaking so.

HE. Nay, good my master, what is my offence?

OE. This : that you answer nothing of the child.

HE. 'Tis nothing. He knows nothing. 'Tis but talk.

OE. You will not speak to please me ? Pain shall make you !

HE. No ! By the gods, hurt me not ! I am old.

OE. Come, one of you. Quick ! Fasten back his arms !

HE. O Wretched, Wretched ! Why ? What would you know?

OE. Did you, or did you not, give him the child ?

HE. I gave it him. Would I had died that day.

OE. This day you shall, unless you speak the truth.
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HE. Alas ! And if I speak, 'tis worse, far worse.

OE. Ah ! So the fellow means to trifle with us !

HE. No, No ! I have confessed I gave it him.

OE. How came you by it ? Was the child your own ?

HE. No, 'twas not mine. Another gave it me.

OE. Another ? Who, and of what house in Thebes ?

HE. Nay, for the gods' love, Master, ask no more.

OE. Make me repeat my question, and you die !

HE. The answer is : a child of Laius' house.

OE. Slave born ? Or kinsman to the royal blood ?

HE. Alas !

So it has come, the thing I dread to tell.

OE. The thing I dread to hear. Yet I must hear it.

HE. Thus then : they said 'twas... Laius' son....And yet

Perhaps Jocasta best can answer that.

OE. Jocasta gave it you ?

HE. She gave it me.

OE. For what?

HE. She bade me do away with it.

OE. Its mother ! Could she ?

HE. Fearing prophecies
OE. What prophecies?
HE. His father he must kill !

OE. And yet you let this old man take him ? Why ?

HE. 'Twas pity, sir. I thought : he dwells afar,

And takes him to some distant home. But he

Saved him to suffer! If you are the child

He saith, no man is more unfortunate.

OE. Alas ! It comes ! It comes ! And all is true !

Light ! Let me look my last on thee, for I

Stand naked now. Shamefully was I born :

In shame I wedded : to my shame I slew.

CH. Ah! Generations of mankind!

Living, I count your life as nothingness.

None hath more of happiness,

None that mortal is, than this:

But to seem to be, and then,

Having seemed, to fail.
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Thine, O unhappy Oedipus, .

Thine is the fatal destiny,

That bids me call no mortal creature blest.

Zeus ! To the very height of wit

He shot, and won the prize of perfect life;

Conqueror that slew the maid,

Who, with crooked claw and tongue

Riddling, brought us death, when he

Rose and gave us life.

That day it was that hailed thee King,

Preferred above mankind in state

And honour, Master of the Might of Thebes.

To-day, alas! no tale so sad as thine!

No man whom changing life hath lodged

So close with Hell, and all her plagues, and all her sorrowing!

Woe for the Fame of Oedipus!

For the Son hath lain where the Father lay,

And the bride of one is the bride of both.

How could the field that the father sowed endure him

So silently so long?

Time knoweth all. Spite of thy purposing,

Time hath discovered thee, to judge

The monstrous mating that defiled the father through the son.

Woe for the babe that Laius got.

And I would I never had looked on thee,

And the songs I sing are a dirge for thee.

This is the end of the matter: he that saved me,

Hath made me desolate.
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MESSENGER FROM THE PALACE.

Great Lords, that keep the dignities of Thebes,

What doings must ye hear, what sights must see,

And oh ! what grief must bear, if ye are true

To Cadmus and the breed of Labdacus!

Can Ister or can Phasis wash this house

I trow not , with their waters, from the guilt

It hides....Yet soon shall publish to the light

Fresh, not unpurposed evil. 'Tis the woe

That we ourselves have compassed, hurts the most.

CH. That which we knew already, was enough
For lamentation. What have you besides?

ME. This is the briefest tale for me to tell,

For you to hear: your Queen Jocasta's dead.

CH. Alas! Poor lady! Dead! What was the cause?

ME. She died by her own hand. Of what befel

The worst is not for you, who saw it not.

Yet shall you hear, so much as memory
Remains in me, the sad Queen's tragedy.

When in her passionate agony she passed

Beyond those portals, straight to her bridal-room

She ran, and ever tore her hair the while;

Clashed fast the doors behind her; and within,

Cried to her husband Laius in the grave,

With mention of that seed whereby he sowed

Death for himself, and left to her a son

To get on her fresh children, shamefully.

So wept she for her bridal's double woe,

Husband of husband got, and child of child.

And after that I know not how she died.

We could not mark her sorrows to the end,

For, with a shout, Oedipus broke on us,

And all had eyes for him. Hither he rushed
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And thither. For a sword he begged, and cried :

' Where is that wife that mothered in one womb
Her husband and his children! Show her me!

No wife of mine!
' As thus he raged, some god

'Twas none of us guided him where she lay.

And he, as guided, with a terrible shout,

Leapt at her double door; free of the bolts

Burst back the yielding bar, and was within.

And there we saw Jocasta. By a noose

Of swaying cords, caught and entwined, she hung.

He too has seen her with a moaning cry

Looses the hanging trap, and on the ground
Has laid her. Then Oh, sight most terrible !

He snatched the golden brooches from the queen,

With which her robe was fastened, lifted them,

And struck. Deep to the very founts of sight

He smote, and vowed those eyes no more should see

The wrongs he suffered, and the wrong he did.

'

Henceforth,' he cried,
' be dark ! since ye have seen

Whom ye should ne'er have seen, and never knew

Them that I longed to find.' So chanted he,

And raised the pins again, and yet again,

And every time struck home. Blood from the eyes

Sprinkled his beard, and still fresh clammy drops

Welled in a shower unceasing, nay, a storm

With blood for rain, and hail of clotting gore.

So from these twain hath evil broken; so

Are wife and husband mingled in one woe.

Justly their ancient happiness was known

For happiness indeed
;
and lo ! to-day

Tears and Disasters, Death and Shame, and all

The Ills the world hath names for all are here.

CH. And hath he found some respite now from pain?

ME. He shouts, and bids open the doors, and show
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To all his Thebes this father-murderer,

This mother Leave the word. It is not clean.

He would be gone from Thebes, nor stay to see

His home accursed by the curse he swore;

Yet hath he not the strength. He needs a guide,

Seeing his griefs are more than man can bear.

Nay, he himself will show you. Look ! The gates

Fall open, and the sight that you shall see

Is such that even hate must pity it.

CH. O sight for all the world to see

Most terrible! O suffering

Of all mine eyes have seen most terrible!

Alas! What Fury came on thee?

What evil Spirit, from afar,

Oedipus! O wretched!

Leapt on thee, to destroy ?

1 cannot even Alas! look

Upon thy face, though much I have

To ask of thee, and much to hear,

Aye, and to see I cannot!

Such terror is in thee!

OE. Alas! O Wretched! Whither go

My steps? My voice? It seems to float

Far, far away from me.

Alas! Curse of my Life, how far

Thy leap hath carried thee!

CH. To sorrows none can bear to see or hear.

OE. Ah! The cloud!

Visitor unspeakable! Darkness upon me horrible!

Unconquerable ! Cloud that may not ever pass away !

Alas!

And yet again, alas ! How deep they stab

These throbbing pains, and all those memories.

CH. Where such afflictions are, I marvel not,

If soul and body make one doubled woe.
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OE. Ah ! My friend !

Still remains thy friendship. Still thine is the help that

comforts me,
And kindness, that can look upon these dreadful eyes un-

changed.
Ah me!

My friend, I feel thy presence. Though mine eyes
Be darkened, yet I hear thy voice, and know.

CH. Oh, dreadful deed ! How wert thou steeled to quench

Thy vision thus? What Spirit came on thee?

OE. Apollo! 'Twas Apollo, friends,

Willed the evil, willed, and brought the agony to pass!

And yet the hand that struck was mine, mine only,

wretched.

Why should I see, whose eyes

Had no more any good to look upon?
CH. 'Twas even as thou sayest.

OE. Aye. For me. Nothing is left for sight,

Nor anything to love:

Nor shall the sound of greetings any more
Fall pleasant on my ear.

Away! Away! Out of the land, away!

Banishment, Banishment! Fatal am I, accursed,

And the hate on me, as on no man else, of the gods !

CH. Unhappy in thy fortune and the wit

That shows it thee. Would thou hadst never known.

OE. A curse upon the hand that loosed

In the wilderness the cruel fetters of my feet,

Rescued me, gave me life. Ah! Cruel was his pity,

Since, had I died, so much

I had not harmed myself and all I love.

CH. Aye, even so 'twere better.

OE. Aye, for life never had led me then

To shed my father's blood
;

Men had not called me husband of the wife

That bore me in the womb.

62
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But now but now. Godless am I, the son

Born of impurity, mate of my father's bed,

And if worse there be, I am Oedipus! It is mine!

CH. In this I know not how to call thee wise,

For better wert thou dead than living blind.

OE. Nay, give me no more counsel. Bid me not

Believe my deed, thus done, is not well done.

I know 'tis well. When I had passed the grave,

How could those eyes have met my father's gaze,

Or my unhappy mother's since on both

I have done wrongs beyond all other wrong ?

Or live and see my children ? Children born

As they were born ! What pleasure in that sight ?

None for these eyes of mine, for ever, none.

Nor in the sight of Thebes, her castles, shrines

And images of the gods, whereof, alas !

I robbed myself myself, I spoke that word,

I that she bred and nurtured, I her prince,

And bade her thrust the sinner out, the man

Proved of the gods polluted Lalus' son.

When such a stain by my own evidence

Was on me, could I raise my eyes to them ?

No ! Had I means to stop my ears, and choke

The wells of sound, I had not held my hand,

But closed my body like a prison-house

To hearing as to sight. Sweet for the mind

To dwell withdrawn, where troubles could not come.

Cithaeron ! Ah, why didst thou welcome me ?

Why, when thou hadst me there, didst thou not kill,

Never to show the world myself my birth !

O Polybus, and Corinth, and the home

Men. called my father's ancient house, what sores
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Festered beneath that beauty that ye reared,

Discovered now, sin out of sin begot.

O ye three roads, O secret mountain-glen,

Trees, and a pathway narrowed to the place

Where met the three, do you remember me ?

I gave you blood to drink, my father's blood,

And so my own ! Do you remember that ?

The deed I wrought for you ? Then, how I passed

Hither to other deeds ?

O Marriage-bed

That gave me birth, and, having borne me, gave

Fresh children to your seed, and showed the world

Father, son, brother, mingled and confused,

Bride, mother, wife in one, and all the shame

Of deeds the foulest ever known to man.

No. Silence for a deed so ill to do

Is better. Therefore lead me hence, away !

To hide me or to kill. Or to the sea

Cast me, where you shall look on me no more.

Come ! Deign to touch me, though I am a man

Accursed. Yield ! Fear nothing ! Mine are woes

That no man else, but I alone, must bear.

CH. Nay, for your prayer, look ! in good season comes

Creon, for act or counsel. In your place

He stands, the sole protector of the land.

OE. Alas ! What words have I for him ? What plea

That I can justify ? Since all the past

Stands proved, and shows me only false to him.

CR. I come not, Oedipus, in mockery,

Nor with reproach for evils that are past.

Nay, if ye have no reverence for man,

Have ye no shame before our Lord the Sun,

Who feeds the world with light, to show unveiled

A thing polluted so, that neither Earth

Nor Light nor Heaven's rain may welcome it.
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dXX* os rd^Lcrr e<s OIKOV ecnco/xt ere

rocs iv yet>et yap rdyyevrj /xaXttr#' opdv 1430
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Stay not. Convey him quickly to his home :

Save his own kindred, none should see nor hear

So piety enjoins a kinsman's woe.

OE. Ah, since thou hast belied my thought and come

As noblest among men to me, so vile,

Grant me one boon, for thine own weal, not mine.

CR. What is thy prayer ? What boon can I bestow ?

OE. Cast me from Thebes, aye, cast me quickly forth

Where none may see, and no man speak with me.

CR. This had I done, be sure, save that I first

Would ask the god what thing is right to do.

OE. His word was published, and 'twas plain :

'

Destroy

The guilty one, the parricide !

'

'tis I !

CR. So runs the word : and yet, to ask the god
For guidance in such utter need is best,

OE. What ? Will you ask for one so lost as I ?

CR. Surely, and you will now believe the god.

OE. Aye, and on thee I lay this charge, this prayer :

For her that is within make burial

As pleaseth thee. 'Tis fitting. She is thine.

For me, ah ! never doom this land of Thebes,

My father's town, to harbour me alive.

Leave me to haunt the mountains, where the name

Is known of my Cithaeron proper tomb

By mother and by father set apart

For me, their living child. So let me die

Their victim still that would have slain me there.

And yet this much I know. There is no hurt

Nor sickness that can end me. Since from death

I lived, it was to finish some strange woe....

So let my Fortune, where it goeth, go !

But for my children, Creon, for the sons

Think not at all. Men are they ; anywhere

Can live, and find sufficiency for life.
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But for my poor sad daughters, that dear pair

That never found my table spread apart

From them, nor missed their comrade, but must share

Always the very food their father had :

Be all your care for them. Oh ! Best of all,

Let me but touch them, and so weep my full.

Grant it, my prince,

O noble spirit, grant it. But one touch,

And I could think them mine, as when I saw.

Ah ! What is this ?

That sound ? Oh, can it be ? Are these my loves,

Weeping ? Has Creon pitied me, and fetched

The children of my dearest love to me ?

Can it be true ?

CR. 'Tis true : 'twas I so ordered it. I knew

The joy thou hadst in them. 'Tis with thee still.

OE. Be happy, and for treading this good way
A kinder fate than mine defend thy steps.

Children where are you ? Come. Ah, come to me !

These arms that wait you are your brother's arms,

Their kindness bade these eyes that were so bright,

Your father's eyes, to see as now they see,

Because 'tis known, my children, ignorant

And blind, your father sowed where he was got.

For you I weep, for you. I have not strength

To see you, only thoughts of all the life

That waits you in the cruel world of men.

No gathering of Thebes, no festival

That you shall visit, but shall send you home

With tears, instead of happy holiday.

And when you come to marriage-days, ah ! then

Who will be found to wed you ? Who so brave

Will shoulder such reproach of shame as I
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Put on my parents, and must leave with you ?

Is any woe left out ? Your father killed

His father, took the mother of his life

And sowed the seed on her, begetting you
From the same womb whereof himself was born.

This your reproach must be. Lives there a man,

Children, to wed you ? None, alas ! 'Tis plain :

Unwedded and unfruitful must you die.

Son of Menoeceus, thou art left to them,

Their only father now, for we, their own,

Who gave them life, are dead. Suffer not these,

That are thy kin, beggared and husbandless

To wander, laid as low as I am laid.

Have pity on them. See how young they are,

And, save for thy good part, all desolate.

Promise me, loyal friend. Give me thy hand

In token of it. Children, out of much

I might have told you, could you understand,

Take this one counsel : be your prayer to live,

Where fortune's modest measure is, a life

That shall be better than your father's was.

CR. It is enough ! Go in ! Shed no more tears, but go !

OE. I would not, yet must yield.

CR. Measure in all is best.

OE. Know you the pledge I crave ?

CR. Speak it, and I shall know.

OE. This : that you banish me !

CR. That is the god's to give.

OE. The gods reject me !

CR. Then, perchance, you shall have banishment

OE. You promise?

CR. Knowing not, 'tis not my wont to speak.

OE. Then take me, take me, hence !

CR. Come ! Quit your children. Come !
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OE. No ! No ! You shall not.

CR. Ah ! Seek not the mastery

In all. Too brief, alas ! have proved your masteries.

CH. Look, ye who dwell in Thebes. This man was Oedipus.

That Mighty King, who knew the riddle's mystery,

Whom all the city envied, Fortune's favourite.

Behold, in the event, the storm of his calamities,

And, being mortal, think on that last day of death,

Which all must see, and speak of no man's happiness

Till, without sorrow, he hath passed the goal of life.





NOTES
1. The first words, <3 reVva, characterise Oedipus as the good king:

Horn. Od. IT 47 TTOTT/P 8' WS^TTIO?. The reference to Cadmus adds strength
to the tenderness, reminding the Thebans of their brave origin, and appeal-

ing for courage in the name of the heroic ancestor. Tpo<j>ij the 'abstract

for the concrete,' as the grammarians say is again tender in effect, and

suggests that Cadmus still cares for his people. This double effect of

tenderness and strength is developed throughout the paragraph, rexva, in

line 6, repeats the tenderness : the proud name of Oedipus, in line 8, re-

peats the effect of the appeal to the name of Cadmus. So in line 1 1 Seuravrts

is gentle, o-Te'pavTs stimulating.

The Septem opens with a similar appeal from Eteocles, in which the

note of tenderness is not heard : the encouraging words '

Citizens of

Cadmus '

are duly stressed by repetition,
' to the city of the Cadmeians,'

at the end of the paragraph. See my remarks in Class. Quarterly, Vol. vn

April, 1913, p. 73 ff. (esp. p. 77 ff.).

The audience knows, though Oedipus does not know, that the King
himself is

' nurtured of the race of Cadmus.' That tragic fact is stressed

by the irony of TeOpa.fj.p.cvov in line 97.

2. Even if we reject the ancient tradition that 6odeiv sometimes

means ' to sit
'

(see Jebb's very wise Appendix, p. 206), the order of the

sentence stresses ISpa?, and implies that the supplication is formal. The
formal tone of the next line, moreover, altogether excludes the panic-
stricken rout which Prof. Reinhardt invented and Prof. Murray approved-
The opening scene is quiet, in order that we may appreciate Oedipus. A
plague-stricken city (i) organises solemn supplication to the gods and a

deputation to the King, and (2) is liable, of course, to sudden outbursts

of panic. The second effect is reserved for the excitement of a choral ode.

The effect of the formal supplication to Oedipus is to throw into relief his

greatness and to suggest to the audience his danger. It is perilous to be

honoured ' almost as a god.'

6. Another stock trait of the good King. Ueioces, once so accessible

and popular, when he became a tyrant (Hdt. i 97 ff.),
' established the

etiquette (KOCT/AOV ro'vSe TrpuTo's etrrt d K.a.Ta.<rrr)<ra.p.VO<;, ch. 99), that none

should go in to the King, but he should do all his business by messengers,

and that the King should be seen by none.' Cf. Thuc. 1 130 (Pausanias,

when his head was turned by success, 'made himself inaccessible')..

s. 7
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Similarly
' the good general must see the enemy for himself, not merely

by the eyes of messengers
'

(Eur. Heracleid. 390).

8. His name is d Tracri /cAct^o? OtSiVous, just as the name of Rhada-

manthus (Plato Laws 624 B) was ' the Just Rhadamanthus.' The proud
name is thus stressed by Oedipus to encourage the people. In the rhe-

torical arrangement it corresponds to 'Cadmus' in line i. The psycho-

logical effect is :

' Remember Cadmus and be strong . . . and remember that

I, Oedipus, am with you.' But the words imply also the great confidence

of Oedipus in himself.

n. The scholiast's 'Either from fear of chastisement or because you
have suffered wrong,' implies, not that he read <rreavT<?, but that he

wrongly took oWpfavres to mean 'having suffered,' practically Setva

-TraOovTfs. oTavT(<; is here nonsense, rtn Tpo7ru> and KaOfa-rare go closely

together, and the participles explain TI'VI TPOTTW. The meaning is not

'With what fear or desire do you stand here?' but 'In what mood are

you come fear or good courage?' The effect of Seuravrcs 17

is recalled at line 89 by the similar pair, OUTC #pa<rvs OUT' ovv

The editors try to force oWp^avTes to mean 'desiring.' Jebb refers to

O.C. 1093. But analysis of that passage will show that the context and

the order of the words to say nothing of the fact that the tone is lyrical

and excited destroy the force of the alleged parallel. We have there,

first, a prayer to Zeus and Athene, Zev...7rdp(Hs: then, when we hear *cal

TOI/ dypevrav 'A.ir6X\w . . .oWpyw the word (rre'pyeo means simply 'I pay

loving homage to...' like crrepyw 8' op.fj.ara IIei0ovs in Aesch. Eum. 970:

finally, by a sudden shift of grammar and emotion, only possible because

we have already had the prayer to Zeus, an infinitive is added. When
we hear the infinitive, it is as if oTe'pyw had meant 'I entreat' but that

does not imply that Sophocles could have written, e.g. poXflv o- orepyw
in the sense of 'I entreat thee to come.'

The natural interpretation of o-TepavTe9, then, is here 'having steeled

yourselves to endure.' The argument that 'the question of Oedipus' is,

on that interpretation, 'unnecessary' because 'Oedipus does not suppose
that they are resigned' or because 'those who are resigned have no

ground for supplication,' is sufficiently answered by Isocrates Trpos

ATJ/AOVIKOV 8 b, arepye fj.lv
-TO. Trapdvra, >/T Be TO. /3e'ATicrra. Of course

Oedipus knows they are miserably afraid : he tries to make them coura-

geous by asking them whether they have come in a mood 'of fear or of

brave endurance?' An actor will pause a little before the word o-re'p^avT*?.

For the importance of this appeal see Introduction, pp. xx, Ixxii : the

reminiscence in O.C. 7 strengthens the argument from language and
from common-sense.

16. An .ingenious theory which makes two classes of suppliants, old
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men, and youths between the ages of fourteen and eighteen T)0eoi, explains
'not yet able to fly far' as an allusion to the fact that such youths are not

yet full citizens. I think however that the contrast is between the weight
of years and the weakness of childhood. The deputation is composed of

children, youths and old men.

'Your altars': the phrase is, of course, immediately understood as

equivalent to 'the altars that stand before your house'; the image and
altar of Apollo before the palace doors have a special significance for our

tragedy. But the words are chosen by the poet as a hint for the audience

of the situation which is more plainly stated at line 31. Oedipus is so

great that he is approached almost as a god.

18. The priest of Zeus is not selected by the poet without a tragic

design. His words dAA' <3 Kparvvw are later addressed by the chorus to

the one true King of sure title and eternal power. See 903 note. Great

use is made in tragedy, not least in our play, of the fact that earthly Kings
derive authority from Zeus and of the contrast which that fact suggests.

I will mention here, as a noble example, the chorus of Aesch. Ag. 39 ff.:

from 8i$povov A.i6dev...Ttp.rj<i e^ypov (42), we pass to 'ATrdXAwv r) Ilav 17

Zeus (55), thence to the greater Zeus evios Zeus (61), and so, at last,

after hearing of the sign of the eagles oiwvwv /JoaiAeus (3aai\fvo-i v3v

K.T.A. (113), we come to the great appeal of line 160 Zeus OO-TIS TTOT'

CCTT6V....

20. The shrines which are chosen for mention are not chosen at

random. Our imagination is presently to be stirred by the appeals of

the chorus (159 ff.), to Artemis, 'throned in the market-place,' to

Pallas Athene, and to Apollo, who gives the oracle at the Ismenian

altar. Pallas was worshipped at Thebes, but, as Jebb remarks, the effect

of mentioning her 'two shrines' is poignant for Athenian ears. In the

choral ode she reappears as daughter of Zeus: but as the ode proceeds

she yields place to Zeus himself. Artemis is appropriate mainly as sister

of Apollo. Finally, in the ode, to crown the splendour, Dionysus, who is

not yet, like the others, in our thoughts, is suddenly added.

22. 'For the city...': the beauty of the composition depends partly

on the fact that the form of the King's address is recalled. He began

with Cadmus, then spoke of the city's prayer and lamentation, then ended

his first period with the appeal of his own great name. The priest answers

in the reverse order : Oedipus comes first.
'

King Master ofmy country. . .':

the middle term is again the city : then the reference to Cadmus is taken

up with the words 'the house of Cadmus is being emptied and Hades

made rich...with tears.'

23-24. The metaphor which treats a city as a ship is familiar to us

from Alcaeus and Horace : but Sophocles, by using it here, develops in

72
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a characteristic way his allusion to the Septeni of Aeschylus, in which this

image is a recurrent motif. See note on line i.

25. The blight on (i) crops, (2) births of cattle and women is normal

(Hdt in 65, vi 139). The lyrical formula at line 171 exactly corresponds.

Thucydides alludes to the traditional combination of blight and pestilence

in his phrase (n 54) 'they were grievously afflicted men in the city dying,

the land outside the city suffering devastation' (sc. at the hand of the

enemy, not by supernatural blight). There is nothing in the description

of blight or pestilence which can be used as a good argument for the

date of the play. Similar expressions to those of Sophocles are used

indeed by Thucydides, but it would have been strange if Thucydides
had avoided, e.g., such obvious words as eyKarao-K-fj^ai (n 47 3), ovrc yap

tar/ooi TIPKOW (n 47 4, cf. O.T. line 12) or the references to supplications

and to oracles. If we knew that our play was subsequent to the famous

plague, we should recall with interest the fact that Delphi was supposed
to have had a share in producing the Athenian calamity (n 54). But we
do not know. The analogy, like the analogy which has been noticed

between Oedipus and Pericles, is significant of the general Athenian

point of view. More we cannot assert.

27. The burning heat gives its name to fever (Truperos) in Greek, and

besides, pestilence spreads and rages like a fire. There is nothing difficult,

therefore, in the expression 'Fire-bringing God' for Pestilence. But the

vivid phrase has great value for the sequel. See notes on 166, 186, 200,

470. Because of its striking development the phrase is important enough
to be recalled in the Oedipus at Co/onus. There (lines 55 ff.) every epithet

links Colonus with the 'Kindly Goddesses' who are to give Oedipus rest

That is why Poseidon is called o-e//.vo?, since the goddesses are the cre/xvai.

Similarly Prometheus, an ancient earth power like the Eumenides, is

called TirdV. He is also called 6 7rup</>opos #os, and so the place of the

devastating god of fiery plague and vengeance has been taken by another

god of fire but of kindly civilising fire. Eur. Phoen. 687 alludes to

the treatment which this theme receives in the choruses of our play.

31-45. These lines form the second paragraph of the speech. The

proverbial couplet at the end marks a pause. The form is carefully

balanced, falling into three divisions: first, 'We approach you, not as a

god, but as the first of men, both in ordinary human chances and in

matters in which the gods specially intervene'; then, 'Because you are

said and thought to have saved us without any human aid, but by your
own wit and the help of the gods'; thirdly, 'As then, so now, since you
are greatest in the eyes of all men, we ask you to help us, by any means

you can find, by aid of god or man.' Then the whole is rounded off by
the proverb 'Old hands are best.'
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The mechanical symmetry which some scholars have sought to

establish by making all paragraphs contain the same number of lines

does not often exist. But it remains true that these three divisions,

consisting of four, five, and four lines respectively, are very carefully

arranged.

31. Aristotle, in discussing Kingship (Pol. T' 13 13 1284 a), makes
a remark which, we shall find, is worth remembering: 'If any person or

persons be so far above everyone else in excellence... that the excellence

and political ability of all the rest put together is not comparable to the

excellence of such persons...we must not class such persons as part of a

state. It will be an injustice to give them the same treatment as ordinary
men...A man like this should be regarded as really a god among men.'

The point is that the idea of such a man existing is too remote to be

worth considering by the statesman.

The statement of the priest is actually pious and cautious but, for the

audience, such words crown the greatness of Oedipus and point out his

danger. To be honoured almost as a god is the lot of the happiest Kings :

the temptation of happy Kings is to consider themselves more than

mortal, and to accept honours properly reserved for the gods. That is

the sin of Agamemnon, when he walks on the purple tapestries. It is the

sin against which Pindar continually warns his patrons. We shall see

how Sophocles has applied the familiar idea.

33-34- The use of o-v/x^opats and o-uvaAAayai? illustrates a char-

acteristic of the language of Sophocles very important but not generally

appreciated, w^opd, though it properly means 'an event,' is more often

used for a 'disastrous event'; and awaXXayij, though its form makes it

quite easy to use it in the sense of 'traffic' 'intercourse,' also often means

in Sophocles a '

visitation
'

of evil. Its common prose meaning
'

reconcilia-

tion' is not here thought of. The old priest means 'In the common
affairs of life and in those more important events in which the hand of

the gods is more clearly seen.' But, for the audience, who know the

sequel, there is a hint in the words that 'Oedipus is first in disasters and

in divinely wrought calamities.' If you examine carefully all the so-called

abusiones of Sophocles (see e.g. Kugler de Soph, quae vocantur abusionibus)

you will find that nearly always the normal sense is felt by the audience

at work beneath the abnormal meaning which the context alone makes

necessary. The result is to add to the sense that the speakers 'know not

what they say': in other words, the tragic irony is heightened by what

at first sight seems to be nothing but a poet's rather bold vocabulary.

38. 'With the aid of a god' : Bruhn remarks that Oedipus, proud of

his intelligence, does not agree. I think that at the outset of the play

there is nothing to justify this suggestion. Of course, at 396 Oedipus in
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his excitement has forgotten to acknowledge the divine assistance : but

that is a sign of his growing self-confidence. At the outset he would

piously agree.

40. The form of the phrase heightens the effect already attained,

since Kparurrov recalls the priest's dAA' w Kparvixov (14) and Trao-t recalls

the proud name of Oedipus 6 -n-aa-i. K\CIVO<S (8).

43- Jebb is unquestionably right in his interpretation of <f>ijp.r} as

'any message, any rumour or speech casually heard, which might be

interpreted as a hint from the gods.' The formula which describes that

sort of thing is to say that a person has spoken <rvv 6ew (Hdt. in 153),

;'.<?.,
with a greater truth than he knows. The belief that people con-

stantly do this naturally involves the further belief that a clever person

can draw inferences from the 'chance' utterances which really come from

the gods. Of course such notions add greatly to the effect of tragic irony.

There is no sort of excuse for the suggestion that Oedipus is regarded as

having a miraculous and private intercourse with the gods. The advocates

of the theory that Oedipus has characteristics derived from the primitive

'medicine king 'do not strengthen their case by misinterpreting perfectly

familiar words like ffnjfM]. Whatever the origin of the legend, Oedipus is

to Sophocles simply a great and extraordinarily quick-witted person, likely

to catch more quickly than others at any hint or clue, whether human
or divine. The tragedy depends upon the fact that this quickness actually

blinds him.

44-45. In spite ofJebb's excellent note and Appendix (p. 207) editors

still try to make this couplet mean 'Two heads are better than one,' as

if, by an etymological juggle, Sophocles, without help from the context,

can make so common a word as v/A<opas mean 'the bringing together

for comparison' of opinions. Now Sophocles does not, I venture to say,

at any rate in this play, perform meaningless verbal gymnastics. See my
remark on abusio above (line 33). The sense, also, is quite unsuitable.

We want a proverbial phrase, quite familiar, which shall sum up the

point, not of one little clause, but of the whole symmetrical paragraph.
And this is exactly what Sophocles has given. The whole paragraph
means: 'We come to you because you saved us before: we hope you will

save us again.' Now Greek stresses the first word of the sentence: the

proverb means : 'It is in the case of men of experience, above all others,

that I find both counsel and event live!' Similarly Herodotus in 81

dpib-Twv av8pwv OIKOS apurTa. povXtvfjLaTa yivea-Oai, means 'It is the best

men whose counsels are likely to be the best.' The difficulty of the

genitive would not have been felt if the scholars had remembered the

extraordinary popularity of the combination 'word and deed' 'counsel

and act.' It is because this is so familiar that Sophocles can play with
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his phrase, and say 'what happens in regard to what they plan, as well

as (*al) what they plan.' That gives him the chance of making the

innocent phrase seem somehow to the audience disquieting. He delays
TWV ySoiAeu/iartoi/ in order that we may feel ras v/u.<opas wcras... with its

sinister suggestion of 'disasters alive.' (See line 33.) We feel it only

half-consciously, but by such slight touches, hardly realised by his

audience, Sophocles prepares the mind for the full emotional value of such

lines as e.g. 833, 1527.

The proverb that the trial of experience is the only sure test of a man
is very popular in Greek. See Pindar Ol. iv 16, vin 61, Eur. fr. 809

(persons who have 'never given the proof,' whose 'wisdom is not so much
in reality as in seeming'), Theogn. 571. Oedipus, having once passed the

test will not fail now 'in counsel and in the acts that belong to that

counsel.' That is what the priest means. The sentiment is based on

proverbs like Trttpa //.a^T/crios o.p\o-, avro/iarov ouSej/ aAA.' a.7ro ireiprjs Trai'ra

dv^pawrouri <iAet ytVecr^ai (Hdt. VII 9), a 8e /AeAe'ra <vcrios aya$as TrXe'ova

Sajpeirai (Epicharm. Diels, 33 p. 95). But the proverb has another applica-

tion which the sequel will in most sinister fashion develop: It is the

exercise of authority that shows the man, see e.g. Diog. L. I 77, the

opinion of Pittacus. You can never be sure //'// the test comes who is wise,

fortunate, moderate in the use of power. See line 613 note.

46-57. This is the final paragraph of the great appeal. The first

paragraph suggested the greatness of Oedipus in contrast with the weak-

ness of the suppliants, and described the plight of the city: the second

asserted that the greatness which justifies the appeal for help is vouched

for by past service: the third bids Oedipus to be mindful of his honour

and to save the city for the future. Thus the first paragraph describes the

present, the second appeals to the past, the third looks to the future.

In line 46 Oedipus has the title 'Best of Men,' higher than the titles of

line 14 and line 40. Then the word opfldkrtu, used in line 39 to describe

the past service, recurs in a strengthened form, dvo'p&oo-ov: the repetition

of this word at line 5 1 marks the end of a first subdivision of the final

appeal : that subdivision simply repeats the thought of the second main

paragraph, with the addition of the warning and appeal for the future.

This effect is summed up in the next couplet 52-53. Then, in the last

four lines, the warning is repeated in the most significant phrases of all,

and made more moving by a subtle reminiscence of the plight of the

city as described in lines 22-30. That is the effect of >cv^?, and of the

reference to the ship. Finally the last proverbial couplet combines with

quiet dignity the warning and the pathos.

The problem for Sophocles was to make his priest present a suffi-

ciently moving picture of the city's suffering and need, without making
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us feel more concern for the fate of the city than for the fate of Oedipus.

My remarks on the form of the speech are intended to show by what

method Sophocles has, as I think he has, succeeded. It is not only

formal beauty but also dramatic effect that is sacrificed if we begin our

performance with an excited crowd.

46. Bruhn well observes that the word 6p6ovv of which so much use

is made here, is familiar to the audience as part of a well known formula

of prayer to Athene for the city's safety. The effect is to heighten our

sense of the fact that Oedipus is honoured almost as a god.

47. All editors perceive the ambiguity and tragic power of evXa-

/3TJ07/TI. For the priest it means 'Have a care for the maintenance of your

past reputation as a benefactor.' For us it suggests, 'Walk carefully,

with that moderation which great men most need.' ao-^aAeia depends on

54. Here the editors miss the point. Deluded by the fact that

sometimes in Greek a synonym is substituted for variety where English

or German would repeat a word just as sometimes Greek repeats

where we should substitute commentators eagerly assure us that

although 'xparctv nvo's merely means to hold in one's power and a/s^eiv

implies a constitutional rule,' yet 'the poet intends no stress on a

verbal contrast : it is as if he had written cl-n-ep api s wo-Trep ap^eis.' Line

14 and line 40 suggest that the poet has some reason for dwelling on the

theme of 'mere power.' To the priest, it is true, the words mean simply
'If you intend to prove in the future an excellent governor as you are a

powerful King to-day.' But the associations of the word Kparelv suggest,

very lightly but quite certainly, the danger of the despotic frame of

mind: subconsciously, perhaps, but certainly, we are affected by the

word. We are reminded of a theme which is presently to be sounded

with clear insistence, and is to become one of the chief motifs of the play.

58-77. TraiScs recalls the tenderness of line i. The ambiguity of

lines 6164 is different in effect from the unconscious warning of the

priest. The priest made us tremble for the moral health of the King: this

speech makes us pity the unconscious victim, and is carefully framed to

make us realise that, although his position is one of great moral danger,

he is, at heart, not arrogant, but a good King, father of his people.

After 64, 67, 72, 75, there is a slight pause. After the perfect

sympathy and sorrow of the first paragraph, a stronger note is heard in

lines 65 ff., rising to a vigorous confidence in 68. At 73 there is some

anxiety, and at the slow repetition of the thought in 75 a certain irritation.

It is the first note of the coming conflict with Creon. Finally the last

couplet is vigorous and confident.

65. It is true, as Jebb says, that the modal dative vin><a raises and
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invigorates the metaphor: but the metaphor is not to be despised
because it is trite. Familiar it is, but that is why it is so effective. It is

Kings who do not, if they are good Kings, sleep. Homer himself assumes
it. The dream which appears to Agamemnon, though a false dream, tells

the truth when it says :

' A man that is a counsellor to whom the people
is entrusted, one that hath so many claims upon his thought, ought not
to sleep the long night through!' (//. n 23 f.), and although the proverb
has become a metaphor in //. iv 223, where the Trojans advance and
' then you would not have seen Agamemnon sleeping,' the actual scene

which serves as pattern for the anxiety of the good king is also to be
found in Homer, //. x 3-10. There you will find the ancestor of the

weeping as well as of the sleeplessness of Oedipus. The theme was used

by Aeschylus for Eteocles in Sept. 3, and is therefore peculiarly effective

here. A good King wakes for the benefit of his people, but a bad King
cannot sleep because he is afraid. Contrast the picture of the changed

Oedipus at lines 620, 914.

The common proverb that night is the time for thought (Epicharmus,

Diels, 27 p. 94 at TL KO. ^arrjs cro<ov, ras VVKTOS evOvfj.r)Teov and 28 p. 94
n-avra TO. o-TrovScua VUKTO? /xaXAov e^eupicrKCTai) is later combined with the

mystical doctrine that the soul wakes when the body sleeps.

LA uirvo) y'
ev8oi/Ta /a': F VTTVWV. Badham's Iv&ovra is unnecessary,

and VTTVW does, as Jebb says, add vigour to the notion of evSovra. But

ye seems out of place: it should stress virv<a and make the effect

something like: 'It is not sleep that causes the lethargy from which

you rouse me!' F preserves here a trace of the true reading VTTVU
/*'

fvSovrd y.

69. Sophocles adapts with consummate skill the commonplace, often

so crudely used, of 'word and deed,' to the purpose of expressing the

intense vitality of Oedipus. With him to think is to act. He is like the

Cyrus of Herodotus i 79: 'When this seemed good to him, he pro-

ceeded with all speed to put it into action.' We recognise an Athenian

trait. Thuc. 170, the Athenians are eTrivo^ereu 6ets KOU eTrireXeo-ai epyw o av

yvujo-iv. The character of Oedipus is revealed by the sudden energy of

Zirpaga here, then by the slight stress thrown by the arrangement of the

words on Spwv in line 72, and finally by the repetition of 8p<av in line 77.

Similarly, his vigour is suggested by the substitution of the direct TI for

the indirect o n in 72, and by the second direct ri in 74.

The elaborate treatment of the dignity of Creon is intended to en-

courage the suppliants.

71-72. Prof. Murray translates 'what bitter task,' and treats the

passage, accordingly, as evidence for his theory that Oedipus expects to

be told that he must die for his people. There is, I venture to think, no
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evidence that Sophocles was acquainted with the theory of the Golden

Bough. He knew, of course, that certain legendary kings gave themselves

or their relatives as human sacrifices for the state. That does not justify

us in supposing that he thought of such persons as 'medicine kings'

whether or not the modern theory, that they were originally such, be

true. Nothing points to a general Greek assumption that the normal

thing for a King to expect, if his country was in danger, was an invitation

to self-slaughter. The sacrifice, then as now, was generally demanded

from less exalted persons. So far as the phrase 'by word or deed' is

concerned, we have fortunately two exact parallels, one of which cannot

possibly be distorted for purpose of anthropological inexactitude. The
father of lo was also a King. Is it seriously suggested that he felt this

personal anxiety when he sent messages to Delphi to learn 'by what

word or deed he ought to satisfy the gods' (Aesch. P. V. 659)? Anyhow,
when Orestes and Electra ask 'by what word or deed' they can stir up
the spirit of Agamemnon to help them against the usurpers, they clearly

have no thought of self-immolation. The formula, common in all Greek,
means 'How?,' and is specially used of ritual.

72. It is surprising that Jebb should write : '/Wot'/^visgrammatically

possible but less fitting... because /Wot/^/v implies that Oedipus is con-

fident of a successful result.' Of course he is. That is what makes

Linwood's pva-oip.rjv attractive. But in view of the strong MSS evidence

I have kept pixrai/x^v, with Jebb.

73~75- The lateness of Creon and the slight irritation of the anxious

King give the first hint, as Patin pointed out, of the suspicion and

quarrel which are to come. At this point, of course, there is no sus-

picion: only, the irritation hints at an attitude of mind in which the

suspicion may arise. The immediate effect is to give an opportunity for

the repetition of the sudden vigour which emerged in line 69.

76. The word /ca/co's is to play an important part in the relations of

Oedipus, Teiresias and Creon. He calls them KOTO'S, and in the end
confesses that the word applies to himself. See line 1421.

7879. Creon is advancing into the orchestra by the passage between

the palace and the left hand side of the auditorium. He is first seen by
some of the youths, who indicate his approach by signs to the Priest of

Zeus. At 79 he is seen by all the spectators, but has still some distance

to walk before he is able from the orchestra to converse with Oedipus
who stands on the palace steps.

The priest's words mean more than 'Your words are good, and Creon
is coming.' eis a\ov applies to both clauses: and the sense is: 'Your

words are Kaipia' because they are both hopeful and modest, 'and simi-

larly Creon's coming just when you have spoken so wisely is of good
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omen.' The speech of Oedipus ended with a pious vow to do whatever

the god commands. It is to this that the priest directly refers: but the

whole speech of Oedipus was, indeed, inspired by the right-minded
moderation which promises good.

80. Oedipus himself has won the title 'Saviour' because with 'good
omen he brought Fortune' to Thebes. The theme becomes of great

importance later in the play when Oedipus, forgetting his mortality,

trusts overmuch to Luck (1080). The couplet plays on a note which is

to become tragic: for the moment it illustrates only the piety of the

King.

83. Those who return from Delphi with good news are crowned with

Apollo's laurel. Eur. Hip. 806 reminds us that it was not the custom

for those who received a bad answer to wear it. In this case as Creon's

words imply, the oracle is partly good, partly bad. The laurel wreath is

worn in the hope that the good will prevail over the evil, TO 8' ev VIKO.T<O

(Aesch. Ag. 121), and because by saying that the message is good you

help the good to prevail. See note on line 87.

84. The character of Oedipus is felt in the strong 'We shall soon

know,' with which he brushes aside the vague 'conjecture' of the priest.

The effect depends partly on the fact that the priest's conjecture is in

fact not quite justified, as Creon now proceeds to inform us.

87. See the interpretation of a bad dream in Aesch. Persae. It is a

good thing that the first 'judges' of the dream are kindly and give it a

good meaning (226): the queen is to pray for the 'turning away' of the

bad element, the realisation of the good (217 f.): line 225 expresses just

the notion here expressed by Creon : if the issue be on the whole good,

it may be called wholly good. The parallel is completed by the opening
words of the 'interpreters': 'We do not wish to terrify you overmuch,

nor yet to make you too confident.' So here Creon says the message is

good, just as he wears the laurel, in order to make it turn out well.

Really it is ambiguous, promising relief, yet reviving old troubles and

setting a task which seems very difficult. The formula of prayer that the

evil be turned into good is conventional, necessary in such cases. In

Aesch. Ag. 146, as Walter Headlam once remarked, the mysterious

a-rpovOuv may quite possibly be a corruption for dvopOovv, the prayer to

Artemis being 'Accomplish what is good in these signs, and set right

what is evil.' However this may be, the formula here, as in the Ag.,

'partly good, partly bad,' is traditional. It is subtly modified by Sophocles

for his dramatic purpose. Creon means simply 'even that part of the

message that is bad, will be for the best if it ends in good.' But the

literal meaning of e^dcro, 'coming out,' is felt beneath the sense

which the context gives to the word here used for aTro/SaiWra or the
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like. [Mr A. C. Pearson in C.Q. vol. xm 1919 p. 120, gives good reason

for accepting fgiovra from Suidas and Zonaras in place of the MSS reading

cfX66vTa.] The audience are to be half-unconsciously reminded of the

tragic fact that the evil is to 'come out' to the light, KO.T 6p66v, not merely

'in a good issue' but 'in accordance with the oracles of Apollo.' At

the moment of course, we feel no more than a vague hint : as the play

develops the words ee\0flv and op0os acquire a tragic value. See lines

506, 1084, 1 182, 1 22 1. The full dramatic value of the language here used

can, however, only be appreciated if we remember also the familiarity of

the ideas expressed, for instance, by the letter of the pious Amasis to the

too prosperous Polycrates (Hdt. in 40, 43, 44): 'I also wish, in my own

life, to be fortunate in part of the matters for which I care, in part to fail,

and thus to live throughout my life in changing good and ill, rather than

to be fortunate in all things. For I know of none among all whose story

I have heard that ended not at last in evil and in utter ruin, if he was

fortunate in every thing.' The divine envy, however, of which Amasis

also speaks, is not relevant to the moral of our play.

89-90. In all that concerns the future a man, as man, ought to be

neither too hopeful nor too much afraid. Sophocles plays already on

the theme of modest measure. Oedipus is at present rightly-minded.

Soon he will be unduly fearful, then unduly optimistic. Again there is

no hint of Mr Murray's fear that he may be called upon to die for his

people, but only the pious use of a cautious formula.

94. The point again is simply that Oedipus is a good sort of

democratic king. A man's life is his most precious possession, and it is

quite natural for a king who wants to say 'Let them hear: for it is their

grief that matters to me more than anything else,' to put his point as

strongly as possible by saying
'
I care for their grief more than for my

own life.' See Horn. //. ix 401, Hesiod Op. 686, Eur. Orest. 644,
Andr. 418.

But there is, as usual, tragic irony, which indeed depends partly on
the fact that Oedipus pace Professor Murray has no idea that the

answer will affect himself and all that he holds most dear.

95. The optative with av is rendered by J ebb,
'

I will speak by your
leave....' But although this is often the effect of the tentative optative,
the context here suggests not '

I will, if I may,' but '

I will, if I must.'

Creon would prefer to speak in private.

97- The words are chosen with veiled reference to the fact that it is

the Theban birth of Oedipus that is the cause of his calamity: cf. 452 ff.

and notice in that connection the use of ^u/t^opas in 99.
101. -ro'Se does not merely, by a Sophoclean

' boldness
'

of idiom,
mean 'this blood,' implied by the phrase <di/u> < Voi/..., but seems to
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spring straight from the thought of the speaker :

'

"Pis this, 'tis blood.'

So avTfj in 442.

103. Oedipus need not be told this ! Creon, realising the difficulty

of finding the murderers, and also embarrassed at having to speak before

the crowd, is slow in coming to the point.

105. Oedipus is now falling into the tone of a judge who examines

carefully even the most obvious statement to see whether it is evidence.

So, after a rather impatient
'

I know that well,' he corrects himself.

Hearsay is not knowledge. The remark shows the character of the man.

The irony is not so cheap as it may at first sight appear to those who do

not remember how the Greeks love to dwell on the proverb
' Ears are

less trustworthy than eyes
'

(Hdt. I 8).

107. rtvds is an afterthought, an expression of Creon's sense of the

difficulty of the task. The plural is vaguely used and so felt by the

audience. Accounts of the play which begin by explaining the point
about 'robber' and '

robbers,' tend to obscure the skill of the gradual

development of this theme by Sophocles.

109. If, with some editors, we put the note of interrogation at

f-vpeOijcreTai, we spoil the stress. If line 109 is a complete sentence, the

emphasis must fall on the unimportant ?x"s not on the adjectives Greek

could not in that case stress 8v<rTK/j.apTov : but if "^vos is explanatory

of ro'Se the stress falls naturally in the right places on TraXcuas and on

8va-TfKp.apTov. For the use of ro'Se with the explanatory ?xvos' rf- IOI

442.

no. Creon repeats the statement of 9 7-8, and answers the proverbial

tone of 109 (which means 'this which is the trace of an ancient crime

and therefore hard to discover') with a very sententious: 'You can only
find a thing by trying to look for it.' This also is proverbial; see

Xenophanes (Diels, 18 p. 49) OVTOI air' apx7?5 '"'o.vra Otoi OVIJTOLO-' uVe8ciav,

aXXa XP V(? >?TowTes <evpio-Kouo-ii/ a/j.ewov. For the form of the sentence

cf. Plato Rep. VIII. 551 A ao-Ketrai 877 TO ael Ti/juafjici'ov, a/neXetrai 8e TO

drifj-a^ofjifvov. By the choice of the words aXturoi/
'

caught
' and K<evyei

'

escapes,' Sophocles has added to the sententiousness a subtle hint of

the tragedy. Oedipus, by persisting in the search, is in fact to discover

something terrible and unsought. The moral, of course, is not that it is

wrong for him to persist. Simply the result is tragic. Plutarch has an

interesting passage (Mor. 9 7 E) in which, with the fate of Oedipus in his

mind, he denies that 'Luck governs all' (see O.T. 977, 1080): 'If all

that belongs to the sphere of good counsel (eu/?oi>Xia) simply depends on

Luck,' we may as well say that justice, temperance, thieving, lust, etc.,

are all matters of luck : and '

Sophocles talked nonsense when he said

,
etc.' Plutarch perceived, I think, the very subtle
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and tragic relation between 100-111 and the impiety of 977 and

1080.

112-113. The form of the question sounds to an Athenian ear quite

natural and unforced. Oedipus speaks as King and Judge. According

to Aristotle, Pol T' 14 13 p. 1215 b,
'

Kings in the time of the ancients

exercised their sway over matters^concerning (i) the city, (2) the country

districts round the city, (3) the districts beyond the borders of their

territory.' Newman refers also to Plato Phaedrus 230 c.

114. According to one form of the legend (see Eur. Phoen. 36),

Lai'us had doubts about the death of his son, and went to Delphi to ask

the god as to his fate. Sophocles very delicately adapts this story, by

sending Lai'us to Delphi without informing us of his purpose. I cannot,

with Robert, Oidipus p. 96, believe that ws ^>ao-/cev implies that Creon

suspected Lai'us' purpose and knew of the exposure of the child. Creon

speaks as a careful witness, distinguishing what is evidence from what is

not. He speaks only what he knows. For the moral development of

that fact see lines 569, 1520.

117. 'From whom one might have learnt, and used the information.'

The sudden shift of construction is vivid, and renews the impression of

the energy of Oedipus: see e.g. 69, 72, 77. Bruhn accepts from

Ed. Schwartz KarrjXOev ou. L has /caretS' ev (&> in rasura) STOV, and other

MSS (careiS* OTOV, which I, after Jebb and others, accept. It is like

Sophocles to make the King's speech outrun logic in order to express

the rapidity of his thought :

' Was there no messenger from him no

fellow-traveller with him no eyewitness of the calamity...?' Similarly

OTOU, with its slight note of uncertainty, is characteristic.

1 20. Bruhn rightly calls attention to the tragic effect of these words,

and points to the sequel in 1182, where the 'one' thing has produced
' the many,' and ra TTO.VTO. comes out clear.

122. At 107 the audience hardly noticed the plural. Here it is

forced on their attention, and they begin to see that it will be important
in misleading Oedipus. The terror of the servant who escaped is alleged

by the scholiast to have made him see more than was really to be seen.

But exaggeration also helped him to escape the suspicion of cowardice.

124. The singular is generic, and does not imply that Oedipus takes

the view that it must have been a single robber. It is used as, for

instance, we use 'The Turk.' But the fact that Oedipus can thus

casually use the singular has its dramatic value : it serves to help us to

realise that he has no suspicion of the importance of the statement that

the crime was committed by a company of men. The effect of Creon's

words on his mind is different, more subtle as his mind is subtle and

misleading. The mention of the strength of the alleged company of
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bandits suggests to him that ' of course it is a bold thing for any high-

wayman to undertake an attack upon a King.' He assumes at present,

quite naturally, that Lai'us travelled as a King (751). Therefore the

remark that a strong band of highwaymen was concerned, though it does

not impress him as important evidence, suggests to him the thought :

* What could have induced mere highwaymen to attack a King's body-

guard?'
The suspicion which thus arises is quite natural, and, although it is

so acute that editors have thought it ridiculously extravagant, it is, for a

suspicion, well-founded. The King has heard two statements: the guilty

person is to be found in Thebes : the murderers were highwaymen, and

the crime was committed somewhere on the road from Thebes to Delphi.

Then the mention of the numbers of the highwaymen has suggested the

thought 'What could induce highwaymen to undertake so risky an

enterprise?' That they were paid for their trouble is a natural suggestion

and 'by some party in Thebes' is the natural corollary. The words

come from the lips of the King as the thoughts pass through his mind.

127. Bruhn thinks the word apooyo's 'helper' suspicious, but a

murdered man himself desires vengeance and tries to take it : the living

only help him. That notion explains riKovpos in 496, where it is a

mistake to talk of the word being
' used in the sense of avenger

'

: it

means 'helper in the matter of....'

128-129. The tone is indignant. The suspicion that Theban politics

had a share in the crime is confirmed. The Theban authorities them-

selves did not follow up the clue ! Well, Creon was himself in authority.

We see that the King has not yet reached the natural inference : but we

feel that the road is open for the final mistake. The break between

c/A7roSwv and ip-ye, the slight redundance, and the use of eei8eWi in

strong contrast to Creon's SOKOVVTO. (cf. 84, 105) are all indignant in

effect. For the audience the lines reveal, not only this half-conscious

accumulation of suspicion, but also the somewhat excessive emotion of

Oedipus about Kingship, rvpawtdos means here simply 'a royal throne,'

but the first hint is given of the development which is to make Oedipus
himself behave as a '

tyrant,' because he thinks that Kingship is, as the

Greeks say,
'

something.'

130. The tone is one of quiet remonstrance. The proverb says that

one should consider the immediate and pressing needs, not run after

vague and secondary matters. Jebb well refers to Pindar Isthm. vin 12.

Sophocles fr. 671 //,ra> ft.\v cans ra.<^avrj TrepurKoirei... illustrates the

proverb : so does Thales falling into the well : cf. TO. K.O.T aWepa Aevcro-cov

TovvTrocrlv OVK fSa^v 7r^/x,a Kv\Lv8op.vov (Antipater Sidon. Anth. Pal. 7 T 7 2
>

quoted by Nauck). Add Eur. Rhesus 482 pr/ wv TO. -n-oppu
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Thus Creon justifies himself by the use of a familiar

maxim : but the formula has tragic value, since it is used at the very

moment when Oedipus is falling under the influence of a groundless,

vague suspicion, d(f>avr)<; (657), which will blind him for a time to the real

danger that lies close at hand. The tone of Creon's defence should make

us feel that the visitation of the Sphinx was terrible. I believe that there

should be a moment of strained silence before Oedipus, bracing himself

to energy and dispelling by his confidence the gloom of the whole

assembly, speaks line 132.

132. avrd: not exactly Ta<avi} (Jebb), rather 'the whole matter/

The vague plural is used by Sophocles with great effect for
'
all that is

in your mind.' See notes on lines 317, 902.

avOis: not 'as he had done in the case of the Sphinx's riddle' (Jebb),

but closely with e uVapx^s
'

taking up the enquiry again right from the

beginning where you left it.'

133-136. After the splendid promise of 132 there is again a pause.

Then follow four lines which make a period beginning with Phoebus

and ending with 'the God.' Then 137-141 make yet another period
this time four lines followed by an impressive single line which repeats,

with a noble rhythm, the point of the four, and emphasises for the

audience their tragic irony. The second period is connected with the

first by the natural resumption of the idea of -n-po in virep....

133. 7raiws, as Jebb says, is slightly stronger than auos. Bruhn
is wrong in classifying this as an example of the use of two words in

precisely the same sense 'for variety.' The dramatic value of the difference

is considerable, since we already detect what Oedipus does not yet
realise the growing suspicion against Creon. The tone is one of reverent

acknowledgment to the god, of quiet courtesy as by an afterthought
to Creon.

. 140. Toiavrr) xpi 'with the like hand,' not quite the same as ry

avr-fj xpt. The King's mind still dwells on the thought that the guilty

person is to be sought in Thebes. If so, the promoter of the murder
of Lai'us may well ' use a similar robber hand '

to strike at Oedipus.
Ti^wpeiv means, in the mouth of Oedipus, simply

'

to hurt
'

but here,

again, the normal meaning 'to take vengeance on' 'to punish' is felt by
the audience, and adds to the tragic effect.

141. Trpoo-apKwv admirably recalls the promise of lines i i-i 2. The
irdv of that promise is combined in line 145 with the vigorous SpaVovros.

142-146. The reminiscence of the opening speeches, suggested by
Trpoo-apKwv, is developed by some very beautiful and delicate touches.
The address to the suppliants as 'children' has now a new tone of
affectionate cheerfulness, and the word iraiSes is caught up by the priest
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in line 147. The phrase 'people of Cadmus' in 144 again recalls line i.

Finally as this speech began with <av<3 I will bring all to light so it

ends 'with the god's aid we shall be manifested (<avov/x0a) as either

lucky or fallen indeed.' The last word recalls the priest's appeal (50)
and is for us, of course, tragic.

As we have already noticed, Creon's message from Delphi is of

doubtful import. It is a hard task to find the murderers: failure means
that Thebes must continue to suffer. That is the thought of Oedipus :

and 'lucky' is a suitable word. But see 52, 80, and 88. We are already

beginning to feel the tragic significance of this theme of 'luck.' It is

not too soon for us to remind the reader that, according to Greek

notions, a man must not be called
'

happy,' but only
'

lucky,' until he

has finished his life in prosperity. You must not trust your luck, nor

think it certain to last.

143. The symbols of the prayer are removed from the altars when
the prayer has been granted.

144. Spoken to a servant. Oedipus appears as King
' with retinue

and guard.'

151-158. The oracle, personified only by metaphor at line 151,

actually becomes in the course of the stanza the living goddess 3>a/Aa. It

comes to life, as it were, and it is a mistake to give it a capital letter on
its first appearance, before the process has been accomplished.

The chorus represent, conventionally, not realistically, the people of

Thebes, summoned (144) to hear the purport of Creon's news. There is

no reason, however, to suppose that the suppliants have left the theatre

as well as the altar-steps. It is assumed here that the people of Thebes,
as distinguished from the suppliants, have heard nothing but rumour as

to the content of the oracular message. Just as Creon called his am-

biguous news '

good,' so the chorus call the message (of which they are

still ignorant) by many good names, in order to make it good. That is the

psychological motive of their strophe. The dramatic effect is quite different :

for us, who have heard the tragic hints of the opening scene, the air

becomes charged with the mysterious voices of oracles that are alive and

will, quite literally, 'fulfil themselves.' The form of the song is symmetrical.
First we have 'the oracle of Zeus,' then a cry to the Healer Apollo, then

the oracle again. Delphi is rich in gold : the oracle is the ' child of

golden hope.' Thebes is 'splendid' as Delphi is golden...a worthy place
of visit for the oracle, which may feel at home there, and be kind !

153. The rhythm puts <o/3epav <pei/a, when first uttered, into

construction with e*TTa/u.ai, but the stronger Sci/zan TraXAwv draws it away

again by claiming it as object.

155-156. 'What thing, what XP '?> new r old....' This sentence is

s. 8
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so phrased as to become for the audience subtly sinister. The word

Xpe'os means, in combination with eavw<reis, something like
'

debt,' the

phrase being equivalent to cK7rpas XPC/OS-

But there is also felt a suggestion of the use of the word in the sense

of a rite.' The mention of 'the revolving seasons' adds to the effect of

this suggestion and, in the end, though not yet, we shall realise that

Oedipus has, like the seasons, waxed and waned, and, in that sense,

paid the debt of nature. At this point the phrase simply strikes us as

vaguely sinister. At line 377 a light touch recalls the emotional value,

nor is the repeated use of xPa, 725 (Jebb), 1174, 1435, altogether

irrelevant to this point. But it is at 1082 ff. that we realise how the subtle

preparation of the poet has made us receive more sympathetically the

tragic emotion. I do not mean, of course, that we consciously connect

the lines in our thought : I only mean that the emotional effects are

greater because of the subconscious reminiscence.

159. afj-fipoTc connects the appeal to the divine helpers with the

invocation of the oracle. It is shocking to find that Bruhn accepts

Wecklein's avrop.ai. Just as ' deathless
'

connects the antistrophe with

the end of the strophe, so 'Daughter of Zeus' links the beginning of the

antistrophe with the beginning of the strophe. The appeal to Phoebus,
the central divinity of our play, comes just where it does, in order to

correspond exactly with the cry to Apollo the Healer in the strophe.

159162. The choice of the divinities is not made at random. The

passage derives splendour from our unconscious memory of lines 20 ff.

Athene is first for an Athenian: Artemis and (i8ff.) Apollo are a

natural pair : Zeus, whose interpreter is Apollo, naturally has his place

here. We shall hear more of that fact. With some hesitation I have

accepted Elmsley's EvicAea (LT evK\ia, A euK\cl, Scholiast EuKXeca) :

Pindar, however, applies the adjective to the ayopa at Athens (fr. 755).
166. The mention of the 'flame of affliction' gives a first hint of the

coming development of the theme introduced at line 27.

171 ff. Three troubles are named, corresponding to the priest's

description : blight on crops, barrenness of women, the pestilence. The
sense runs on without a break from a\\ov to oAAvrai. <Sv = CKCIVUV wv.

176. At the end of the first antistrophe, and again at the end of the

second strophe, the metaphor of fire.

179. It is again no accident that has made the poet recall the word

dvaptfytos. That fact is so obvious that I only mention it in order to

suggest the probability that we are meant to feel the more subtle effects

of such repetitions as, e.g., xpvo-e'as (157), xpv<rea (187).
180. 0a.va.Ta<t>6pa certainly reminds us of Thuc. n 51 5: when we

hear oXXov. . . we can hardly help recalling Thuc. 11522: and the repeated
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makes us think of Thuc. in 87. But the points of similarity

in the two descriptions do not justify us in dating the play after the

famous historical plague.
1 86. The fire is becoming more and more important. We have

heard how the souls fly to the west like fire : now, in the lamentation,

we hear how the sudden cry for aid \a/x7ret, and how Athene shall send
'

the bright face of comfort and rescue
'

: she is Daughter of Zeus, because

we are to be moved by the reminiscence of 151, 159: she is 'golden'
to recall

'

golden hope.'

198-9. If you doubt Kayser's reXet (MSS rc'Xct, Hermann reXelv),

remember the effect of eavvo-s in 156. Notice also that there is here

a tragic ambiguity which makes the words apply to Oedipus. For him
while all is hidden in night's darkness, all seems well : the light of day
' cometh to destroy.'

200. Trvpfapwv, like 7rup<opou9 in 206, fulfils the promise of a

development of the theme of line 27. Against the burning pestilence

the gods are invoked with their fires. By the choice of the word Kpdrr)

and by the invocation of Zeus as Father, Sophocles prepares our emotion

for the significant contrast between the transient earthly authority of

Oedipus and the permanent sway of the only true King of gods and men.

(See line 903.) The significance of the Creon scenes owes much to this

idea. It is worth noticing that Apollo here has no fire. Zeus is to

strike against the plague with his lightning : Artemis is to come with her

blazing torches : Bacchus is to drive sorrow and darkness away by the

appearance of his revel rout, olvwra and ayXawTrt recall u<o7ra (189) :

the gold recalls touches which we have already noticed : as the god of

pestilence <A.ey /ue, so Bacchus comes ^Xeyovra : in answer to the cries

of anguish the Dionysiac cry is to be raised, ewov. The full value of this

excited climax will be realised if you turn to lines 11056; But Apollo is to

come only with arrows not dealing death, as do the arrows of Apollo in

the Iliad, but dpwya. In the next choral ode, when the murderer is tracked

to his doom, Apollo, the son of Zeus, will pursue him 'armed with the fire

and the lightning.' It is for the sake of that tragic development that here

Apollo is invoked without the fire !

216. The King supervenes upon the turmoil of distress and the

passion of appeal to the gods. The effect of his first words is to heighten
our sense of his greatness and of his dangerous self-confidence. Compare

(and contrast) the return of Eteocles in Septem 165 ff.

217. To 'tend a disease' means, in Greek as in English, to try to

cure it : yet I think there is, for the audience, a hint of tragic irony.

220-22 1. Probably there is corruption, and the direction in which

we should look for the solution is suggested by w KIX&V, which I find

that Headlam was once inclined to accept.
'

I, the discoverer of hidden

82
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truths, should not have investigated it long had I been here without

finding a clue.' This makes right.

224. I agree with Professor Murray that the King pauses, first before

his proclamation which begins with the formal line 224, then after each

request for information (i.e.,
at lines 226, 229, 232). There is a long

pause at 232 where Oedipus has finished his enumeration of the possible

alternatives : as the guilty person is to be found in Thebes, he assumes

that someone knows the truth (the chorus, as Bruhn remarks, standing

for the whole of Thebes) : the first group of three lines asks anyone

who knows to speak : the second appeals to the guilty man to denounce

himself: the third appeals to anyone who knows that another is guilty.

227. MSS inrei;e\iv \
avros, edd. viregeXclv. Jebb's VTrce\flv avrov

naQ" avrov is only made possible by supplying o-Tj/u-atVovra which, I

believe, is quite indefensible. The sense required is really given if we

hold vVe^cXeiv (with Bruhn) to mean 'to bring out the charge from the

secret place, his heart, in which it now lies.' We want the clear dis-

tinction between one who knows his own guilt and one who knows

his neighbour's. Construe literally: 'And if he fears to produce the

charge himself bringing it against himself why' (there is a simple

ellipse) 'he shall suffer no worse penalty than banishment.'

230. The stress is on a\\ov contrasted with avros of 228. 'Or if he

knows another man as guilty....' I print, with some reluctance, rj
e

(MSS e) dAXrjs x#ovos TOV avToxpa (Vauvilliers), quite a natural expres-

sion since aAAov when heard naturally strikes us as meaning 'another

Theban'; literally, 'some other man as the murderer or someone from

another land.' If we could accept eir' avrd^eipa and x P s>
there would

be no need for rj
which is indeed rather in the way. I am indeed

inclined to think that mention of a foreigner is out of place. 233-234
should sum up what has been said, CLVTOV corresponding to avros in 228,

and <j>i\ov to oAAov in 230.

235. The vigorous Spdo-w has an effect like that of eirpa^a (69).

What can Oedipus, in fact, do, if those who know about the crime will

not speak? He can threaten them with punishment if they are ever

discovered to have known, but he can do more than this. By pronouncing
the sentence of outlawry on the unknown criminal, and by cutting him

off from the domestic and religious privileges of the city, he can actually

bring home to those who know anything of the crime the danger that

they run by being silent : the outlaw's presence in their home or at any

sacrifice, means, for all concerned, pollution and disaster. The paragraph,

236 ff., is therefore a threat to the silent but possibly innocent citizen,

though those critics are mistaken who suppose that the outlawry is here

pronounced on anyone except the murderer.

237. This strong and formal assertion of authority recalls the words.
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of Creon in the proclamation scene of the Antigone (162 ff.),
a play which

I believe to be earlier than the Oedipus. Creon's proclamation there is

so arranged by Sophocles that it recalls the first address of Eteocles in

the Septem, and the particular phrase recalled has a special value because,

by the sudden shift from or' ovv KCIVOI...WA.OVTO (170) to the vivid eyw

Kpdrr) &} TTO.VTO. KCU Opovov? exw (
I 73)> tne confident and overbearing

character, which is to ruin Creon, is revealed. Here the assertion of

authority is less overbearing ve/xco here has not the effect of c^w there

but the phrase contributes to the growing sense of the perilous power
of the King. See 14, 40, 54, and the mention of the Kpa-rrj of the only

really Great King in 201. We shall hear much more of this theme.

238-240. Normal and formal grammar expects /ir/Se 6v/j.ao-iv, but the

dramatist knows how to make his characters think while they speak. The

result of using /U^TC throughout this passage is this: first we hear 'that

none should either speak to him or receive him'; then, as if this double

prohibition had been expressed as one prohibition (only half a sentence,

beginning with the /nifre which demands a second /tiyre) we hear 'nor make

him a sharer in prayer or sacrifice.' But this second double prohibition

is in its turn treated as one, and answered by
' nor give him a place in

the lustration.' The effect is a more vigorous expression of /U^TC welcome-

or-speak //.r/re make-him-partner-in-prayer-or-sacrifice: but even that is

not vigorous enough, a third /A^'TC creates the new classification prayer

and sacrifice-or-libation. Grammatically ^TC at the beginning of 239

couples the whole idea of 238 with the whole idea of 239-240, but the

/wfre of 240 couples ve/J-fLv with 7roieu70ai.

244. There is a pause before this line. The formal proclamation of

the city's duty is ended. Now begins the royal curse upon the unknown

person or persons guilty of the murder. The curse is the King's

security for the observance of his command, since to harbour the criminal

who is under such a ban is doubly dangerous. To show that he himself

is prepared to obey his own injunction the King, therefore, invokes the

ban on his own head if he voluntarily entertain the murderers.

247. The words are carefully chosen for the irony. The obvious

meaning is: 'Whether it be one person, this unknown criminal, or whether

it be a company.' But the shift to irXuovuv /*e'ra makes it possible for

the hearer to feel the other meaning 'if it be one man all unknown and

unsuspected,' the last man one would expect, Oedipus himself! But this

slight touch of irony is not the only result. We are made to see also the

mind of Oedipus at work: the notion that the work was done by a

number of robbers bribed by someone at Thebes, is haunting him. So,

having spoken of the doer, he unconsciously betrays his opinion by adding,
not 'or the doers,' but 'whether he was one or whether he had many
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helpers.' This reveals to us that he is not thinking simply of the

alternative 'one or many' but of the possibility of one chief criminal who

used the many. The mind is ready for the suspicion against Creon.

251. The shift from the single criminal to the plural roto-Se is

explained by my note on 247. It is the plural that sticks in the mind of

Oedipus. This fine psychological touch has the further merit that it

prepares the audience for the importance which is to be attached to the

distinction between the one and the many. If it were not for such

preparation we should find lines 842-845, particularly the last line, some-

what unnatural.

252. The return, after the curse is pronounced on the murderer, to

the duty of the citizens, is natural in view of the fact which I have

mentioned in my note on 244. From this point the speech flows without

a break to its natural conclusion: the main thoughts are: 'Citizens, do

your duty: I pronounce a curse on all who conceal any clue: but all

who do their duty have my prayers for their delivery.'

257. re is psychologically right. Oedipus thinks Kingship very

important. See line 128. It is because he thinks it so important that

the mention of the Kingship of Lai'us leads him to digress in the next line.

258. It is not quite accurate to say that xvpti r cyw = eyw re Kvp<3

(Jebb and others), since what Oedipus says is : 'I am King in his place,

and I am the husband of his wife, and I should have been even more

closely related to him by his children and mine....'

The effect again is to make us feel that Oedipus counts the royal

office as a great matter. Those who find that the tragic irony of 261-4
is rather crude, have perhaps not always realised that the irony is not

the only value of the lines. The character of Oedipus appears : Kings
matter to him. So do all natural ties of kinship : and it is because his

feeling for such ties is so sensitive that his tragedy matters to us.

263. The choice of the words is important. Fortune, of which we
shall have more to say (see note on 442), leaps also on the head of

Oedipus (1311). There is no trace in this play of the superstitious notion

of the inherited curse : but the tragic value of such a touch as this depends
partly on the memory of the use of such themes in the earlier poetry.

267-268. The recital of the pedigree makes the citizens realise the

importance of the King and the dreadfulness of the crime. It also recalls

the speech from the personal and emotional tone of 26off., to the more
formal tone of a public proclamation. Finally it reveals again the high
sense which Oedipus himself has of the importance of ancient dignities
and a sound ancestry.

270. For the prayer compare the solemn words of Cambyses (when
he has recovered his sanity) Hdt. Ill 65 oca! ravra plv -n-otcuo-t vp.lv yfj re
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KCLpTTOV fK(f>pOl KO.I yVVCUKfS TC Kttl TTOLfJiVaL TIKTOICV, Otherwise Ttt e

TOVTOUTI dpwpu V/MV ytvecrOai, KOL irpos en TOVTOICTI TO reXos Ilepo-ewv Ka<mt>

f7riyevf(r6ai olov e/xol eViyeyove.

280-281. This is pious, true, and, to us who know the sequel, tragic.

The associations of the commonplace are already tragic, as we may see

if we read Herodotus ix 16. Jocasta at 724 expresses the positive, and

for her destiny, even more terrible, aspect of this truth.

285. Observe that Teiresias does not, because he is Apollo's prophet,

see all things exactly as Apollo sees them : he sees more than other men,

and is the most like to Apollo. That is all. Scholars who argue about

the conduct of Teiresias in the past, and infer that he was neglectful,

unscrupulous, fraudulent, do not allow for this limitation. Sophocles
leaves vague the question of his past knowledge. We have no right to

assume that he could have prevented the whole tragedy by speaking

earlier. Even when he first appears it is not certain that he knows why
he has come ! As Apollo gives him light, so he sees. And when he sees

the truth, he realises the meaning of much that had before been vague.

287. The effect of the grammatical shift, cirpa^dfjL-^v suddenly taking

the place of some word like KareXwrov
(Jebb), is vigorous. Scholars who

have objected to the phrase have not felt the character of Oedipus in

lines 69, 77, 235.

288. Another hint of the suspicion that is soon to be felt by Oedipus.

Though he feels no suspicion as he says these words, the fact that he says

them makes us able to see the growth of the suspicion beneath all

irritation at Teiresias. We know what is coming when in 357 we hear

irpos TOU SiSaxfleis, and can realise, because of this subtle preparation,

what is happening in the King's mind just before 378.

289. Similarly the delay and the King's irritation at it, are psycho-

logically connected both for the King and for the audience with the coming
storm of passion. See above, 74. M -n-apw is not exactly 'Why he is not

here?' but more vigorous : the effect is something like 'Is he not here yet?

Strange
'

292. Though all highwaymen are wayfarers, all wayfarers are not

brigands. Oedipus is intelligent, but not now calm and critical as a judge.

The object of these lines, however, is not to show us that Oedipus is less

keen-witted than he might be, but to remind us that he is thinking of a

band of robbers, and to prepare us, naturally and without mechanical

insistence on the point, for the importance of the distinction between one

traveller and a company of brigands.

296. The tragic irony is obvious, but it cuts deeper than most critics

have seen. It is in vain that Creon, once suspected by Oedipus of the

guilt of the deed, places himself under the ban of a solemn oath. Further,
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the deluded King is unable to perceive the wisdom of Creon's pious

moralising, which is a warning, if he could only see it, to himself. Finally,

pious caution prescribes a careful watch, not only on the hand, but on

the tongue. Reckless words play a part in the tragic self-discovery, both

of Oedipus and of Jocasta.

300. See Jebb on vupwv. Add that the phrase here used, with

jrdvra for the opviQas of Aesch. Severn 26, prepares our minds, subtly

and without our conscious perception of it, for the suggestion of *pSos
as the motive of the seer, because we half remember the Homeric /cepSeo.

vw/xam The whole formula is a variant, more impressive and mysterious,

of//, i 70.

305. I suppose no unsophisticated spectator would find any difficulty

here. Yet it is necessary, since learned commentators have accused the

seer of deliberate falsehood (because of lines 318, 329, 333, and 447),

to insist upon the fact that a seer is never supposed to be omniscient.

Just as Oedipus can make us feel how wonderful Teiresias must be,

since he knows, by instinct, the terrible state of Theban affairs (the

audience know, and feel that Teiresias knows, that Oedipus himself is

the vdoros of line 303), so he can also, quite naturally, assume that

Teiresias will not know about Apollo's oracle unless the messengers

happen to have told him ! A prophet knows just as much or as little as

the God reveals to him at any given moment. The dramatist can there-

fore assume that he knows just as much or as little as it is dramatically
convenient for him to know.

316. The prophet speaks, of course, of his own terrible knowledge.
But the proverb applies tragically to Oedipus. His wisdom profits not ;

and that is a guiding thought throughout this scene. It is a common-

place that qui ipse sibi sapiens prodesse non quit, nequiquam sapit (Ennius
Med. 15 Ribbeck) ; cf. Eur. fr. 905 /uo-<3 <ro<$>i(r-rf)v OO-TI? ofy avrw o-o^os,

quoted by Cicero Fam. xin 15 together with Homer's a/xa TrpoWw KOI

oTriWw videre, as a maxim of common prudence. Plato (Hip. Maj. 283 B)

applies it mischievously to the sophists who make a good income out of

their wisdom. But there is another and a higher meaning. True wisdom
that really profits the possessor is found only in Sophrosyne: TO p.rj

KaKws <poviv foot) fj.fyuTTov Supov. As I have shown (Introduction,

Chap, iv), this idea is of the first importance for the understanding of
our play. A cruder artist, as Sophocles himself is in the Antigone,
would make Oedipus fall because he lacks Sophrosyne: actually he makes
his fall more tremendous and more sympathetic by showing that he
lacks it. The kind of wisdom that profits not is well-known. First,
the wisdom that makes a man proud and obstinate like the Creon
of the Antigone (707, 722, 726), is displayed by Oedipus in 396, 625.
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Secondly the confidence in his own intellect which makes a man rash and

impetuous in his judgments appears at 617 ff.

All this is perhaps obvious. I mention it because the phrase T\T/
Xvetv suggests to some critics a certain worldliness or cynicism
' Wisdom that does not pay.' If we avoid this erroneous impression we
shall be better able to understand a similar remark of Creon about

'goods that involve solid advantage.' See my note on 595. True wisdom

lies in knowledge of oneself, which in two senses Oedipus at present

lacks : true gain lies in the modest mean. See also notes on 380, 398,

434, 626.

318. Those critics who consider that Sophocles was drawing a

realistic picture of a rather fraudulent old 'medicine-man' naturally think

that the reluctance of Teiresias is assumed. Some even suggest that he

is hatefully egging on Oedipus to impiety. But prophets and seers I

do not know about ' medicine-men
'

are generally reluctant to speak

unpleasant truths. Sophocles, who does make Teiresias human, makes

him speak under stress of natural and justified anger. But I think that

a consideration of //. i 76 f. and of Antig. 1031, 1060 will show that the

reluctance to speak is not assumed. Moreover, had he known what

truth he would have to face, Teiresias would, as he says, have made

excuse for not appearing. TO.VTO. in line 317 is vaguer than Jebb thinks.

It does not refer simply to the fact that
' wisdom is terrible when it

profits not the wise,' but to 'all this truth' which now, for the first time,

floods into the mind of the horrified seer. It is while Oedipus speaks

that Teiresias first realises the whole truth, of which before he had vague

premonitions. He knew it all before, in a sense, but only vaguely; and

he had always lost sight of the full significance of what he knew.

Sophocles makes him more impressive by not telling us exactly how
much or how little his previous knowledge was.

322-325. I have already remarked that 296 hints at the importance
of restraint in word as well as deed. The hint is here made explicit.

The King accuses the prophet of uttering lawless words : the reply is a

warning as well as a rebuke. I believe that the prophet is perfectly

sincere. He wishes to conceal his knowledge that Oedipus is the

murderer, not because he is afraid, but because he is human, and there-

fore, at present, feels that he cannot bear to speak. But he knows that

if anger takes him, he, like Oedipus, will lose control of his tongue.

I apologise for this explanation of the obvious. My excuse must be

that the scene is generally misunderstood.

329. Teiresias is purposely ambiguous, because he is trying to

prevent Oedipus from suspecting the truth. He shields him from truth

by speaking of the secret as 'My sorrows... not to call them thine.' This
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version may be, as Prof. Platt suggests, 'in the style of the poet Bunn,'

but after all Sophocles is writing Greek, not translation English. In view

of the similar evasion in 320 and 332 of the fact that Prof. Platt has no

real parallel for his extraordinary repetition of (J.TJ,
and of the pointlessness

(to me) of Elmsley's interpretation, I have ventured to follow Jebb. If I

am right, there is a dramatic value in the words. What makes Oedipus
so quickly suspect that the old man's silence is due to implication in

the guilt of the murder? Oedipus does not suddenly, without all reason,

simply because the prophet is rather irritatingly obstinate, accuse him of

regicide ! Teiresias, in his desire to spare the King, has put him only too

effectively off the scent. The words 'my sorrows' sound to Oedipus
like an inadvertent confession that the truth, if known, would somehow

implicate Teiresias in the crime. Notice, as a subtle hint of the process

of suspicion, the choice of the word wei8ws in 330. The rage which

induces so pious a man as Oedipus to speak line 334, is the fruit of

that suspicion. The supreme merit of Sophocles is here. We see his

characters thinking behind the words : and their thought outruns their

words, as in real life.

334. The insult of the phrase <S KOLKWV KO.KICTTC is realised by Oedipus,
who checks himselfwith a quieter *at yap.... The long and heavy words

in 336 are due to this suppressed emotion. But it is a mistake to

suppose that the leader of the chorus intervenes
'

to check him.' Murray's

rendering 'Thou devil,' however, gives a good notion of the sort of effect

given by the phrase of Oedipus, which is shocking to chorus and audience.

337. It is of some importance to determine in what tone this speech
should be delivered by an actor. Professor Murray, who thinks that

Teiresias ought to be presented as 'dark, unkempt, and sinister,'

naturally thinks here of a malignant old wretch, triumphing in venomous
hate. I venture to disagree. Oedipus, in his curse and indeed throughout
the play, uses language which to the audience is full of sinister meaning.
In much the same way, the prophet, meaning to answer Oedipus with

warning and rebuke, uses a phrase which to the audience suggests the

terrible secret of which his mind is full. Normal phrases would be rfjv
O <rr)v ota TI'S eerrtv or ota Se erot <rvve<rriv opyr) or r-rjv 8e crrjv o/z.otav ovcrav

or the like. The phrase which comes to the seer's lips, not because he
is malignant, but because his mind is at work in the effort to keep him-
self from speaking wildly, actually hints at the incest of Jocasta. Had
the words been spoken as Prof. Murray suggests, Oedipus could hardly
have answered, as he does, with a restrained apology for his anger, and
an appeal to patriotism. For Oedipus has, as the sequel shows, been
haunted by fear of incest. The hint of Teiresias is so light that it can
thrill the audience and yet be unnoticed by the king himself. Notice
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that Teiresias means, not 'you are angry,' but 'you blame me for

being stubborn and harsh, yet do not realise your own obstinacy.'

Oedipus, for the moment checked by the sense that he has indeed been

too violent, interprets the speech as simply a rebuke for anger. The
fundamental notion which makes all this kind of thing doubly effective

for a Greek audience is stated, e.g., by Democritus (Diels 80 p. 403) :

aio~xpov TO. oOvda. TroAinrpay/ioveovra dyvoclv ra 01*0710.

340-341. For the third time Oedipus insists on the prophet's duty
to the city. This repeated appeal has its effect, and, for a moment, the

prophet wavers. The event must come, even if he is silent. Shall he

keep silence and be thought unpatriotic ? As Oedipus presses home his

appeal in 342, not, I think, scornfully, but earnestly, the seer again
decides to spare himself, and, for the moment, the King. But he cannot,

being human, resist the temptation of adding to his decision the provoking
words which bring from Oedipus a burst of anger and an imputation of

guilt which finally breaks down his determination to be silent. For the

phrase in 341, cf. Cassandra's words Ag. 1239.

345-346. Oedipus gives way to anger, and is therefore likely to be

self-deceived. Cf. 7ri7roAav OVTI x/31? T^v OvfAOV, oAAa. TOV I'oov
I

ovSe

els ovotv /ACT' o'pyrjs )U,era rpoVov /JouAeuerat (Epicharmus, Diels 43, 44

p. 96). The reign of Law, says Aristotle, is better than the government
of a monarch, because 'in general that which is free from passion is

better' (in governing) 'than that which is by nature subject to passion.

Well, the law is free from passion, but every human soul necessarily

subject to it' (Pol. r' 15 5 1286 a). Then he adds that democracy is

preferable to monarchy because 'when the individual is mastered by

anger or some other passion of this kind, his judgment must necessarily

be spoilt, whereas in a large mass of people it is a difficult business for

all at the same moment to fall into rage and so go wrong (opyio-6rjvai KOL

d/Aapreiv).' Yet the wise Pericles (Thuc. n 22), when he saw that his

people were annoyed, fl-pos TO -rrapov ^aAcTraiVovras KCU ov TO. apio~Ta

<f>povovvTa<; (notice this phrase, and see my remarks on line 316) did not

call an assembly TOV
fj.rj opyfj rt //.SAAov 17 yvwfjir) ^weAflovras e^a/xapretv.

When the prudent Diodotus is opposing the suggestions of Creon, who
would make Athens a tyrant, he- reminds his hearers that 'the two things

which are most opposed to good judgment are these: hurry and anger'

ra^os KCU opyriv Thuc. Ill 42, cf. O.T. 617.

The Homeric Kpeicro-wv yap /?ao-iAevs ore ^wo-crai dvSpi x^pfji (II. I 80)

reminds us how ancient is the proverbial connection of anger and king-

ship: the tyrant is opyyv a/cpos (5s 8if8c(, for instance, Cyaxares,

Hdt. i 73). So Croesus, having himself learnt Sophrosyne, advises

Cyrus in dealing with Sardis, /AT)
irdv-ra. Ovp.w x/ e'> and Cyrus wisely,
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^s, spares the city (Hdt. i 155-156): later he vainly offers

similar advice, w /Jao-iAev, p.r)
iravra ij\iKirj Kai OvpM l-TTiTpfTre...- ayaBov n

irpovoov etvai, cro<oi' 8e ij irpo\Lt]Q'a] (ill 36).

347. The audience, though not Teiresias, have seen this suspicion

growing in the mind of the King. It is important, if we are to judge

Teiresias fairly, to realise that the King's accusation is to him as unexpected
as is his own reply to Oedipus.

353- Oedipus has no thought of the accusation which is to come.

He does not even now quite realise what Teiresias means. That is made
natural by the choice of the phrase, which means 'a polluter of this

land,' not 'the polluter whom you are seeking.'

356. Proverbial. Cf. Soph.fr. 529 ddpa-ft- Ae'ywv rdX-rjO^ ov cr<a\Tj

TTOTC, 869 TaXrjOf<;...
17rXfL(rTov tcr^uei, Eur. fr. 343 tfapcrei TO rot SiKaiov

l(r\vf.i fieya, fr. Tr. Adesp. 30 N. p. 845 OVK otSa- raXi^es yap a<r<aAes

<f>pd<rai, a refusal to speak, which might have been expressed in the form

of o. T. 569, 1520.

357. Oedipus does not exactly realise what Teiresias has meant, but

assumes that he is talking at random. His assertion that the words were

not taught the prophet by his art, is not in any way a reflection on the

art of prophecy. All that is meant is that since the words are obviously

false, they cannot be the product of the seer's skill. But the audience

perceive that the words TT/DOS rot) StSa^ets, once spoken, leave their

impression in the King's mind. He is on the way to the suspicion that

Creon set Teiresias his task !

358. I believe this line is sincere and true. Teiresias spoke against
his will, mastered by anger at a base accusation against himself.

360. For cKTreipa cf. Hdt. Ill 135.

368. Whether we read ravr' or ravr, the word aei shows that Oedipus
does not clearly understand the last accusation of the seer. Lines

366-367 are, in fact, ambiguous. Though for the audience, and, of

course, for Teiresias they have only one clear reference (to the incest),
to Oedipus, whose mind is full of the new, and terrible, suggestion that

he has murdered Lai'us, they naturally suggest only the pollution of his

marriage with the wife of a man whom he has killed. It is important to

understand that this scene is not a vague collection of insults and

reproaches, but a gradual development. Until 415 Oedipus has no

thought of the oracles about incest and parricide.

37I-374- The Greeks said: OTTTTOLOV K CLirycrda ITTOS, TOioV K' lira-

KoiWs (//. xx 250), or, as the wise Cheilon is said to have put it (Diels

p. 521 1. 19, Mullach Vol. I p. 212), firj KdKoXo'ya TOVS Tr\rj<riov
fl Se fiij, aKovcrr) i<J> ot? XviryOijari. Pittacus also was supposed to have
said (Diels p. 522 1. 13, Mullach Vol. I p. 213) aTrpayowra (caKO-
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irpayovvTo. Mullach) /XT;
ovei'Sie- eVi yap TOVTOIS ve/^etrts #<iiv K0.6tjra.i.

Cf. Eur. _/r. 130 TO.S crvp.tjiopa'i yap rwv K<ZKWS TreTrpayorcov |

oOirw7ro0'

av-ros oppwSwv Tra^etv, and Democritus (Diels 107 a p. 405)
ovras eV' dv6p<aTT<iyv v//.<opats /U.T; yeAav, aXX' 6\(xf>vp-

376. Professor Murray's defence of the reading ov yap pc fioipa

ye o-ov Treo-eiv is, at first sight, attractive. But I think it unlikely that

Sophocles would allow Teiresias to be irrevelant, and, if this reading is

right, irrelevant he must be. He must say
'
I am not fated to fall at your

hands: Apollo who is immediately concerned with this present business,

is quite competent to see to that also !' ye makes inevitable the suggestion

that Teiresias is to fall by the hand of Apollo ! Moreover, the obvious

and generally accepted emendation adds much to the dramatic value of

the scene. We have noticed hints of a coming suspicion of Creon. Now

Oedipus, having scoffed at the notion that this blind old man, however

venomous, can really overthrow him, is arrested by hearing: 'It is not

thy fate to fall by my hands....' That is the moment at which the

thought of Creon suddenly becomes vivid in the King's mind. See also

note on 379.

379. Se has been misunderstood. Jebb translates 'Nay, Creon...'

and says that Se introduces an objection as in Tr. 729, O. C. 395, 1443. In

the first two passages we could perfectly well have 'Yes, but...,' so that

they are not really parallel. The third example is more like our own

passage : and is, I think, to be explained in a similar way. The speaker

proceeds, not quite as if he had not been interrupted, but keeping a

formal connection with his own last words, though answering the inter-

rupter. Polyneices says,
' Seek not to persuade me . . .and these things . . .

'

:

'these things' are in fact the possibilities suggested by Antigone in her cry

of sorrow. Similarly, here, Teiresias says: 'It is not thy fate to fall at

my hands... Apollo is enough...,' then hears the mention of Creon, and

continues 'And Creon....' If I am right, we have a composition per-

fectly balanced not I, the seer, but Apollo, not Creon, your princely

brother, but yourself!

380 ff. Oedipus has understood only that Teiresias accuses him of

being the murderer of Laius, polluted also by marriage with his victim's

wife. He has immediately leapt into the suspicion that Teiresias has

been induced, partly by bribery, partly by his own jealousy of the King's
renown for wisdom, to trump up an accusation whose effect will be to

place Creon on the throne. The long speech of Oedipus therefore marks

a stage in the development of the plot. Morally also it marks a stage in

the revelation of the King's tendency it is no more than a tendency
to become a typical 'tyrant.' One of the most fixed and commonplace
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characteristics of the type is the inability to trust true friends : another

is a dislike and contempt for the wisdom of the intelligent critic.

Zeus himself, according to Aeschylus, in his early days, when he was

6 TWK $eu>v Tvpavvos (P. V- 222), rpa^us Kai Trap' caura) TO Sucatov l^wv

(186), tSiois votiois KpaTuVwv (402), es TO. Trdvd' o/xa>s /Jiaios (736), was

Subject to this despotic failing : Iveori yap TTWS TOVTO ry TvpavviSi v6<rrjp.a,

TOIS <i'Aoio-i /XT; ireiroiOfvai. Time had to teach him a lesson (^ (7. 71

. 613,

1213, <?. C. 7). lip. oj/xoi. "Ep. To'Sc Zevs TOUTTOS OVK CTriaraTai.
I lip. aAX'

CK&Sao-Ket. irdvO* 6 ytypao-KWv xpoVos (980).

Out of many examples of the application of this commonplace I

select : Eur. fr. 605 : Kingship, rvpawts, so much admired, is really

wretched... forced to destroy its loyal friends by the fear of disloyalty, /XT;

Spao-aKri TI. The exact reading is doubtful, but the general sense is

certain. Xen. Hiero n 10: others think themselves safe from their

enemies when they are within their own city walls : the tyrant is not safe

even in his own house, but thinks that he must keep his watch there

more than anywhere else. Isocr. Trcpi etpifnys i8ie: tyrants must

aVio-Tu/ TOIS <i'A.ois Kai TOIS craipois TOIS avTeov. Aristotle Pol. H' (E') 1 1

10 p. 1313 b: the power of a King is preserved by his friends: it is

characteristic of a tyrant to distrust his friends. In Plut. Mor. 152 A

Cleobulus asserts that the King or tyrant can best secure his glory by

'trusting none of his associates.' Following the stock ideas Dio Chrys.

(i 81) represents Tyrannis as <f>o/3ov/j.tvr) KOI a-ywviwo-a Kai oVta-Towa Kai

dpyi^o/xcvT/, and the tyrant (ll 75) as virovorja-ai TO^S,. . .TOVS KQKOVS au^wv,

TOIS KpeiVrocri <f>0ov<av, . . . <f>i\ov ovBtva voiuan' ouS' l^wv : the good general
counts friendship his best and most sacred possession, protects his

happiness, not so much by material defences as by 177 TTI'O-T r<Sv <i'A.wv,

but (in 116) the tyrant is of all men the most destitute of friendship :

(vi 52) tyrants think '

everything is full of plots and ambushes.' Pindar

Pyth. in 70 may be cited for the benefit of those critics who do not

realise that the stock characteristics of the bad King were already pro-

verbial before the word Tvpawos had become an insult. When Pindar

calls his patron Trpavs do-Tois, ov (frOovetav ayaflois, etVois 8e $ai>/xao-TOS

Trariyp, he is distinguishing Hiero from bad Kings who, preferring

strangers to their own subjects, are harsh to their citizens and envious

of the good. Hiero is a father to the foreigner, but he has not the

defects of his qualities. The best commentary on this compliment will

be found in Aristotle Pol. H' (E') n i2ff. 13 14 a: the tyrant 'dislikes

everyone who has dignity or independence...he likes foreigners better

than citizens...' he is 'at war with the good' because of the notion that

they are dangerous to his power. This notion has its influence on the

stories which are told of tyrannical men: see, for instance, Thucydides
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on Pausanias, who was betrayed by Argilios, 7rat6W TTOTC wv avrov KOI

TTto-TOTaros eKivu>, as a result of his own suspicion and treachery (i 132).

The temper of Cleon, when he urged the democracy to become an

imperial tyrannis is no product of mythistoria, but his language is the

language of this commonplace: 'Your Empire is a tyranny, whose

subjects plot against you and are governed against their will : they obey

you, not because of the favours which you confer on them to your own

detriment, but because of the advantage which your strength, not their

good will, confers upon you.' Subjects, says the Tyrant, are of necessity

and always enemies of their ruler (Thuc. in 37 and 40).

In general, proverbial wisdom teaches, envy attacks all that is eminent,

conspicuous. As Democritus (?) observes, the poor are exempt from the

greatest of evils lTriftov\ijv, <f>6ovov KOL /AUTOS ols oi TT\OV<TIOI K<X$' tjp.epav

O-WOIKOVO-IV (Mullach Vol. i p. 343 fr. 40). Flattering himself and his

patron, Pindar asserts that envy 'fastens ever on the good, and strives

not against the inferior' (Nem. vin 23). Gods are made in the image of

men, and naturally share this unpleasant characteristic. So the victorious

athlete is exposed to envy : but Pindar's treatment of this theme is most

elaborate when he is celebrating Kings or 'tyrants,' since they have not

only athletic success but great wealth and power; they are almost as

happy as the gods. This explains, for instance, Pyth. n: line 91 refers

to the greed of the <j>0ovepoi, excited by the King's prosperity: on this

see my article, C. R. Vol. xxix Dec. 1915 p. 230. To a great King
Pindar will say that it is better to be envied than to be pitied (Pyth. i 85),

but to a modest youth of Thebes, he will 'condemn the lot of royalty,'

preferring 'the middle station,' free from envy, enjoying a more lasting

happiness (Pyth. xi 53). The general principle, that envy attacks all

eminence, is stated in Eur. fr, 294 is TaTrioT/juia 8' 6 <f>66vos irrjSav

<j>i\i. It attacks ra tre/tva (Fr. Tr. Adesp. 530 N. p. 943), and TO.

Xa/u-TTpa (Fr. Tr. Adesp. 547 N. p. 947). The political application is

important in Thucydides. Pericles, for instance, asserts that envy is the

inevitable penalty of imperial greatness (n 64). The commonplace gives

the explanation of a difficult passage in Eur. H. F. 773-780, on which

see my note in C. R. Vol. xxix May 1915 p. 68. See also [Plato]

Ep. in 317 c, D, to Dionysius, Dio Chrys. vi 50 Tr0ov<jmiTos diravruv

o TrXetCTTa KUV SIKCUCOS l^wv WCTTC ovSeis rvpdwov 7rt<

The application to superior intelligence is also common. Pindar,

naturally, uses it against his rivals. In general (Fr. Tr. Adesp. 531 N.

P. 943) 0.1TO.V TO \IOLV (TWTOV CoV 7Tl<0OVOV. As Medea kttCW (294 ff.),

cleverness was suspected and disliked in ancient Greece as it is in English

political life. The skilled craftsman or artist, says Euripides (fr. 635),
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is more wretched than the common sort of men: because to be exposed

to universal criticism is a misfortune, not a good.

The young men of Athens seemed to their parents over-clever,

and in Thucydides the Corinthian complaint of the old-fashioned con-

servatism of Sparta draws an illustration from the importance of 'push

and go
'

in the arts (171 3), oVdy/cr; a>o-7rp re^v^s ai ra
eTTiytyvo/u.ei'a

KpaTiv...7rpos TToXXa aVayKao/x.ej'ois
levat iroAAv;? KCU eTriTex^o-ew? Sci.

That spirit gives life to the words of Oedipus, and the answer of Archi-

damus that the Spartans are eu/3ou\oi, d/j-aOfarfpov rwv vo/u,u>v 1-175 vTrtp-

ot/fias ira<.&v6/j.evoi...p.r] TO. dxpeia crwcrot ayav OJ/TC?, may also help us to

understand this play.

The fact that in the old superstition the gods themselves are envious

adds dramatic value to the words of Oedipus. It is not true to say that

he falls because of the divine envy: no such superstition is implied in

this play. But he does behave, in his suspicious fear that Creon envies

him his crown and that Teiresias envies his skill in divination, with that

heedlessness and over-confidence which traditionally characterised men
whose great prosperity had excited the divine Nemesis.

Notice that the association of wealth and kingship is proverbial, and

that the point is intended by the poet to lead to the natural anxiety of

the chorus at line 889. See Introduction p. xlviii.

383. In spite of the symptoms of arrogance we are never allowed to

lose sympathy with Oedipus. His rule is not a tyranny, but a good

'government' and his powers were conferred upon him by a grateful

city. This again is one of the proverbial methods by which the good

King, as contrasted with the tyrant, wins his throne. In the heroic age,

says Aristotle (Pol. F' 14 n 1285 b), men became Kings of willing sub-

jects, for this among other reasons :

' because they had been the first

benefactors of the people either in arts or in war.' It was as evepyeV^s

Kara re^i^v that Oedipus, as we are here reminded, won his place. How
important this is, we may judge from another remark of Aristotle (Pol.

T' 15 ii i286b): 'They established Kings as a result of beneficence,

which is a function only of the good.' When Oedipus used the proverbial

tag at 314-315, he was appealing to the principle on which his own

authority as a good King was based. Add Eur. Orest. 1 168 : Agamemnon,
as head of the Greek forces, ^p^' diw0is, ov rvpawos.... As usual, Thucy-
dides has employed in his own way the familiar commonplace : Athens

asserts to Lacedaemon that she obtained her Empire by beneficence:

she does not deserve OVTWS ayav e7ri<0ova>s 8iaKeicr0at, since it is not by

force, ou /3iacrd/x.evoi, but at the request of her allies that she has taken

up the burden, avruv Ser/fleWtov. Presently she uses the more questionable

argument, which tyrants also use. See Thuc. I 75-76 and the further
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development, n 63. In the light of this kind of parallel, we can realise

the dramatic value of the cry of Oedipus at 628.

388. <f>66vo<; KepSos go together : see e.g. Thuc. m 84 2
' Save for the

general overthrow of morality they would not have preferred Gain to that

secure Innocence in which Envy would have lost its power of mischief.'

391. The suggestion has actually been made that the silence of Teire-

sias was, in fact, deliberate and culpable. But prophets, though they may
be wiser than other men, are not omniscient. Piety admits it at line 498 ff.

398. At this point Oedipus definitely boasts of his intelligence as

better than the skill of any seer. Even for those members of the audience

who do not believe in seer-craft, the tone of the King is impious. The
correct attitude is prescribed, e.g. in a maxim attributed to Bias on av

ayaBov TrpacroTjs, 0ovs, ^177
creavTov airuo. (Diels p. 523.)

403. ola ircp <povis, sc. KO.KO. Bruhn. The climax of the first move-

ment is thus the assertion of Oedipus, 6 xa/cws <pov<3v, that Teiresias

<povi KGUCWS. See 462.

408. The word rvpawis was used by Oedipus in 380 as the synonym
of ySao-tXeia, apx>j. Here, however, the insistence upon the right of free

and equal speech, which Tyrants proverbially deny, and the use of the

word Kparcu (see notes on 54, 1522) give a sinister sound to rvpavvets.

No good King wishes his subjects to be SouAoi.

411. Not Creon, but Apollo himself, is the 'patron' of the prophet.

Jebb's note though otherwise excellent, misses this point. He makes

Teiresias say: 'I am not like a resident-alien who can plead before a

civil tribunal only by the mouth of that patron under whom he is

registered.' This is true, but Teiresias also makes the audience realise

that he is, in a sense, a resident-alien, protected by no human Patron.

He is Apollo's representative. The use of Trpoo-Ta'njs in this play deserves

attention. Oedipus, with a somewhat excessive respect, calls Teiresias

himself irpo<rra.-rr)v and 'saviour' in 304. In 88 1 the chorus call on the

only sure defence; their Patron and shield is Apollo.

413. This line illustrates the tragic effect which can be produced by
a simple adaptation of a familiar moral. The commonplace is stated in

Soph.yr. 837 dAA' ol KdKoSs irpacro-ovres ou KUH^OI /xoVov, dXA' ouS' optucres

ctaopoxri Ta.p.(j>avr}.

415. The direct and simply worded question marks a definite stage

in the drama. These words are the first which, without ambiguity, imply,

not only that Oedipus is the murderer of his wife's husband, but also

that his parentage is somehow tainted. The first suggestion Oedipus can

dismiss as the fruit of malicious and venal fraud. But this further question

is different. The audience knows, vaguely, yet well enough to respond

to the poet's touch, that Oedipus has heard before, from Apollo himself,

s. 9
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of the threatened parricide and incest. It was this fear that drove him to

Thebes. Lines 414 ff. must make Oedipus think that, somehow, Teiresias

knows of the oracle which he has kept secret even from his wife. Oedipus
has no reason to suppose, and does not in fact at all suspect, that

Teiresias is speaking of Jocasta and of Laius in line 417. Nor has he

any reason to suppose that in 422 the prophet is speaking of the inces-

tuous marriage. That line, like 414, and 366, is quite adequately

explained by the alleged murder of his own wife's consort. Only 424-425

imply, if Oedipus were calm enough to see it, that the marriage of 422

is incestuous as well as disastrous. I have often heard students object

to this play that Oedipus must surely be peculiarly obtuse. When the

play is acted it becomes clear that the poet has contrived always to ex-

plain his hero's failure at each moment to detect the meaning which is

so plain to us who know the story.

429. The renewed, and heightened anger of Oedipus is due to the

new element which has been introduced at line 415. Oedipus is still

indignant at the accusation of murder: he is now profoundly moved also

by the discovery that Teiresias now knows something of his own secret

fears, and is willing, as it appears, to make malicious use of his knowledge.
Since Oedipus does not see the connection between the two denuncia-

tions, he naturally is confirmed in his opinion that the prophet is malicious

and unscrupulous.

434. TOVS eftoi>s has point. The house of the wise Oedipus is no

place for a fool's vanities. The line, like 398, betrays the intellectual

pride of the hero, /owopo implies criminal folly : see Antigone's words to

Creon, Soph. Ant. 469-470.

436. This is the first hint given by Teiresias that he knows who were

the parents of Oedipus. The hint changes the whole manner of the king.

He passes from contemptuous fury to eager questioning. To the audience

who know the story vaguely this is a revelation of his whole mental life.

It is at once plain that he has brooded long and anxiously on the question
he now asks. I must repeat that the latter part of this encounter is not a

mere repetition of the former. Down to 403 the chorus have supposed
that they have understood all that has been said. After 407 they can

say nothing, for they do not understand.

438. The commonplace which makes this line even more tragic for

a Greek^audience than for us is set forth by Sosiphanes fr. 3 N. p. 820:

o>
8v(n~v^fi<i fjLtv TroXXa, Traupa 8' oA/3iot

/Sporoi, TI cre//Wveo-0e rats e^oucriais,

as Iv T IStofce <eyyos Iv T* d<f>fL\eTOj

rjv 8' eJrv^rc, /utr^Sev ovres

r ovpavw
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That passage contains many of the themes which are used in this play

by Sophocles. There is the contrast between good luck and happiness,

the arrogance and the instability of power, the nothingness of men, the

pride which makes men count themselves equal with the gods.

442. Good Luck is not Happiness. Oedipus, the man of Luck, is

ruined by his own success. For his skill in answering the Sphinx gave
him the fatal throne. That is the most important significance of this

reply, though it is true that the prophet rather spitefully suggests that it

was luck rather than skill (for this combination, cf. Hdt. i 68 /cat (rvvrvxiy

XpTjo-aVui/os *ai
cro</)tT?)

which helped Oedipus to solve a problem, by which

he himself had been baffled. This theme of Luck runs through the whole

play. See 52, 80, and especially 977, 1080, 1526. For the contrast

between luck and <j>p6wio-i<; cf. Eupolis (IloXei?, Kock Vol. i p. 314.

fr. 205) (3 TTO'AIS, TTo'Xts (cf. O.T. 629) o vnrj(r}s el /AaAAoi/ r; /caAws <poveis.

443. A good example of the lofty moral freedom with which

Sophocles treats the old themes. Oedipus uses these words 'I care not,'

in a spirit of the noblest generosity. His generosity moves us the more

because his words have the fatal ring of the recklessness which, to a

Greek, is a signal of approaching calamity. At this point the climax is

reached. There is a pause. Then Teiresias speaks very quietly. Oedipus
answers with an effort to appear unmoved, followed by a return of scorn

which is expressed with far less vigour and conviction than his earlier

denunciation. Notice how different 445446 are from 429-431. But

before he goes the prophet turns back to deliver the message of denuncia-

tion with which, as he now feels, he was sent by the god.

453-456. Each point is important. The intellectual pride of this"

scene is symbolised by the light of the eyes which is to be put out. For

wealth and a kingship, claiming, as the scene with Creon will show, not

merely to share, but to possess the city of Thebes, there shall be given

the life of a vagrant beggar in foreign lands. I mention this point because

the importance of the theme of wealth and poverty has been missed, with

disastrous results for the interpretation of 889 and 1513. That the ancient

world appreciated the importance of this element in the play could be

shown by many quotations. I will mention here only one anecdote. It

is related by Arrian (Stob. Eel. 4 c. xxxm 28, Gaisford
;
Meineke Floril.

c. xcvn) that Socrates was invited to become a wealthy courtier by king
Archelaus. His answer was a combination of the theme of Sufficiency

(see line 1513) with the remark that the voice of Polus, the great actor,

was 'no more melodious in the role of Oedipus Tyrannus than in that of

the vagrant beggar of Colonus.' The scene which we have just witnessed

has displayed the pride and the blindness of human intellect : the scene

which is to follow will show the pride of riches and power, blinding the

King to the worth of his loyal friend who preaches in vain the doctrine

92
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of the modest mean. Both scenes are vital, not only for the mechanical

plot, but for the moral significance of the drama.

462. The last words are not simply an expression of professional

spite and triumph. As I have tried to show the theme of ^po'v^cris is the

keynote of the whole scene. See note on 403.

A writer in the Classical Review,Vol. xxvn p. 37 Feb. 1913, has revived

a suggestion that Oedipus retires at the beginning of Teiresias' last speech.

In the Cambridge performance 'The speech of Teiresias at 447 revealed

so much that it seemed incredible that Oedipus should quietly retire at

462 without opening his lips. Surely even if he remained deaf to the

broad hints of the prophet, he could not have passed over such a speech

without an angry retort.' It must be remembered that even Mr Scott,

the admirable Cambridge Oedipus, was not Polus and even our critical

audience were not Athenians. What we tried, apparently unsuccessfully, to

suggest was this : Oedipus at the end is filled with vague forebodings, not,

indeed, because he suspects the whole truth (see my note on 415) but

because the last words of Teiresias have stirred in him the memories of

that fear which has haunted him since first he left the presence of Apollo

at Delphi. The audience see only that he is deeply moved, too deeply

moved to answer. They know that he has heard these prophecies before.

The chorus realise nothing but the accusation of the murder of the

King. The emotion and the silence of Oedipus here bear fruit in the

scene with Jocasta. But neither here nor in that scene is the clue pro-

vided which can make the King realise that the crime with which he is

now charged is actually the fulfilment of the horrible fate foretold to him,

not for the first time, in lines 457 ff.

463. The MSS evidence (L ??8? corrected to ?7re, F iS corrected

to tiTre) seems to me somewhat to favour eTSe. The scholiast knows both

readings.

463 ff. Teiresias has just denounced Oedipus. Why do not the

chorus at once express their horror? This song contains, as Jebb remarks,

their reflections first upon the oracle of Apollo, secondly upon the

denunciation of Teiresias. The formal arrangement corresponds to the

order of the events witnessed since 215. But I venture to suggest that

this is not a complete explanation. The chorus go back to the problem
set by Apollo, not because they are unmoved by the last speeches
of Teiresias, but because they have not understood them. The effect

of what they have heard is shown in the emotional phrase appr?/

apprjTfDv, which is truer than they can realise. They are, indeed, vaguely
horrified by the dreadful words they have just heard: but their inability

to understand naturally makes them more ready to assume that the

prophet is mistaken in what they suppose to be the main, the only

intelligible, point, the accusation of murder. I think therefore, that,
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without insisting too much on the formal convention, we can claim that

the audience is unlikely to feel the difficulty felt by Jebb. For the

audience, of course, there is this great advantage in the arrangement.

They have understood Teiresias, and they already feel that Oedipus is

hotly beset by his pursuing fate.

469. The effect of this line is heightened for the audience by the

fact that they have heard the victim himself speak of Lai'us as one on

whose head 'Fortune has leapt' (263). Fortune, which leapt on Laius,

is to ruin Oedipus, as we were reminded at 442. We shall hear again of

this fatal leaping.

470. Apollo himself pursues his victim, armed with fire and lightning.

I remarked on line 27 that the metaphor of a destructive fire would be

developed in the sequel. In the first chorus the plague is again treated

as a raging fire, and the gods who are invoked against it are implored to

bring purifying flames to fight the flame. The thunderbolt of Zeus, the

torches of Artemis and of Bacchus will be remembered. I pointed out

at line 205 the omission of fire from the equipment of Apollo. The god
of Light and Purification comes with arrows against the plague. His

fires are reserved for a more tragic use. Had the poet armed him with

fire in the first chorus, we should not have been thrilled as now, without

knowing why, we are thrilled, by the fire and the lightning with which

he leaps on Oedipus! Nor is it an accident that the same metaphor
is continued in 474. The oracle is a flame: it flashes from Parnassus:

it is alive, and tracks the sinner.

478. I had already decided to accept, as idiomatic, the reading of

the first hand of L, Trerpalos d raupo;, but Mr A. C. Pearson's admirable

note in (7. Q. Vol xin 1919, p. 119, makes this reading certain.

481. The oracles of this metaphor which fly, like Keres, like the

gadfly, about the distracted quarry of the god, may serve to illustrate

the kind of use which Sophocles makes of his chorus. In the dialogue
the surface of the sentences is severe, unmetaphorical, never loaded with

ornament. Yet, as we know, in sentence after sentence every word is

fraught with tragic ambiguities and ironies. The effect of the chorus

upon our understanding of the dialogue is this : though the speakers speak
as men, revealing their own minds and characters, never unnaturally,

never bombastically or prettily, for us the air they breathe and the words

they speak are full of the invisible arrows, stings, and flames, of the gods.

499. Heracleitus (Diels 32 p. 67) is giving a new turn to the same

commonplace when he says ev TO <ro<f>ov /zovvov A.eye<r$ai c#e'Aei KCU ov/c

f0f\L Zrjvbs ovopa (cf. Aesch. Ag, 1 60).

500. This is in no way impious. Cf. Aesch. fr. 391 a/iapravei TI

xai o-o<pov cro^ojTcpos and (with Campbell) Pindar Paean fr. 61. The
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most religious must admit that prophets sometimes err. The chorus are

not only loyal, but prudent in refusing, even on the word of a great

prophet, to believe an accusation which is not proved. In Aesch. Ag. 186

fiavTiv ovriva i^eywv implies reproach.

505. For the importance of 6p6ov in this play see 87 note and

cf. 853, 1221.

The vivid phrase *y>!v 1801/1' opOov ITTOS refers to a greater word and a

more terrible sight than the chorus realise. For the moment, however,

notice that ITTOS here is recalled by l-try in 513.

508. The emotional value is heightened by the choice of phrase.

When the 'winged maiden' came upon him, Oedipus in the test and

trial proved wise and earned the love of the city which he served.

In this later trial as we know, but the chorus do not know when
Fortune and Apollo leap upon him, with the winged Keres and the

flying oracles, the test proves him blind in spite of wisdom, a bad

citizen in spite of his love for Thebes. The scene which we have

just witnessed has shown how Oedipus lacks (frpovrja-is. The scene of

tyrannical injustice to Creon is also a necessary part of the moral

development : for the audience o-o<o's looks back and a'SvTroAis hints at

the scene which is to come. Finally the loyalty of the chorus, expressed
in the last four lines, is sharply contrasted with the unjust suspicion of

Oedipus, by the dramatic entry of Creon, whose firrj recalls ros and
whose /cot/cos (520-521) recalls KO.KIOLV. Presently the title KOKO'S will be

given to Oedipus, not by Teiresias, in spite of 334, not by Creon, in

spite of 627, but by himself (1421). Observe the skill of the poet. Have

you ever noticed the use of ITTOS in 525, and then wondered why the

word ITTOS seemed so natural at 1419? The dramatist, of course, did

not intend us to notice it: but, whether the word was chosen at all

these places by conscious art or by happy instinct, the choice is right.

It is surprising that any editor has been found who could read TOV

irpo's....

513. The scene which is to display the hero, not as a Tyrant, but

as an heroic King driven by blind suspicion to the verge of tyranny,

begins significantly with the words ai/Spes TroAtrai. See my remarks on
the opening scene of Aesch. Sept. in the note on line i.

514. rvpavvov means for Creon ' Monarch '

: but the context of

suspicion inevitably makes an audience feel the contrast between
jroAtTcu and rvpavvov.

525. See note on 508, refer also, as Jebb directs, to 848, and you
will see that in this play the central theme, the leaping into light of a
fatal secret, influences the smallest phrase. Words are not simply
'uttered' in this astonishing and tragic life: they 'come out,' they
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spring to light.' rats c/xats yvw/Aats rhetorically echoes, and protests

against, the excuse of 524.

530. The refusal of the chorus to criticise
' our masters

'

is really a

tactful attempt to preserve loyalty both to Oedipus and to Creon. But

it has for the audience a further dramatic point. It gives to Oedipus the

name of Master, and reminds us of the perilous temptation which such

power involves, just at the "moment when the King comes to meet the

test of his royalty. Isocrates (Trpos NtKo/cAe'a 150) observes that one of

the disadvantages under which tyrants labour is that avoufeV^Toi SiaTeAoScri.

533- T<IS V* 0-re'ya? reminds us of 434. Oedipus has unwittingly

committed precisely the acts of which he accuses Creon. He has had

the '

effrontery
'

to enter the house of the man whom he has slain, and

whose crown he has unwittingly stolen. On the ground of a bare

suspicion of a guilty intention Oedipus speaks as if Creon stood convicted

of the guilty act.

541-542. Not thus did Oedipus himself acquire his throne, but, as

a good King, by good service. The doctrine that numbers and money,

i.e., bribery and the support that bribery can win, are the sources of

royal power, is the Tyrant's creed. Suspicion of Creon makes Oedipus

speak as if it were his own. It is characteristic of the Tyrant to cut off

eminent citizens. Aristotle observes that the proverbial association of

such conduct with tyrants is not altogether fair, since even democracies,

by ostracism, get rid of 'those who seem to predominate too much

through their wealth or the number of their friends' (Pol. F" 13 15-18
1 284 a). This implies the proverbial connection with tyranny. Cf. Soph.

fr. 85 Ta xpTjp.a.T' av$pu>7roicriy evpi<TKfL ^iAous, |

av$is Se (?) rt/tas, etra

rrjs VTTfpTa.rrj'? | rupavvi'Sos daxovcnv ay^t'or^y (?) eSpav. Money is the

motive which persuades men to assist a tyrant to his place, as it is the

motive which makes men plot against him. See note on 380, and

cf. Theogn. 823 (J.IJTC TLV ave rvpavvov ITT eXTrc'St, KepSecriv eiKcov,
| fJMjTe

Krelvc.... It was thus that Peisistratus recovered his tyrannis, with the

aid of Lygdamis who supplied /cat xpi/^aTa *ai avSpas (Hdt. i 61).

544. For the claim to equal speech see line 408. Notice the different

tone of Creon. Teiresias in claiming equal speech implied that Oedipus
was a tyrant. Creon, who is reasonable and persuasive, reminds him of

the wise and generous policy. The last three words represent a formula

very popular in ancient wisdom. Thus, among the maxims attributed

to the Seven Wise Men we find yv<o6i ^a#ojv, aKoiWs vo'et (Mullach Vol. i

p. 217) : Bias said voei KOL TOTC Trparre (Mullach Vol. i p. 215), Thales

8i8aa-K KOL p.dvOavf TO a/xeivov (Diels p. 522 1. 6). Cf. [Pythag.] Aureum
Carm. (Mullach Vol. I p. 194 1. 30) Trp^o-cre Se /x^Sev TWV p.rj

aAXa
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543-582. Creon now knows that Oedipus suspects him of an attempt
to seize the throne, but does not know on what grounds he is suspected.

He knows, of course, that the suspicion is false. In his patient effort to

free the King from illusion, he must first induce a frame of mind which

will make Oedipus consent to listen. The first attempt, based on the

appeal to fairness and <f>povr)<ri<;, fails. At 554 a second attempt begins

with the request that Oedipus should at least state the ground of his

suspicion. Oedipus in the second stage of the dialogue (555-573)

attempts to convict Creon by eliciting an admission that the prophet is a

liar. By prudent answers Creon elicits from Oedipus the statement of

573. That point marks a second definite stage in the dialogue. Having

wisely waited until the king has expressly charged him with a definite

act of treachery, Creon proceeds to try to prove his innocence by showing
that he has no motive for disloyalty. 574-582 thus mark a third stage.

The main interest for the audience is in the temper of Oedipus. In the

first stage his delusion is contrasted with the good sense of Creon whom
he charges with the lack of ^poV^crts : this is a repetition of the main

motif of the Teiresias scene. In the second stage the refusal of Creon
to speak without knowledge is contrasted with the rash assumptions of

Oedipus, the wise man who prides himselfon leaving no clue unconsidered.

Of the third stage I speak below. In acting, a pause should be made
after the important lines 542, 554, 573.

548. See note on 508.

558. Oedipus pauses to think before he speaks of Lams as murdered.

He suspects Creon of having arranged the 'disappearance,' and therefore,

like an accusing counsel, chooses his words. Creon, it is to be observed,

does not know that Oedipus has been accused of this murder (574). He
has only heard that the King, for some reason, suspects Teiresias of lying,
and himself of instigating Teiresias to lie. His interruption may well

seem to Oedipus like the attempt of a guilty man to appear stupid. To
the audience it shows how far he is from understanding why Oedipus
suspects him of treachery.

576-582. The question of 576, which Oedipus scornfully answers,

thinking it irrelevant, is the preliminary to 581. Creon is trying to show
how little he has to gain by disloyalty. The argument chosen by Sophocles
for this purpose has, however, a further dramatic value. Good Kings

proverbially share their power, bad Kings will not brook any partnership.
The audience are reminded that Oedipus has hitherto ruled as a good
King, not as a Tyrant. Before the scene ends he will show that he is being
driven by his suspicions to make the Tyrant's claim to sole authority.

Achilles, who said to Phoenix To-ov e/ioi. /Sao-t'Aeve, K<Z! ^/iio-u /xei'peo TI/A^S

(//. ix 6 1 6) (a passage recalled by Aristotle Pol. F' 16 12 1287 b), provides
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the text for those who praise this characteristic of the good King,

just as the temper of which he is accused by Agamemnon (//. i 287),

*6f\fi TTfpl irdvTuiv /x.juevai aXXwv,
[

TrdvTwv fjikv Kpartfiv e$eA.i, Travrftrcri

8' avacro-eiv, becomes the stock attitude for the Tyrant. Agamemnon
himself in his time of delusion, when, like Oedipus he cannot vorjo-at

afj.0. Trpocrcra) KOI oViWw, informs Achilles that he will seize Briseis o<f>p

eu 18775 |

ocrerov t^epTepos et/xi tre'^ev, a-rvyet) 8e KOL dAAos
|

IO-QV ffj-ol <j>d(r@ai

Kal
6fjioi(j)0TjfjLeva.i avrrji'. The excellent King of Eur. Suppliants has

followed the doctrine of Achilles to its logical conclusion, and taken

the whole state into democratic partnership. He delivers a magnificent

tirade against tyranny (431 ff.) under which one single man usurps the

place of the law and so violates the sacred right of IO-OTTJS. I shall have

more to say on this topic later. For the moment it is enough to remark

that whereas for us this little preface to Creon's harangue may seem to

make the performance drag, for an Athenian audience, who realise the

nature of this second trial of Oedipus, all the preliminary fencing has

been merely the preface to this moment when the vital point begins to

emerge. Oedipus, at this moment, stands admittedly for a good King
who does not grudge good men a share in his power.

583. The whole speech is dramatically an appeal for ^pov^o-ts,

not merely an ingenious defence. Creon is to Oedipus as Solon was to

Croesus, and Croesus, when he had learnt wisdom by suffering, to Cyrus
and Cambyses. Before the fall of pride there is always found some wise

counsellor of moderation.

This line, therefore, has a higher moral significance than is implied,

for instance, by Prof. Murray's: 'Do but follow me and scan
|

Thine own

charge close.' It means: 'Not so, if you will hearken to the voice of

reason instead of to the voice of passion.' Creon is, indeed, a little

priggish : but he is a preacher, trying to save Oedipus from a dangerous
mood. A good ruler, according to [Democritus] (Diels 302 p. 445) and

all sound Greek ideas, should have Trpos p.cv TOVS Kcupovs Aoywr/xov, Trpos

Se TOVS evavTiovs ToA/xav, Trpos 8e TOVS VTroreTay/ieVous evvoiav. For Si&otijs

O-CLVTW \6yov in this sense cf. Hdt. n 162, in 45.

585-586. The good King, as we have already noticed (see line 65 n.),

wakes in order to watch over his people's interests. The Tyrant cannot

sleep because he fears for his crown. The mention here of the fears

which accompany the royal power is thus relevant to the spiritual drama.

Oedipus suspects Creon because, although he is a good King, he is not

exempt from the tendency to suspicion which is characteristic of the

bad King. The notion that the bad King lives in constant fear is, as

H. Gomperz remarks, the 'Grundton' of all the later representations of

the tyrant (Dio Chrys. vi 38, Plato Rep. ix 579 E). If a tyrant can say
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oderint dum metuant, a wise Greek will prefer to follow the advice of

[Democritus] (Diels 302 p. 445) TTO^TOS eti/cu /*AAov TJ </>o/3epos /cararov

fiiov Trpoaipoir ov yap Travres tfo(3ovvrai, irairas <o/3iTou.

589. This line ought, in itself, to have shown the critics the dramatic

importance of the speech. As Jebb remarks, the natural sequence would

be our' avTos...oin-' aXXw Trapaivoi//.' av. By substituting the nominative

construction the poet makes more vivid the appeal for a 'sound mind'

which Creon is really addressing to Oedipus, aux^povciv means eu ^poveiv,

and we have already learnt the importance of the theme.

595- Jebb gives Ke'pSei too narrow a sense, and so makes the

whole passage sound frigid and calculating.
' Honours which bring sub-

stantial advantages real power and personal comfort as opposed to

honours in which outward splendour is joined to heavier care' are indeed

the actual rewards of Creon's moderation : but the general phrase in

which he sums up his ambitions has a much higher application. All

men seek 'gain,' or what they conceive to be 'for their advantage.' Only
the right-minded seek their gain from 'that which really profits.' The
wise Bias, when he was asked in what pursuit all men delight, replied,

'In the pursuit of gain' (Diog. L. i 87), and the wise Periander bade

men 'do nothing for the sake of money, since we should seek for our

gains those gains that really profit TO. /cepSavra KepSatVeiv (Diog. L. I 97).

An evil gain, said the same sage, is a treasure of sorrow (Stob. Ed. 3

c.x 48 (10. 49 Meineke)). With this proverbial philosophy in mind, refer

again to line 316 of our play. Teiresias, at the outset, speaks of 'wisdom

that profits not,' and thereby sounds the dominant note of his encounter

with the man of human wisdom. Creon speaks here of 'gains that really

profit,' in the scene which reminds us that the wealth and power of a

King profit him not without wisdom. As Democritus wrote (Diels 189

p. 420) apitrrov dvOpWTru) rov ySiov Siayeiv u5s TrAeurra vOvfA/r)6tVTL KOL a>s

eXa^tora dvirjOfVTi' TOVTO 8' av
fir) et TIS /A^ CTTI rots Ovrjroicri TO.?

TTOIOITO and (40 p. 399) OVT <rwyU.a(Tl OVTf. Xprj/JUHTL v8aip.OVOlJ(TlV

aAA' 6pdoa~vvrj Kal TroXv^poo-uV]/. Cf. Theognis 197 ff.

596. A normal answer to the greeting xave seems to have been xaipw.

See Aesch. Ag. 544 Headlam, and tf. Eur. Hec. 426. This fact, and the

memory of the phrase xa^P /not, make it possible for Sophocles, without the

ambiguity with which he is charged by some modern critics, to invent the

phrase of the text. The meaning is : 'all men greet me and wish me well.'

600. Those who have the curiosity to consult Jebb's note will find

a good instance of the confusion into which the best of critics may fall

if they ignore the relevance of this moralising to Oedipus.

609. The plea for justice is unavailing. Oedipus persists in his sus-

picion, and acts upon it, though the way of certain proof has been offered
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in lines 603 ff. It is worth while to notice that, just as the recurrent KOKOS of

this scene is recalled in 1421, so the theme of Justice is recalled in 1420.

609-610. Theognis combines the doctrine of the Measure, so im-

portant for our play, with the superstition that the gods cheat men to

their ruin, making good seem evil and evil good (401-406). This is the

'famous word revealed' of ancient wisdom which is translated into lyric

in Antig. 621. The notion that the knowledge of good and evil is with-

held from all men, and particularly from the wicked or ill-fated, is very

familiar, and is not necessarily combined with the superstitious belief in

the divine malevolence. See e.g. Solon 13 1. 65, Theog. 585 ff., 133 ff.

Kings, in particular, since the loyalty of their subjects is their most

precious possession and a surer defence than weapons and a bodyguard

(Dio Chrys. in 86 foil.), need the power of discrimination between the

good and the bad. A fine dramatic use of this idea is made in Aesch.

Ag. 807. The chorus warns the triumphant King of the importance of

such discrimination. The words hint at danger from Clytaemnestra, and

Agamemnon's reply, as Headlam remarks, shows that he understands.

Yet he is duped in the sequel by the flattery of the queen, and so en-

ticed by her into sin and ruin. The dramatic value of such touches

depends upon the familiarity of the ideas. When Pindar warns his royal

patrons against false friends, and commends himself for a frank loyalty

that dares to speak unpleasant truth, he is playing upon the same

commonplace as the chorus of Aeschylus. In our play Creon is the

friend who uses loyal candour. But the King has lost his power of dis-

tinguishing friend from foe.

It should be added that in the systematic development of the

Tyrant's character a more sinister trait emerged. It was denied that

a Tyrant failed to make the important distinction, and it was suggested
that his hatred of the good and his favours to the evil were the result

of a deliberate policy. Eur. Jon 627 w TOUS Trovypovs 17801/17 <i'\ovs *xetv>
I

V0Aovs 8f /uo-ei KarOavelv ^o/Jov/xevos. Xen. Hiero V i: 'They know as

well as ordinary men who is brave and wise and just: but instead of

respecting such persons, they fear them....' How important this kind

of thing is for the interpretation of our play may be gathered from state-

ments like this of Aristotle (Pol. H'(E') u 15 1314 a) : '<Tyrants> are

at enmity with men of sense and moderation (rots eVieuce'o-i),' among
other reasons 'because such men are loyal to themselves and to others

and do not make accusations either against themselves or against others.'

Add the maxim ascribed to Pittacus (Mullach Vol. i p. 216) rov <f>(\ov

KttKtos
fJL"rj Aeye ju/^Se rov f^Opov (f>i\ov yyov.

611-612. It is to this proverb that Polydeuces appeals when he

prays that he may die with his brother Castor (Pindar JVem. x 78) :
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o'^erat rifia <f>i\wv TOTW/ACVO) |

<am'' iravpoi 8' fv irovot TTIOTOI fiporiav \

KO.fJLO.TOV /J.fTa\a/JL^O.VlV.

613-615. The strength of this conclusion will not be apparent to

hearers who are not aware how familiar is the connection of acr<aA.eta

(613) with i>\dfieia (see 616-617 below): and also how important in

Greek moralising poetry is this doctrine that Time is the one revealer

of all truth. See Pindar Ol. I 33 ff., n 15 ff., x 7, 53, Nem. iv 41 ff.

The tragic significance of line 616 is obvious: notice that here again we

have the combination Sucaios )( Ka*os which we heard at 609, and which

I then suggested is recalled in its full significance at 1420-1421. Thales

said 'Time is the clearest and truest test o-a^eo-Taros e\eyxos f a^

things: for it is Time that brings the truth to light' (Stob. Ed. i

c. vin 40). 'Time is the parent and the judge of all things' (Tr. Fr. N.

p. xxi 9, xxiii 34). Though Time (O.C. 609, Ai. 656) and Change
consume all things save the gods, yet, from Pindar to our own day

(Pind.fr. 159 dv8pojv SIKCUOH/ xpdvos <TO)T-fjp dpioTos) it is a common notion

that the best things tend to survive. Demosthenes virep <J>op/uWos

p. 953 'Time the best test for refuting liars.' It is useless to conceal the

truth, for Time, 'who sees all, hears all,' unfolds all (Soph. fr. 280, cf.

O.C. 1448 ff.).
It is Time, says Euripides (fr. 60), that can teach the

signs by which a good man and a bad can be known. In another sense

also, Time is the great Teacher (Aesch. P. V. 955, Eur. fr, 291).

[Lucian] Amores p. 435 'schoolmaster Time.' This truth, also, we

must not forget, since much in this play depends on our realisation that

a good man (Maximus Serm. irepl <j>povTJ<re<a<i, Mullach Vol. i p. 229

n) should always 'remember that which has already been, perform in

act those things that are now at hand, and, about that which is still to

come, be cautious (ao-<aAi<r#ai).'

The particular turn which is given to the commonplace here is

rightly explained by Hermann. See Ar. Eccl. 177 quoted by Blaydes.

But the second line is not, as Jebb says, 'prompted' by 'the Greek love

of antithesis' and 'relevant to Creon's point only as implying, "if I had

been a traitor, you would probably have seen some symptom of it ere

now."' That is what Creon means, no doubt. The effect for the

audience is relevant, not to Creon, but to Oedipus himself. Have we

forgotten the words of Teiresias (448)? One little day of glory, then....

I hope I may be acquitted of the apparent irrelevance, if I recall that

Solon's ambitious friends (Solonfr. 33 Bgk) would have accepted 'a single

day of royalty' at the price of ruin (iimeTpi<j>6a.L cf. 428) for themselves

and their whole families.

616-617. The chorus express what the audience have felt throughout
the speech. If we regard the speech simply as Creon's 'defence "from
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probabilities,'" it is, no doubt, possible to say that the scene flags. To
the audience, not merely because they like argument and rhetoric

(though they do like them), still less because they remember that an

'Agon' is part of the ritual (whether or not an Agon really was a part

of an alleged Dukduk-Dionysia), but chiefly because they care about

the moral situation, every word has been tragically relevant.

For Eulabeia, the only sure defence against evil, and for its connection

with the doctrine of Due Measure, or Sophrosyne, see by all means

Headlam's note on Aesch. Ag. 9958". Of course, however cautious

Oedipus had been, however much he had relied for safety on his own
moderation and the loyalty of his true friend, the harm was already

really done, the sequel could still only have been calamity. But

Sophocles uses the emotions which the old doctrine stirs, to heighten
the tragedy of his hero.. Oedipus behaves to Creon as a man whom

pride of power and suspicion of possible rivals have deprived of moral

'Caution.' A Tyrant's idea of caution is like that of the rival parties in

the Corcyraean revolution (Thuc. m 82 5): eTri/SouXeuo-as ^>e. n<i TV-^V

^uvero'9, Kal vVovo^Vas en &fivoTcpo<;...d.TrXws Se 6 <$ao-as TOV /ie'XXovra

KO.KOV TL Spav eTnjveiTO..., (83 2) p.r} iraOeiv /xaXXov Trpoeo-KoVovv ^ Trwrrcucrai

coYvavro. May I anticipate the sequel by reminding you that these

persons, also, like Oedipus, could not trust even an oath (83 2), or yap

ffv o SiaXucrwv OUT* Xo'yos e^pos oure op/cos <o/3epo's ? But of course,

Oedipus is not, like such persons, himself prepared to be forsworn.

Finally notice the cause of all this kind of thing: 'ambition and the

desire for gain' (82 8). The relevance of 1. 889 could not have seemed

doubtful to a Greek audience.

617. 'Slow and sure' says an English proverb, and the Greeks had

many proverbs expressing that kind of notion: tTrio-cjbaXes

17 yAuoxra crov p.rj TrpoTpc^era) TOV vov: fuorei TO ra^u XaXeiv, p

/ACTa'voia yap aKoXot>0t: fii) crTrevSe XaXcuv: yvu>0i p&Owv, a/covaas vdci:

ySovXeu'ou xpovw, tTriTe'Xa avvTO/u,a>s : voei *cai TO'TC Trparre. See Mullach

Vol. I p. 2i2fT. Theognis 633-634 ftovXevov Sts KOI rpiV, o TOI * CTTI TOV

voov fXOrf | a-n^pos yap TOI Xa^Spos a'l^p TeXe^et, DemocritUS (60 p. 401)

Trpo/3ovXei>f(r6at Kpci<Tcrov Trpo TWV irpd^ftav r) /JLcravofiv, [Pythag.] Aureum
Carm. (Mullach Vol. I p. 195 1. 39) Xo'yicrat 8e Trpo Ipyov, (1. 27) fiovXevov

8e Trpo epyov, OTTCDS fj.rj p.wpa Tre'X^Tat. So Cambyses confesses (Hdt. in 65)
8e

fjiij aVaip0to TTJV a'p^v Trpos TOU dScXc^eov, tVoiTyo-a ra^vrepa 17

On 11. 345-346 we recalled the commonplace, used by
Diodotus before the assembly, that Anger and Hurry are the two things

most inimical to sound judgment. Thuc. v 70 shows, in a small

incident, how deeply this notion has sunk into the Greek mind. An
assembly meets: the Argives and the rest come ei'ToVws *al

o'pyj/
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XwpovvTes, but the Spartans /?paSe'w<>. Of course the Spartans prevail.

How important is the application of this commonplace in the larger

scheme of Thucydides it is, in fact, ws firl TO TTO\V, true, and therefore

applicable to the facts of a true history we begin to realise when we read

of the fall of Themistocles, the typical Athenian (Thuc. i 138) who, like

Oedipus, oiKta <rvvf<rei KCU ovre Trpofiadiav e? avrqv ouSei/ ovre

(cf. O.T. 397 ff.),
was r<av re Trapa^prjp.a Si' cAa^terras fiovXrjs

yVW/AtOV, KCU TCOV fJ,\\6vTO)V fTTl TrXflcTTOV aptCTTOS eiKaCTTT/5.

his pride, rrj opyy ovrta ^aXfTry e^p^oraTO tucrre /xr^Seva Svi/ao^ai

(i 130). The ephors, however, though they were his enemies, behaved

like true Spartans, whose habit is pr) ra^ets etvai irept ai'Spos STrapTiarou

avev avaiJ.<f>ia-(3r)T'ijTiavTeKiJi-r)pL(av (3ov\evo-a.iTidvTjK<TTOv(l 132). Thucydides
makes a rational use of the language of commonplace morality. The

episode of Pausanias is, artistically, a preface to the application of the

same formulae to the contrast and the struggle between the Athenian

quickness of intelligence, and also of passion, and the slow Spartan
caution.

The quickness and the anger are combined e.g. in Eur.fr. 31 opyfi

yap OOTIS v0c'ws ^ap^erai KUKWS reXevra and in Eur. fr. 1032 TO 8' WKV

TOVTO KOI TO Xauf/ripov <pvcov....

618-621. For the idea cf. Thuc. in 123, and the passages quoted
above 616-617 n - For the dramatic use of 6Vav the generalised subor-

dinate clause, suddenly transformed into the particularised and vivid

main clause with e/xe see my article in C.R. Vol. xxvn Sept 1913

p. 185.

623. Creon expects, at the worst, to be banished. The reply of the

King is dictated by anger, not by judgment, and is later ignored by
Creon. For the moment Oedipus is represented as having taken one
more step in the Tyrant's path. The good maxim is /co'A.ae Kpivwv, dXXa

py 0u/Aov'/u,/os (Demonax/r. 2, N. p. 827). Notice, however, that Oedipus
does not here pronounce sentence. He only says (3ovXop,aL. Those who
follow Triclinius in asserting at 1. 641 that 'Creon lies,' have missed
this point. Quite naturally at 641 Creon spares Jocasta and himself by
sa>ing nothing of the King's hasty declaration, and implying that he
makes allowance for the King's lack of self-control.

624-625. I venture, in spite of Jebb's Appendix, to transpose these

lines. If they are printed as they appear in the MSS the best that can
be done with them seems to be to adopt Jebb's <os av, to give 1. 624 to

Oedipus, 1. 625 to Creon, and to suppose that a line has fallen out. But
all this is very difficult. The 'jerkiness' to which Jebb objects would be

entirely removed if we could read <t>pov<-lv for $6ovilv. (The maxim of

Cheilon (Mullach Vol. i p. 216), which appears as/xi/ </>0oVei 6vrjTa, should
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be either p.rj <f>pdvei Ov^ra (cf. Plut. Mor. 1 5 2 B) or py ^Bow
(jvrjTa, as W. Headlam saw.) <j>povelv must have occurred to many scholars,

but has probably been rejected on metrical grounds. But in Aesch. Pers.

782 veos o)v vfa <f>povfl is probably right. Unfortunately the Ionic

colouring of the whole play diminishes the cogency of this example. I am
inclined to think that in Aesch. fr. 399 TO yap fiporfiov a-n-epfjC efftrfufpa

<povei, |

KO.I Trier-rev ov8v /xaXXov *i
KOLTTvov (TKid, we have a genuine

instance of the lengthening of a before this verb. If we retain (pOovtlv

we must suppose that Creon catches at the similarity between the two

verbs. <r is stressed: cf. 329, 332, 642.

626-627. The assertion by Oedipus that it is for his own interest

that he thinks, shows how far he has moved from the spirit of line 64,

or line 93. The reply of Creon drives home to the audience the contrast

between the spirit of the stock good King and the spirit now displayed

by Oedipus. That the Tyrant considers his own interest or 'gain
'

is pro-

verbial. See Introduction, p. xlix. Important passages are Thuc. 117
TO e'<' eavTwv p.6vov Trpoopw/xevoi, Aristotle Pol. Z' (A') 10 4 1 295 a Trpos

TO o-</>eTpov avrfjs o-v/i<epov, Eth. Nic.
'

12 2 n6ob. Of course, as

Plato suggests, all governments tend to do this, Rep. 338 E, cf. 341 A

{Laws 714 c, D), but it is especially the bad King who acts on this

theory, since Athens is democratic and suspicious of all Kings, even of

the good. Critics of the Demos say that it has all the characteristics of

a Tyrant. See e.g. Eur. Sup. 412.

A good parallel to this exciting climax will be found in Eur. Hel.

i63off. <f>pov<Z -yap ev, says the angry monarch who is about to behave

tyrannically: and the moderating influence replies OVK
2/xoiye.... Again

at 1638 the monarch complains ap^o/iecr^' dp', ov KpaTov/xev and receives

the answer, oVia 8pav, TO. 8' IK^IK' ov.

The parallel with Antigone 736 ff. is obvious: KP. dAAo> yap ^ '/noi

Xpr; /AC 7170-8' apxttv ^6ov6<;; AIM. TroAis yap OVK e<rO' I;TIS aVSpos ccr^' cvos.

KP. ov TOV /cpaTOVfTOs T) TToAts POpucT(Uj AIM. KaAaJs fprj/j.r)<; y av o-v y^s

dp^oi? /xo'vos (cf. O.T. 54-58). The motif oi </>pov^o-i9 also appears, but is

modified by the fact that a son is abusing his father (Ant. 727, 755).

628. The proverbial wisdom which we must here remember is

expressed in such maxims as p.rj irporepov /Jao-tA.veiv tTri^etpciv irplv rj

<f>povfjcrai (Dio IV 70), fj.tj ap^fi-v a'vo^TOv ovTa (Plut. Mor. IOO A), dp^wv

/coo-/it creavToV (Thales, Diels p. 522 1. 9, Mullach Vol. i p. 213), 8el

TOV erfptav /teXAovTa dp^etv, O.VTOV eavTov irpwrov dp^eiv ([Democritus],
Diels 302 p. 445).

629. That Oedipus, at the very moment of his claim to be above the

limitations of a lawful King, appeals to the city as the source of his right,

is significant. He is not a Tyrant, in spite of all. His cry gives Creon
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the cue for the final reminder that, by his present conduct, Oedipus is

denying the city's rights. The cry and the answer appeal alike to moral,

not to physical, forces. It is a mistake to suppose that a fight between

the two princes is about to take place. Still more mistaken is the supposi-

tion that each prince appeals to a faction among the citizens. It is a

o-rao-ts yAoWr;?, not a free-fight, that demands the intervention of Jocasta.

The issue is moral, and more impressive than any melodramatic brawl.

630. Creon insists upon the true meaning of the word 7ro'A.ts. Ant.

737 TroAis yap OUK iaff ^TIS avSpos f<r0' evos.

640-642. Whatever the correct reading, it is clear that Oedipus

replies to Spao-ai or Bpav with his SpaWa. This emphatic repetition of the

word of action is not accidental. As the scene began with SV emrj it

has come to its climax with the threat of 'terrible deeds.' See note on 508.

The repetition of KOKOIV, Ka/cws, KOLKT) makes the reply of Oedipus much

more vigorous than Jebb or Murray allow it to be. viv becomes emphatic
as does a-' in 1. 626.

645. The order of the words is not simply stylistic: the pause before

oXoipyv corresponds to the feeling of Creon, for whom this word is a

serious matter. It was found at Cambridge that the actor at first had some

difficulty in expressing the emotion: the reason was that, in general,

students are not able to realise how comparatively unemphatic the end

of a Greek sentence tends to become. There should be a pause
before 643. The oath marks an important stage in the action. Soph.

fr. 431 opKov Se 7rpo<TT0eVros eTri/xeAeorepa | if/v^r) Karea-Trj- Suraa yap

<f>v\dar<TTa.i,
\ <j>i\<av re /xe/Ai/av KCIS 0eovs a/iapTaveiv. Observe that these

two reasons for believing that the oath is not lightly taken are recalled

when, in 647-648, Jocasta appeals to Oedipus to believe.

649. This scene depends for its effect first on the moral issue involved,

secondly on the formal beauty of the speech and song. Those who make
the mistake of supposing that Jocasta intervenes upon a scene of melo-

dramatic brawling, will find it difficult to avoid a sense of unreality when
the chorus bursts into lyric. The clear issue of 630 is followed by a tense

moment of excitement, during which neither Oedipus nor Creon nor the

chorus moves at all. But Jocasta is already standing as the central figure

at the palace door. Upon her rebuke, each prince makes his formal

reply, a charge that the other 'does him evil.' Then come the formal

oath, the appeal of Jocasta, and finally the prayer of the chorus, more

excited, but not out of keeping with what has gone before.

When the formal beauty of this arrangement is preserved, we are

able to appreciate what otherwise we shall miss: the place of this episode
in the dramatic composition as a whole. At the outset a deputation of

suppliants from the city appeared before the King, and based its appeal
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on his known wisdom. At the beginning of the encounter with Teiresias

the King and his people became the suppliants, begging of the wisdom

of the prophet an answer which they had not the wisdom to understand.

See particularly 316-329. Now the people and Jocasta are suppliants of

Oedipus. But it is no longer upon his acknowledged wisdom that they
rest their hope. Their prayer is now that he will consent 'to come to a

sound mind.'

651. Bruhn, who remarks that VT/TTIOS 'klingt wunderlich: was

kommt es hier auf Torheit oder Klugheit an?' though he proceeds to

admit that the word has moral associations (El. 145), has not realised

the importance of the theme of ^pdi^crts. It is the same editor a learned

and intelligent scholar in most matters who wrote the unhappy words :

' Keine Interpretationskunst der Welt wird aus den Worten d pr) TO Kfp8o

KepSavei Si/caiws eine Beziehung auf. . .Oedipus herausdeuten konnen : hier

muss der Dichter auf etwas zielen, was ganzlich ausserhalb des Stiickes

liegt'[889 ].

655. Just as the oath was enacted with solemn formality, so is the

act of supplication. And the King is bound to respect both. Therefore

he warns the chorus not to compel him without realising the responsibility

they undertake. At 658 he is still trying to impress upon them the same

thought, and the use of orav subtly avoids even the admission that the

request has been made. See my remarks in C. R. Vol. xxvn Sept. 1913;

p. 188.

656. I accept Bruhn's reading which is based on the fact that the

scholiast read /Ar/SeVcr* (MSS prjiror' cv). L has Adyov, with a correction

yo>, A A.dyo),
r Adyov.

659. Cf. 100, and 309. The King assumes the disloyalty of Creon

and the falseness of Teiresias. He has no room in his mind for the

thought which the chorus still cherishes : the prophet, they think, may-
have been mistaken.

660. The oath by the All-seeing Sun heightens once more the

dramatic appeal: first Creon, then the chorus, pledge their loyalty by
oaths which, if they are not true, mean ruin. 665667 recall Jocasta's

first rebuke (636). Thus this lyrical drama begins and ends with the same
theme. This fact supports the reading rdS' (666) not TO. 8' (MSS KO.L

raft). This point Mr Murray's translation well indicates. There is a

pause here.

675. Cf. Cleaenetus fr. 2 N. p. 807 Xv-mj yap opyrf r eis eva i/w^s
TOTTOV

j

(\66vra fjuavLa TOIS l^ovcn yiyi/erat. Though Oedipus yields, he is

Still angry, and (Eur. fr. 799) wo-Trcp Qvifrov KCU TO CTW/A' ly/itov !<u
|
ovrta

irpocnf)Kf.L /AT/Se rrjv opyrjv *X LV
I

"^avaroi/ oorts cruxftpovelv eTrurraTai: cf. line

589 for the last words. So Fr. Tr. Adesp. 79 N. p. 854 oBa.va.rov d
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p.ri <f>v\a.(T(T $1/77765 wv. These lines contain the last and most solemn

warning that Oedipus is to hear : they are not spoken with hate.

676. The restraint for which I have pleaded will bring its reward in

the tragic excitement of this line. Suddenly the passion of Oedipus

breaks out. When Creon, with his quiet Tropcvo-o/xai (cf. 444) leaves the

theatre, we realise that the appeal for wisdom has failed. The King is, in

more than the literal sense, dyvwros. Unless we have realised throughout

the scene that it is Oedipus who is on his trial, we shall fail to feel the

dramatic significance of the exit of his wise counsellor. How violent is.

the outburst of the emotion which Oedipus has been trying in vain to

control, we can gather from his silence after 676. At 687 he speaks again,

but he is exhausted by the mental crisis through which he has just

passed. It is the passion displayed at 676 and in the following

moments that makes it possible for the chorus to speak as they do

at 689.

That Jebb is right in taking dyvw's here also as active I do not doubt.

Kugler's argument that So'/ojo-ts dyvok Xoywv is practically the same as

d^avr}? Xoyos, is sound, but does not prove that dyvws is passive. The

Adyos is a<f>avTJ<;, ignotum, but the 80*770-1? of the a^avr/s Xo'yos, the fumbling
for its meaning and validity, is ignara. But when Jebb says 'Oedipus
was incensed against Creon without proof; on the other hand (Be) Creon

also (KCXI) was incensed by the unjust accusation,' I venture to think that

he has overlooked Jocasta's answer dp.(f>oiv air avrolv, to which the chorus

answer vai\i> Had they answered her next question, *ai rt's -rjv Xo'yos;

they would have had to explain that in the case of Oedipus there was the

fumbling after an explanation of the denunciation of Teiresias, and the

indignation at its apparent injustice, and in the case of Creon the fumbling
after an explanation of the suspicion of Oedipus and the indignation at

its injustice. Their ambiguous phrase covers both the quarrellers, in both

its clauses. And this is what the scholiast implies.

677 ff. The word a'yvws is used thrice in Sophocles with active sense,

and the three examples, as is not surprising, are in the Oedipus. In 1 133
it helps the characterisation of the impertinent Corinthian with his cv

yap oK' on KaToiSev. In 677 it is used by a more violent Karaxpw-^ f r

ayvoyiovos, as Kugler remarks: it is chosen for the sake of its suggestion
to the audience of the ignorance of Oedipus. In 68 1 the non-committal

answer of the chorus to Jocasta's question has been explained above.

687-688. I believe that Jebb's explanation is right, and that there

is no excuse for rejecting the participles. The chorus, believing that both

Creon and Oedipus are innocent, anxiously try to prevent further talk of

the quarrel. Oedipus, convinced that Creon is his enemy, feels that the

words of the chorus imply that nothing can be done to prevent Creon's
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slander from spreading and leading to the banishment or death of its

victim. Here the psychology of Oedipus is the same as it was in his

youth (786). This point is obvious enough when the play is acted.

Emendation which makes Oedipus cry e.g.

So be it, thou wise counsellor! Make slight

My wrong, and blunt my purpose ere it smite (Murray),

makes the reply of the chorus practically irrelevant. Oedipus implies by
his words opas lv ^*eis K.T.A.. that, by defending Creon, the chorus have

made inevitable his own condemnation. They answer the thought of

the King. Notice that their appeal 'that the matter should rest where

it ceased' is at this moment peculiarly tragic. It comes just before the

process of revelation begins.

700. It is a small detail, yet worth noticing, that Oedipus, having
dismissed the loyal Creon, turns now from the loyal citizens. Only

Jocasta remains and she is to give him fresh reasons for anxiety, instead

of comfort.

718. Why did La'ius thus mutilate the child? Not from uncalculating

savagery, but in order that he might not be reared if he were found on

the mountains, but left to die. The mention of 'three days from the

birth
'

curiously corresponds to the to? rpiVr/ ^fiepr/ T<3 ir<uSia> e^^et^eVw

eyeVero of Hdt. 1113. This somewhat strengthens the theory of some

direct connection between the Cyrus episode of Herodotus and the

story of Sophocles.

719. The unusual rhythm is not certainly due to corruption, though

Musgrave's a/Sarov ets may be right. In any case the effect of the

tribrach is dramatic. Jocasta has been described as 'cold and heartless.'

This view is, I believe, indefensible. When the play is acted we realise

that this story of the infant whom she has lost is the story of her life's

tragedy. She has never told anyone, not even Oedipus, of her secret.

To-day, under stress of the longing to help and comfort her husband,
she reveals, for his comfort, a secret which has oppressed her for years.

Because she cares so much for him and desires above all to comfort him,

she speaks coldly, turning her tragedy into an argument. But her pain

emerges in the rhythm of this line. It is worth while to recall (without

prejudice to the question whether Sophocles is influenced by Herodotus,
or whether both are not introducing stock incidents of a familiar type of

story) that the infant Cyrus was exposed (Hdt. i no) es TO Ipr/^oVarov

rail/ 6pu)v, o/cws o.v ra^io-Ta 8ia<j)da.peir). The herdsman chosen by Harpagus
was one who [Ive/xc] vop.d<s re eViTT/SeioraTas KOL opea ^r/ptajSeVraTa.

725. Cf. line 280 and fr. 833.

726. The words which were intended to reassure Oedipus, bidding
him disregard the prophet's accusation, have given him the first clue to
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his guilt the mention of the place at which Laius fell. It is characteristic

of Oedipus that he becomes absorbed with any idea which seizes him,

and neglects for the moment every other thought. Here he has heard

nothing of Jocasta's speech after 1. 716. That is why the mention of the

mutilation of the child passes quite unnoticed. Often in this play words

are used which so plainly hint at the truth that a reader thinks it strange

that Oedipus is still deceived. The explanation is seen by a spectator

in the character of the king. For Oedipus, the voice of Jocasta goes on

after line 716, but the words mean nothing. When the voice stops he

begins to speak of the thoughts which 716 have stirred.

729. I seemed to hear you say.... This phrase confirms the opinion

of the hero's psychology which I have expressed on line 726.

732 ff. Throughout this dialogue the queen is anxiously watching

Oedipus, not understanding the cause of his distress, very carefully

answering in exact detail his questions.

758 ff. There is an inconsistency, ofno dramatic importance, between

this line and 118. At 118 the audience certainly assumes that the

escaped slave came home before anything had been heard of Oedipus.

Here he arrives to find Oedipus on the throne. No audience would

remember line 118. The object of Sophocles is, however, of dramatic

importance. Jocasta, as she speaks lines 758-760, realises that the man

may have had good reason for his request. There is fear in her voice at

line 761. Then, with an effort, she pretends that she has seen nothing
sinister. That is the explanation of lines 763-764. From this point

onwards we know that she fears the coming of this man. She thinks

that he will assert the guilt of Oedipus ; after line 813 we know that she

not only fears, but knows this fact. But she does not, it is important to

remember, at all suspect that Oedipus is the child of whom she has spoken.

774. Of course Jocasta knows that he is supposed to be the son of

Polybus. He tells his story, like a King, in the grand manner. Smaller

people might say, 'My father, as you know '

It is more important
for us to understand that in this speech Oedipus is telling Jocasta a

secret which he has kept from all his friends in Thebes. Just as Jocasta

has lately revealed her life's sorrow, so Oedipus now reveals a fear which

has hung over him for many years. To the audience his behaviour in

presence of Teiresias gave a hint of this secret fear. See note on line 462.

Now, when Jocasta bids him disregard the prophet's indictment, his

emotion makes him tell her that this is not the first occasion on which

he has had reason to fear the truth of divination. She has appealed from

the human prophet to the god himself. Oedipus fears that the prophet

may be right, because the god, in whose truth he believes, has already
uttered terrible prophecies of his fate. Only, again, it is important ta
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notice that Oedipus in no way connects the Delphic prophecy with the

death of Laius. If, as he now fears, he slew Lai'us, he is polluted and

must leave Thebes. And surely, if this is true, he will some day incur

the more dreadful pollution of which Apollo spoke.

775. The word Awpis is spoken with a sense of the high dignity of

the race. Here, as in 267, we feel the importance for Oedipus of such

matters.

I think, means 'I lived,' 'I passed my days.' Hesych.
: Sifjyov. So^o/cXiys vecrrr/ Sevrepoj.

776. The repetition of the word rvxn 773 is significant. See notes

on 442, 977.

779-780. Three times Oedipus uses words which suggest that the

taunt was not worth serious consideration.

786. The psychology of Oedipus is masterly. He feels here, as he

does when he thinks that Creon is at work against him, the creeping evil.

His tragedy is heightened by the fact that evils far more terrible than he

suspects are indeed secretly making their way.

804-805. Though Oedipus is engrossed in his story, imagination

making vivid every detail of a scene which he had almost forgotten, the

poet has contrived that his words shall plainly show his legal innocence.

He was attacked, and defended himself against the aggressor. Contrast

this with Eur. Phoen. 41 ff.

810. The delight of battle makes Oedipus, Jocasta and the audience

for the moment forget the tragic meaning of the fight. We admire

Oedipus as we pity him. There is nothing but enthusiasm in his voice

as he cries KreiW 8& rows ^v^iravra^. Then follows a long pause in which

it is important to instruct the prompter not to prompt. At d Se TU> *vta...

the voice of Oedipus is changed.

825. Oedipus still think? that even if he slew Laius and must leave

Thebes, there is a chance of avoiding the greater pollution of parricide

and incest. Only, he thinks, this means that he must remain an exile

from Corinth as from Thebes. (L has p.tjr' e/x/SareJeu/
' made by an

early hand' from /A^OT', or possibly from P.TJ p. F
fj.ij /xe /Barmew.)

828. Cf. 816, 1311.

833. The fine effect of crv//,<opas here depends partly on the use of

that word earlier in the play. See e.g. note on 44.

841. The subtle use of irepiaa-ov suggests the state of mind of

Jocasta. To Oedipus she means to say: 'What of special note... 'as

Jebb translates. To us she reveals her fear that she has spoken Tro'AA'

ayai/ (767). She knows that the hope of Oedipus is vain.

848. Cf. 525-

851-858. I hope it is not necessary to argue against those who
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think that Jocasta is punished for impiety. But it must be clearly

understood that she is not innocent. Here she goes much farther than

at lines 707-712. It is not merely human ministers, but the god himself,

whose word she now will disregard. The impiety springs not from her

reason and her experience, as does the legitimate scepticism of 7 1 2, but

from her love for Oedipus. She would now do or say anything which

would save him from anxiety and spare him the knowledge that he slew

her husband.

853- Cf. notes on 87, 505.

855. o Svo-rrjvos surely confirms the opinion that Jocasta really cared

about the death of her child. This word will prove of great dramatic

value. Here Jocasta applies the epithet in her ignorance to Oedipus.

We shall hear the same epithet again when she knows all that it means,

in her unforgettable cry at line 1071. After that the chorus will give the

title to their King, once happy (1303). Finally Oedipus (1308) will take

it for his own.

859. This is not a piece of significant impiety, but, as Jebb says, an

almost mechanical assent. The contrast between the passionate desire

of Oedipus for honour and for truth and the impetuous, loving, and un-

scrupulous, attempt of Jocasta to escape from reality, is marked. At

line 707 she bade him 'listen to her' a^els eaurov. He now bids her

send for the eye-witness, /owjSe rovr a^jjs.

863 ff. The members ofthechorus are normal, pious Greekgentlemen.
If we recall the drama which they have witnessed, we shall not be

surprised at their anxious comment. They have seen their land devastated

by a blight and pestilence, and they have heard a trusted prophet declare

that it is their King, a stranger who once saved the land from a somewhat
similar catastrophe, who is responsible, because of an old pollution, for

the present disaster. Though they cannot bring themselves to believe

that Oedipus is guilty, they are not unmoved by such a suggestion. They
know that, under a 'faultless king, who, being like a god, maintains

righteous judgment,' not only are the people virtuous, but also the land

and cattle are fertile. The Greek audience does not need to be reminded
of this point of view, which becomes a commonplace of the later

discussion of the good King and the bad. See e.g. Themist. xv p. 188 Dfif.

The same orator (xv p. 1910) uses the opening of the Iliad as a stock

example : we have seen that Sophocles also had in mind the quarrel and
the pestilence of //. i. When the '

shafts of the god
'

ravaged the host

for nine days, it was, Themistius reminds us, because of the harshness
of the King to the priest: the people suffered though they had
recommended pious moderation. Secondly, then, the chorus have seen
the anger of Oedipus overcoming his reason, and making him insult the
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prophet, as Agamemnon insults Chrysis. They have seen their excellent

King, the ' father of his people,' filled with suspicions, like a Tyrant, and

launching against his friend accusations, threats, claims to an over-

whelming, lawless power, such as a Tyrant normally uses. Finally, they

have heard from the queen a story of cruelty and impiety, from Oedipus
talk of the dread of the most terrible pollutions. They have spoken, as

piety enjoins, of the cautious fear OKVOS (834) which these dangers,

prophesied by Apollo himself, demand. The response has been from

Jocasta an assertion of unbelief, and from Oedipus something like an

acquiescence in that impious assertion. Now, if we remember that the

chorus are actors in the drama, that, unlike the audience, they do not

know the sequel and have heard this story to-day for the first time, can

we wonder that they doubt whether, after all, in spite of their love and

their knowledge of his past excellence, they ought not to believe that

Oedipus is a '

Tyrant
'

rightly doomed ? That, as I have argued in the

Introduction, is not the view of the audience : it is not even the settled

conviction of the chorus. What they say is simply that they wonder and

are distressed.

They pray for purity and reverence. They assert that it is pride and

violence that produce a Tyrant. They hope that Oedipus is not a Tyrant.

Yet, if a man be tyrannical, naturally he must perish. And, indeed,

there is another difficulty. The oracles must come true, if religion is to be

saved. For the relevance of the whole poem I have argued on pp. xli ff.

Here I will quote one of the later descriptions of Tyrant and good King,

commonplace based upon the stock of popular morality, whether the

particular mode of elaboration be that of Plato or Xenophon, Themistius,

Dio, Plutarch or Julian.

Dio (i 15) asserts that the good King is
' First of all, one that is a

careful servant of the gods...and after the gods he cares for men.' He
shows himself '

placable and gentle to all men, since he thinks all men
are his friends and well-wishers

'

( 20). He 'loves work more than many
other men love pleasure or money' (21). In contrast with this ideal

monarch, we hear of the tyrannical King :

' A man who becomes, as a

ruler, violent, unjust, lawless... insatiate of pleasure, insatiate of money,
swift to suspicion, irreconcilable when he has fallen into anger, with a

quick ear for slander, not amenable to the persuasion of reasonable words,

cunning, a plotter, mean, obstinate, raising the base to eminence, bearing
a grudge against the better sort,... one that thinks no man his friend and

has no friend.' That is, of course, no description of Oedipus, who is

essentially the good King. But there is enough material there for a fair

commentary on the attitude of our chorus ! Do you think that the type
is suggested by Nero or Caligula ? Well, Plato's Tyrant, a man full of
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fears and desires, compelled by some stroke of fortune (VTTO TIVOS

to become a despot, one who, though he is not master of himself, essays

to rule over others, becomes '

envious, suspicious, unjust, friendless, foul

and impious, avoVio9,' unfortunate himself and a cause of ill-fortune to

others. The details of the picture are to be found, as I have pointed out

in many notes and in the Introduction, before Plato, Xenophon or even

Antisthenes created the stock formula.

865. For the vo/xot here and Kparvvwv in 903 cf. Heracleitus (i 44 p. 78)

rpefovrai yap iravres 01 dvOpwireioi VO/U.GI VTTO lvo<s TOV 6eiov Kparel Se TocroC-

TOV OKOCTOV e$eAei, KOI efapKei train /cai Trepryryverai.

866-867. Bruhn thinks that both strophe and antistrophe are

corrupt (see Heskenrath's metrical analysis in Bruhn p. 220) but that

the antistrophe preserves the true rhythm. I agree with Jebb in thinking

that the strophe is sound. The rhythm of these two lines combines the

iambic effect of 863-865 with the logaoedic effect (if I may use the ex-

pression) of the following lines. Thus ^>^> ^> w w = ^ w ^ -.

874. Literally 'if a man be filled....' The shift and the omission of

the nominative TIS are made possible by the familiar sentiment. For the

topic of wealth, satiety, insolence and ruin see Headlam's lecture on the

Agamemnon (Cambridge Praelections 1906) and his edition of that play.

Wealth beyond measure tends to become wealth 'that profits not/

though the process is not inevitable. The good man's Sophrosyne, which

can be content with a modest sufficiency, is able to make good use of

fortune's lavishness. A wise man is modest in good luck, cheerful in

bad. It is obvious that nothing we have hitherto witnessed justifies the

inference that Oedipus is a man 'unable to bear' good fortune. Only,
the chorus feel, his conduct has shown signs of a dangerous temper.
In the immediate sequel, Jocasta will be thrown into a state of desperate
boldness by an apparent stroke of good luck. Presently Oedipus will

himself be seized by the same dangerous spirit of elation.

876. I venture to suggest aKporard rts 8' <xva/3as for the MS reading

aKpordrav ewrava/3a</, and to suppose that dvrjp has fallen out after

MTOTOJU.OV in 1. 877.

885. The stock marks of a tyranny are mentioned. First Injustice.

Plato coined a phrase, but not an idea, when he said that Tvpawis was

17 eo-xdrr) aSiKta. That Oedipus has shown too little 'fear' for justice in

the treatment of Creon is evident. On the other hand, he has not refused

to 'honour the gods and the shrines of the gods.' But this also is charac-

teristic of Tyrants, and the chorus, seeing his attitude to Teiresias, and

hearing the impious words of Jocasta, fear that they are symptoms of

worse. As Sophocles himself makes his hero say, At. 1350, 'Foradespotto
be pious is not easy,' TOV rot rvpawov fvcrefteLv ov pdSiov, a principle which
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is assumed in the epitaph of the princess Archedike (Thuc. vi 59), who,

though her father, her brothers, her husband, and her children were

rvpawoL, was not carried away into wanton pride of mind. The proverbial

origin of the whole picture, with its association of impiety, greed, and

injustice, is given by Solon 4, 12-15: men grow rich by unjust means:

they spare neither sacred property, nor state property: they steal, and

prey upon one another: they do not respect the holy shrine of Justice.

These persons are the 'great' men whose mischievous practices Solon

has to check: if they continue, the result will be a despotism (9, 3). The
association of impiety, greed, sexual violence persists in philosophical

jargon: so that Ps.-Arist. irepl dperw divides cuWo. into the three kinds,

da-eSeia, 7rAeoveia, vftpis, 1251 a. Plato Rep. 568 D, 574 D may serve to

illustrate the way in which the stock notion, older than Solon, that bad

men rob the gods themselves, passes into the tyrant theme. Cp. Plutarch

Mor. 330 E, F for the tyrant's ^lATjSovia, a$eoY7S, and TrXeovcgia KOL dSuaa.

889. If any of my readers are already convinced that this line can

be properly said to refer to Oedipus, I apologise for arguing the matter

again. But if I have failed to convince any reader, I will ask him to read

the following summary of the proverbial cliches.

1. All men seek their own advantage, most men seeking it in wealth.

See Intr. p. xlviii, Solon 13, and Eur./r. 794, where, by a characteristic

piece of subtlety, the gods themselves are said to be subject to this uni-

versal disease. This proverb is interpreted by Socrates in a noble sense,

as meaning that all must love the highest when they see it. Since all

men seek their own advantage, men sin only as a result of ignorance of

good and evil!

2. Bad men seek money without regard for virtue, by all means,

good or bad. Eur. fr. 758
' For bad men Gain takes precedence of

Justice.' Add Eur. fr. 459, 738, 341, 354, 378, 417, 419.

3. Kingship and riches are proverbially associated. See Intr. p. xlix.

Add Eur. fr. 420, Apollonides fr. i N. p. 825, Fr. Tr. Adesp. 130 N.

p. 867.

4. Bad Kings are, therefore, proverbially persons who prefer ill-

gotten gains to justice. In Eur. Heracleid. the play begins with a sad

reflection from the excellent lolaus to the effect that, in his experience,

the unjust man who pursues gain at all costs, though a bad citizen and

a bad friend, is, at any rate, 'an excellent friend to himself.' This is not

merely an old man's talk. It is the theme which the play is to contradict.

The excellent king of Athens rejects the appeal to self-interest which

is urged by the representative of the barbaric Eurystheus: Athens her-

self shows generosity and clemency, and wins a reward that is truly a

'gain.'
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In contrast with this pleasing Athenian picture, the wicked Theban

Eteocles (Eur. Phoen, 524) remarks tiircp yap dSiKelv xprj, rvpourvfliae Wpi \

KaAAurrof aSiKeiv, a frank statement of a principle on which many people

act, though they prefer to say (Plut. Mor. 1 8 E) rov ^Iv SIKCUOU TTJV So/cijaiv

apw<ro, j
TO, 8* epya TOV irav SpuJvros evOa KepSavets. On the Other hand, the

good old Athenian king Erechtheus, when he acts as Polonius to a

young prince, advises him to try to make his fortune, but by no means,

if he wishes it to remain with him, to get it by injustice. (This speech

well illustrates other Tyrant commonplaces: the youth is to shun 'dis-

graceful loves' for fear of vengeance, and to choose frank friends, not

flatterers, Eur. fr. 362.) We remember that Pericles, under whom the

democracy was really viro TOV Trptarov oVSpos o-pxn> was XP7
?/
jta

'

TWV 8t

aSwpoTO/ros (Thuc. II 65 8), <iA.o7ro\is T (cf. 880) /cat xprj/j-dr

890-891. If we have once understood 889, 1 think we shall have no

further difficulty. The Tyrant is proverbially lascivious, making the

daughters and sons of the citizens the prey of his lust. Now of course

this is not true of Oedipus. Nor does the chorus at all suggest that it

is true. The language is vague enough to be a natural expression of the

horror caused by the suggestion of possible future incest. Very skilfully

Sophocles has made this suggestion contribute one more touch to the

general sketch of the imaginary Tyrant. These lines are precisely like

the rest of the chorus. Just as no one in the audience can possibly

suppose that Sophocles means him to think that Oedipus is essentially

unchaste, so no one will think that he is essentially a greedy grabber of

wealth, an impious mocker at the gods and insulter of shrines. He is

human, and, like most human beings in high places, he shows symptoms
of his kinship, through humanity, with Tyrants. That is all. The drama

gains in strength, because fundamentally Oedipus is so far removed from

all such pride and sin ! He falls in spite of his virtues, into a calamity
which piety, and the chorus, would fain reserve for monsters of wickedness.

892. For the shafts of the god see 205 and note on 470.

901. TaSe, which Bruhn strangely takes to mean 'this that I say'
must in this chorus mean 'these oracles about which we are all thinking.'
For a somewhat similar vague use of a pronoun see line 317.

903 ff. When we hear dXX' o> Kparvvwv, we may not, perhaps, re-

member, but we are certainly moved by the fact that we have heard the

same words before, in a very different context. Thus the priest addressed

Oedipus (14) in the speech which made him almost equal with a god.
The chorus, who would gladly defend their human Trpoo-Tcm??, yet must

cling at all costs to a greater champion than any man. Oedipus is a

Master, who, they fear, is also behaving like a Tyrant. One Master there

is greater than any human King. So the priest had urged Oedipus to
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save the city, reminding him that his good name of Saviour was at

stake! (46-48). Now it is the name of Zeus Himself that is to be

vindicated. We have learnt how Oedipus as King would claim sole right

and sole authority. Zeus alone is really King of All Things. For the

answer to this see line 1252. The effect of this contrast between the

human, mortal, monarch with his kingdom of a day, and the eternal

empire of Zeus is heightened by the use of the pronouns o-eravTeo-av....

See also 497.

The contrast between the mortal ruler and Zeus is appropriate to

the Tyrant theme. We remember, eg., how Pericles was described by
comic poets (Cratinus (dparrai, Koch Vol. i p. 35 fr. 71 Xeipwvcs,

Koch Vol. I p. 86 fr. 240 Sretcris 8e KCU Trpeaftvycvr)^ Kpdvos dXAi/Xouri

fJLiyevTC | /xe'yiarov TIKTCTOV rvpavvov, ov 8r/ K<f>aXr)yepcTav 6fol KaXtowriv,

fr. 241 "Hpav T ot 'AtTTrao-iav TIKTCI KaraTruyotruvi/, Hermippus Moipai,

Koch Vol. i p. 235 /r. 41, Telecleides 'Ho-ib&n, Koch Vol. ip. 214 fr. 17,

aSj/Acov SpafJMTutv p. 2 20 fr. 42).

A good dramatic application of the contrast is made by Aeschylus in

Supp. 365 foil. The chorus try to persuade the constitutional King to

exceed his authority. He refuses to act without the people (369, 398)
but they cry (370): av TOI TroXis (cf. O.T. 629, 63o)...Kparvvs....ftovo-

o-KT/Trrpouri 8' V $povois XP' S
I

""**' ""tKpat/I/ *is. When he has gone to

consult his people, we hear (524) ava dva.KT<av, /iaKapwv /laKaprare KCU

TfAetov TcXc.utTa.Tov jcpa'ros, oA./?t ZeO, and the result is announced in the

words (623, 624) 7jiKov(rev...ST7/Aos..., Zevs 8' eTreVpavcv reAo?.

907. The notion that the reference is to an oracle-collection, current

under the name of LaTus (Wilamowitz in Hermes 34 p. 76 ff.),
is bound

up with the perverse notion that this chorus is irrelevant and must be

explained by contemporary politics.

911. Editors are very severe about Jocasta. She became sceptical

for very good reasons, by no means frivolously, but by suffering. She

has further dared to speak impiously, but not because of frivolity: un-

less indeed it be frivolous to love a man more even than one's own safety

and virtue. Now, in her terrible anxiety 'a thought has come to her'...

to pray. She prays, tragically enough to the Apollo who stands at the

palace door, because he is nearest, i.e., most intimately connected with

her family. And Apollo as we know is to send the truth and the ruin.

Bruhn says that all this characterises the frivolous queen. A thought
occurs to her Yes, but the real dramatic value of that phrase is this.

We have heard the chorus sing that religion is lost. Then, suddenly, as

if to drive away all gloomy thoughts, the queen who is so soon to perish,

comes with offerings and prayers to the god. It is true that she cares

more for her husband than for any god ! And that is tragic, not frivolous.
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914 ff. Passion, pain and fear: see note on 675. The hot fit of anger

has been followed by a cold fit of fear. A wise man is moderate in ad-

versity as in prosperity: among the maxims of the wise are these: 'Be not

grieved at every happening,' /AT)
lirl iravrl Xvirov (Periander, Mullach Vol. i

p. 215: see also id. ib. p. 218); 'In good fortune be not proud, nor cast

down in evil fortune,' airopowTo. /AT) raircivovcrOat (Cleobulus, Diels p. 521

line 2, Mullach Vol. i p. 212); 'In good luck be moderate, in bad be

sensible,' /*<rptos...^p<Jvi/Lios (Periander, Diels p. 523 line 17, Mullach

Vol. i p. 214). Moreover, proverb says, one should always 'reason as

to the unknown by the known,' TO. d<f>avf) rots <avpots re/tyuu'pov (Solon,

Diels p. 521 line 10, Mullach Vol. i p. 212). Oedipus, in fact, is now

unbalanced in mind. As Dio remarks (m 34), 6 a8waro9 /juv opy^v

l-7rLKaTa<r^LV...d8vvaro<i 8c dir<o<racrda.i XUTTTJV eViore /r^Sevo? \virrjpov

7rapdiTos...aSuvaTos 8f Trjs ^X1?5 aireXaerai <f>6j3ov, ovSev co^eXovvTo. ev T<HS

Seivois aXXa TO, /xeyicrra /JXarrrovTa, TTWS OVK avav8pos OVTOS <r^>d8pa ; We all

know the Horatian ideal, which is as ancient as the Greek literature,

Odes ii 10 13 Sperat infestis, metuit secundis alterant sortem bene prae-

paratum pectus. That is not attained by Oedipus. Of him we must think

atruveros OOTIS ev <o/3<i) fjikv acr^cvr/s, | \a(3wv Se fjuKpov nys TV^JJS <f>povfi

fj.fya (Eur.fr. 735). As we shall see, both clauses apply to Oedipus.

Yet, again, he is greater than any motto. His high courage, which

shrinks from no truth, is the more moving because he is physically un-

able to control his fear.

923. Jocasta speaks as a Queen, and the last phrase is a prayer for

Oedipus as King of Thebes. For the stock comparison see Aesch.

Sept. 2. owov/xev indicates the proper spirit of cautious fear. See

line 834.

924 ff. The rhyme is not entirely without effect. This Messenger
from Corinth is not heroic, but an eager, rather vulgar, busybody, full

of his great news and delighted with his own cleverness.

928. The ambiguity 'wife and mother... of his children' is inten-

tional.

929. This reply is tragically significant. This scene is to prove that

Jocasta and all she loves are, not merely not 'happy,' but of all human
souls most miserable. The beginning of the final calamity is marked by
the giving of the name of happy to the victim : the moral of all is that

no man should be called happy till his end.

932. So Polycrates in Hdt. HI 42 7;o-0is TOUTI ZTTCO-I (of the fisher-

man) answered Kapra re eu eTrotr/cras KO.L xpt5 8nr\erj rtov re Xdywv KCU TOV

owpov. Cf. Hdt. V 50 ovSeva yap Ao'yov ewtTrea Xeycts K.r.X. In view of

the frequent use of Ionic by Sophocles I doubt if Jocasta means more
than 'good words.'
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937. These words are true, but in far different sense from that

which the messenger intends.

947- Jocasta prayed, and there came immediately what seemed like

an answer of good import to her prayer. But she is not, as the Greeks

said, 'able to endure her good luck.' Instead of thanks to the gods for

this relief, she breaks out into fresh impiety. Of course the audience is

intelligent enough to know that in fact the news is not good, but in-

different : and that, pious or impious, Jocasta is doomed. But her fate

is more tragic because of the spirit of blind confidence which now
seizes her. Observe that it is Luck, she thinks, that has saved Oedipus.

953. It is impossible to say exactly with what effect, but certainly

not without some strengthening of the dramatic value of the language,

we hear the words of line 687 again.

957. The Messenger is naturally astonished to find that the part of

his news which he expected to be received with sorrow arouses such

excitement and such relief.

960. This is the same Oedipus, a King with a King's suspicions, who
has made the chorus so anxious for his character and fate.

962. When Jocasta spoke of the death of La'ius she spoke of the

infant who should have lived to slay him as 6 Svonjvos. See note on

855. This 6 rArf/xwv has for the audience its effect, hardly noticed, but

intended by the poet, in relation to what is past and what is still

to come.

969. This line is important, and not always understood. Oedipus,
for a moment, in the first shock of relief at hearing that he can no

longer become the murderer of Polybus, has spoken of Delphi and of

divination in the tone of Jocasta herself. But Oedipus, as his whole

life's adventure proves, is pious and believes Apollo. So, quite seriously,

he thinks, after the first glad cry of human relief, that he must not

presume that, after all, oracles are often ambiguous. Perhaps the old

king died of broken-hearted sorrow for his absent son. The general

effect of the speech is rash and wicked: but this momentary recoil is

sincere and pious and characteristic of the hero. Somewhat similar is

the recoil of Creon before his own far more appalling impiety at

Antig. 1043. The effect of Jocasta's eager insistence is, naturally, to

awake still more thoroughly his pious fear.

972. agC o\>8ev6<:, 'not important,' though not necessarily untrue:

see 969, and cf. Hdt. I 120 otTrocrK^avTos TOU Iwirvtov es <f>\avpov...

977. This speech marks the height of the confidence, and wicked

confidence, of Jocasta. To say that Luck governs all human affairs, that

arandom life is best, that providence exists neither in man nor for man, and

that nothing is to be feared, is to deny the fundamental doctrine of the
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Greek religion of Sophrosyne. Men should believe in Fortune, but not

trust in Luck, TV^V v6p.ic, rv\y fir} TrtWeve (Mullach Vol. I pp. 217, 218).

They should honour the goddess Foresight, and look ever to the future,

irpovoiav TLfia, opa TO fieXXov (id. /#.). Not only good fortune, but also good
sense is necessary for a man's prosperity, and good sense really means a

modest sense of human limitations. When luck seems good, when winds

are fair, we should most be on our guard: for good luck flatters us often

to ruin. It is precisely because of the uncertainty of the morrow that we

ought to be modest (Simonides 32 and 62), since 'in a little time God

changeth all things.' The queen has forgotten the law of the alternation

of human good and evil, the theme, for example, of Pindar Ol. n,

where the house of Lai'us is cited as an instance. She ought to cry:

'Thank God for this small boon: and now /AT) Opaa-aoi xpovos oXySov

e<f>tpTT(av (Ol. vi 97). See also Ol. xn 1-13, where the invocation of the

Saviour Fortune (cf. O. T. 81) is combined with pious talk of the veiled

future, the changes of fortune, the falseness of hope. When the sailors

after the storm went on their way ov ireTrotfloTcs rvxtl, they were not so

relieved that 'they couldn't believe their luck' but so schooled by their

recent adventure that they
' did not trust good Fortune' (Aesch. Ag. 668).

The right prayer for anyone who is lucky is this: vimj 8' eiretirep to-irer

ju.7re8tos fjifvot (Ag. 854), uttered in a spirit not of boasting, but of caution.

Men need for success both luck and calculation. Too often a piece of

luck upsets the mental balance (Thuc. in 97). Demosthenes, over

persuaded, and also ry rvxy \7ricras, attacks and is defeated. See the

political application of this doctrine, which is true, not superstitious, in

Thuc. iv 1 8. True as it is, however, that good luck often turns men's

heads and leads them to disaster, it is not true that caution always spells

safety. Nicias may serve as our example, who thought he could by a

safe policy leave the name behind him of one that brought no disaster to

his city, vo/u'wv e/c rov a,Kw8wov TOVTO vfj.f3aiveiv KOI oerris eXd\L<TTa TV\IJ

avrov TrapaStSowriv (Thuc. v 1 6). It was significant of confusion and
reversal of old moralities in the war that the pious Melians were

destroyed because, forsooth, they 'put their trust in their good luck,'

and must submit to the insult of a moral lecture on the danger of such

confidence, delivered by the flushed and wicked persecutor (Thuc. v

112, 113). I do not doubt it happened: the modern newspapers show
that human nature has not changed ! Add in 45, 6, but do not forget,
in view of Mr Cornford's strange misconception, to temper your contempt
for Thucydides by a quiet consideration of i 140, i. Plutarch (Mor.

p. 97 E) rightly asserts that morality depends on a denial of the supre-

macy of TV'XTJ, and quotes O.T. no as such a denial: men are superior
to other animals, not in TV^, but in the possession of TOV Aoyior/Aov *ai
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TTJV fir
Lfj.f

\ciav Kal TTIV -n-povoiav (98 D). This merely repeats the doctrine of

Democritus 1 19 p. 407
' men have created an image of Luck as the excuse

for their own folly' : /Scuo. yap <f>povTjo-ei Tv\r] fjidx^Tai. Let me conclude this

long note with a reference to the wisdom attributed by Diog. L. i 68 and

70 to Cheilon : irpovoia -rcpl TOV /u.eAA.ovTos, Aoyioyxo) KaTa\Tfjn~>j, avSpos

eo-Tiv dpc-nj, and yet /zavTiK7)v p.rj f\OaLpei.v. The language betrays a later

author than any Cheilon, but the wisdom is the wisdom of remote

antiquity. See note on 617 and cf. Hdt. in 36 dyadov n trpovoov emu-

<ro<ov Be
77 TrpoyUT^o;, and Epicharmus 269 ov p-fravoelv d\\a irpovoclv xpy

TOV dvSpa TOV <ro<f>dv. But TrpoWa in our passage is ambiguous. Jocasta

denies not only the importance of human caution, but also TOV 0eiov
rj

irpovoir) (Hdt. Ill 108).

979- Soph.yr. 287 TI'KTCI yap ovoev e<rd\ov eiKaia 0-^0X77.

981. A serious suggestion intended to help Oedipus. Even if he

cannot, like Jocasta, dismiss all fear of prophecy, he may at least assume

that the oracle means nothing important. See line 970. It is very

probable that Sophocles remembered Hippias (Hdt. vi 107). Similarly

Astyages was bidden by the Magians, 6a.paei...Kal Ovfiov e^e ayaOov,
when Cyrus had been called 'King' in a childish game. Astyages himself

replied KCU avros TOVTTJ TrXelcrTos yvwfj/tji' flp.i...r)Kfiv Tf TOV ovttpov

(cf, 1182) *ai (J.OL TOV iraloa TOVTOV etvai oeivov en ovoev (Hdt. I 120).

986. Jocasta has failed. Oedipus speaks in the spirit of pious
caution.

998. Eur.y?-. 30 has this pathetic d\X' ofuo?, d\\' 0/409 | otKTpd^ns

Tra.Tpioo<; fK\nrelv opou?.

1002. From the excessive fear of 917 Oedipus has passed to the

of 986. He will soon be filled with a mad confidence. Just so

did Jocasta pass from OKVOS (922) to her bold and wicked mood (977).

In his excessive fear and in his excessive confidence alike, Oedipus
conforms to the ancient tragic psychology. Cf. Aesch. Persae 599 oVav

K\VOWV
|

KaKtSv TT\6rj, irdvTa Sei|xa(vciv <f>i\fl'
|

orav o' o oatfiwv eupOTj,

TTTroi6evat
|

TOV auTov atev oaip.ov' ovpifii
1

TV)^T]S.

1005. The messenger is deliberately presented as cynical and self-

satisfied. The contrast between his pettiness and the greatness of Oedipus
is the object of this characterisation.

ion. See note on 88.

1023. This line is of great psychological importance. Oedipus, as

we have seen in the note on line 726, tends to become absorbed with

one idea at a time, and to forget all other thoughts. He is moved now

by the memory of the love of his reputed father. This shows us that, at

the supreme crisis, he is dominated by natural human affection. He has

longed to know the truth of his parentage, not only because of the oracle
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which he fears, but also from the eagerness of a son to know his father

and his mother. From this moment he forgets about his fears. He is

absorbed by the thought that he may now at last find his parents. That

is why he cannot understand Jocasta's appeal. His own first fear is,

now, that he may prove to be of servile origin : even that, however, he

is noble enough to understand, matters little. Even if he be a slave, he

has a father and a mother. Thus the moment of his most impious

confidence is also a moment of his nobility.

1025. If the MSS had offered us TV-^V we should have accepted it,

but I think Bruhn is right to reject the emendation. Oedipus, absorbed

by the news that Polybus is not his father and seized already by the

fresh fear that he may be of servile origin has not noticed the form of

the Corinthian's statements. 1018, indeed, is ambiguous. At 1020

Oedipus hears nothing after aXX' ov <r
iyf.ivo.ro. For this trait in his

character see note on line 726. The rather humorous mystification of

fvpwv is characteristic of the Corinthian and is spoilt if we accept TV^WV.

1026. Jocasta begins to understand.

1029. Oedipus, critical of evidence where criticism is tragically

misguided, wonders whether, after all, this messenger himself may
be his father. These questions are pressed home in order to prove the

good faith of fvpwv. Their effect is to make Jocasta certain of the truth.

1031.
'

Why, what ailed me, that you found me in evil plight (and
so had to

' save
'

me) ?
' L ev /caipols Xa/A/3ai/s. Other MSS ev Kaipois p.e

X., ev KaKoIs fji.f X., and ev KttKOis X. Jebb accepts ay^aXato-t, but evpwv

does not imply that the Corinthian ' found
'

Oedipus as a baby. That

point is first made clear at line 1034.

1032. Jocasta knows that Oedipus is her son. But until line 1042
she struggles against the realisation of the knowledge.

1035. The inference made by Oedipus has been missed by

interpreters. If he was ' found
'

with his feet thus pierced and fastened

together, it must have been as a baby. He has not yet known why his

ancles are swollen. He now hears that it is through an act of mutilation

which he must have remembered if it had occurred after infancy.

1051. The naivete" of this guess would be intolerable to a modern

dramatist. But to an audience which is interested in the important

matters, it is acceptable and is justified by the effect of 1053.

1056 ff. It is important that Jocasta should speak with a terrible

self-control. If she screams, as did Mr Reinhardt's Jocasta, Oedipus
can hardly play his part and retain our sympathy. Moreover, her own
exit will be revolting instead of tragic.

1066-1067. Though we are far away from the simple moral issue

of <t>p6vr)<n<> which was the keynote of the Teiresias scene, and an
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important element in the Creon scene, the effect of all that we have

heard heightens the tragic value of the refusal.

1071. See note on line 855.

1075- o"o7r>7s : see note on 1056.

1076. We remember the cry of Eteocles in Aesch. Sept. 690.
The greatness of this tragic moment depends on the likeness and the

unlikeness of the temper of Oedipus to that which we have already
noticed in Jocasta. When good news came she bade her husband fear

nothing, deny the value of foresight, and live at random. But her
' random '

life is really eiKeuo. o^oA^, letting things slide. Oedipus,
obsessed by the notion that he is about to discover his origin, has

forgotten all fears. He challenges fortune; is prepared to face the worst

and the best that truth can reveal. This is a spirit of nobler daring than

Jocasta could conceive. Yet this also is impious : and the delusion

grows in the mind of Oedipus, so that he passes from the excessive

boldness of 1076 to the boasting of 1080 ff.

1080. The theme of TV^T/ has now reached its climax. Nunquam
solido stetit superba felicitas : et ingentium imperiorum magna fastigia

oblivione fragilitatis humanae collapsa sunt. The doomed man calls

himself the son of Luck, Giver of Good. He forgets that Luck gives
evil also. The relation of this theme to the general moral development
would be evident to any Athenian. The doctrine which makes the words

of Oedipus so significant is well stated by Euripides y/-. 1073
ou xpi] TTOT' dp$ats iv TU^CUS ftt^rjKora

eeiv rov avrbv 8aip.ov' ts del So/ceiv

6 yap $eo's 7ra>9, et dcov tr<f>e %prj KaAetv,

/ca/xvct wd)v TO. TroAAa rots avrots dei'.

OvrfTwv 8e 6vrjTO<i oA./8os
* 01 8' vrrep^poves

KCU T(5 irapoi/Ti TOUTTIOV Trierrou/ievot

lAeyxoi' 2Aa/3ov njs rv\rj<i eV TW 7ra#eiv.

The same doctrine is stated in Eur. fr. 1074, 1075. The fundamental

necessity is this :

'

Being man, remember the fortune that is common to

all who are men,' avtfpwTros wv, /xe/zvrjcro T^S KOIV^S TU'X^S (Hippothoon,

fr. I N. p. 827), aV^pawreia 8' av rot Tnf/tar' av TV^OI /Sporots (Aesch. Pers.

706). Men should remember that 'good luck is a gift to men that only
a god can give' (Aesch. Sept. 625) instead of which they make good luck

itself their god, and 'more than a god' (Cho. 57, spoken of usurping

Tyrants who inspire fear instead of awe), whereas really 'not to be foolish

in mind' is 'the greatestgift of god' (Ag. 927). Thus Sophrosyne is the

right attitude, and implies a recognition of the instability of human

fortune, and of the dependence of men on the uncertain favour of

heaven.

s. ii
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1081. Notice first that the mention of 'the good gifts' of Fortune

gives a strength to the dramatic situation with regard to Jocasta, which

has not been generally appreciated. The commonplace of Eur./r. 1040

will help US to understand: eav i8#s frpos ityos rippevov Tiva,
| Xa/iirpw re

TrXovYa) Kai yeW ya.vpovp.tvov (this is exactly TrXov<rto> x\Lovra yeVet), | <5<pw

T fJLfl(D T^S TUX7/? firfjpKOTO., \

TOVTOV Ta^ClttV VffJ.f(TiV (.V0V TTpOtrSoKa. OedipUS

thinks that Jocasta is haughty, because of 'wealth and birth': he himself

talks of Fortune giver of good gifts, as his origin, and boasts of his

descent. He has forgotten that Luck is /x.yaXdSa>pos dAX' d/Se'/faio?

(Democritus, Diels 176 p. 417). Pious caution bids us remember that TO.

/ueyaXa Swpa T^S rt^s x" <f>6fiov (Fr. Tr. Adesp. 547). Cf. Plut. Mor.

702 E TOVS aTraiSevTous KCU d/xa0eis 17 TUX^) fjuxpov KKOixicra<ra TrXovrois TICTIV

17 8dais 17 dpxais, p-crewpous yiyvo/iefovs ev^us tTr&UKvwi TriTrrovras. The

famous imageof Heracleitus (Diels 5 2 p. 69), atwvTrats eo-rt Trat^wv, TTCTTEUWV

TraiSos 8'
77 ftaa-iX-rji-rj (recalled by Philo de vit. Mays, i p. 85, quoted by

Mullach Vol. I p. 320, rux7/? do-Ta^/x^TOTepov ovSev avcu xai KOITOJ ra

Treia TreTTevouoT;?) is based on old moralities. Add Eupolis, dS^'A.

Koch Vol. I p. 353 fr. 356. The confident assertion OVK

rings ominously in ears which are familiar with the maxim,

rrt KCLKOV dvejriboKrjTov dv6punroi<s, oAiyw Se XP^1"? ^vra ptTappi

(Simonides 62): aeXTrrov ovSev, Travra 8' eXTrt^etv XP^" says Euripides

(/r. 761). On the other hand, the 'expectations of them that lack under-

standing are irrational' (Democritus, Diels 292 p. 437). The result of the

Pythagorean self-examination, the practical application of the yv<30i o-eav-

TOV, is this : yvoxn;. . .<veriv irepl Travros d/xoiiyv, |

wore tre /j"7T aeXTrr' eXTri^etv,

HT/JTCTI \ijOeiv ([Pythag.] Aureum Carm. Mullach Vol. I p. 197 1. 52ff.).

1082-1083. In calling the months his kinsmen, Oedipus is not

merely adding a piece of rhetoric to his claim to be son of Luck. As

moons wax, as seasons bring the great tree from the tiny shoot, so Oedipus,
son of Fortune, has grown from the small estate of a wretched foundling

to the magnificence of a throne. The changing months that saw him

small, now see him great : they marked the stages, prescribed the limits,

of his littleness, his growth and his splendour. As child of nature Oedipus
claims that he has grown by nature's fostering care. 'He has faith in this

Mother' says Jebb. Well, pious caution says: TvyT\v vd/xt^c- TVXQ py
Tri'oreuc. Moons, like Fortune, wane as well as wax. The mention of the

months recalls to the audience the cautious moral which Oedipus has

forgotten (Soph.yr. 787):
dXX OV/JLOS die! TTOT/XOS fV TTVKVto 6fOV

Tpt>x<3 KVK\eLTai
l

Kal /AeraXXao-aei <pv<riv

(ixnrfp (T\TJvr)<; oi/as ew^povas 8wo

1 For the wheel cf. Orphica xix 6ff. Mullach Vol. i p. 176.
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a"rfjvai SUI/CUT' av OVTTOT cv
fj.op<frfj /u.ta,

dAA* e dS^'Xov Trpwrov Ip^crat ve'a

wpocrwira xaAAwovcra KCU TT\i]povp.vrj

^wrav Trep aunys fvirpfirfcrraTr] <t>a-vfj

n-aA.iv Siappei. ...Kaxl /XTjStv Ip^erai.

It will not be long before we hear the chorus sing that the generations
of mankind are Icra xal TO fjLrjBtv. Fortune changes with the seasons (Eur.

fr- 33) : there is the same cycle, growth and fading, in nature and in

human life (Eur. fr. 415). Great cities become small, small become

great: therefore, says Herodotus (i 5) ryv avdp^injirjv cTrio-ra/icvos evSai-

fjLOVirjv ovSap.0. iv TOJVTW /xvov<rav e7ri/xv^'(royu.at ay>t<oTepu>v o/xoitos.

1084. The suggestion that we should read roiao-Se for roioaSe is not,

I think, happy. Oedipus is filled now not with the thought of the great-

ness of his mother, Fortune, but rather of the greatness she has given him
as his birthgift. The months, which saw him in his humble birth, see

him in his greatness to-day: roio'o-Se suggests not merely 'a son of TV^TJ,'

but also fte'yas.

Objection to the rhythm en TTOT' aAAos is mistaken. Oedipus is now
carried away by a spirit of exalted energy which is almost lyrical in effect.

The iambic verse is stirred by his excitement. For ceA0ot/u see line 87.

The repeated * helps to mark the dramatic climax.

1086. Professor Murray thinks that this 'joyous chorus strikes a

curious note,' but admits that the contrast with the succeeding tragedy
is effective. He suggests the right line of interpretation when he adds

that perhaps the chorus has caught the mood of Oedipus. Bruhn also

perceives this fact. Jebb makes no remark, and it is clear from the

musical setting which was provided for the Cambridge performance that

many readers have missed the tragic significance of the King's mad exal-

tation. Here even Paris failed. M. Mounet-Sully delivered the King's

appeal to Fortune as the utterance of a depressed, almost despairing,

hero, and the ladies who played the part of chorus attempted at line 1086

to cheer and console the drooping King. The truth is that the speech of

Oedipus marks the climax, not of his fear, but of his confidence, and

that the chorus in which the elders, having caught the infection of the

King's rash mood, hail him as the son of a god, is the tragic development
of the motif introduced at line 3 1 . The priest of Zeus addressed the prince

to whom his people came as humble suppliants, not indeed as a god,
but almost as a god. We have seen the King heap insults on the minister

of Apollo. We have heard the chorus contrast the little wisdom and the

short-lived power of mortals with the wisdom of Zeus and Apollo, the

perfect power of the only eternal King. Now, just before the truth which

he himself has sought shatters the happiness of the hero, he speaks
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of himself as of something set apart from the vicissitudes of ordinary

humanity, a favourite of the goddess Fortune, and her son. The chorus

respond by hailing him as indeed a son of the immortals, child of Apollo,

Pan, Hermes, Dionysus.

1090. Since most scholars miss the dramatic value of the whole

chorus, it is not surprising that they are puzzled by the mention of 'to-

morrow's Full Moon.' Bruhn remarks that the saga may have contained

some explanation, now lost. Wolff, who is quoted by Jebb, quite rightly

suggested that to an Athenian audience the allusion to the Pandia, a

festival held at the full moon in Elaphebolion, would seem natural enough.

But this does not explain why Sophocles thinks it worth while to mention

the festival. I hope that my version will not seem too free. It cannot,

I think, be seriously doubted that to an Athenian audience the effect was

as obvious and as dramatic as I have tried to make it. Oedipus speaks

of the months that have watched his rise to greatness, the moons of nature,

waxing as their kinsman Oedipus waxes. The chorus seize the notion,

and cry that his full greatness shall yet be revealed... even at 'to-morrow's

full moon festival.' It is perhaps worth noticing in this connection that

the Orphic Works and Days began, according to Tzetzes, with a promise
of instruction OTTTTWS av IlavSia 2X-r]va.u] ireiridoiTO

|
O/ATTVICI (rot &yfj.r)Tpo<;

cupcm/doio T BaK^ou | Swp' dva.'irfp.TrffjLfvai KCU iTrrjravov oXfiov O7raav

(Orphica LVII 15 ff. Mullach Vol. i. p. 189).

The reading is uncertain, but I believe that the interpretation of Jebb
and Bruhn is right. Mr Harry's suggestion aTreipywv is unsatisfactory:

we ask why Cithaeron should think of trying to prevent such a con-

summation!

1095. Tvpawois, Oedipus (Jebb), not the 'princely house' (Bruhn).
That the mountain should be praised and worshipped because it pleases

the King, is a dangerous indication of the King's greatness. The use of

the word rupavvois here is, again, significant.

1103. These gods are chosen, ostensibly, because they are likely to

haunt the mountains. For the combination of Pan and Loxias see

Agamemnon 55. But, of course, Loxias has dramatic value here.

1105. Dionysus is the god of wild enthusiasm: the mention of him
here marks the climax of the choral excitement. It is not by accident

that this passage recalls 204 ff., where Apollo, the mountain-ranging
Artemis, and, finally, Bacchus with his train of Maenads are summoned
to the rescue of Thebes.

1 1 10. Oedipus has remained on the palace steps, receiving the tribute

of the chorus, who have worshipped him by their song. When the lyric
is ended, there is a moment of tense silence. The old servant is seen

approaching by the parodos, and the King speaks in the tones of self-
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restraint, like a judge, determined to sift all evidence, careful of his own
utterance. That is the explanation of the precise statement of the follow-

ing lines. Line mi recalls 82 and 105. The contrast between guessing
and knowledge shows the effort of the King to recover the exact balance

of a sane mind.

1123. The answer is proud.

1127. The effect of this answer is to confirm at once the Corinthian's

story. We must remember also that the lyric 1086 ff. has only just ended.

1135-1136. The alteration of the text to ve/xwv.... eVA^o-lo.tfv is

pedantic, and destroys the life of the sentence: the Corinthian is eager,

and excitedly changes his construction. The reason for this precise state-

ment about the number of the flocks has strangely puzzled Bruhn. The
Corinthian is really trying to kindle a spark of recollection in the mind

of the older man. The professional detail at last serves his turn. It should

be noticed that the old servant has no notion at present as to the identity

of Oedipus with the long-forgotten infant. He has a secret on his mind,

namely that Oedipus slew Laius. But he has no thought of the greater

tragedy, and is not at present trying to conceal anything. He really does

not remember the talkative Corinthian.

1144. The eager question of the Corinthian arouses the rustic's

suspicion.

1147. We remember such maxims as KpeWov TO. ouo/i'a eXe'y^cti/

afj-ap-nj/jLara r)
TO. 69vfla (Democritus, Diels 60 p. 401), and perceive that

Oedipus himself Seirai KoXao-rot). For the stress laid on 'good words' see

notes on 296, 322.

1152. At a hint of obstinacy Oedipus again losing self-control,

speaks as a tyrant to a slave.

1153. Oedipus has become more tyrannical since line 402. His

conduct here reminds us of the tyrant Astyages in Hdt. i 116. Having
asked KoOev A.a/3oi rov TratSa *cai TI'S fir) o TrapaSous (cf. 1 162

ff.),
and having

received a false answer, Astyages said OVK eu'/SouAciW&u (/*/) 7ri0v/te'ovTa es

dyayicas fteyaXas aTriKveecr&u, a/x.a re Xeywv ravra la~ij/j.aive rots Sopv<opoi<rt

Aa/i/Jacetv avroV. o Se dyo/teyos es ras avayxas OUTO> 8rj !<atve TOV eovra Xo'yov.

1155. The use of SUO-TT/VOS in the sense of Suo-r^i/os cyo) is, as Jebb
remarks, in agreement with Sophocles' usage. But it would be hard to

find a parallel for the nominative participle, referring to another person,

which follows. The syntax of Sophocles is dramatic. The old man calls

himself unhappy. But in his terror he uses a syntactical irregularity

which for the audience puts the title of 'unhappy' upon Oedipus. See

lines 855, 1071.

1162. The thought that he may prove the son of a slave still haunts

the king. In 1166 I accept Schaefer's ravr' for the MS reading
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1 1 68. The old man's answer leaves quite vague the question of

parentage. Any member of Laius' household, whether related to the

king or not, might be described as the father of 'one of the children of

the house of Laius.' Oedipus, still dreading that he is of servile birth,

hopes to be told that his father was eyyen??, and has no thought that

Lai'us himself may prove to be the father. Add to the parallels between

Oedipus and the infant Cyrus of Herodotus (see lines 718, 719, 1153,

1174) the fact that the herdsman, when Harpagus gave him the child,

at first thought TWVTIVOS otJcereW eivai (Hdt. I III).

1170. Still the fear that he may be proved a slave, not the fear of

the actual truth, is haunting him.

1174. So Harpagus gave Cyrus to the herdsman for exposure es TO

eprjp.OTa.Tov TWV opeW, OKWS av ra^tora 8ia<#apei7/ (Hdt. I no). See note

on 719.

1175. T\-rjfj.u>v means not simply 'hard-hearted' 'the wretch,' as

Jebb strongly phrases it but also '

poor wretched woman !

' The effect

is human and tragic, and the application of the same epithet to Oedipus
himself at 1194 heightens its value.

1177. Oedipus now knows the truth, but, for one great moment,
resists it. With a fine effort of self-control he manages to ask

a question which seems to test the truth of the old man's story. The

simple answer, leaving no room for doubt, gives time for the change in

the heroic spirit, which is expressed by the cry of line 1182.

1182. Our emotions have been prepared for this e^xoi. See lines

87, 1084.

1186. For the general effect of such moralising compare Eur./r. 332
'Consider the woes of others, and you will be better able to bear your
Own': especially ...TOUS CK /ieyiorov oAjStas Tvpavvi8os \

TO fj.7]8fv OVTO.S.

1197. The lucky shot which won complete happiness recalls the

theme of nxy (442) and also the theme of KpoVos. The phrase TTO.VT'

cuSat/xovos is deliberately thrown into the form which recalls Zev TTO.VT

dvoWwv (904) and gives further value to Tra.i>Ta...Kpa.Ttiv in line 1522.
The contrast which is thus suggested between mortals and the gods is

driven home by the invocation of Zeus. We think of such common-

places as the Homeric olrf ircp <j>vX\wv yever?... (//. vi 147), as developed,

e.g., by Sophocles vn.fr. 535-6. Cf. Musaeus (Mullach Vol. i p. 161

1. 19 ff.) cJs 8* avTcos KCU <f>v\\a. <f>vti ^ei'Swpos dpovpa- \

aAAa p.ev tv

a.Tro(f>$Lvci, aAAa 8e <j>vci'
|

a>s of KOL avOautTrov yeverj Kal <AAov
The tragic fact IS this : TroAAots o Sat'/ncov ov /car' (.VVOLO.V <f>pcv<av, | /xeyaAa
8i'S<oenv evrvxTJft-a-T (cf. 1081) aAA' iva

|

ras u/*.<opa.s AaySaxriv eTru^aveoTepas

(Fr. Tr. Adesp. 82). And the moral, for mortals, is this: d 8' d&ols <rot

/lAT/Sev dAyetvov TTOTC
|

. . . eorea&u, /xaKaptws Xets ^P^wv. |

6eiav yap a^eiv
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/3ioTov, ov 6vr)Twv So/ceis (Dionysius Jr. 2 N. p. 793). For iraa-iv dv6p<a-

-TTOKTIV, ovx "n^w p-ovov, \ rj
teal TrapauTiV rj XpoVw Scu/Aojv fiiov | Itr^Xe, KOvSfis

810. T\OUS cuSai/xovei (Eur. fr. 273). In such moralising the blindness of

man is a commonplace: we understand this play when we realise the

feeling which produced, e.g., a^ea yj??,
etSwXa rei-vy/neVa, /Ar/Sa/xa /ni/Sey |

ciSdre?, oure ^a/Colo Trpo(rp^op.VOLO vofj<Tai <pcu$/AOves...a7rpo'Ojproi (Orphica

xxxn, Mullach Vol. i p. 181).

1 200. This and the following lines recall 47 ff.

1213. It is a mistake to alter OKOV&' to aK<ov. See my Introduction

p. xxx, and notice that other evils, KOVTO. KOU'K otKovra are to follow

(1230).

The allusion to 'All-seeing Time' recalls 614 (on which see my note),

and is made more impressive by our memory of the tragic confidence of

io8off.

1221. TO 8' opflov clirflv is the pathetic sequel to line 505 irplv iSoi/*'

opdov ITTOS. See the note there and on line 87.

1223. The honourable title by which the elders are addressed has

tragic value. Oedipus, who TO. peyia-T eTi/t^T/, has fallen from his estate.

The counsellors remain, act Tipnafjicvoi.

1230-1231. The death of Jocasta, and the self-blinding of Oedipus
are CKOVTO.. This line is significant, and should prevent scholars from

attributing to Sophocles a muddled notion that Oedipus is held respon-
sible for the parricide and incest. Sophocles makes the moral distinction

between the OKOV and IKOV as clearly as any modern moralist.

1231. An important maxim which gives its tragic value to Soph.
Track. 491. See my remarks in Proc. Carnb. Phil. Soc. 1915 Lent Term

p. 3. The fundamental doctrine, against which Oedipus by blinding
himself has sinned, is well expressed in [Pythag.] Aur. Carm. 17

(Mullach Vol. I p. 194) oo-cra TC BaLp.ovirjo-1 rv'^ats ftporol aA.ye' e^ova-iv \

ijv av /xotpav ^775, Tavrrjv <e'pe, /xr/S' ayava/cret. The choice of the word

<f>av(acn gives the tragic application to the whole drama.

1251, 1260 and 1276. In each of these lines there is an irregularity

which seems odd and artificial to the grammarian. But the effect on

the hearer is in each case natural and expressive of the emotion of the

speaker. In 1251 the voice drops before aTroAAimu. In 1260 the

excitement makes a participle unnecessary : it is not true that we supply
OVTOS. In 1276, whatever grammarians may think, no one who listens

can fail to understand that it was the pins, not his eyes, that Oedipus
raised.

1282. Those who have supposed that the final moralising is spurious

have ignored the beauty of the recurrent theme. The chorus, having
heard the truth of the old evils, sing of the emptiness of human happi-
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ness. The slave who tells of the fresh evils, repeats their strain, now

heightened by the greater tragedy. In the end, this theme forms the

basis of a moral harmony.

1300. The tragic sequel of lines 263, 829.

1302. It is a mistake to avoid a quite legitimate metrical irregularity

by reading Su<m/v'. There is here a good instance, not, I think, gene-

rally appreciated, of the subtlety with which Sophocles modifies his

idiom for dramatic effect. The use of Sucrn/vos recalls 1155, on which

see note. First Jocasta, then the old servant, unconsciously, now the

chorus apply this title to the 'happy prince.' At line 1308 Oedipus takes

the title, himself, as his own. But he does not say Svtm/vo? 8rjra, which

would be the normal form of phrase for an answer and assent to the

words of the chorus. His cry SUO-TT/I/OS eyw is for him not an assent to

the chorus but a spontaneous expression of feeling. For us, of course,

it is a tragic assent.

1316-1320. The first lyrical lamentation of Oedipus is marked by
sudden cries of physical pain. He feels the darkness and the agony
of his wounds. The purpose of these lines is to prepare us for the

quieter scene which is to follow. The moral is to prevail over the

physical. It is the memory of sorrows, not the stab of the blind eyes,

that matters most.

1321 if. The first sign of the quieter mood is invested with a peculiar

beauty. The voices of the chorus bring the realisation of the fact that

human friendship survives. In his splendour Oedipus could not recognise

his friend. That fact gives special value to 1324-1325. The sequel will

be the scene with Creon.

1329. For the significance of this moment see Introduction, p. xxx.

1336. Lines 1321-1325 have established a bond of sympathy between

the chorus and the hero. It is our sense of this deep affection that prevents

us from misunderstanding the tone of the leader's assent to the tragic

words of Oedipus. In small troubles most people attempt to comfort the

sufferer by making light of his calamity. Here is a situation in which

love itself can only agree that death would have been better than life for

the sufferer.

1341. If the reading is right oXedptov means 'lost' as Jebb says.

But here, as often in Sophocles, the normal meaning is felt beneath the

abnormal. Oedipus brought calamity not only to himself but to Jocasta
and to Thebes.

1347. I agree with Jebb that TOV vov means 'thy sense of thy mis-

fortune.' This makes me inclined to keep dvayvwvat, and to suppose
that the chorus means, not 'I wish I had never known you' as in

line 1356, but 'would that you had not lived to recognise your destiny.'
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It is possible, however, that TOV vov refers to the voluntary act of self-

blinding and v/x.</>opas to the unavoidable disasters. We remember, in

that case, the principle stated by Democritus (Diels 42 p. 399), p-eya. TO

ev vp.<f>opfjcri foovelv a Set, which is certainly important for the under-

standing of these final scenes.

1369. The change to iambics marks a change in the mood of

Oedipus. The reasoned defence of his act of self-mutilation serves not

only to mark the transition to the calmer atmosphere of the Creon

scene, but also to introduce the nwti/ofthe love for his children (1375 ff.),

which lends comforting beauty to the final development of the com-

position. From time to time the pain of Oedipus breaks out afresh, but

it is now no longer the physical agony, but the /acif/Ai? KaKcoi/ which is

felt. See note on 1 3 1 6 ff.

1390. In the very act of explaining his self-blinding, Oedipus makes

clear to himself the truth that blindness of the body cannot help the

agony of mind.

1409. After a long pause the king speaks quietly again. The last

phase of this long rhesis derives much of its value from our memory
of the earlier scenes in which suppliants have come to Oedipus. Notice

IT' in 1413 and compare 46-47. Again this scene with the chorus

beautifully foreshadows the scene with Creon.

1421. Ka/cos. This is no casual writing. The word which Oedipus
now uses of himself is the word which he has so violently applied to his

friend. See note on 76 and cf. 334, 548, 627.

1424 ff. These lines are not unsympathetic, but expressive of a pro-

found religious feeling. Oedipus is polluted and a pollution to others.

I433- The superlative Ka/currov heightens the effect which I have

pointed out in my note on 1421.

1436-1444. Again it is a mistake to suppose that Creon is un-

sympathetic. The effect on Oedipus is obviously quite inconsistent

with such an interpretation. Line 1444 indeed recalls line 1023.

1494. I retain and translate the MS reading. Jebb accepts Kennedy's
TCUS /u.cus yovaicrtv.

1513. That the right reading is o /ccupos del ,rjv, ftiov (Hartung,

MSS TOV jSi'ou) I hope that my whole commentary has proved. Here, as

often, xaipos means not 'opportunity,' but the due 'measure.' This old

use is often missed. In Hes. Op. 694 we have fierpa <vAao-o-eo-0ai,

Kaipos 8' em iraa-iv apurros, applied to the practical problem of the

loading of a ship or a waggon. Headlam showed how Aeschylus de-

veloped these ideas as metaphor. Paley was wrong in his ingenious

attempt to find a reference to 'season' in the Hesiodic passage. When
Pindar says (Ol. XIII 47) eTreTai 8' ev ecao-Tu> fjierpov vorjcrai Se Kaipos

5
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5, I venture, in spite of Gildersleeve, to think that Kaipo's simply =

p-erpov. When Bacchylides says -rravpoia-L oe Ovaruv rov airavra ^pdvov

oai/j.<i)V eo<axev
| TrpacrcrovTas ev /caipw iro\iOKp6ra<$>ov \ yijpas iKveurpai, Trpiv

ejKvpa-ai 8ua, he does not mean ' Few men are perfectly happy all the days

of their life' (Jebb/r. 21 'faring opportunely, i.e., as they would wish at

each successive step in life'), but 'few have the happy life of moderate

prosperity,' aTny/xavrov war' aVapKetv (Aesch. Ag. 378). Cf. [Pythag.] Aur.

Carm. 34 (Mullach Vol. I p. 195) /lerpov oe Xeyw roS o
/J.TJ

cr avnjo-fi.

Clement (Strom, vi 745) knew that well enough when he foolishly accused

Euripides of plagiarising from this phrase of Bacchylides for his own

Kivo9 8' a.Trdvr(j)v earl /jiaKapuararos \
09 810. reXovs &>>v o/xaXoy Tjo-Krjo-ev ftiov.

Add the use of Kaipw Karafiaivtav in Pindar Paean II 34, /xerpw Ka.rafta.ivf.Lv

Pyth. vm 78, Eur. fr. 893. So in [Pythag.] Aur. Carm. 37 (Mullach

Vol. I p. 195) f") oairavav Trapa Kaipov . . . p.r)o' dveXev(?epos i<r$i- p.erpov 8'

CTTI iracriv apiorov.

For the contrast between tyranny and 6 Katpo's ^ Eur.
_/^-. 626.

Democritus (Diels 191 p. 420) has a good sermon on the text of 'cheerful

content and the modest mean': the really 'lucky' man (euru^T/s) is he

who is cheerful, 6 CTTI furptourt xpij/j-acn ev6vfj.ovij.evos (Diels 286 p. 437):

men ought to recognise that human life is a<pavpr)v...Kal

Tro\\ft cri re KTjpcri <TVfJ.Trc<t>vp/jLvr]v KO.I
a/j.rj^aviy<ri, OKWS av r

KTTJ<TIO<; eTrifJ.e\rjTai Kai dfj-erpyra, [?]
e-rrl TOI? avayKOtburt raXatTrajpej;

(Diels 286 p. 436). Democritus also uses the word Kaipo's as a synonym
for perpov (Diels 235 p. 427).

1516. For the phrase cf. Anth. App. iv 22, 2 ///>/3ev ayav aip<3

Wvra TrpdcrccrTi /caXa. For the thought cf. Eur. fr. 46 /xerpi'ws aXyeiv,

274, 418. The 'modest measure,' which is the prayer he has taught his

children, Oedipus himself must learn, first by refraining from excess of

lamentation, secondly by awaiting the decision of Delphi as to his

future, thirdly by obedience, even when his children are led away.

15171522. The value of these lines depends on our recollection

of the scene with Teiresias, where human wisdom was pitted against the

wisdom of a divinely inspired prophet, and of the scene with Creon him-

self, in which Oedipus made his claim irdvra. uparelv. For iravra. Kparelv

cf. the dialogue of Cleanthes (Mullach Vol. i p. 152) where 0v/io's says:

l^o), Aoyr/Ae, TTO.V o /3ouXo/x.cu Trotetv, and Aoyioyxo's answers :< /cat> /Jcuri-

Xi/cdv ye. I need hardly say that u/*o9 and Aoytoyxds have played their

parts in our drama.

1528. For the prevalence of this maxim see Schol. on Eur. Andr. 100

where an epic fragment is cited, Eur. Heracleid. 863, Fr. Tr. Adesp. N.

p. xxi9,Soph./r. 588. See also Dionysius/r. 3, N.p. 794. One of the noblest

applications is made by Pericles in the Funeral Oration (Thuc. n 44) :
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the parents will make no lament, cv TroAvrpoVois yap u//,</>opais 1-jricnavra.i

Tpa^>fTcs, TO 8e 6vrv)(ls ot av 7-175 evTrpeTrccrTaTi;? Aa^axrtv, wo-Trep oi8e vSv,

TeA.eirri7S, vp.i<; Se XTJTTT/?,
/cat ots evSatjuov^crai re o j8io oyttoitos *a! ciTeXevrijcrai

wefji6Tp->]0-r). We may remember also the beautiful lines in which Phry-

nichus (Movo-ai, Koch Vol. i p. 379 fr. 31) referred to the death of

Sophocles :

fia.Kap ScH^o/cAe'rjs, os TroXvv ^povov /3iovs

direOavv ivBaifjuav dvrjp KOL Sextos'

iroAAa? Troir^tras ical xaXas
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THE LATER COMMONPLACE OF KING AND TYRANT

In my commentary I have rarely referred to the late Graeco-Roman

development of the tyrant type, because I desired to avoid the suspicion

that I was importing into the interpretation of Sophocles the ideas of a

later age. It may be interesting, however, to some of my readers, if I

collect in an appendix a few specimens from the great mass of later

commonplace. The ideas which were already current in the fifth century

before Christ have become stereotyped and are applied by writers of

courtly panegyric without discrimination to all emperors, good and bad.

Take first the general contrast between the King and the Tyrant.

'It is impossible,' says Themistius (i p. 19 a), 'to feel the same admiration

for the intemperate as for the man of prudent moderation, for the passion-

ate lover of gain as for the just, for the harsh and violent as for the man
of gentle temper.' True Royalty 'rules with virtue, for the good of men,
that is, of the governed': tyranny rules 'with vice, for nothing but its own

enjoyment' (n p. 35 d). 'I will be your instructor' says this flatterer to

the young Valentinian (ix p. i23d) 'even as Phoenix was to the young
Achilles: and thus you shall come to know what things you should say,

and of what things you should be silent; what things it is good to do,

and what it is more profitable not to do; when you should waken your

wrath, and when you should lay it to sleep; what is the difference between

an unlucky chance, an unjust deed, and a mistake; and that it is one

thing to rule over free men, another thing to rule over servants : that the

one is the supremacy of virtue, the other is the snatching of a gain from

Luck.' The good King (i 5 a) Ms as far removed from desire for gain as

he is from harshness,' and he fights against the usurping tyrant 'not for

the sake of gain, nor to purchase undying fame, but because he loves

that which is good in itself and would free the world.' Again, we recognise
the traits of Oedipus, when Dio, who is insisting that literature ought to

incite great Kings not only to warlike achievement, but also to 'peace and

good-will and the honouring of the gods and the care of men,' tells us

that Timotheos ought to have been able to do good to Alexander (Dio i

p. 2) 'whenever he passed the due measure in expression of grief, or

punished more sharply than was lawful or fair, or was harsh and angry
against his own friends and comrades, or looked down upon his true and
mortal parents.' And the fault of Alexander was the fault of Oedipus :
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he did not know himself. 'What enemy,' he asked, 'shall I still have to

fight after I have conquered the world?' (Dio iv 68) 'One,' answered

Diogenes, 'that you think you know better than all the world, yet one

that you do not know.' 'Tell me who it is,' cried the King, and the answer

was, 'I have long been telling you, but you will not listen. You are your
own greatest enemy... for no one that is base and foolish knows himself.'

But it is not only in the general conception that the late convention

illustrates our theme. In detail after detail we shall find that Oedipus is

such a man as Themistius, Dio and Julian would recognise as typical of

kingship, both in its nobler aspect and in its tendency to degenerate to

tyranny. The King, like Oedipus, is father of his people. The phrase,

we know, is Homeric. Herodotus remembers it when he tells us that

Dareius was called the 'merchant,' Cambyses the 'master,' but Cyrus
the 'father' of the people (Hdt. in 19). When you turn to Themistius

(i 1 7 a), you will find that old theme duly elaborated. Cambyses was

both harsh and careless of his responsibility: Cyrus was gentle (1771-105,

the Homeric word) and devised all manner ofgood for his people. Again
in Julian (i 9 a, 44 b), all this is assumed as commonplace. That brings

us to a further point. The King is wakeful, since he is ever thinking of

his people's needs : the tyrant is kept awake by fear. So Oedipus in the

watches of the night broods on his city's trouble and seeks the remedy.
All that is reminiscent of Homer's Agamemnon, and you will find it all

again elaborated in Themistius (vn 91 a, xv 187 a, 195 b), in Dio (in 51),

and in Plutarch (
Mor. 8 1 5 d). Yet again the people look to the King's

wise aid because the King has experience :

The tried man's thought,

And his alone, springs to the live event.

Consult Julian (i p. 12 d) and you will understand what Sophocles is

doing. Odysseus, like the Roman Emperors, needed 'experience of many
men and cities,' though he was not called, like Roman Emperors, to rule

great territories and many nations. This also is a commonplace. The
helmsman of the state needs virtue (Themistius xv ig6d) and virtue is

nourished not merely by office, but by practice: the man 'who holds the

reins of cities and of peoples needs more experience than his subjects

need' (ib. 197 b).

The tendency to sudden anger, and the tendency to allow his

passion to outstrip his reason, are not merely characteristic of Oedipus
as a man but symptoms of the defect of his good royalty. That the

good King has a 'peaceful eye' (Themistius i 6 d) is commonplace. See

how Themistius speaks of wrathful Agamemnon 'with his flashing eyes'

(vin me), depicted thus by the poet 'not because Homer wished to
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attack Agamemnon, the divinely ordained King, but to show the danger

of anger, which, in his case, nearly ruined all.' Pursue the point, and

you will find many parallels to our play. The King is most admirable

because he does not let his passion win advantage over his judgment

(i 7 c): and 'though his place gives him licence to do all things in anger,

he is more gentle than the son of Ariston' (n 30 c). His anger he salves

with reason, and submits himself to the treatment of the physician Time

(vn 98 c). This principle is applied to punishment, which must be neither

excessive, nor imposed without due consideration. In general, 'like

Pittacus,' a true King puts 'forgiveness before requital' (Julian n 50 c).

He does not make anger the judge, nor measure his requital by the

measure of his wrath, but applies reason as the check to passion, and

shows himself milder than the laws (Themistius vn 93 b). On the

contrary, a Tyrant acts suddenly (Plutarch Mor. 782 c) :

' His vice, because

his place allows it a free course, turns anger into execution and death,

lust into adultery, desire of gain into confiscation : the word no sooner

spoken than the offender is undone : one hint of suspicion, and the falsely

accused is dead!' When Lucian's Phalaris is trying to prove that he has

been a good King (n p. 106), this is his plea: 'I put back the accused,

I allowed them to plead their cause, I brought forward the evidence, I

clearly investigated every point, and then at last, when they themselves

no longer denied their guilt, I punished.'

Surely all this throws light on the relations of Oedipus and Creon?

But I think we can get even closer to the poet's conception here. Oedipus
shared his authority with Creon. That was characteristic of his wise and

temperate rule. The Tyrant will not share, but wishes 'in all things to be

the master.' See, for this topic, Themistius (vi passim), and notice that

the Homeric precedent is duly cited.
' You have in your own household

your Phoenix' (p. 81 c), 'in your own household one to instruct you as to

all that may be done and may be said.' An elaborate treatment of the

same theme will be found in Julian (i 17 b ff.). The King's brothers are

his fellow-rulers, whom he serves: to his friends he gives lavishly a

share in free speech and in equal speech, as in all good things : he shares

with all men his possessions: and (on p. igd) we hear, in words that

remind us of Creon's wise admonitions, that such sharing is 'not un-

profitable' since nothing is truly profitable that is not also good.
Once more we are reminded of Oedipus when we consider the

suspicions of the Tyrant. A good King loves his subjects and is loved

by them. A Tyrant fears as he is feared. A King's best bodyguard is his

subjects' love, and his chief fear is lest his subjects suffer injury. And
the subjects 'do not fear him, but fear for him' (Themistius n 36 a). So
the subject prays (vi 80 d) 'not to fear the sovereign, but to fear for him '
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and prays that the Kingship may find its bodyguard in such sort of fear

from all subjects. For the King's generous fear for his subjects see

Plutarch Mor. 781 c, where the theme is enlivened with some excellent

anecdotes concerning the shifts to which the terrified Tyrants are put.

The good King realises that no wealth of gold and silver and precious

jewels is so profitable as the wealth of true friendship (Themistius 1170)
and that the good-will of his people is his surest safeguard (Julian i 48 a,

Dio in 51). Therefore he values, and is kept in safety by, the candid

frankness of the friends whom he knows so well how to distinguish from

the flatterers. His palace is guarded (Themistius v 67 b) by the 'good
counsel of a Nestor, the frank speech of a Diomed, by men like the

Chrysantas of Cyrus or the Artabanos of Xerxes.' Again we remember

Creon, and again we notice that the commonplace is illustrated by most

ancient precedent. So is the complementary thesis that the Tyrant hates

the virtuous and has no true friends (Julian I 43 d, Dio in 55, vi 97).

The 'ground-tone,' says Gomperz, of all the stock characterisation of the

Tyrant is the theory that he 'lives in fear.' He fears, says Dio (vi 96),

'what is afar, because it is far off, and what is near because it is so close

to his person : he suspects the threat of war from those who are at a

distance, and from men near at hand he looks for a plot. Tyrants think

all things are full of plots and ambushes. Each of them counts over to

himself the stories of the deaths of kings and all the conspiracies that

have ever been in the world.' Oedipus, who cried out so bitterly against

the hate and envy that Kingship meets in the world, is presently defend-

ing his injustice to Creon by the plea of every Tyrant that his own safety

requires vigilance. Well, when Lucian's Phalaris explains that Tyrants
needs must punish and must cause themselves to be feared, he puts it on

the ground (n p. 107) that, since their rule is a rule of force, they are

surrounded by men who hate them and conspire against them. This same

excellent Phalaris, before he came to be a Tyrant, was actually on the

brink of laying down his legitimate authority because, as he says, TO

apxii/ a-vv (f>B6v<t> Ka/j.a.Tr)p6v (n 105). But, of course, when all is said,

the King's best bodyguard is wisdom (Themistius I 5 b), and the most

dangerous plotters against him are his own unruly passions (Themistius
in 45 b).

Nor is it only in relation to Creon that Oedipus is subject to the

peculiar dangers and temptations that belong to Kingship. We have seen

how he passes from an overweening confidence in his good Luck to the

calamity which makes him for all men a warning of the uncertainty of

human fortune and the need for Sophrosyne. Even so should all Kings
find their supremacy in Virtue and in Wisdom, not in their high Fortune

(Themistius v 67 a), whereas the usurping Tyrant 'has enough good Luck
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to make him, in his confidence, reveal his evil nature and his craft'

then,
'

having enjoyed just so much authority as will bring his character

to light,' he is 'snatched away even in the moment of discovery'

(Themistius vn 92 d). We remember the close of the tragedy when we

hear Julian's ill-deserved congratulations (145 d)to an Emperor 'not puffed

up by good Luck, as was Alexander, who despised his own parents and

claimed to be the son of Ammon' : 'to win a little moment of good Luck,

and to prosper for the moment that is easy: but to preserve through

life the good that is given is not so light a task' (47 b). When Alexander

captured his wounded enemy Porus and asked, 'How shall I deal with

you?' the helpless man replied, 'Deal with me as a King should deal'

for this, as Alexander himself realised, included all: it meant 'sustaining

with humanity and modesty and gentleness and kindliness the present

good fortune, remembering in the spirit that provokes not heaven's

jealousy how unstable is the poise of the scales of Luck.'

We have seen again, how Oedipus, for his benefaction to the State,

is honoured as 'Saviour,' almost as a god. And we have noticed how this

theme has been developed in the tragic sequel by the contrast of the

earthly King with Zeus, and by the final delusion of the chorus which

hails the hero as the son of a god. The basis of all this, we recognise,

is given by the Homeric notion of the Zeus-born King, honoured 'like

a god' among his people, and by the doctrine of Sophrosyne, as preached,
for instance, by Pindar, which warns a King that, although he has reached

the highest pitch of mortal happiness, he may not climb 'the brazen

heaven.' For all that development see Themistius xvi 93 c. The common-

place receives fresh value when Plato, insisting on the ruler's need for

virtue and philosophy, proceeds to say that philosophy is a 'becoming as

like as possible to the divine.' Thus changed and enriched, the theme is

common in Themistius (i 8d, 9 a, n 32 d, v 640, ix 126 c, xv i88ff.).

By imitation of the gods, not by exacting worship from men, the

King acquires the right to bear the titles of the gods. But how, exactly,
shall he imitate the gods? By learning as Oedipus, according to our

interpretation of the tragic exit, learns Sophrosyne: 'If any man is to

deserve the titles Saviour, Counsellor, Defender of the City, the very
titles of Zeus, he must win the Sophrosyne and the Philosophia of Zeus '

(ix i26c).
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